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Commission Analysts Mr. Syd Carroll, Mr. Dave Van Saun, Mr. Wes 
Hood, Mr. Ryan Dean on 5 Aug 05. This sheet must remain 
attached to the binders package. 
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The Naval Postgraduate School: Overview 
w 
In its almost 100 year history, NPS has evolved fiom a single engineering department at the US 
Naval Academy into the Nation's premier defense-oriented research university. NPS provides 
the DOD with an effective, diverse, and sustainable educational institution that supports current 
and future readiness, advances in technology, and the educational programs that facilitate getting 
our superior technology into the hands of the warfighter. 
Generations of Navy leaders have provided the Nation with a university that is ideally suited to 
support our efforts in waging a global war on terrorism and the Department's technical 
transformation. 
As an institution chartered to concentrate on technology and technologically oriented areas of 
discovery, the Naval Postgraduate School has operated for almost a century with clearly defined 
visions and missions, always adapting to meet new security challenges. NPS has an excellent 
and diverse student body; a first-rate faculty, many members of which are nationally and 
internationally recognized as leaders in their academic fields and in defense applications; secure 
facilities and an ability to conduct classified research; educational, research, and service missions 
that are tightly focused on military and national security issues; and the ability to provide 
graduates, expertise, and knowledge that make fundamental contributions to solving our nation's 
national and international security problems. No other institution of higher education in the 
country has made such a tightly focused commitment to national defense and homeland security. 
NPS is rated in 2005 as the DOD educational institution ranking highest in military value. The 
Technical Joint Cross Service Group (TJCSG) computed Military Value Scores for more than 
200 technical facilities. NPS was one of only five facilities that received a military value score 
for each of the 13 research technical areas considered by the TJCSG. The other four were: 
Wright-Patterson AFB, NAS Patuxent River, Naval Research Laboratory, and White Sands 
Missile Range. This emphasizes the breadth of research undertaken at NPS and the focus on 
areas of primary importance to DOD and the warfighter. The TJCSG also identified 17 
technological areas as having "significant importance to future warfighting capabilities." NPS 
faculty and students are involved in various research projects that support all 17 technologies. It 
is worth noting that the TJCSG evaluated technical facilities across 13 different technical areas 
and in three functional areas: Research, Development and Acquisition, and Test and Evaluation. 
NPS received the highest military value rating of all facilities in "Battlespace Environments, 
D&A. 
Another critical NPS contribution is the enormous impact of having nearly three hundred allied 
and international officers spending 18-24 months living, learning and discovering side by side 
with Navy, Marine, Army and Air Force officers how to conceptualize, analyze, and solve the 
global challenges that we all face in the 21st century. The mutual understanding, trust, and good 
will that result fiom intensive interactions across this 'global village' of future military leaders 
V may in fact contribute as much to international peace and harmony as does their formal 
education. As future military operations become increasingly more joint and international, it is 
imperative that our officers understand, appreciate, and interact with their foreign counterparts 
with the sensitivity, intelligence, and grace that can only come from sustained experience with 
our international allies and partners. NPS provides an ideal environment for those relationships 
to flourish; its close proximity to the Defense Language Institute and other partners in Northern 
California enriches the learning experiences for all its students. 
The NPS has reached out to partner with many institutions in order to strengthen its programs 
and improve its support for national security and defense. An NPS, University of California, 
Santa Barbara (UCSB) collaboration greatly enhances the support and capabilities of all US 
military commands and warfighters: UCSB world-class semiconductor and nano-fabrication 
facilities and the operational experience of NPS faculty and students are coming together to 
develop new sensors, secure integrated circuits, electro-optical components and materials for 
specific military applications. A long-standing relationship with the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) has been facilitated by the NPS location in Monterey, California. 
For more than ten years, individual faculty members and researchers have been collaborating on 
research projects, sensitive and classified workshops and the graduate education of NPS and UC 
students. These projects span many areas of science, technology and policy that are critical to 
National Security. The current list includes, Homeland Security, Energetic Materials, Space 
Operations and Systems, Information Operations, National SecurityICounter- Proliferation 
(CAPS), Global Security, Modeling, Simulation & Analysis, Defense Field Experimentation and 
Exercises, C4ISR, Laser Weapons and Communications, Sensors and UAVs and Meteorology 
and Oceanography. This month, we are signing a Memorandum of Understanding to create a 
joint Institute for National Security, Science and Technology with NPS and the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. 
There is a perception that the NPS offers masters degrees in engineering, science, business, 
public policy and security studies that are also offered at many of our best civilian universities. 
This is simply not the case. The NPS programs are highly specialized national security 
education programs that include: 
traditional masters level courses found at civilian universities 
coursework, that has a DOD or national security content not offered at civilian 
universities 
courses that are intensely DOD centric that satisfy special DOD requirements, outside 
of the masters degree requirements, that cannot be found elsewhere in the US 
thesis research projects that are in direct support of the nation's warfighters and 
national security requirements that would not be available at civilian universities 
NPS is a professionally-oriented, graduate research university that, like other research 
universities, creates new knowledge, synthesizes new and existing knowledge, and transmits the 
knowledge through publication and the education of graduate students. NPS unique role is that 
defense and national security constitute its knowledge base: it is the only research university with 
this clear focus on defense and national security. The unique synergy provided by bringing 
operationally experienced officer-students together with nationally ranked, seasoned, defense- 
V oriented faculty is an essential step in forming the military forces of the 2 1" century. 
Curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School 
w 
The NPS was created and nurtured by the Navy to carry out one critical task: to develop the 
technical, management and policy skills of operationally successful Naval officers, and to 
enhance the overall combat effectiveness of our armed forces. This is accomplished through 
carefully crafted post-baccalaureate professional programs of study, built on basic and applied 
research, and carried out by teams of officer-students working in conjunction with high 
quality faculty. 
The key phrase above is "operationally successful." It has always been Navy policy to select 
officers for professional development based on their operational experience and the needs of 
the service, regardless of their undergraduate experience. This requirement implies a need to 
update and to enhance the undergraduate educational experience of those officers who have 
been selected for further professional study, important because in most cases the time gap 
between completion of undergraduate work and selection is measured in years. 
Curricula at NPS have been carellly designed to meet these Navy requirements, and to make 
the most effective use of the most precious Navy asset, the officer's time. Curricula can be 
divided into four interlocking phases: skill reconstruction and preparatory study; a wide 
ranking series of graduate level courses that are the equivalent of a master's degree program 
at most good, tier 1 universities; a carefully selected research topic along with professional 
enhancement courses created in consultation with senior Navy leaders; and Joint Professional 
Military Education courses. All together these four phases form an essential unity in the 
professional and technical development of our officer corps. The degree is a by-product, but a 
very importance one, of this development process. 
The challenge that NPS has faced successfully is to create a learning environment that meets 
all of the Navy's requirements. This is done by establishing a year-round program of courses 
permitting students to take a full load each quarter. In addition, a series of carefully designed 
preparatory and refresher courses is introduced to bring the incoming students' academic 
knowledge base up to date. Each curriculum is a highly connected network of graduate and 
professional coursework and research projects designed to provide the level, breadth, and 
depth of academic knowledge essential to the technical and professional development of the 
officer and the Navy. This far exceeds the usual level of commitment required to obtain a 
master's degree: more than 100 hours of credit hours compared to the 40+ hours typical of a 
master's degree program. 
When discussing alternate approaches to meeting the Navy's (and other services and our 
international allies) needs, it is vital to avoid the mistake of assuming that NPS merely awards 
degrees. Instead, NPS accomplishes the harder task to develop technical, management and 
policy skills of operationally successful Naval officers, and to enhance the combat 
effectiveness of the armed forces through postgraduate programs built on basic and applied 
research, executed by teams of officer-students working in conjunction with high quality 





d. The number of non-US students, by country, enrolled in and graduated from the NPS 
for school years 2000-2005 
FY 2004 Naval 
u z z f o r  Executive Education 
Executive Business Course 
Executive Business Course 
Executive Business Course 
Information Professional Senior o f h r  Course 
Naval Intelligences Business Executive Course 
Total FTE 
PmgnmlActtvky 





Postgraduate School Short Course Programs 
County Start D a b  Total Stud.nt l# Dy. Total S W n t  D y r  
PmgnmlActtvty 
Enhanced lnternational Peacekeeping Capabilities 
)ist~nguished Visdor Orientation Tour (F~ii) 
~ I P C  Instructor Course In Residence C m  
ElPC Instructor Course In Residence Course 
Distinguished Visitor Orientation Tour (Mongolia) 
ElPC Peace Support Operations Site Survey 
ElPC Peace Support Operations Site Survey 
ElPC Peace Support Operatiions Site Survey 
ElPC Peace Support Operatiions Site Survey 
ElPC Multinational Logistics MET 
ElPC Peace Support Operations MET 
ElPC Peace Support Operations MET 
ElPC Peace Support Operations (Pegasus Exercise) MET 
BPC Peace Support Opedons (UNMO) MET 
TOTAL ElPC 
PrognmlActtvty 
Institute for Defense Aquistion Resourse Management 
Principles of Defense Acquisition In Residenu, Course 
Principles of Defense Acquisitiion In Residence Course 
IDARM Site Survey 
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Total StudontJ # Dy. Total S W n t  D.ya 





























5 1 5 
15 10 150 
29 10 290 
14 7 98 
8 2 16 
10 2 M 
8 4 32 
8 3 24 
30 10 300 
21 5 105 
4 1 5 205 
116 5 580 
28 10 280 
3 1  74 2086 
Total S m  # Days Total S W n t  D y r  
22 10 220 
15 10 150 
15 2 30 
34 2 88 
36 5 180 
36 5 180 
18 5 80 
29 5 145 
32 5 160 
32 5 160 
18 5 80 
32 5 160 
32 5 160 
28 5 '  140 
27 5 135 
402 2 W  
Total Shrd.nb # Dy. Total Student D y r  
civil Military ~e la t ionsh i~s  
Cwntry Support: Mongolia In Residence Workshop 
Defense Restmcturing In Residence Cwrse 
' ecutive Prcgram in Defense Decision Making In Residence Cwrse 
elligence and Democracy In Residence C w w  
Planning Peace Operations In Residence C o u w  
Leg Adv Pro CoordiMtion Visit 
Africa Prcgram Coordination 
ASA Meeting Conference 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
Civil-Military Relations Site Survey 
COS Program Coordinatbn 
Guatemala Project Site Survey 
Guatemala Project Coordination Visit (Meet the President) 
Guatemala Prpject Coordination 
Guatemala Prpject Coordination 
Guatemala Prpject Coordination 
LDESP Recordcrises Center PSO Site Survey 
Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Support of Mult 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
~vil-Military Relations MET 
rvil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Civil-Military Relations - NET ASSESSMENT (Colombia) MET 
Civil-Military Relations (Defense Restructuring) MET 
Civil-Military Relations (Defense Restmcturing) MET 
C-ivil-Military Relations (Restr Force) MET 
Civil-Military Relations (Strategy) MET 
Defense Restructuring Assess MET 
Developing Effective Personnel Management Policies MET 
Developing NatioMl Logistics Concepts MET 
Inter-Min Co MET 
LDESP Cri Act Cent Ass MET 
LDESP PSO Assess MET 
Reviewing MOD and Defense HQ's PK Roles MET 
Stabilw Operations MET 
Intelligence and Democracy MET 
Legislatures in the &red Forces MET 
Civil-MiMary Relations (Crisis Management) MET 
TOTAL CMR 
ProgndActhmy 
Leadership Deve lopment  Educat ion for Susta inted Peace 
LDESP ANA3 Afeanis (76 ESB T) In Residence Cwrse 
LDESP KFOR 6N38 ID INARNG In Residence Cwrse 
LDESP KFOR 68 401D In Resldence Course 
w DESP KFOR 68 OIF-3 Iraq 16th In Res~dence Course DESP OIF-2-Iraq (81 ESB) In Resldence Cwrse 
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US ANS AF 
USANSAF 
USANSAF 
Total Studbnb # D+y, Total Studmt Dyr 
LDESP Site Survey 
'.DESP Site Survey 




LDESP 256 SIB Ft Hood MET 
LDESP 45 ESlB MET 
LDESP ANA - 2 Afghanistan76eSB MET 
LDESP Jr. Leader Teach MET 
LDESP KFOR 58 JLTISLT (34 ID) MET 
LDESP KFOR 58 MRX (34 ID) MET 
LDESP KFOR 6A JLTISLT (38 ID) MET 
LDESP KFOR 6A MRX COORD MET 
LDESP OIF 2 IRAQ (81 ESB) MET 
LDESP OIF 56 BCT MET 
LDESP OIFK4 E Coast 42NDl278 MET 
LDESP OIF-2-IRAQ (39TH NESB) MET 
LDESP OIF-2-IRAQ (39TH NESB) MET 
LDESP SFOR 15 JLT (38 ID) MET 
LDESP SFOR 15 JLTISLT (38 ID) MET 
LDESP/SFOR/lB/KFOR6B (421D) MET 
NG Project BosnialNG Rep (ARL) MET 
Leader Education for SPPlAzerbaijan I Armenia MET 
TOTAL LDESP 
PlogramlAcUvily 
Regional Defense Counter Terrorism Fellowship 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism (Global) In Residence Coune 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism MET 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism MET 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism MET 
'ivbMilitary Responses to Terrorism (Regional) QW ivil-Military Responses to Terrorism (Regional) 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism (Regional) 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism (Regional) 
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorisrn (Regional) 
LDESP PERS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP 
TOTAL RDCTF 
plogm-ily 
LONG TERM EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
Ukraine Project Coordination 
Clarificatimns of Roles Missions MET 
Devttloping National Tasks Lists MET 
Ukraine Complex Target Plan MET 
Civil-Military Relations MET 
Taiwan P r o m  MET 
Taiwan P r o m :  CAPSTONE Conference 
Civil Military Rel Pre Survey 
Marketing Coordination 
Colombia Project Conference 
Colornbi Project Coordination 
Colornbi Project Coordinatmn 
Colombia Project Coordination 
Cdornbi Pmjeei Coordination 
Cdornbi Project Coordination 
TOTAL LONG TERM EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
plogm-ily 
Regkru l  Securtty Eduor ion Program 
Abraham Lincoln Stnke Group 
George Washington Strike Group 
Ronald Regan Strike Group 
'ARAT TASK GROUP 712 
- 
EXPEDITIONARY STRIKE GROUP THREE 











































































































Total Students #Drys Total Studant Dyr 
45 5 225 
56 5 280 
679 U)20 
Total S t u W  # Drys Total Studant Dyr 
22 3 88 
10 4 40 
24 4 08 
25 5 125 
190 10 1900 
24 5 120 
40 5 X K )  
11 3 33 
25 2 50 
12 1 12 
16 4 64 
22 4 88 
32 5 180 
20 4 80 
25 4 100 
490 3134 
Total Students # Drys Total Studant Dyr 
JOHN F KENNEDY STRIKE GROUP 
JOHN C STENNIS STRIKE GROUP 
WOITIONAL STAFFS 
Homoland Security METS 
10 State METs 
3 Special METs for DHS 
4 Executive Education Seminars 
Total HLS 
P I o g m k t M t y  
Tuhnokgks tor Info Op. (Swdbh) 
PIogmActMty 







6410 13 83330 
6475 12 77700 
800 2 1m 
33155 372780 
Total Stud.nta # Days Total Student Days 
320 1 320 
96 1 96 
128 1 128 
544 544 
Total Studonta # Dry. Total Student Dry. 
15 15 225 
Total Stud.* # Days Total Student Dry. 
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-[. Graduates L, the School of Business and :++ 
mW% -- @: 1: - ->C- 
-. 
., Public Policy - .  .- 
~ H O O Z  *, . 
I w Transportation Management I 
w Transportation Logistics Management 
w Systems Inventory Management 
i Sy&ms Adqiiisition Manageme'nt 
Shore Installation Management 
rn Resource PlanninglMgmt for International 
Defense 
Program Management (Distance Learning) 
I 1. Material Logistics Support Management / 7w Manpower Systems Analysis I 1 E Leadership Education and Development I HI Information Systems Management MBA I I I w ~inancial Management 
Executive Master of Business Administration 
w Defense Systems Management International 
O Defense Systems Analysis 
2005 (Ha'f- 
lg Contract Management (Distance Learning) 
year) 
raduates ot the School of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences 
Underwater Acoustics Systems 
Undersea Warfare-International 
Undersea Warfare 
. -  - , . - .... 2 . -. . .. 
S p a c e  Systems Engineering 
cn ReactorslMechanical Engineering DL 
Operational Oceanography 
n Oceanography 
n NPS/TPS Cooperative Program 
n NavailMechanical Engineering 
Meteorology and Oceanography (METOC) 
Meteorology 
rn Electronic Systems Engineering 
2 PhD 
7 
3 PhD 5 PhD 4 PhD 
9 PhD 
2 PhD 








r Western Hemisphere 
rn Strategic Studies 
Russia, Europe, Central Asia 
Regional Intelligence 
Middle East, Africa, South Asia 
International Security & Civil-Military 
Relations 
Homeland Security 
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. .. . 
NavallMechanicai Engineering 
Modeling, Vlrtual Environments & 
Simulation 
Meteorology and Wanography 
(MmW 
Meteorology 
D Information Technology 
Management 
Uectronic Syderns Engineering 
0 Computer Science 




- NPS DL Degree Average on Board (AOB) by - r- - 
Curriculum by Year 1 
0 U ndersem Warfare-lntmrrutlonal 
.Syetenm Eng8neorlng 6 &natyrlm 
I Systenm Englneerlng 
I Systems Acqulalt lon M anagenunt 
I Software Englneerlng 
I Ruasla. Europe. Central Asia 
I ReactorsIM echanlcal Emginearlng (Olseance 
Lomrnlng) 
I Program M anagement (DI*tmncw LImrlllng) 
1 Product Oevelopmmt fo r  tho Zl8t  Cmntury 
I llmdershlp Education and Development 
I l n t e r ~ t l o n a l  Securlty 6 CIvII-M I l l tary 
Re la t l om 
I Homeland Securlty 
.I Exocutlve M aster o f  B ualneaa Admlnlatratlon 
0 Electronic Systems Englneerlng 
=Defense Systemm Analysis 
I Contract M anagoment (Dlstanse h r r n l n g )  
0 Computer Sclenco 
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NAVAL Current Resident Degree Enrollment by Major I IC 
H W L  -. 
- ... 'xPrograrn ... Area and Service (Percent of Total) 
Security and Regional 
Studies 
- I 
Systems Engineering & 
Analysis 
Info & Ops Sciences 
Eng & Sciences 
- 
Navy I Civilian I USA 
r USAF r@ USANG I USAR 
I USCG I USMC International 
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bWk~4.L S& NPS: A Total Force Solution 5- =-IUDUATE_@ - +.*- *, .' w.:. . )  
Includes 25 civilians USMC 22% 
participating in NSF 
sponsored "Scholarship 
for Service" programs 
Over 60 program 
participants since 1998 
Graduates are working 
at Sandia National Lab, 
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Enables officers to complete JPME 
Phase I while attending NPS 
Single largest source of JPME I 
qualified URL officers 
802 Officers have completed since 
partnership formed in 1999 
NAVAL POSTG ATE CURRICULA 1 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 8 APPLIED SCIENCES 
Meteorology I YES I 44 I 24 I 10 1 0 I 6 1 1 0  






Applied Mathematics YESlDOD 9 28 2 1 7 16 1 
STUDENTS ON TOTAL UNIQUE DOD SUBJECT PREPARATORY OTHER 
CURRlCULA NAME UNlQUUl BOARD12 CLASSESl3.6 CLASSESI3.4.6 MATTER16 CLASSES15.6 CLASSESU JPME 18 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OPERATIONS 8 INFORMATION SCIENCES 












CLASSESU JPME 18 


EDUCATIONAL SKlLL REQUIREMENTS 
HOMELAND DEFENSE AND SECURITY (HLDIS) 
CURRlCULUM (251) 
Subspecialty Code 2600P 
The goal of this curriculum is to educate military officers and civilian officials of the United 
States in policy-making, strategic planning, and budgeting for HLDIS. The curriculum includes 
studies of civil-military relations, critical infrastructure vulnerability and analysis, asymmetric 
conflict, law enforcement and legal issues, planning and budgeting, information technology, 
comparative government, and intelligence for homeland security. 
The delivery method is novel - students attend resident courses at NPS form two weeks each 
quarter and interact with "scenarios" over the Internet for eight weeks of each quarter. Two 
courses are taken simultaneously in this fashion, for six quarters (1 8 months). The Master of 
Arts degree program includes a thesis requirement involving research on questions of interest to 
the program sponsors. The thesis gives the student the opportunity to develop the skills required 
for critical thought and coherent expression while potentially producing a study of value to the 
DHS, Office for Domestic Preparedness, USNORTHCOM and DON. 
ESRS COMMON TO HOMELAND SECURITY AND SECURITY BUILDING: 
Analytical Skills. Graduates will be able to logically combine data and theory to analyze and 
explain political, economic, and military events in the context of the new DHS. Students will 
demonstrate writing, briefing, and computer skills in preparing and presenting their findings. 
Each course requires individual students to present a significant project to the entire class during 
the final week of each quarter (part of the residency requirement). (NS 201 1, NS 4080) 
ESRS SPECIFIC TO HOMELAND SECURITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT: 
National Security Issues. Graduates will be aware of the economic, political, social, and 
military characteristics of homeland security, homeland defense, and national security issues 
such as intelligence gathering and information sharing, Posse Comitatus, and the interaction of 
law enforcement with military command (NS 3 180). 
Critical Infrastructure Vulnerability. Graduates will gain an understanding of how the eight 
major critical infrastructure sectors within the United States work, what their vulnerabilities are, 
and how to "harder" the critical nodes in each sector. Particular emphasis will be on the Internet 
and "networks of all kinds" that contain critical nodes. (CS 3660) 
Threat Analysis. Graduates will learn about domestic threats and asymmetric conflict and how 
they pertain to homeland security, NORCOMM, and state, local, and federal responses. What is 
the nature of the threat, and who are the terrorists? (SO 321 0) 
Civil-Military Relations. Graduates will understand the field of civil-military relations as it 
applies to homeland security and security building within the confines of the U.S. Constitution 
and civil-military history. Students will be able to identify kcy players in homeland security at 
the various levels of government and understand the dynamics of political institutions in 
w homeland security (Office of Homeland Security, USNORTHCOM, FBI, CIA, etc.). (NS 3027) 
Law Enforcement and the Judicial System. Graduates will understand the interface between 
domestic law enforcement, state and local police, emergency response teams, investigation by 
various agencies such as the U.S. Postal Service, etc. and military support of civilians. They will 
know the roles and responsibilities of each of the various law enforcement agencies. They will 
understand how the judicial system interfaces with the military at the state and local levels. (NS Zr 4881) 
Planning and Budgeting. Graduates will understand the state, local and federal levels and how 
they cooperate (compete) and what is required to successfully launch programs to combat and 
prepare to respond to terrorist attacks. Budgeting and planning and the required interactions at 
all levels will be emphasized. (NS 4755) 
Intelligence in Homeland Security. Graduates will understand the role of intelligence in 
defense of the homeland, how it is different from military intelligence, and what can be learned 
from military intelligence and applied to homeland security. Graduates will understand the 
complexities of information sharing, gathering, and analysis in the context of homeland security. 
(NS 4156) 
Comparative Politics. Graduates of the program will use the knowledge gained in the Civil- 
Military Relations, Comparative Governments, and Introduction to Homeland Security courses 
to make policy for local, state, and federal level programs. (NS 3023) 
Information Technology for Homeland Security. Computers, the Internet, and software for 
law enforcement, data collection, information sharing, and analysis will be key technologies for 
successful homeland security building. Graduates will become familiar with the tools and 
techniques of information technology in various sectors (from critical infrastructure protection to 
intelligence gathering and analysis). (IS 4010) 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: 























I 1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
I 2. ON-BOARD 10192 I 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE 
I OFFERED. 1 
I 7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL. STANDARD IN CONTENT. BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. I 
JPME 18 
-- - 1 8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 

EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 
CURRICULUM (308) 
Subspecialty Code 6500P 
1. BASICS: Introduction to the mathematics, physics. and computer skills needed to understand 
the technical aspects of combat, information, and decision systems. 
2. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: Understand the systems engineering process and how to 
perform systems engineering studies, to include a knowledge of system design, development, 
and deployment; technical and economic trade-offs; human-in-the-loop issues; project 
management; systems acquisition and the planning, programming and budgeting system (PPBS). 
Be able to integrate relevant technological disciplines that bear on weapons, sensor and 
information systems. Understand responsiveness to realistic military requirements, specifications 
and cost limitations. Study the linkage between strategic planning, requirements, project 
organization, and technology. 
3. INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY: Develop a knowledge of information systems 
technology, to include: computer systems; computer networks and communications systems; 
software engineering; data base management. Demonstrate awareness of the capabilities, 
limitations, design and operation, and vulnerabilities of information systems. Understand the 
concepts of defensive and offensive Information Warfare. 
4. SENSOR AND WEAPON SYSTEMS: Gain a solid understanding of the scientific, 
1(1 mathematical and engineering principles behind existing and future military systems. Understand 
the elements that impact sensor system performance. Understand the principles behind existing 
and emerging sensor technologies, including radar, sonar, electro-optical sensors, and sensors 
based on novel physical principles. Understand the technologies underlying weapons systems, 
and the principles that guide successful integration of weapons and sensors with platforms. 
Understand the basics of weapons of mass destruction, and their utilization. 
5. OPERATIONS ANALYSIS: Understand uncertainty and risk and their impact on military 
planning, decision making and operations. Become familiar with complexity and the modeling of 
competitive systems. Gain a working knowledge of modeling, simulation and gaming. Learn 
how OR techniques, including experimental design, are applied to operational test and 
evaluation; planning and analyzing fleet battle experiments; and to military decision making. 
Learn how to apply advanced management and operations research ideas to defense problems, to 
include cost benefit and cost effectiveness analysis. 
6. STRATEGY AND POLICY: Officers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, 
critically analyze past military campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and 
combined operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals 
and the ways military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of 
the Naval War College course series leading to Service Intennediate-level Professional Military 
Education (PME) and Phase 1 Joint PME credit. 
7. JOINT PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION: Completion of Joint Professional 
Military Education (JPME) is required for all USN officers enrolled in the 308 curriculum. 
Graduates will develop understanding of warfighting within the context of operational art, to 
include: national military capabilities and command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint 
planning and execution, and joint and multinational forces and systems integration at the 
operational level of war. Fulfilled by completing the Naval War College three-course series 
leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint 
PME credit. 
8. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Each student must demonstrate the ability to conduct independent 
and team oriented research and analysis on problems that link technical solutions to tactical 
problems, and to present the results in writing and oral briefings. A thesis or substantive project 
report will be required of all participants. 
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Abstract: The thesis research examines the emergence of wireless technology 
as a pragmatic baseline supporting the goals of the Department of Defense 
developing towards Network Centric Forces. Although the commercial off 
the shelf network solution itself is broadly deployed, little is known so far 
how to operate and manage an airborne surveillance network node. 
Author: LT Axel Schumann, German Navy 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Dave Netzer 
DoD relevant theses from the Information Systems and Operations (ISO) 
Curriculum (356) 
1. There have been 50 graduates of the IS0 cumculum between 2002-2005 
2. Of the thesis submitted by these students approximately 27 have direct 
applicability to DoD mission areas. 
3. The remainder of these theses, although applicable to DoD mission areas, focuses 
on systems or concepts that can be equally applied outside of the DoD or are 
classified. 
4. There have been one TS thesis and'six secret level thesis completed during this 
period. 
5. Although the 27 DoD applicable theses (and the seven classified theses) all 
address issues with direct impact on DoD missions, the following highlights five 
that were of most immediate interest at the time of their publication: 
JOINT INFORMATION OPERATIONS TARGETING AND PLANNING 
by 
Michael A. Smith-Lieutenant, United States Navy 
March 2003 
and 
David T. Snee-Lieutenant, United States Navy 
March 2003 
Advisors: LCDR Steve Iatrou 
Dr. Dan Boger 
The purpose of this thesis is to conduct the research necessary to develop a fundamental 
and optimal organizational structure geared to the planning and targeting of lnformation 
Operations concepts and missions at the theater level. 
JOINT TASK FORCE OLYMPICS: MONITORING POTENTIAL 
TERRORISTS' BEHAVIOR VIA DECEPTIVE COMPUTER MEANS 
by 
(I Chnstopher Cheung, Ensign, United States Naval Reserve 
and 
Daniel J. Zodda, Ensign, United States Naval Reserve 
June 2002 
Advisor: Steven J. Iatrou 
Second Reader: Hy Rothstein 
The purpose of this thesis is to deploy tactical deception via a public website. The 
perception is to have the website be a supportive tool for the Joint Task Force Olympics. 
There exists a relationship between the Internet and terrorism, and this thesis intends to 
exploit it with deception. 
EVALUATION OF THE LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP (LCS) AND SPARTAN 
SCOUT AS INFORMATION OPERATIONS (10) ASSETS 
by 
Joseph M. Bromley-Lieutenant, United States Navy 
March 2005 
Advisor: Michael T. McMaster 
Second Reader: Steven J. Iatrou 
This work explored options for configuring the Navy's Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) to 
assist Joint Forces in conducting psychological operations (PSYOP). 
w HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING HOMEFRONT MORALE FOR THE WAR ON TERRORISM 
by 
Christopher B. Snavely, Ensign, United States Naval Reserve 
June 2002 
Thesis Advisor: Steven Iatrou 
Co-Advisor: Dr. Anthony Pratkanis 
This thesis explores the significance and necessity of cultivating and sustaining 
homefront morale in the War on Terrorism. 
TERRORIST DECISION MAKING: 
A GAME THEORY APPROACH TO HOW TERRORIST GROUPS MANAGE 
RISK 
by 
Kimberly M. Seid, Ensign, United States Army 
June 2002 
Advisor: Gordon H. McCormick 
Second Reader: Frank R. Giordano 
The purpose of this research is to develop a basic framework to classify and analyze 
terrorist decision making. In particular, this study examines how terrorists manage risk. 
wv 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIRElMENTS 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS 
CURRICULUM (356) 
Subspecialty Code 61 00P 
Rapid advances in Information Technology are swiftly changing Warfare in the 2 1 st Century. A 
key enabler of 21st Century Warfare is the concept of Information Superiority. To accomplish 
the needed change in concepts for warfighting and the innovative application of Information 
Technology to implement them, the officer corps must have a new intellectual basis for decision 
making. A significant factor in creating the needed intellectual capital is graduate education 
provided by the Information Systems, and Operations Cumculum. The graduates of this 
cumculum shall satisfy the following: 
1. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
The graduate shall understand the terminology, methods, application and effect of the following 
information sciences and technologies: Communications, Computer Systems, databases, 
information assurance, sensors, signal processing, space systems, networks, simulation and 
gaming. 
2. STRATEGY, POLICY AND DOCTRINE 
The graduate shall understand the terminology and processes; analyze and formulate; and 
synthesize strategy, policy and doctrine as it is effected by Information Operations utilizing the w concepts found in the theories of Conflict in the Information Age, Network-Centric Warfare, and 
the requirements found in Policy and Doctrine Planning, National Directives, and Rules of 
Engagement 
3. ORGANIZATION AND SYSTEMS 
The graduate shall understand the terminology, processes and structures; analyze and develop 
organizational elements and agile organizations utilizing the best current practices found in 
Command and Control, complex systems, cybernetics, networks and grids, and operational 
architecture theories. 
4. METHODS AND ELEMENTS 
The graduate shall understand the terminology and processes associated with all aspects of 
Information Superiority and Warfare to include: deception, psychological operations. operational 
security, military intelligence, electronic warfare, C4ISR, special operations and military 
operations in space. 
5. STRATEGY AND POLICY 
Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discern the relationship 
between a nation's political interests and goals i d  the ways military power may be used to - 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
(Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
6. JOINT PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (JPME): Graduates will develop 
understanding of warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national military 
capabilities and command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and execution, and 
joint and multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of war. Fulfilled by 
completing the Naval War College three-course series leading to Service Intermediate-level 
Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
7. PROBLEM SOLVING AND REAL WORLD APPLICABILITY 
The officer shall possess skills that permit a realistic perspective on problem solving and provide 
an appreciation of the difficulty and power of applying theory to the real of Information 
Operations. This includes: 
a. Completing a significant project applying academic skills outside of the classroom 
b. Exercising skills in problem formulation, synthesis, criteria specification, analysis, and 
evaluation and presentation of results. 
c. Clearly communicating the project in writing and verbally. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Director, Space, Information Warfare, Command and Control (N6) 
March 2000 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
CURRICULUM (360) 
Subspecialty Code 321 1 P 
1. BASICS: The graduate will possess the mathematical skills required to support graduate study 
in operations research and have the ability to use stand alone and network computers as a tool to 
aid in analysis. 
2. MODELING UNCERTAINTY: The graduate will be well-versed in applications of 
probability and statistics to the modeling, simulation, and analysis of military decision problems. 
3. OPTIMIZATION: The graduate will be able to formulate and solve a wide variety of 
optimization problems and also be conversant with the major uses of such models in DOD and 
the private sector. 
4. STOCHASTIC MODELING: The graduate will be able to formulate and solve problems 
involving stochastic processes (processes with uncertainty over time) and also be familiar with 
the major applications of such models. 
5. SIMULATION: The graduate will be able to construct and utilize Monte Carlo simulations of 
combat and other processes that evolve in time, and will be able to deal with statistical issues 
associated with the need for replication. 
6. WARFARE ANALYSIS: The graduate will be familiar with U.S./Allied and potential enemy w capabilities, doctrine, tactical and logistical support concepts. The graduate will be able to model 
and analyze military operations using Operations Analysis techniques, and be able to develop 
new tactical concepts based on theory and exercise reconstruction and analysis. 
7. HUMAN FACTORS: The graduate will be familiar with the man-machine interface and also 
will be able to quantify the limitations imposed on systems designed for use by human operators. 
8. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: The graduate will understand the basic principles of economics and 
systems analysis as well as their application to various defense problems. 
9. JOINT MARITIME STRATEGY: The graduate will have a knowledge of development and 
execution of military strategy, the effects of technical developments on warfare, an 
understanding of the means of formulation of U.S. policy, the roles of military forces and joint 
planning, and current issues in defense organization. 
10. PRACTICE: The graduate will have gained experience working on all aspects of an 
analytical study and will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent analytical studies and 
proficiency in presenting the results both orally and in writing. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority Director, Assessment Division (N-8 1) 
September 2004 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS (OA) CURRICULUM (#360) 
1(1 In 195 1, the Navy established at NPS the first operations research (OR) curriculum in the 
country, if not the world. (The Navy refers to operations research as operations analysis.) 
Over the past 20 years, the NPS OR Department has consistently ranked in the top 10 of 
operations researchfindustrial engineering departments in the country. Also, it is one of 
the largest in terms of faculty and students. In a recent annual meeting of the Military 
Operations Research Society (MORS), over one-quarter of the attendees were NPS OR 
faculty or alumni. 
The OA curriculum consists of the following course areas: 
Introductory mathematics - 10% (calculus, linear algebra, logic), 
Foundation OR material - 30% (probability, statistics, data analysis, computer 
programming, linear programming, nonlinear programming, decision analysis), 
Optiodspecialization courses - 35% (search and detection, human factors, 
wargaming, network optimization, computer simulation, combat models, 
campaign analysis, cost estimation), 
Experience tour - 5%, 
Thesis - lo%, and 
JPME - 10%. 
The introductory mathematics courses tend to cover general topics which could 
reasonably be taught elsewhere. Also, JPME need not be taught at NPS, if nonresident 
W JPME instruction is acceptable. Other universities teach foundation OR material but not 
with an emphasis we have at NPS. This emphasis prepares the student for the remaining 
50% of the curriculum that is highly customized for the following DOD and international 
student sponsors: 
USN URL, 
USN Supply Corps, 
USN Human Resources, 
USMC, 
USA FA49 (ORSA), 
USN Medical Corps, 
USN Intelligence, and 
International officers from multiple countries. 
Currently there are 131 students under instruction in OA. Approximately 45% of the OA 
students are USN, 20% USMC, 15% USA, and 20% international. Each community 
negotiates an option track of OR courses to best serve that community's graduate 
education needs. These optiodspecialization courses are, in general, unique to NPS and 
could not be easily out-sourced. The current OA option tracks are: 







Each option consists of approximately 10 courses. For reasons of economy (primarily to 
achieve larger class sizes), courses are shared between option tracks as much as possible. 
For example, Wargaming Analysis (0A4604) is part of the Navy Modeling, Land 
Combat, USMC and International options. The Manpower Modeling option has 5 
courses taught in the NPS business school. The Human Factors options shares courses 
with the Navy Modeling option and the NPS MOVES curriculum. Having a large 
graduate school dedicated to DOD programs allows an economical sharing of specialized 
courses. 
OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS (OL) CURRICULUM (#36 1) 
The OL cumculum shares with OA most of the introductory mathematics, OR and JPME 
courses. This is about 50% of the OL program. OL distinguishes itself from the OA 
option tracks in that its option/specialization classes are specifically designed for military 
logistics professionals. Currently OL has students from the Navy, Marine Corps, Army 
and Air Force. Typical OL classes are Introduction to Naval Logistics and 
Transportation (OA36 1 O), Joint and Combines Logistics (OA46 1 I ) ,  Inventory Theory 
(OA3501) and Logistics Models (OA4612). While these course are available to all 
students, they are OL-specific and not extensively called by the OA option tracks. 
Because of these specialized courses, the entire OL cumculum can not be easily 
w duplicated in any other single educational institution. As with the OA cumculum however, the introductory mathematics and OR courses and JPME might be found 
elsewhere. 
HUMAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATON (HSI) CURRICULUM (#362) 
The Human Systems Integration (HSI) curriculum is a comprehensive technical program 
that focuses on the integration of human considerations into the systems acquisition 
process. It advocates a human-centered approach to the design, development and 
implementation of technological systems. HSI is based on the understanding that people 
(operators, maintainers and support personnel) are critical elements of the system and that 
a human-centered design perspective promotes system effectiveness, safety and cost 
savings. 
Operation of the Defense Acquisition System (Department of Defense Instruction 5000.2 
of 12 May 2003) mandates early inclusion of HSI analysis in acquisition strategies. DoD 
acquisition guidance requires HSI during every phase of warfighting systems' lifecycle. 
The guidance requires that acquisition Program Managers shall have a comprehensive 
plan for HSI in place early in the acquisition process to optimize total system 
performance, minimize total ownership costs, and ensure that the system is built to 
accommodate the characteristics of the user population that will operate, maintain, and 
support the system. 
YI 
The armed services' acquisition communities, challenged by DoD's mandate, require 
trained HSI analysts. In a coordinated effort, the Naval Postgraduate School assisted the 
armed services* acquisition and Human Systems Integration experts in assessing existing 
means for satisfying emergent requirements for HSI analysts and developed provisional 
Human Systems Integration "Educational Skill Requirements" (ESRs). Following ESR 
development, HSI experts completed a detailed nationwide review of existing human 
factors, systems engineering, and associated graduate cumcula. No program exists 
within the United States satisfying ESRs founded on HSI as articulated in DoD 
acquisition policy. 
NPS faculty (including psychologists, systems engineers, operations analysts, and experts 
in education and training) examined HSI requirements and developed a preliminary 
cumculum to satisfy HSI ESRs. Leveraging existing courses to the greatest extent 
possible, the Naval Postgraduate School began training an initial cohort of HSI analysts 
in January 2004. Refinements based on student feedback and suggestions by services' 
acquisition and HSI communities are incorporated, and a second cohort of HSI analysts 
began study in January 2005. 
HSI in DOD is generally divided into "seven pillars": 
human factors engineering, 






Although each of these areas is covered in civilian-sector graduate education programs, 
no other institution besides NPS has combined them into one, integrated DOD-specific 
cumculum. 
In summary, about 50% of the OA and OL course material would be difJicult, and 
probably impossible in the short-run, to duplicate outside NPS. For the HSI 
curriculum, most of the course material is likely available in disparate graduate 
programs in human factors across the US, but no institution other than NPS has all 
the DOD-mandated material in one, integrated curriculum. 
Q- there specific courses (curricula) 0' research PrWamS that should be 
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Operations, who was wanted the unrestricted line oacrrs of the Navy 10 benefit from 
that was technical, operationally focused, and promoted &stems thinking. 
The SEA curriculum is unique in the world. It includes courses not offered elsewhere in 
the country, on Naval Tactical Analysis, Naval Systems Analysis, Combat Systems 
Simulation, Joint Campaign Analysis, and Information Systems and Operations. It 
contains courses with unique military content, such as Combat Technology I (Sensors), 
Combat Technology I1 (Weapons), Combat Technology 111 (C41), and Combat Systems 
Engineering I and 11. It also contains courses that have military examples not duplicated 
elsewhere, including Systems Test and Evaluation, Human Factors Engineering, 
Logistics Systems Analysis, and Software Systems Engineering. 
In lieu of a thesis, students in the SEA curriculum manage the integrated campus research 
project at NPS, and get unique experience in developing the requirements and conceptual 
solutions for large, messy, important military problems. They organize the other student 
teams on campus, distribute design requirements to those teams, integrate the results, and 
manage the final trade-space. No other school in the country has a similar program, and 
the students who complete the curriculum have a unique ability to think systematically 
about military transformation. Typical project teams involve 75 students and 20 faculty 
members. 
Project topics have included Expeditionary Warfare in 2025, Defense of the Sea Base, 
Maritime Dominance in the Littorals, Maritime Domain Protection, and Anti-submarine 
Warfare in the Littorals. 
The results of the SEA integrated projects have been briefed to a wide audience, 
including the CNO and the Defense Science Board. The project is an educationally 
enriching experience for the students, and proposes technically grounded and innovative 
solutions to large navy problems: a 'Win-win". Again, this cannot be duplicated 
elsewhere in the country because it demands the full resources of all the military-focused 
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EDUCATlONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS 
CURRICULUM (361) 
Subspecialty Code 32123 
1. MODELING UNCERTAINTY: The graduate will be well versed in probability and statistics 
and their application to Operations Research (OR) problems. 
2. OPTIMIZATION: The graduate will be able to formulate and solve a wide variety of 
optimization problems and also be conversant with the major uses of such models in DOD and 
the private sector. 
3. STOCHASTIC MODELING: The graduate will be able to formulate and solve problems 
involving processes (processes with uncertainty over time) and also be familiar with the major 
applications of such models. 
4. TRANSPORTATION: The graduate will have an understanding of transportation systems and 
the constraints they place on operations, especially strategic airlift and sealift. 
5. LOGISTICS: The graduate will understand all aspects of the Naval logistics system and Joint 
planning systems, and the use of analysis in all aspects of planning for the logistics support of 
forces at sea. 
6. WARFARE ANALYSIS: The graduate will be familiar with U.S./Allied and potential enemy 
capabilities, and will be able to model and analyze military operations using OR techniques. 
Helshe will further be able to develop new tactical and logistics concepts based on theory and 
V analysis. 
7. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: The graduate will understand the basic principles of economics and 
system analysis as well as their application to various defense problems. 
. 8. BASICS: The graduate will possess the mathematics skills required to support graduate study 
in or have the ability to use a mainframe and microcomputer as tools to aid in analysis. 
9. PRACTICE: The graduate will have gained experience working on all aspects of an analytical 
study in the field of operational logistics. Specifically, helshe will demonstrate the ability to 
conduct independent analytical studies and proficiency in presenting the results both orally and 
in writing. 
10. STRATEGY AND POLICY: Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, 
analyze past operations, k d  apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in 
order to discern the relationship between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways 
military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War 
College courses leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) 
and Phase I Joint PME credit. (Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
1 I .  JOINT PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (JPME): Graduates will develop 
understanding of warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national military 
capabilities and command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and execution, and 
joint and multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of war. Fulfilled by 
completing the Naval War College three-course series leading to Service Intermediate-level 
Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. (For incoming USN 
students only.) 
w Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Deputy CNO Logistics (N-4) 
September 1999 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS (OA) CURRICULUM (#360) 
In 195 1, the Navy established at NPS the first operations research (OR) curriculum in the 
country, if not the world. (The Navy refers to operations research as operations analysis.) 
Over the past 20 years, the NPS OR Department has consistently ranked in the top 10 of 
operations researchhndustrial engineering departments in the country. Also, it is one of 
the largest in terns of  faculty and students. In a recent annual meeting of the Military 
Operations Research Society (MORS), over one-quarter of the attendees were NPS OR 
faculty or alumni. 
The OA curriculum consists of the following course areas: 
Introductory mathematics - 10% (calculus, linear algebra, logic), 
Foundation OR material - 30% (probability, statistics, data analysis, computer 
programming, linear programming, nonlinear programming, decision analysis), 
Optiodspecialization courses - 35% (search and detection, human factors, 
wargaming, computer simulation, combat models, campaign analysis, cost 
estimation), 
Experience tour - 5%, 
Thesis - lo%, and 
JPME - 10%. 
The introductory mathematics and OR courses tend to cover general topics which could 
reasonably be taught elsewhere. Also, JPME need not be taught at NPS, if nonresident 
JPME instruction is acceptable. The remaining 50% of the cuniculum, however, is 
highly customized for the following DOD and international student sponsors: 
USN URL, 
USN Supply Corps, 
USN Human Resources, 
USMC, 
USA FA49 (ORSA), 
USN Medical Corps, 
USN Intelligence, and 
International officers from multiple countries. 
Currently there are about 130 students under instruction in OA. Approximately 40% of 
the OA students are USN, 20% USMC, 20% USA, and 20% international. Each 
community negotiates an option track of OR courses to best serve that community's 
graduate education needs. These optiodspecialization courses are, in general, unique to 
NPS and could not be easily out-sourced. The current OA option tracks are: 







Each option consists of approximately 10 courses. For reasons of economy (primarily to 
achieve larger class sizes), courses are shared between option tracks as much as possible. 
For example, Wargaming Analysis (0A4604) is part of the Navy Modeling, Land 
Combat, USMC and International options. The Manpower Modeling option has 5 
courses taught in the NPS business school. The Human Factors options shares courses 
with the Navy Modeling option and the NPS MOVES curriculum. Having a large 
graduate school dedicated to DOD programs allows an economical sharing of specialized 
courses. 
OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS (OL) CURRICULUM (#361) 
The OL curriculum shares with OA most of the introductory mathematics, OR and JPME 
courses. This is about 50% of the OL program. OL distinguishes itself from the OA 
option tracks in that its option/specialization classes are specifically designed for military 
logistics professionals. Currently OL has students from the Navy, Marine Corps, Army 
and Air Force. Typical OL classes are Intro. to Naval Logistics and Transportation 
(OA36 1 O), Joint and Combines Logistics (OA4611), Inventory Theory (OA3501) and 
Logistics Models (OA46 12). While these course are available to all students, they are 
OL-specific and not extensively called by the OA option tracks. Because of these 
specialized courses, the entire OL curriculum can not be easily duplicated in any other 
single educational institution. As with the OA curriculum however, the introductory 
mathematics and OR courses and JPME might be found elsewhere. 
V - 
HUMAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATON (HSI) CURRICULUM (#362) 
The Human Systems Integration (HSI) curriculum is a comprehensive technical program 
that focuses on the integration of human considerations into the systems acquisition 
process. It advocates a human-centered approach to the design, development and 
implementation of technological systems. HSI is based on the understanding that people 
(operators, maintainers and support personnel) are critical elements of the system and that 
' 
a human-centered design perspective promotes system effectiveness, safety and cost . 
savings. 
Operation of the Defense Acquisition System (Department of Defense Instruction 5000.2 
of 12 May 2003) mandates early inclusion of HSI analysis in acquisition strategies. DoD 
acquisition guidance requires HSI during every phase of warfighting systems' lifecycle. 
The guidance requires that acquisition Program Managers shall have a comprehensive 
plan for HSI in place early in the acquisition process to optimize total system 
performance, minimize total ownership costs, and ensure that the system is built to 
accommodate the characteristics of the user population that will operate, maintain, and 
support the system. 
The armed services' acquisition communities, challenged by DoD's mandate, require 
trained HSI analysts. In a coordinated effort, the Naval Postgraduate School assisted the 
armed services' acquisition and Human Systems Integration experts in assessing existing 
means for satisfying emergent requirements for HSI analysts and developed provisional 
Human Systems Integration "Educational Skill Requirements" (ESRs). Following ESR 
development, HSI experts completed a detailed nationwide review of existing human 
factors, systems engineering, and associated graduate curricula. No program exists 
within the United States satisfying ESRs founded on HSI as articulated in DoD 
acquisition policy. 
NPS faculty (including psychologists, systems engineers, operations analysts, and experts 
in education and training) examined HSI requirements and developed a preliminary 
curriculum to satisfy HSI ESRs. Leveraging existing courses to the greatest extent 
possible, the Naval Postgraduate School began training an initial cohort of HSI analysts 
in January 2004. Refinements based on student feedback and suggestions by services' 
acquisition and HSI communities are incorporated, and a second cohort of HSI analysts 
began study in January 2005. 
HSI in DOD is generally divided into "seven pillars": 
human factors engineering, 






Although each of these areas is covered in civilian-sector graduate education programs, 
no other institution besides NPS has combined them into one, integrated DOD-specific 
curriculum. 
In summary, about 50% of the OA and OL course material is general enough to be 
available outside NPS, but the remaining 50% would be difjkult, and probably 
impossible in the short-run, to duplicate outside NPS. For the WSI curriculum, most 
' 
of the course material is likely available in other graduate programs in human factors 
across the US, but no institution other than NPS has all the DOD-mandated material 
in one, integrated curriculum. 

.- 
NAVAL POSTG CURRICULA 
- 
CUR 
# CURRICULA NAME 
Human Systems 












c u s s E s n  
1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT WPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
JPME 18 
2. Uni iasses 
Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University HARDWAREISOFTWARE 
Example 
( 1 )  OA3040 Research Methods for Performance Assessment DON Human Performance Center 
methodologies ( w .  hpc.navy .mil/) 
(2)  MN333 1 Systems Acquisition and Program Management DOD acquisition procedures 
(3) MN3 1 1 1 Personal Management Processes DOD personnel procedures 
(4) OA440 1 Individual Performance: Sensation, Perception and Cognition DON Human Performance Center 
methodologies (www.hpc.mvy.mil/) 
(5) GB407 1 Economic Analysis and Defense Resource Allocation DOD procedures and protocols 
(6) OS33 1 1 Probability Models for Military Applications Sea and land combat examples 
(7) OA4701 Techniques in Manpower Modeling DOD manpower examples and 
procedures 
(8) OA4404 Skilled Operator Performance and Training Systems DON Human Performance Center 
1 I methodologies (w.hpc.navy.mil/) I 
(0) OA4603 I Test and Evaluation I DOD T&E methodologies 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
HUMAN SYSTEMS 1NTEGRATlON 
CURRICULUM (362) 
Subspecialty Code 4600P 
The goal of this cumculum is to educate military officers and civilian officials of the United 
States in Human Systems Integration. The delivery method is an in-resident course at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. Officers enrolled in the master's program are expected to complete a six- 
week experience tour to adopt a thesis topic of interest to commands with follow-on tours and 
with real-world application. 
1. BASICS: The graduate will recognize the human as the most valuable component in 
technology and weapon systems. The graduate will possess the skills necessary to function as a 
specialist in HSI. Graduates will possess a thorough background in all HSI components: Human 
Factors Engineering; Manpower, Personnel & Training; System Safety; Human Survivability; 
Habitability; and Health Hazards. 
2. DATA ANALYSIS: Graduates will understand and be able to apply the statistical methods 
and tools necessary to perform analyses of data from human systems integration studies. They 
will have the requisite knowledge that enables successful application of these analytical methods 
and tools within the context and constraints of military operations or system development. 
3. RESEARCH DESIGN: Graduates will be able to investigate a problem in HSI, formulate a 
research question, review pertinent literature, develop appropriate data collection protocols, 
analyze the data appropriately and interpret the results. Graduates will be able to apply these Ill research principles in both field and laboratory settings. Graduates will demonstrate the ability 
to present research finding in written and oral format to both technical and non-technical 
audiences. 
4. HUMAN PERFORMANCE: Graduates will understand the basis of human performance 
including human information processing, perception, cognition, decision-making, and motor 
control. Graduates will understand current theory and practice in assessing cognitive factors that 
affect human performance such as attention, memory, situation awareness, stress, fatigue, and 
motivation. Graduates will understand current scientific knowledge of factors affecting human 
performance and human error. 
5. MODELING: Graduates will be able to apply HSI principles to human modeling 
capabilities and human-in-the-loop simulations. They will demonstrate the capability to apply 
human modeling techniques to analyses of military systems development and effectiveness. 
6. ORGANIZATlONAL BEHAVIOR: Graduates will understand the political, 
organizational, social, and economic issues associated with integratiny human-machine systems 
into organizational cultures and environments. 
7. SYSTEM ACQUISITON: Graduates will understand and be able to apply the basic 
principles of defense acquisition. 
8. MANPOWER, PERSONNEL AND TRAINING: Graduates will understand the 
importance of properly assessing, screening, selecting, training, and integrating the human into 
military systems. This process includes understanding the empirical basis for recruitment, 
selection and classification, training, and retention of personnel. Graduates will understand 
cwent and emerging technologies that contribute to personnel success and performance such as 
automation, training systems technologies, and job aids. 
9. ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY: Graduates will acquire a thorough understanding of the 
environmental factors that influence human performance, effectiveness, and safety in the high 
stress and hazardous environments commonly encountered in military operations. Graduates 
will acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to analyze environmental and safety issues for 
their impact on systems effectiveness and personnel safety. 
10. JOINT PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (JPME): Students will be 
encouraged to complete the Joint Professional Military Education (JPME) program. This 
sequence develops an understanding of warfighting within the context of operational art. Topics 
include: national military capabilities and command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint 
planning and execution, and joint and multinational forces and systems integration at the 
operational level of war. Fulfilled by completing the Naval War College three-course series 
leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint 
PME credit. (For incoming USN students only.) 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: 
NOOT (MAS) 
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/ 1 YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES. YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 1 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE 






1 8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 







Analytical Planning Methodology 
Database Management and Decision Support Systems 
Intm to Communications Systems Engineering 
Examples are C4ISR systems 
Examples are C4ISR systems 
Examples are C41SR systems 
Curriculum 365, Joint C41 Systems 
CONDUCT AND ASSESSMENT OF A X 2  EXPERIMENT 9 AND IDEAS TO 
CONSIDER FOR FUTURE EXPLORATION 
by Nelson D. Heintz and David K. Ng 
June 2004 
Thesis Advisor: William G. Kemple 
Second Reader: Susan G. Hutchins 
One-sentence summary: This thesis demonstrated that an organization's ability to adapt 
its structure to dynamic requirements provides increased effectiveness and efficiency; 
results suggest further improvements to future Command and Control experiments. 
THE USE OF MASSIVE MULTIPLAYER ONLINE GAMES TO EVALUATE C41 
SYSTEMS 
by Kambra Juve 
March 2004 
Thesis Advisor: William Kemple 
Second Reader: Mike Zyda 
w One-sentence summary: This thesis laid groundwork for further modeling of future C41 systems using, in part, multiplayer online games to better evaluate warfighter 
effectiveness, emergent behavior, collective decision-making, human systems integration 
and effective information flow. 
TRANSFORMATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE FOR THE UNIT 
OPERATIONS CENTER (UOC); COMMON AVIATION COMMAND AND 
CONTROL SYSTEM (CAC2S); AND COMMAND AND CONTROL ON-THE-MOVE 
NETWORK, DIGITAL OVER-THEHORIZON RELAY (CONDOR) 
by Gilbert 0. Garcia and David C. Joseforsky 
June 2004 
Thesis Co-Advisor: Bill Kemple 
Thesis Co-Advisor: Brian Steckler 
One-sentence summary: This research introduces a Transformational Communications 
Architecture for the Unit Operations Center (UOC); Common Aviation Command and 
Control System (CACZS); and Command and Control On-the- Move Nctwork, Digital 
Over-the-Horizon Relay (CONDOR). 
MODEL OF THE US CENTCOM JOINT TARGETING ARCkfITECTURE: DEVELOP 
TARGETS 
V by David Gerrnakian and Derek Jaskowiak 
June 2004 
Thesis Advisor: John Osmundson 
'(Y Second Reader: William Kemple 
One-sentence summary: This thesis was the first step in research to develop a working 
Extend model which accurately describes the CENTCOM tsirgeting process, in order to 
assist the Joint Intelligence Interoperability Board (JIIB) in their JIIB Systems Baseline 
Assessment (JSBA) for fiscal year 2004, as well as for all subsequent JSBAs. 
MISSION TASKING OF UNMANNED VEHICLES 
by Jada E. Johnson 
June 2004 
Thesis Advisor: Orin Marvel 
Second Reader: Russell Gottfried 
One-sentence summary: This study demonstrated that the current doctrinal framework of 
the composite warfare commander's concept can support tasking unmanned vehicles, but 
requires revision to effectively address UV allocation issues. 
INFORMATION EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURE FOR INTEGRATING UNMANNED 
VEHICLES INTO MARITIME MISSIONS by Aaron L. Woolsey 
June 2OO4 
Thesis Advisor: Orin Marvel 
. Second Reader: Russell Gottfried 
One-sentence summary: This research developed tasks and roles for successfully 
accomplishing information exchange from UV payload sensors to tactical decision 
makers, concluding with suggested measures of effectiveness and performance to 
determine the strength and validity of the architecture. 
Corsano, Scott E., "Joint Fires Network ISR Interoperability Requirements within a Joint 
Force Architecture", Masters of Science in Systems Technology, June, 2004. 
Scott Corsano analyzed the Joint Fires Network architecture in the context of its 
interoperability with the DoD ISR architecture of the future. Scott's conclusion was that 
JFN will be fully interoperable with the DoD ISR architecture of the future provided the 
development proceeds as presently planned. Scott's work is an important sanity check on 
the Navy's approach to reducing the sensor-to-shooter timelines. 
Captain Criston W Cox Jr (June 05) 
OPTIMIZING BANDWIDTH OF TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
I'm not sure that this will directly have a high impact since the limitations of NETWARS 
w and other factors led to re-scoping of the original proposal. 
But, it exemplifies the type of thesis work that is possible at NPS. 
LtCol Cook (NPS JC41 Grad) G6 of Third Marine Division (Okinawa) requested a study 
of the tactical data communications systems of the division, and a model that could be 
uses to optimize utilization of the division's scarce assets. 
Prof Kemple coordinated the project by email, and while in Okinawa for another project 
spent several hours at Third Marine Division to discuss and advance the project. 
CAPT Cox undertook the project, and among other things traveled to Iraq to collect data 
to parameterize the model. 
He also worked with the model's sponsor (JCS J6, the JC4I Curric sponsor) and 
developer. 
Information Warfare (curriculum 595) 
The IW(595) Curriculum produced 30 Theses in the period 02(1 1)' 03(8) and 04(11). All 
these theses were military relevant. 
EW 
LCDR Cox - "Utilization of the EA-6B for Aircraft Carrier Antiship Missile Defense." - 
Protects Aircraft Camers from Anti-Ship cruise missile attack. 
LCDR O'Brien- "An Assessment of the SA-10 Missile Downlink to EA-6B Jamming." - 
Protection of Navy Aircraft from SAM attack. 
LCDR Rodgers- "Designing a High Power Microwave Receiver using a Systems 
Engineering Approach" - High Power Microwave Test Facility at NASC-WD China Lake 
to determine characteristics of Foreign HPM systems. 
Homeland Security 
Lt Culpepper- "Effectiveness of Using Military Red-Teams to Identify Maritime Security 
Vulnerabilities to Terrorist Attack." - Assessment of major West Coast Ports to Terrorist 
attack. 
Lt Carter- " Terrorist Attack using Radio Frequency Weapons." - Design of HPM 
Weapon using readily available COTS components. 
OPSEC 
Lt Sarnagaysay- "Vulnerability of Wireless Local Area Networks to Interception." - 
Examines the propagation of signals from Wireless LANS and their security. 
Lt Bosomed- "Advanced Denial of Service Techniques in IEEE 802.1 1 B Wireless Local 
Area Networks." - Identifies vulnerabilities in Wireless LAN systems to Denial-of- 
Service attacks. 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
JOINT COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, 
COMPUTERS & INTELLIGENCE (C4I) SYSTEMS 
CURRJCULUM (365) 
Subspecialty Code 62043 
The graduate shall be able to: 
1 .TECHNOLOGIES: Analyze and synthesize communications, computer, and information 
systems, including digital and analog communications systems, computer architectures, 
networks, databases, decision support systems, sensors, information security techniques, user- 
network interface, and system tradeoff analyses. 
2.SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND ANALYSIS: Perform systems engineering studies, develop 
architectures, and integrate systems, including mission requirements determination: operational, 
technical and systems architectures; data analysis, modeling and simulation, and experimental 
design and analysis; evaluation of human-in-the-loop C41 systems; technical analysis of selected 
C41 systems and architectures; interoperability of hardware and software within and across 
systems of systems; and standard and alternative acquisition process. 
3. JOINT C41: Understand joint C41 systems, including national and DOD C2 and intelligence 
concepts, policies, doctrine, processes, and organizations; joint C41 systems and architectures; 
information warfare and C2 warfare environments; effects of combined operations; and future 
w concepts and current issues. 
4. STRATEGY AND POLICY: Officers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, 
critically analyze past military campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and 
combined operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals 
and the ways military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of 
the Naval War College course series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military 
Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
5. PRACTICE: The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent analysis of 
joint command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence systems and will 
demonstrate proficiency in presenting the results in writing and orally by means of a thesis and a 
command-oriented briefing. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Director, C4 Systems (5-6) 



























1 1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES. YESROD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 1 
2. ON-BOARD 812005 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
JPME 18 
4 
[ 8 .  JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 1 
2. Uniqu a ~ s e s  
Course Number DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University I HARDWARUSOFTWARE 
Example 





Military Applicatims oCSpace (TSISCI) 
Space Situational A ~ a m e S  & C m t d  (TS/SCI) 
Space Technology & Applicattms 
(4) 55304 I 
Military Space Systems & Architectures (ISISCI) 
I 1 I 
Space Systems & Oprraticns I (S)  
(5) SS305 1 
(6) SS3613 
I I I I 
Space Systems & Operattms I1 (TSISCI) 
MILSATCOM Systems & Applicatims (S) 
I I 
( 9 )  AAJ83 1 Spacecraft Systems I I  mil.. comrnun. .,mil. TT&C. surveillance, SIGINl 
I I I I 
(8) AA4830 
(13) AE4818 SpacecraA Attitude. Dynamics & Ccnrrol space control appl. 
(14) NW3285 National Security Decision Making 
(15)NW3275 Joint Maritime Operatirns Pan I 
(16) NW3276 Joint Maritinv Operat~uns Part I I  
(17)NW3230 Strategy & Policy 
I I 1 
Spacecrati System I 
( 10) CC3000 
(II)IW3101 
( I? )  AE3830 
mil. commun. .,mil. IT&C, survc~llance. SIGINT 
C4ISR 
Principles of I n f o m t m  Operations 
Spacecralt Guidance & Control 
mil.. intel.. surveillance, rrconnaisance 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
SPACE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS 
CURRICULUM (366) 
Subspecialty Code 6206P - Space Systems Operations 
All officers with graduate education in Space Systems Operations must be competent in the 
below core subjects. Theses competencies will enable graduates to serve in positions that design, 
acquire, operate, or secure military space and information systems and/or deny potential 
adversaries the effective use of their own. The skills and competencies are detailed below. 




develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, critically analyze past military 
, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to 
relationship between a nation's policies and goals and the ways military power may 
be used to achieve them. This is fulfilled by completion of the first of the Naval War College 
course series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and 
Phase I Joint PME credit. 
b. Understand current Navy and USMC doctrine (e.g., Sea Power 21, Expeditionary Maneuver 
Warfare). 
2. ORBITAL MECHANICS, SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND REMOTE SENSING: 
V 
a. Understand the basic physics of orbital motion, the parameters used in the description of 
orbits and their ground tracks. Understand the design of orbits, how they are achieved, 
maintained, and controlled including the design of constellations and how spacecraft are 
maneuvered and repositioned. Understand spacecraft tracking and command/control from a 
ground station. Understand the various orbital perturbations, including those due to nonspherical 
earth and due to atmospheric drag. Understand the relationships of orbits to mission 
requirements, including the advantages and disadvantages of various orbits. 
b. Understand the natural and induced environment of space including solar activity, 
geomagnetic and magnetospheric phenomena, physics of the ionosphere and upper atmosphere 
and their response to natural and artificial disturbances. Understand the impacts to spacecraft 
parts and materials due to this space environment. 
c. Understand the principles of active and passive sensors used in current and future spacecraft 
for sensing through the atmosphere. Understand the effects of the space environment and 
countermeasures on sensor performance. Understand the tradeoffs among various sensor 
techniques, including area of' coverage, resolution, processing, and power requirements. 
3. MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS 
Understand the two major components of military space systems: (These systems include 
MILSATCOM, Commercial systems, GPS, Meteorological systems, space surveillance, National 
Qw systems, space-based warning, and other nations' systems) 
a. Military Space Operations: Understand the operational requirements and limitations of 
current and future space systems used by the DOD for Space Control and Force Application. 
Understand the roles of the Services in the development, operation, and use of these systems. 
Understand the roles, responsibilities and relationships of national and Joint DOD organizations 
in establishing policies, priorities, and requirements for these space systems; and in their design, 
acquisition and operation. Understand the nature of space warfare (theory, history, doctrine, and 
policy) including space control, assured access, global engagement, and full force integration. 
Be familiar with Joint Doctrine (e.g. JP 3 14). 
b. Warftghter Support Obtained from Space: Understand the capabilities and use of space 
systems to enable and support Joint air, land, and sea military operations (i.e. Force 
Enhancement). Understand the intelligence collection and analysis process for space systems - 
and how warfighters access information from these sources. Understand doctrine and 
operational concepts (e.g. USSTRATCOM's "Long Range Plan") and be able to contribute to 
the development of space tactics that enhance or support military operations. 
4. PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEM ACQUISITION: 
a. Understand project management and DOD system acquisition methods and procedures to 
include contract management, financial management and control, and the Planning, w Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS). Receive an introduction to the Defense 
Acquisition University and the acquisition courses and qualifications available. 
b. Understand the system acquisition organizational responsibilities and relationships (e.g. 
Congress, DOD, Services; Resource Sponsor, Systems Commands, Operating Forces) as they 
pertain to the acquisition of systems for DOD, Naval, and civilian agency users. 
5. COMMUNICATIONS: 
a. Understand the basic principles of communications systems engineering including the space 
and ground segments. Understand digital and analog communications architecture design, 
including frequency reuse, multiple access, link design, repeater architecture, source encoding, 
waveforms, and propagation media. Understand current and future communications systems used 
or planned by Naval operating and Joint forces afloat and ashore. Understand how space 
systems are used to meet joint warfighters' communications requirements. 
b. Be able to articulate from the joint warfighter's perspective the advantages and disadvantages 
of various fiequencies used by DOD for communications across the frequency spectrum. 
Understand the national and international issues involving usc of the frequency spectrum. 
c. Understand current and future MILSATCOM bandwidth allocation processes. 
d. Understand the nature of the rapid evolution in commercial satellite communications 
systems. Be able to articulate potential uses to satisfy Joint DOD Information Operations 
requirements. 
w 6. ANALYSIS, SYNTHESIS AND EVALUATION: 
a. Be able to derive, assess, and articulate cost-effective requirements for the operational use of 
space systems to meet C3YIO requirements, using modeling and simulation, field and laboratory 
experiments, and other quantitative and qualitative methods as they pertain to the Federal and 
DOD Acquisition System. 
b. Be able to perform business case (economic) and trade-off analyses for commercial and DOD 
Systems. 
c. Receive introduction to Naval Warfare Development Command and become familiar with 
real world exercises (e.g., Fleet Battle Experiments, Millennium Challenge) 
7. ARCHITECTING JOINT MILITARY SPACE MISSIONS: 
a. Understand the basic principles of architecting a complex joint military space mission, the life 
cycle process by which a space system is conceived, structured, designed, built, tested, certified 
and operated in a way that ensures its integrity and performance. Be able to formulate a 
consistent set of principles and techniques to be followed throughout all phases of the 
architecting process. 
b. Understand the systems design of a spacecraft that includes its various subsystems: 
propulsion, structure, thermal, attitude determination and control; electrical power, and 
telemetry, tracking and command; and their integration. Gain an appreciation of the key 
interactions between the various subsystems and their effects on performance requirements. 
Understand the system design criteria fiom stated performance requirements, and the trade-offs 
between payloads and other spacecraft subsystems. 
c. Understand the basic principles of launch vehicle performance; launch environment, launch 
windows, and their role in military operations. Understand the differences between the various 
classes of current and future launch systems including the upper stages. Gain an appreciation of 
the various business issues involved in the selection of the launch vehicle (e.g.: pricing, 
insurance, policy). Be familiar with the issues of integrating a spacecraft with a launch vehicle. 
Perform a trade-off analysis in the selection of the launch vehicle. 
d. Understand the application of the principles of systems engineering to a Joint space project 
fiom the needs assessment phase to the final operations cycle. Be able to apply the tools of 
project management (e.g. scheduling, costing, budgeting, planning, resource negotiation, risk 
management) to a space project. Gain an appreciation of the review process from the systems 
requirements review to the critical design review. Gain a familiarity with typical spacecraft 
testing: electromagnetic compatibility tests, vibration and thermal tests, functional tests, 
deployments tests, alignment tests, inertia determination tests and comprehensive system tests. 
Understand the necessity to ensure the integrity, workmanship, and perfomlance of the 
w spacecraft. 
e. Understand the basic elements ofjoint mission operations: command the spacecraft, manage 
payloads, resolve anomalies, schedule ground station support, design failure workarounds, plan 
orbit maneuvers, and link users and operators. 
f. Be able to develop a concept of operations for a space system. Be able to develop and assess 
a course of action using the Joint Operational Planning and Evaluation System (JOPES) process 
.I for best utilization of space systems. Be able to develop the space systems component of 
OPLANS. 
8. ADVANCED CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN SPACE SYSTEMS : 
a. Understand the future of military space requirements stemming from information superiority. 
b. Understand the future concepts of operations published by various DOD organizations based 
on an understanding of the emerging technologies and their impact on military space. 
c. Develop an understanding of the advanced concepts and technologies in military space 
systems. 
INFORMATION SUPERIORITY: 
a. The graduate shall have a broad understand and ability to imovatively employ information 
superiority technologies, develop and implement top level systems and subsystems and influence 
applications of the following knowledge domains: Joint C41, Information Warfare, Space System 
Operations, Information Technology Management, Computer Science, Modeling and Simulation. 
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MCT - Computer Security and 
Critical lnfrasbuctue Protection 
MCT - Networks 
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Course Number I Course Title 
Analysis of DoD Critical Infrasmcture Protection 
Secure Management of System 
DOD Unique Topics if taught at 
Civilian University 
Speciahed DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
generated course notes. No specific 
text available. 
DoD CIP lifecycle 
DoD CIP-related policy and 
procedures 
current assessments (classified at the 
SECRET level) being performed 
- - 
wittun the DoD. 
S p e c i a M  DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
generated course notes. No 
appropriate text available. 
DoD requirements for automated 
access control to computer rooms. 
Commercial COMSEC 
Endorsement Program (CCEP), 
(e.g., NSA Type I encryption). 
DoD COMSEC requirements, 
includmg the requirements for 
emergency destruction of data and 
COMSEC materials. 
All DoD hectives, instructions, 
etc., that deal with IT, with emphasis 
on DoDD 8500.1 and DoDI 8500.2. 
DoD MFOCON. 
Required to write a Security Plan for 
a system that interacts with the DoD 
in some way. 
Operational Security (OPSEC). 
Introduced to Emanations Security 
and TEMPEST standards. 
Participants completing this course 
may be recognized for completing 
the requirements of three Committee 
on National Security System 




Access to DOD CIP documents 
Network Security 
standards (pen- verification of 
prerequisites). 
GIG and the GIG-BE (Bandwidth 
Enhancement) 
How Port Address Tmnslation 
effectively acheves in cyberspace 
what certain deceptive electronic 
countermeasures tecluuques achieve 
on the battlefield 
Use of VLANs to 
unplernentlenforce separation of 
traffic among coalition partners. 
Discussion of FIPS 140-2 Standards 
regarding the "strength" of the 
crypto protection. 
Concept of "Defense-indepth with 
analogy to battlefield defense. 
Security vs Performance tradeoff in 
unplementing VPN to obscure 
attack traffic carried over the public 
Internet during execution of cyber 
attacwdefend exercises between 
DoD schools. 
Scalability of various items (e.g., 
static route entries for routers vs 
dynamic updates, or key dstribution 
& management) to DoD-size. 
Link-layer vs higher layer (i.e.., 3 
and above) encryption and its impact 
on manageability of the network: 
SIPRNET vs NIPRNET. 
"black core" goals of the GIG-IA 
vision. 
RADAC (Risk-Adaptable Access 
Control) at the heart of the GIG-IA 
requirements. 
Coverage of PKI is highly DoD- 
centric. E.g., NSA as root CA, 
location of the two sub-CAs, bridge 
CAs (among Feds and non-Feds), 
the CAC (Common Access Cards), 
and trustchains 
Discussion of DoDD 8500.1 
Various usages of ICMP as cyber 
equivalent of battlefield 
reconnaissance. 
Secure Systems 
Security Policies, Models and Formal Methods 
Advanced Topics in Computer Security 
Many DoD analogies 
DoD "Ports & Protocols" initiative. 
NSA (SNAC) "60 Minute Network 
Security Guide" 
Specialized DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
generated course notes. No text 
available. 
High assurance system development 
techniques directed toward the 
protection of high value assets the 
compromise of which would have 
grave consequences for national 
security. 
Applicability of multilevel systems 
to DoD 
Applicability of Multiple security 
level systems to DoD 
Applicability of virtual machmes to 
DoD 
Current and fbture DoD 
requirements for high assurance. 
DoD system requirements and high 
robustness systems as specified by 
NSA Common Criteria Protection 
Profiles 
Documentation requirements for 
critical DoD high assurance 
computers and networks 
Data guards, downgrading, filters 
Lnterconnection and movement of 
data between networks at different 
classification levels 
Secure coalition intero~eration 
Speciahed DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
generated course notes. No text 
available. 
Formal methods bected toward the 
protection of high value assets the 
compromise of which would have 
grave consequences for national 
security. 
Speciahed DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
TACLANE encryptors 
High assurance and multilevel 
systems 
Access to DOD CIP documents 
Computer Forensics 
Introduction to Certification and Accreditation 
generated course notes. No text 
available. 
Global Information Grid 
Common Criteria] as applicable to 
DoD 
DoDPKI 
High assurance and formal methods 
directed toward the protection of 
high value assets the compromise of 
which would have grave 
consequences for national security. 
Preparatory to classified courses and 
thesis research. Prerequisite to 
CS4920: Special Topics in 
Computer and Network Security 
Specialized DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
generated course notes. No text 
available. 
DODIDON security certification 
process. 
Certification and Accreditation 
(C&A) process as applied to 
procurement and lifecycle 
management of DoD and federal 
government mformation systems, 
with a focus on the role of the 
Certifier. 
DoD C&A process 
Indepth study of policies and 
guidelines of the DoD and the DON 
that govern C&A 
Navy's implementation of DoD 
policies and processes for securely 
managing Navy systems. 
Multiple case studes of actual 
~nformation systems that have been 
evaluated under the current DoD 
criteria in preparation for 
accredtation to cany sensitive 
mformation. 
The case studies are based on the 
mformation available about 
deployed systems and comments are 
relayed to the Navy Certification 
Service-specific implementation 
processes. 
Case studes based on Navy 
systems. 

Wireless and Mobile Security 
Software Methodology 
-- 
introduction to Software Engineering 
- 
Computer-Aided Prototyping 
Advanced Software Engineering 
Software Engineering Research and Development in DoD 
Software Testing 
Engineering Network Centric Systems 
Software Evolution 
Software Reuse 
~~ - ~ 
Design of Embedded Real-Time Systems 
communications and mobile devices 
for military use 
r Advanced wireless security 
Relevance of each survey topic to I 
the engineering of DoD software- I 
intensive systems 
I 
Methodologies and tecluuques for 
the formal verification of time- 
critical distributed systems-typical 
of DoD systems 
Prototyping support for I 
requirements engineering of large- I 
scale software-intensive systems I 
Topics specific to the acquisition of 
DoD software-intensive systems 
Surveys of DoD R&D related back 
to specific software engineering 
topics, such as the acquisition of 
systems-of-systems 
Automated model-based testing of 
large-scale, reconfigurable systems 
Concepts, methods, techniques and 
tools for engineering the 
development of DoD network 
centric systems 
Need access to DoD CONOPS. 
requirements, and other system 
artifacts 
Maintenance of DoD legacy and 
new software-intensive svstems 
Reengineering systems and 
organizations for reuse; DoD reuse 
investment strategies 
Methodologies and techniques for 
analysis and verification of real- 
I Weapons System Software Safety 
SW4581 
SW4583 I Principles of Software Design 
Software Reliability 
SW4590 
- - - 
SW4592 Software Risk Assessment in DoD 
Software Architecture 
SW4591 Requirements Engineering 
SW4593 Advanced Logic & Algebra for Software R&D in DoD 
SW4597 
SW4599 
time properties of DoD software- 
intensive systems, both for 
cornpile-time and run-time 
Methodologies and techniques for 
analysis of the reliability of large- 
scale, reconfigurable systems 
Robust Generation of Control Software 
Automated Software/Hardware Integration in DoD 
SW4600 
SW4920 
Methodologies and techniques for 
analysis, certification, and 
accreditation of weapons and 
weapons-related systems; theory 
and application of safety kernels 
for large-scale reconfigurable 
systems 
Automata, Formal Specification and Run-time Verification 
Advanced Topics in Software System Safety 
Relevance of topics to engineering 
software-intensive DoD systems 
Principles, methodologies, and 
techniques for archltecting large- 
scale, reconfigurable, 
heterogeneous and hybrid systems 
DoD software system acquisition 
process, capabilities-based 
acquisition, requirements 
engineering for large-scale 
reconfigurable systems 
Concepts, techruques and tools for 
software risk assessment specific to 
DoD 
Not offered at other universities 
Not offered at other universities 
Integration and interoperability of 
systems-of-systems using high 
levels of automation 
Not offered at other universities 
- -- - 
Methodologies and techniques for 
analysis, certification, and 
Need access to DoD systems in 
order to build and experiment with 
operational profiles and other 
artifacts relevant to reliability 
analysis 
Need access to weapons system 
software, hardware, requirements, 
and personnel in order to practice 
the application of the methodologies 
and techruques 
Need access to DoD CONOPS, 
requirements, and other system 
artifacts 
Need access to weapons system 
software, hardware, requirements, 
le393e) 10j 7~ '%a) ~s~uarua.r!nba~ 
pue sura~ds hwlw uo snmj rn 
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I 
Internet Informahon Systems C -  
MV4015 Multi-Agent Systems 
CS4315 
CS4112 
Machme Learning and Data Mining 
Dismbuted Operating Systems 










Speech and Language Processing 
Advanced Topics in Autonomous Systems 
B XML for tactical 
chat~communication, Rapid 
mformation system development 
I 





Emphasis on military taskslneeds 
Focus on Formal Modeling to 
guarantee the security necessary for 
DoD critical systems 
0 Focus on military simulation and 
analysis 
Automatic Mission Understandmg 
and Coordination 
Emphasis on Target Acquisition and 
Mine Detection via Vision 
Mine detection, Command and 
Control, Swarm-based terrain 
mapping. Rapid development and 
deployment of mission-specialized 
systems/robots 
Emphasis on h i n g  and filtering 
mformation for increased Situational 
Awareness 
Using military domain knowledge to 
boost system performance. 
0 Emphasis is not on theory, but on 
pp -- 
We are beginning a relationship with 
SPAWAR to utilize robots that have 
actually been deployed in Iraq. 
AUVs and UAVs developed by 
Mechanical Engineering can be used 
for training and as a testbed for new 
algorithms. ln this way, we have 
more immediate access to 
deployedldeployable systems. 
0 Will buildtest r u g g e h d  sensor 
CS - Core 
CS3600 Information Assurance: Introduction to Computer Security 
- 
Great Principles of Computing Technology 
Human-Computer Interaction 
Artificial Intelligence 
Computer Systems Management 
Technology & Transformation I 
Technology & Transformation 11 
Practices of Transformation 
- - 
Modeling Practices for Computing 
deployable systems that gather 
usell situational mformation 
Specialued DoD course materials. 
The course depends upon NPS- 
generated course notes. No 
appropriate text available. 
DoD Information Technology 
Security Certification and 
Accredtation Program (DITSCAP). 
DoD system operating modes 
Innovative course designed 
specifically for the cuniculum 
sponsor to provide a map of the 
field. 
Discusses structure of field based 
upon fundamental principles. 
Course is tiamed around DoD-based 
examples 
All examples are DOD-Based, e.g. 
Helicopter Repair Expert Systems, 
Robotic Mine Sweeping, 
Autonomous Simulaton for training. 
Complement to CS3000. Presents 
capstones of computing; seminal 
works that created the ftamework 
for the principles of the field. 
Objective of thls course sequence: 
Study innovation as a process that 
all officers should be competent at 
Show thesis process as an instance 
of the innovation process 
Prepare students to plan and execute 
a thesis that contributes to a DoD 
innovation 
Designed specifically for the 
networks re 3 
SPAWAR-borrowed Robots. 
MOVES training simulators, 

EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CURRlCULUM (368) 
Subspecialty Code 6203P 
All officers with graduate education in Computer Science must be competent in Computer 
Science Core subjects including advanced expertise in a specific computer science functional 
area. These competencies will enable graduates to serve in positions that design, acquire, 
operate, or secure military networks and systems andlor deny potential adversaries the effective 
use of their own. The skills and competencies are detailed below. 
1. MATHEMATICS: The officer will have a thorough knowledge of mathematical tools and 
concepts that are intrinsic to Computer Science, including but not limited to logic, discrete math, 
combinatorics, and modeling & simulation. 
2. NETWORKING: The officer will have a sound understanding of networking theory and 
practical application as it pertains to the design and operation of military Information Systems 
and Computer Network Operations (CNO) within Information Warfare. This includes structure, 
architecture, protocols, communications and security in modem networks, network engineering, 
and distributed networks. The officer will also be introduced to the fundamental hardware and 
software components of networks. 
3. PROGRAMMING AND SYSTEMS: The officer will be proficient in programming and 
programming languages, and in analyzing large software-intensive systems. The officer will 
'(V demonstrate advanced knowledge and understanding of programming practices and 
programming paradigms and be familiar with assembly languages. The officer will demonstrate 
advanced knowledge and understanding of system modules, interfaces, risk factors and project 
management. 
4. PRACTICES AND FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES: Officers will have competence in 
computer science practices and principles including design and mechanics of computing and 
their applications to military needs. Officers will be proficient in core technologies including 
algorithms, architectures, operating systems, data structures, compilers, databases, software 
engineering, intelligent systems, and human-computer interactions. 
5. COMPUTER SCIENCE SPECIALIZATION: Each officer will complete a specialization 
track that integrates computer science in DOD systems, software, and operations. The major area 
specializations will include: (a) Network Operations; (b) Information Security and Assurance; (c) 
Software Engineering and Architecture. These specializations require further emphasis in minor 
areas of study through sequences of courses. The specialization will include a thesis project in a 
framework that exercises the practice of innovation, problem-solving, systems-thinking, and 
real-world applicability. 
Major area sponsor 
Director, Space, Information Warfare, Command and Control Directorate, OPNAV (N6 1)  
w Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Commander, Naval Security Group 
Last curriculum review: June 2004 
CS Department response to question concerning privatization of CS curriculum, BRAC 
w commission questions 2 and 4. 
Question 2: 
A separate, detailed spreadsheet shows unique, DoD-unique, preparatory, and other classes for 
each CS track and for the CS curriculum as a whole. That spreadsheet also has the numbers for 
MOVES, SWE, and MCT degree programs hosted by the CS department. 
(1) The spreadsheet documents that CS offers a total of 104 classes, of which 3 1 are unique and 
35 DoD-unique. That means that 66 courses are unique and cannot be outsourced or 
consolidated. 
(2) The SWE curriculum has 20 of its 34 courses in the unique category; most of non-unique are 
the CS preparatory courses. 
(3) The MOVES curriculum has 13 of its 30 classes in the unique category. Rudy Darken 
reported separately that only other two schools offer a Defense M&S curriculum (ODU and 
UCF). 
(4) The MCT curriculum has 10 of its 16 classes in the unique category. This is NPS's first DL 
degree program. It is tailored for Aviator community and is not open to NPS resident students. 
(5) Based on the above, the main CS curriculum is 213 unique. This is a solid case to declare that 
the CS curriculum cannot be outsourced or consolidated and should be listed as not considered 
for those possibilities. Similarly, SWE, MOVES, and MCT should be exempted fiom such 
consideration. 
Question 4: 
CS (along with MOVES, SWE, and MCT) should not be considered for privatization. The 
reasons are organized below according to the BRAC criteria. 
(1) Operational readiness. Would be significantly impacted because our program is designed to 
immerse students in DoD relevant problems and concerns while studying computer science. 
Noted above, about 213 of our courses are DoD unique. It would take a long time, if ever, or a 
larger expense, to recreate similar immersive courses at other universities. Our graduates are 
able to contribute 100% in their new assignments. Graduates of university programs take 1-2 
years to become hlly acculturated and to reach the 100% level of contribution. 
(2) Availability of facilities. We make extensive use of classified facilities for some research and 
student theses. Similar facilities are not available on any civilian campus. 
(3) Surge requirements. We can accommodate more students if need be in our current location. 
(4) Cost of operations. Civilian universities would go one of two ways: (a) Require officers to 
qualify for regular admission, or (b) set up a special program under contract to serve the DoD (V requirements. Option a would result in 80% of students not gaining admission because our 
program has built-in BS equivalency. Option b would be more expensive than what NPS already 
does. 
In addition, if the CS department were physically moved to another location, there would be 
significant faculty attrition (we estimate at least 80% -- about 33 faculty). Recruiting faculty of 
the right temperaments to work in a defense-immersive CS environment is not easy. It would 
take many years to rebuild the faculty to the current size. The loss of faculty would cause most 
of the research sponsors to withdraw. The unique research relationships would also take many 
years to rebuild. 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. As noted in item 4, privatization would not be able 
to create a CS program of equal or higher military value without raising the cost. Physical 
relocation would devastate the faculty and research program, and might never be replaced. In 
particular, the value of the research program could take 10-20 years to restore. 
(6) Economic impact in community. CS impact would be fairly small. About 11 faculty would 
move in a physical relocation. The other 33 might wander away from Monterey area in a 1-2 
year time frame as they find other jobs in California. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. The biggest gap would be the lack of 
secure facilities for classified research and theses. It should be noted that most civilian campuses 
are not receptive to defense research, which implies that the ability to move research programs to 
those campuses is reduced. 
(8) Environmental impact. None. 
CS Department response to question concerning privatization of CS curriculum. 
a. Its affect on instructional quality. 
The CS Department hosts MS programs in Computer Science (CS), Software Engineering 
(SWE), Modeling, Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), and Master of 
Computing Technology (MCT). Although these programs have titles that resemble programs 
in civilian universities, the content of these programs has been specifically designed to match 
the needs and requirements of DoD customers. The components of the CS program are 
diagrammed below. 
At least 80% of our students do not have a previous BS degree in CS; their services have 
determined that they can serve defense needs by transitioning into CS and obtaining a 
graduate degree. Civilian universities generally require that new MS-CS students have a 






Fundamentals (Undergraduate Level) (B) 
I I 
Basic Pre-Preparatory Courses (A) 
The preparatory courses (A) and CS hdamentals (B) are clearly not graduate level subject 
matter and would not be needed by students with a recent BS degree. These courses are 
provided so that students without a recent BS degree can achieve "BS equivalency" during 
their first year. Students complete most of their graduate work (C) and special requirements 
such as JPME (D) during the second year. The thesis project, a centerpiece of the second 
year, is mandatory for all students. 
The fundamentals (B) resemble undergraduate courses in civilian universities. Most of these, 
however, are heavily imbued with military examples and thinking so that the utility in 
defense domains is immediately apparent. Thus most of our courses are not the same in 
content as civilian courses of similar title. A few of our fundamentals courses are unique to 
NPS. We designed a thesis support program (CS49001490 Il4902) so that all students can 
plan and execute a thesis that brings value in the defense sector and is innovative. 
CS3000lCS48 12 are specially designed to provide an operational map of the CS field in 
terms of its fundamental principles, accelerating our officers' abilities to understand the 
scope and depth of a complex field in the short time they are here. 033307 teaches how to 
use military modeling frameworks to design experiments, analyze data, build models, and 
predict performance of systems. None of these courses will be found at a civilian university. 
Most of the graduate level material (C) is organized around seven specialty tracks designed 
for defense needs and requirements. The courses are designed to address military concerns 
along with the advanced CS material. Civilian counterparts are differently designed and 
would not directly address defense concerns. 
The strong orientation to defense systems and procedures that pervades our curriculum serves 
the school's strategy, which is to take qualified officers, transition them into CS, and have 
them emerge as competent practitioners ready to bring computing to bear on defense issues 
immediately after graduating. Because civilian curricula cannot tailor to the needs of any 
particular government or industry sector, their graduates take 1-2 years beyond graduation to 
become full, 100% contributors in their work environments. Because we specialize in 
defense computer science, NPS CS graduates are prepared to be 100% contributors 
immediately on graduation. 
The specialized requirements (D) reflect the requirements of the sponsors as related to 
national security systems and requirements. For example, the information assurance track 
focuses on multilevel security in operational systems, defense against cyberattacks, secure 
computing kernels, and secure multilevel networking. They have extensive labs and testbeds 
for students to work hands-on with state of  the art technologies and experience their security 
vulnerabilities. They offer faculty and facilities to support students who undertake classified 
theses. This form of "situated learning" enhances the quality and depth of learning and 
maximizes our students' abilities to transfer what they are learning into real-world situations 
they will face in the future. 
Masters' degree programs at civilian universities typically assume an incoming student has 
all the academic prerequisites completed before entering the programs. They offer more 
generic courses, few defense relevant specializations, and no thesis. 
In summary: while our program and many of our courses have titles similar to those found in 
civilian universities, the overall architecture and learning outcomes are markedly different. 
We offer BS equivalency for the 80% of our students who have no recent BS in CS. We 
offer an integrated program that keeps students constantly in touch with defense needs and 
thinking. Our graduates are able to function as 100% contributors in their new environments 
V 
immediately, and they have basic training in the process of innovation. In our context, 
Qlv unique implies: 
(1)Subject matter of interest primarily to DoD personnel, 
(2)Analytical methods specially adapted study of problems in DoD 
context, such as information assurance in multi-level secure systems, 
(3)Appropriate combinations of facilities, personnel or schedule factors 
not available elsewhere. 
b. Its impact on the military's officer corp. 
One of the great benefits of NPS is the ability for officers to live, work and learn together with 
their counterparts fiom the other U.S. services, as well as fiom many other nations. They form 
bonds that will serve them later and will enhance their effectiveness with cross-service and 
coalition partners. In their learning communities with other students of like backgrounds, they 
demonstrate remarkable strides in transitioning to CS fiom other fields. They remain immersed 
in military culture and military values, factors that account for the high level of retention among 
NPS graduates. 
The admission requirements of civilian universities heavily favor those with recent BS degrees. 
We estimate that 80% of our CS students would not qualify for admission at a civilian university 
because they do not have a recent BS degree or GRE score. Many universities could 
accommodate them by giving them 2 years credit toward an undergraduate degree and making 
them complete their undergraduate degree in 2 years. But then they would need 4 years to get 
their MS degree, too long for most military services. In short, privatizing the CS degree would 
deprive 80% of current students of the ability to get a CS degree and would seriously 
shortchange defense needs in computer science. 
c. Its impact on DoD's education system. 
A key part of DoD strategy is a transformation into network centric operations. The technical 
underpinnings for NCO include computer science, networking, security, and information science. 
These related fields are like CS: their civilian counterparts have similar names but markedly 
different architecture and orientation. About 80% of students in all these areas would be unable 
to gain admission to a qualified civilian university. This would seriously compromise DoD's 
objectives to develop a cadre of officers who understand the technologies for NCO. 
d. Program costs. 
A recent cost study showed that the average cost to serve an NPS student is $22K per year. This 
is comparable to out of state tuition and housing costs at many public universities, and lower 
(II) than tuition at most private universities. NPS as currently constituted is already cost competitive 
with civilian universities and is able to provide the many benefits noted above at no additional 
cost. 
While they may not have defense-ready programs now, some civilian universities would 
undoubtedly be willing to design and offer programs under contract to DoD agencies. They 
would, however, insist that these programs be entirely self-supporting, staffed by qualified 
faculty (not graduate assistants), and as noted above have more content to meet the more 
stringent DoD requirements. Consequently the contracts will almost always be priced at out-of- 
state tuition rates and higher, which would make them more expensive than DoD pays to have 
the same program at NPS. 
It should also be noted that most of our students have been away from academic environments 
for 6 or more years. Our program is designed to acclimate these students, get them their BS 
equivalency, and earn an MS degree all within two years. To do the remedial work at a civilian 
university, 80% of our students would need an additional 2 years and 20% an additional half 
year, which would significantly increase the costs of paying their salaries while receiving the MS 
degree. 
e. The value added to DoD's overall mission. 
The current CS program adds high value to the DoD missions in network centric operations and 
extensive reliance on computing technology. 
w The 44 CS faculty have extensive research contacts within DoD services and agencies. They 
bring students into direct contact with many DoD field operations and research sponsors. This 
increases the defense relevance and value of most theses. Nearly 80% of our theses are in 
military computer science and many of them produce results that are now in use in DoD 
operations. 
We do all this at a lower cost than a comparable program at a civilian university would cost. 



















Dale Scott Caffal 
M DA 
I n  2004, there were 113 CS MastersIPhD Theses: 
77% military computer science, 23% general computer science. 
Here are examples of high DoD impact theses. 
Advisor/ 
MM and VMM-like technology are part of JTRS and JSF. 
nalyzing the Intel Pentium III Processor's major deficiency in existing 
Capability to Run a Secure Virtual Machine Monitor being mltigated through industry 
Irvine Public Key Infrastructure Requirements, Planning D. Morris used thesis as a planning document in USMC Information 
and Implementation Issues of the Marine Corps Public Key Infrastructure deployment at his post- Assurance graduation asslgnment. 
The publication of this work in the Journal of Information Irvine Demonstration of the Subversion Threat: Facing a Warfare resulted in increased attention to the problem of Information 
Assurance Critical Responsibility in the Defense of Cyberspace well planned attacks by well funded or state-sponsored 
cyber adversaries. 
work developed a tool that makes the NPS 
Scenario Selection and Student Assessment rmation Assurance training and awarness training tool 
Modules for CybeKIEGE 
Shing Requirements analysis and architectural design of a 
Software web-based integrated weapons of mass destruction Using the results from this thesis, DTRA developed 
Engineering toolset prototype of the IWDT software. 
Michael Developing dependable soffare for a system of A prototype is current being developed by the Mlssicle 
'Oftware 
systems Defense Agency based on the results of this PhD Engineering dissertation. 
v a t f r y  arfu management 
? level agreements 
Results are being applied by Navy Navy Supply Corps and 
other DoD organizations to control quality of acquired 
software-intensive systems over the entire life cycle. 
Jun-05 
Chris McDaniel Role-based access control for coalition partners in s (TENCAP) for policy and mechanism 










Developing the fire plan sketch manager (FPSM) for 
command and control personal security (CZPC) 
The FPSM prototype and documentation have been turned 
over to CSPC project office and have been put on contract 
for development by Northrop Grummund in the new 
release of the CZPC system. 
Multilevel Print Server Requirements for DON 
Application 
This developed a requirements specification for multilevel 
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CURRICULA NAME 
CS - Information Assurance 
CS -Wireless 
CS - Software Engr 
CS - Visual Simulation 8 
Training 
CS -Autonomous Syslems 
CS - Networks 
CS - DB and Knowledge 
Engineering 
CS - Core Curriculum 





































Software Engr (MS.) 1 1 57 (DL) 
4 1 MOVES - Modeling. Virtual Simulation, 8 Simulation 
Classes for 357 are a subset of Ihe cbsses above, but offered separately in DL fma t :  
MCT - Computer Security and 
Critical Infrastructure Proteclion 
24 (DL) - I ~ t t o b l o f  
MCT - Networks 
MCT - Sdtware Engineering 
YeslDoD established (in 
the next 3.5 
YeslDoD years) 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
SOmWARE ENGINEERING 
CURRICULUM (3691 
All officers with advanced degree education in Software Engineering must possess skills and 
competencies in software design, development processes, and related software technology 
applicable to large-scale military systems. The skills and competencies are detailed below. 
1. SOFTWARE DESIGN 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of software system design to include: 
a. System analysis and design theory encompassing the basics of requirements 
engineering and specification, system modeling and software architecture and its 
application to automation of military processes; 
b. An understanding of the design issues related to digital data processing, interfacing to 
hardware systems, real-time command and control, distributed computation, and end-to- 
end systems integration. An understanding of the design issues related to software system 
interoperability, system reengineering, design rationales, system architecture, and 
software reuse; 
c. The ability to design systems that are readily adaptable to changing military needs; 
d. An understanding of system reliability issues and quality assurance methods for 
achieving high software reliability; and 
e. The ability to understand, diagnose and recover from software failures. 
2. DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of software development processes to include: 
a. An understanding of the software development process, including requirements 
determination, feasibility assessment, design, configuration management, 
implementation, quality assurance, and system evolution; 
b. The ability to perform feasibility assessments of complex computer-based systems via 
prototyping, simulation, and static analysis; 
c. The ability to plan, evaluate, and manage major software projects, choose appropriate 
design automation tools and develop appropriate documentation; and 
d. The ability to assess software development risks and improve software development 
processes to reduce costs and produce more reliable systems. 
e. An understanding of the development process issues related to improving 
maintainability and upgradeability of software in integrated systems. 
3. SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of sofiware technology that includes: 
a. Methods for efficiently representing data and techniques for efficiently operating upon 
data structures; 
b. The structure, control, and design of software systems involving multiprocessing, 
distributed processing and network-centric computing; 
c. Representations and automatable methods for design and analysis of software systems; 
d. Tools and techniques for simulation and modeling of systems; and 
e. Engineering automation capabilities for design and assessment of software systems, 
program generation, and computer aided software design tools. 
4. PROBLEM SOLVING AND MILITARY APPLICABILITY 
The officer shall possess skills that enable a realistic perspective on problem solving and provide 
an appreciation of the difficulty and power of applying theory to military concerns such as - 
information warfare and command and control. This includes: 
a. Completing a significant project applying software engineering skills to Navy andlor 
DOD relevant problems; 
b. Exercising skills in problem formulation, criteria specification, analysis, design, and 
evaluation of results as they relate to military requirements; and 
c. Clearly communicating the results of a project orally and in writing. 
5. STRATEGY AND POLICY 
Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discern the relationship - ., 
between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military power may be used to 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
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5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
2. Uniqu Classes 
I1 Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC Civilian University HARDWAREISOFTWARE 
Physics of Spree ad Airbomc 
Computer Networks 
Operations Research for Computer Systems 
Database Systems 
Software Design 
Focus is DoD GIG environment 
Examples are C4ISR systems 
Examples are C4ISR systems 
Examples are C4ISR systems 
I Decision Suppod Systems 
2 f 
I Examples are C4ISR systems I 
I Intro to Communications Systems Engineering 
DoD IA requirements covered CS3600 \ 





Managing Planned Changed in Complex Organizations 
LS403 1 
IS4220 
Examples are from DoD orgs 
I I 1 I 
Software Engineering and Management Examples are C4ISR systems 
Information Systems Evaluation 
Architecting Information Systems 
Examples are C4ISR systems 
Solely DoD systems are examined 
IS Department response to BRAC Commission questions 2 and 4: 
w' 
Question 2: 
Separate files list the course breakdowns for the following curricula: Information 
Systems and Technology (370), Joint C41 Systems (365), Information Warfare (599, 
Information Systems and Operations (356), and Electronic Warfare International (596). 
Additionally, a separate file provides information on thesis titles that were written over 
the past several years. 
It should be obvious from the curriculum titles, the overwhelming proportion of unique 
courses, and theses written for the latter four curricula (365,595,356, and 596), that 
these programs are completely unavailable in the private university system. Additionally, 
the 370 curriculum has over 70% unique courses, and over 80% of theses written by 
graduates of this curriculum are militarily related. This curriculum, as currently 
constituted at the request of the curriculum sponsor, is not available from the private 
university system. Except for the 596 program, students are exposed to classified 
material, and many write classified theses. 
It should be noted that NPS fillfills four curricular objectives for our curriculum sponsors: 
refresher, transition, degree program, and ending with subspecialty education. The 
private university system is currently set up to do only one of the four (the degree 
w program), which means that in order to replicate NPS curricula the NavyIDoD must be 
willing to pay the private university system extra to get the other three--and note that they 
will avoid doing the classified courses included in subspecialty education unless they 
have an Applied Physics Lab-type entity onhear campus already hnded by DoD where 
these classified courses could be offered. 
Question 4: 
Using the BRAC criteria: 
1) Operational readiness: We are continually told that our graduates do not require the 12 
month ramp-up time that officers from other masters programs need when they first 
report to a job requiring subspecialty education. Multiplying that one year per billet adds 
up to a sizeable number of military personnel that are not required as additional end 
strength in such billets due to NPS graduate education. Instead these additional personnel 
can be applied to support operational units. 
2) Availability of facilities: Over the past several years, many of the students from IS 
Department curricula have participated in the TNT experiments at Camp Roberts. This 
area is unique because it permits UAV flights, which are important parts of those 
experiments. Movement of NPS to another state will no longer permit that important part 
of students' education. Additionally, ready access to classified facilities is a required part 
of the cumcula in the IS Department. 
'Crr 
3) Surge requirements: NPS can accommodate more students if necessary in its current 
location. Additionally, reserve units currently use NPS for drilling purposes. 
4) Cost of operations: As mentioned above in the answer to Question 2, replication of the 
current cumcula at NPS would require many more resources than just tuition costs of a 
masters degree. And as noted in the answer to criterion 1 above, there are significant 
manpower savings due to the NPS cumcula as opposed to standard masters graduates. 
Additionally, a large portion of the IS Department faculty would choose to not follow a 
move of NPS to another location, which would drive up the cost of replicating NPS 
cumcula, especially concerning the existing research relationships that support the 
cumcula. 
5) Timing of potential costs and savings: Research relationships, a significant part of the 
cumcula, will take a very long time to replace, if they are ever replaced. 
6) Economic impact: If only the IS Department were moved, there would be only a small 
impact, but as can be seen from the course listings for the IS Department cumcula, these 
cumcula require courses from many different departments at NPS. If all of NPS were 
moved, there would be a significant impact. 
1.1 7) Receiving infrastructure: If the private university system were chosen for NPS cumcula, both classified facilities and the close research relationships with NavyDoD 
activities would be missing. Providing these would entail significant costs and time. 
8) Environmental impact: None that we are aware of. 
IS Department Theses 
Curriculum: Information Systems and Technology (370) 
Curriculum Length: 8 Quarters 
Current on Board: 113 
Military Relevancy of Thesis Work: 
Year Military Specific Relevancy Total Theses Percent 
Significant Thesis Work Completed in FY 2004: 
Multi-agent architecture for integrating remote databases and expert sources with 
situational awareness tools : humanitarian operations scenario 
Abstract: Complex Humanitarian Emergencies are usually military 
conducted activities where participants must be able to react to a very 
dynamic and unfriendly environment. This thesis gathers and combines the 
information from different sources and suggests a model for integrating - 
remote databases and expert sources with situational awareness tools. 
Author: LtCol Cantemir M. Ahciarliu, Romanian Air Force 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Glenn Cook A 
Transforming fleet network operations with collaborative decision support and 
augmented reality technologies 
Abstract: FORCENET is a heterogeneous concept that combines various C41 
networks, sensors, weapon systems, and platforms, a new model must be 
developed for network operations. Combining a collaborative tool, Decision 
Support System (DSS), and Augmented Reality (AR) imagery transforms 
Naval information network management from a "minimum threshold" to an 
"operations fusion" perspective. 
Author: LT John J. Fay, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Gurminder Singh 
Monitoring the progress of the Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) : 
implementation, performance and impact 
Abstract: The NMCI contract is the procurement of IT services based on a 
commercial model of Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The research 
explores the current implementation effort of NMCI and analyzes the way 
this common network capability is tested and monitored. This thesis will 
provide a single source of information for managers seeking to quickly 
understand the impact of NMCI as an enterprise level asset. 
Author: LCDR Dimitrios Dalaklis, Hellenic Navy 
Advisors: Glenn Cook; Dorothy Denning 
Network centric warfare : a command and control perspective 
Abstract: This paper seeks to analyze the command and control issues 
arising from the advent of Network Centric Warfare. It aims to contribute to 
a practical understanding of the concept and an implementation approach 
for NCW by attempting to provide an analytical framework, the various 
options/models, and considerations across the spectrum of NCW issues. 
Author: LtCol Soon-Chia Lim, Singapore Air Force 
Advisors: Dan Boger; William Kemple 
Deployed virtual consulting : the fusion of wearable computing, collaborative 
technology, augmented reality and intelligent agents to support fleet aviation . 
maintenance 
Abstract: This thesis addresses the need of Naval Aviation Maintenance to 
streamline and more effectively manage the process of technical consultation 
aboard deployed aircraft carriers. This thesis describes how the fusion of ' 
wearable computing, augmented reality, intelligent agents coupled with 
CoABS, and a modern collaborative software application can revolutionize 
Naval aviation maintenance as we know it. 
Author: LT James M. Nasman, MSC, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Gurminder Singh 
Network vulnerability assessments : a proactive approach to protecting Naval 
medicine information assets 
Abstract: The purpose of this study was to determine whether Naval 
Medicine's current Information Assurance Policy and resultant efforts 
properly address federal requirements or current threats confronting Naval 
Medicine information technology professionals. These findings have 
important implications for command personnel charged with the 
responsibility and accountability of Naval Medicine's networks and data 
systems, as well as other communities throughout the Navy. 
Author: LT Steven Reinkemeyer, MSC, USN 
Advisors: Dan Boger; Scott Cote 
An analysis of the feasibility and applicability of IEEE 802.X wireless mesh 
networks within the Global Information Grid 
Abstract: This thesis analyzes the feasibility, functionality, efficacy and 
usability of IEEE 802.x wireless mesh networks in multiple DoD contexts. 
This thesis also lays the groundwork for further research into lower OSI- 
layer routing protocols for DoD mesh networks, development of mesh-aware 
applications, as well as a GIG-wide mesh network architecture. 
Authors: LCDR Eric J. Bach, SC, USN , LCDR Mark G. Fickel, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Brian Steckler 
Wireless local network architecture for Naval medical treatment facilities 
Abstract: In today's Navy Medicine, an approach towards wireless networks 
is coming into view. The idea of developing and deploying workable Wireless 
Local Area Networks (WLAN) throughout Naval hospitals is but just a few 
years down the road. This thesis will take a look at the architecture of an 
802.11~ WLAN within a Naval MTF from a "macro" view. It will observe 
the requirements and needs assessment, along with the pros and cons of 
wireless that drive Navy Medicine towards the development and deployment 
of wireless 802.1 1 x technologies 
Author: LT Russell C. Deason 111, MSC, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Glenn Cook 
IEEE 802.16 Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technologies as a compliment to 
Ship To Objective Maneuver (STOM) communications 
Abstract: This research explores how 802.16 technology might address the 
shortcomings of existing military radio and data systems; specifically, with 
respect to the issues surrounding the Ship to Objective Maneuver (STOM) 
communications. The intent of this research is to provide recommendations 
on the necessary 'adapt from COTS' changes for this technology to address 
STOM networking requirements. 
Authors: Captain Robert J. Guice, USMC, Captain Ramon J. Munoz, 
USMC 
Advisors: Dan Boger; Rex Buddenberg 
A prototype web-enabled information management and decision support system 
for Army aviation logistics management 
Abstract: The purpose of this thesis is to develop a prototype web-enabled 
database to improve the process flow of data collection and manipulation in 
support of Army aviation operations. The web interface has the potential to 
reduce the logistical burden on unit's data collection procedures and 
provides tailorable, near real time information about aircraft maintenance 
status, individual training, and unit training to decision makers at all levels 
as a decision support tool. 
Author: CPT Joseph A. Hoecherl, USA 
Advisors: Magdi Kamel; Glenn Cook 
Airborne ubiquitous surveillance and monitoring network 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
CURRICULUM (3701 
Subspecialty Code 6201P 
The Information Systems Technology graduate shall have the knowledge skills and 
competencies to Engineer Information Systems afloat and ashore; Manage Information Systems, 
centers and commands afloat and ashore; and Solve Information Systems engineering and 
management problems individually and in teams. These general education skill requirements are 
supported by the following topical educational skill requirements. 
1 .STRATEGY AND POLICY 
Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discem the relationship 
between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military power may be used to 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
(Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
2. SPACE, INFORMATION WARFARE AND COMMAND & CONTROL PROFESSIONAL 
PRACTICES 
The naval officer shall posses skills in the ISSO core subject areas of Science and Technology 
(Information Technology, Communications, Space and Sensors), Analysis and Evaluation 
(Statistics, Operations Analysis, and System Evaluation), Operations Information Management 
and Systems (C2, C4ISR, Info Operations and Acquisition Management). 
3. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of modem software development to include: an 
understanding of the software development process; the ability to plan and implement a major 
programming project and develop the appropriate documentation, and; the ability to utilize : 
object-oriented techniques in system design, and to use modem software development tools in 
the construction of modeling, virtual environment and simulation systems. 
4. INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of information systems technology to include: 
Computer System Components, Computer Networks, Communication Systems and Networks, 
Software Engineering, Database Management Systems, Decision Support and Expert Systems. 
5. INFORMATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT 
The officer must master the following concepts to effectively manage information system assets: 
Managerial Concepts, Evaluation of Information Systems, Systems Analysis and Design, 
Management of Information Systems, Adapting to Technological, Organizational, and Economic 
Changes, Military Use of Commercial Telecommunications Systems 
6. MILITARY APPLICATIONS 
The officer must be able to combine analytical methods and technical expertise with operational 
experience for effective military applications to include: DOD Decision Making Process on 
Information Systems, Information Technology Acquisition Management, DOD Computer and 
Telecommunications, C4ISR and C2W. 
7. INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 
The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research analysis, and 
proficiency in communicating the results in writing and orally by means of a thesis and a 
command oriented briefing. The research in information technology and its management will 
include problem formulation, decision criteria specification, decision modeling, data collection 
and experimentation, analysis and evaluation. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
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DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLGY 
The Meteorology Department supports student officers in the Air Force Weather (AFW) 
and the Navy Meteorology and Oceanography (METOC) communities. All (with a few 
exceptions) Air Force and Navy officers that will serve in AFW or USN METOC pass 
through NPS. USAF and USN students often take classes together, study together, and 
work on group projects together. This joint environment broadens the perspective and 
capability of all students and faculty. As AFW and USN METOC accelerate 
development of joint operational support requirements, the value of the common 
experience at NPS and relationships developed here will greatly enhance the performance 
of these joint endeavors. 
The meteorological education provided through NPS is not available anywhere else in the 
US. Private/public university programs cover much of the basic physics of the 
atmosphere and include applications for general forecasting and research into 
atmospheric problems. Privatelpublic universities do not explicitly apply their courses to 
military applications and the problems of operating in diverse environments. As a result 
their faculty members are not typically well versed in the needs of the military. 
NPS Meteorology faculty members regularly visit operational METOC centers and 
facilities to stay up to date on the work our students will do upon graduation. Prof. Wash 
made a comprehensive visit and review of major METOC installations on a sabbatical in 
2000 and shared his results with the faculty at NPS. Other members of the faculty 
participate in research and teaching programs in partnership with DoD Laboratories and 
operational centers around the world. 
Our location is within a tremendous natural laboratory for both meteorology and 
oceanography. As a result the Monterey Bay is home to many research facilities 
including the Naval Research Laboratory, Fleet Numerical Meteorology and 
Oceanography Center, and the Point Sur Naval Facility. These facilities provide real 
world observational opportunities and collaborative research programs for both the 
Meteorology and Oceanography Departments. 
Many future Typhoon Duty Officers at the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in Pearl 
Harbor, HI work on thesis projects that are directly related to their future job. These 
projects involve interaction with JTWC and the close ties between JTWC and the 
Meteorology Department insure that faculty, as thesis advisors, are aware of the 
operational needs of JTWC. 
NPS is equipped to support classified research at all levels. Meteorological support of 
National Programs has grown tremendously over the past five years. The Meteorology 
Department has been on the forefront of much of this development. As an example, 2LT 
Ryan Leach, USAF is currently working on adaptive improvements to the Air Force 
Weather Agency's Stochastic Cloud Forecast Model, which directly supports national 
technical means (or national programs). In this sense, the need for the SCIF really has no 
civilian counterpart. While the meteorology contained in this work is not "DoD-unique", 
the testing and integration of Lt Leach's improvements, and the further development of 
his research, require DoD and national access that would only be possible within the 
curriculum at NPS or AFIT. 
Due to the infrastructure in place in Monterey, the Meteorology Department can support 
research projects focusing on the warfighter that cannot be found within civilian 
academia. In STANITNT for example, the meteorological impacts are being studied as 
they relate to high frequency radio communications and radar detection. Additional 
meteorological work has been done to evaluate sound propagation conditions as it relates 
to detecting vehicles or foot traffic. In addition, the Center for Interdisciplinary 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) supports meteorological and oceanographic 
studies that provide opportunities for students and faculty to work with DoD and civilian 
researchers from around the world. 
COURSES: 
Coastal Meteorology 
This course is unique to NPS and focuses on weather systems most relevant to Navy 
Littoral battlespace. While similar topics are scattered through other courses at civilian 
schools, the NPS course collects all topics into a single course with examples of how 
these weather systems impact military operations. 
Forecasting and Advanced. Forecasting 
This course utilizes realistic military weather forecast problems to teach weather 
forecasting in a context that students will encounter such issues. Civilian schools 
typically don't offer a forecasting class alone and certainly don't address how weather 
systems impact critical parameters for military operations such as ceiling and visibility, 
or ocean waves. 
Tropical Meteorology 
The Meteorology Department has close ties to the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in 
Pearl Harbor, HI. Since nearly all future Navy and AF Typhoon Duty Officers (TDOs) 
pass through NPS, many aspects of the tropical meteorology classes are designed to 
highlight the current military issues and thinking on tropical cyclone motion, structure 
and intensity. These ideas are integrated with labs to simulate operational forecasting 
environments. 
Operational Oceanography and Meteorology 
This observational course involves data collection on shore and aboard a research vessel 
and exposes students to real-world data applicable to EOIEM propagation and coastal 
meteorology problems. 
Boundary Layer Meteorology 
Describes the existing approaches for estimating turbulence in the atmosphere boundary 
layer. These capabilities are related to estimating the affect of image resolution for 
mw surveillance and beam spreading in target designation. 
Atmosphere Factors in E m 0  Propagation 
Relates measured and predicted atmosphere properties to the impact on weapon and 
surveillance systems. The course applies existing and evolving models to atmospheric 
data to describe results fiom field tests and operational exercises. Students also diagnose 
these effects using operational propagatiodeffects models. 
Estimating Atmospheric Effects on EM/EO Propagation 
This survey course is designed for non-OCIMR specialists, i.e. EW cuniculum. It relates 
measured and predicted atmosphere properties to the impact on weapon and surveillance 
systems. The course applies existing and evolving models to atmospheric data to 
describe results fiom field tests and operational exercises. It also demonstrates use of 
operational propagatiodeffects models. 
Meteorology, Oceanography, and Military Operations 
This course is an introduction to meteorology and oceanography from a military 
perspective. The emphasis throughout the course is on applying meteorology and 
oceanography to mitigate environmental hazards and improve performance in military 
operations. Each major topic is taught in the context of a specific type of military 
operation using historical case studies. Physical processes in the atmosphere and ocean 
are addressed in the context of operational limits, thresholds, and the exploitation of 
opportunities created by the environment. There do not appear to be any similar courses 
taught in the U.S. 
Meteorological Analysis 
Many of the concepts and methods taught in this course involve applications to DoD- 
specific issues. Example: analyses of land and sea breezes applied to assessing and 
mitigating potential meteorological problems for aircraft carrier operations in Arabian 
Gulf (e.g., launch and recovery problems, best course for maintaining over wind over the 
deck). 
Modern Climatology 
This course teaches climatology in the context of global DoD operations. There is a 
strong emphasis on applying modem developments in climate dynamics and operational 
climatology to analyzing climate patterns and processes in areas of DoD activity (e.g., 
SW Asia, E Asia, Hom of Afnca). Several topics in this course require that students 
have a secret clearance. 
Operational Climatology 
This course provides advanced instruction of climate analysis and forecasting, and 
broadly covers topics on operational military climatology. Topics include: use of 
climatology in strategic to tactical level military planning; assessments of joint military 
climatology planning methods and products. Students in this course apply their 
knowledge and skills to improve existing military climatology products or develop new 
products. Many topics in this course require that students have a secret clearance. 
Qu (An example of a discussion scenario follows.) 
Course Material for Operational Climatology (MR 4250) 
Satellite Meteorology 
Applications of satellite observations are applied to Navy and Air Force decision making 
problems. Data sets and software analysis programs that are available to DoD forecast 
centers is used in lab exercises. For students with clearances, use of classified satellite 
data is also introduced. 

CURRICULA NAME 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
METOC 
CURRICULUM (373) 
Subspecialty Code 6401P 
1. The officer must have a thorough understanding of the principles governing the physical and 
dynamic properties of the oceans and atmosphere and a general understanding of numerical 
model and numerical model process. 
2. The officer must have the ability to observe, assimilate, analyze, interpret and predict oceanic 
and atmospheric parameters and conditions using field experimentation, direct and remote 
sensing observational techniques, statistical analysis and numerical models. 
3. The officer must have a thorough understanding of the effects of oceanic, and atmospheric 
properties and conditions on weapon, sensor and platform performance while conducting and 
supporting Naval warfare as described in "Forward ... from the Sea" with particular emphasis on 
oceanic acoustics and electromagnetic and optical propagation. 
4. Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discern the relationship 
between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military power may be used to 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
(Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
'(1 5. The officer must have a thorough understanding of the fundamentals of Global Geospatial 
Information and Services (GGI&S), precise time and time interval (PTTI), and astrometry. 
6. The officer must successfully complete all NPS requirements for the Joint Masters Degree in 
Meteorology and Physical Oceanography. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Oceanography of the Navy (N-096) 
November 1996 
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Nurmrical Air and Ocean Modeling 
Thais Research 
Thesis Pramtation 
Military provided analysis soltware 
DOD Unique Topics if taught at 
Lab evolved to meet W D  requirements 
Lab evolved to meet DOD requirements 
Lab evolved to meet W D  requirements and 
classified topics in labs 
Lab evolved to meet W D  requirements 
Lab evolved to meet DOD requirements 
Lab evolved to meet DOD requirements 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
OPERATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
CURRICULUM (374) 
Subspecialty Code 6402P 
1. The officer must have a thorough understanding of the principles governing the physical and 
dynamic properties of the oceans and atmosphere and a general understanding of numerical 
model and numerical model process. 
2. The officer must have the ability to observe, assimilate, analyze, interpret and predict oceanic 
and littoral water conditions using field experimentation, direct and remote sensing observational 
techniques, statistical analysis and numerical models. 
3. The officer must have an understanding of the effects of oceanic, littoral and atmospheric 
properties and condition on weapons, sensor and platform performance while conducting and 
supporting Naval warfare as described in "Forward ... from the Sea" with particular emphasis on 
ocean acoustics. 
4. Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discern the relationship 
between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military power may be used to 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
(Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
5. The officer must successfully complete all NPS requirements for the Masters Degree in 
Physical Oceanography. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 



















1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD - 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. PH2114, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 


Responses for Applied Mathematics 
w Are there specific courses or research programs that should not be considered for 
privatization or consolidation? If so, please explain what they are and why. 
Cost of Operations and Manpower Implications: 
The primary mission of the Applied Mathematics Department is to provide math 
instruction to a variety of officers in all services in support of many curricula. One facet of 
this support involves providing refresher education necessary to officers who need to 
acquire or reacquire mathematical skills necessary for graduate education. A large portion 
of military officers re-acclimating to school-life would have difficulty in undertaking 
graduate studies at other institutions for this very reason. The NPS Applied Mathematics 
Department provides transition mathematics courses that are taught at a much more rapid 
rate than what is normally found at civilian schools. For example, Single Variable 
Calculus is taught every quarter at NPS. In AY05, 195 students enrolled in this class, 
which is about 13% of the total NPS student population. This course is delivered in a 
period of 5 weeks at the lecture rate of 9 hours per week - between twice and three times 
the rate found at other schools. Follow-on Calculus classes continue at this pace so that 
students will be able to enroll in a course such as partial differential equations after only 
six months, having started with basic Calculus. Without such transition courses, the time 
fiame for producing graduates of curricula at NPS (and elsewhere) would be prohibitively 
long. A second facet of the support provided is the manner in which the Mathematics 
courses are taught. They are delivered with a view to military applications, and are 
streamlined to cover material that is intrinsic to further applied studies in militarily 
relevant subjects. 
Regarding research programs in the department, the variety of subjects undertaken 
by faculty and student thesis work is large and would be difficult to consolidate. Areas of 
research include asymmetric warfare, combat modeling, urban warfare modeling, 
cryptography, scientific computing, and meteorology - each with a distinctive military 
flavor. Consolidating or outsourcing these diverse fields of research in a single 
department which must also provide a level of mathematics service instruction (as many 
vital curricula at NPS are in need of) would be a difficult thing to reproduce elsewhere, 
and if it were tried, would diminish the quality of research and instruction that is currently 
offered by faculty at NPS. 
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1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YES/DOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS. E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT. MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
MODELING, VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS AND SIMULATION (MOVES) 
CURRICULUM (399) 
Subspecialty Code 6202P 
All officers with advanced degree education in Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation 
(MOVES) must possess skills and competencies in the fundamentals of modeling and simulation 
(including visual simulation), human-computer interaction, statistics and data analysis. Topics in 
this cumculum include: object-oriented programming, artificial intelligence, computer 
communications and networks, computer graphics, human-computer interaction, virtual world 
and simulation systems, physically based modeling, virtual environment network and software 
architectures, probability, statistics, stochastic modeling, data analysis, human performance 
measurement and evaluation, and combat modeling. The skills and competencies are detailed 
below. 
1. JOINT AND MARITIME STRATEGIC PLANNING 
The officer must understand the application and evaluation of modeling and simulation tools in 
Joint and maritime strategic planning. This applies to development and execution of military 
strategy; 'what-if analytical evaluation of proposed tactics and strategy; analysis of alternative 
courses of action; and the effects of technical developments on warfare, formulation of U.S. 
policy, roles of military forces, joint planning, and current issues in defense reorganization. In 
view of the increasing emphasis on joint training, joint planning, and joint analysis in support of 
system procurement decisions, the officer must understand and be able to employ Modeling & 
Simulation in distributed simulation networks joining a variety of M&S tools, developed and 
operated by other Service agencies. 
2. SPACE, INFORMATION WARFARE AND COMMAND & CONTROL PROFESSIONAL 
PRACTICES 
The naval officer shall posses skills in the SIWCC core subject areas of Science and 
Technology (Information Technology, Communications, Space and Sensors), Analysis and 
Evaluation (Statistics, Operations Analysis, and System Evaluation), Operations Information 
Management and Systems (C2, C4ISR, Info Operations and Acquisition Management). 
3. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of modem software development to include: an 
understanding of the software development process; the ability to plan and implement a major 
programming project and develop the appropriate documentation, and; the ability to utilize 
object-oriented techniques in system design, and to use modem software development tools in 
the construction of modeling, virtual environment and simulation systems. 
4. SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of software technology to include: properties of 
object-oriented languages; programming techniques for parallel and distributed applications; the 
structure of storage media; methods useful in representing structured data in storage; techniques 
of operating upon data structures; computer systems organization from the operating systems 
level down to the computer architecture level; memory management; file system design and 
management; object-oriented operating environments; artificial intelligence techniques including 
heuristic search, artificial intelligence languages, knowledge representation, expert systems, and 
means-end analysis; rapid prototyping for object-oriented design; and use of tools. 
5. COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of computer system design to include: empirical 
and analytical methods for determining the efficiency and performance of computer systems; 
modeling of processes; an understanding of the design issues of hardwarelsoftware compatibility, 
operating systems compatibility, information systems requirements, and interoperability, 
especially via networks. 
6. COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 
The officer must have a thorough knowledge of computer architecture to include: basic 
components of computer systems and their patterns of configuration and communication 
including large scale mainframes, microcomputers, supercomputers, parallel processors, and 
networks of workstations; the organization, logic design, and components of digital computing 
systems relating to multiprocessing, parallel processing, distributed processing, networking, 
communication, multimedia, and peripheral devices. 
7. ANALYTICAL SKILLS 
The graduate must possess the skills in higher mathematics required to support graduate study in 
modeling, virtual environments and simulation. The graduate must understand the use of M&S in 
design of experiments, including selection of the most appropriate models for specific 
requirements. The graduate must also gain proficiency in the development of software, and in 
employment of software of special importance for modeling, virtual environments and 
w simulation. 
8. DATA ANALYSIS AND STOCHASTIC MODELING 
The graduate must have the ability to apply probability, statistics, and exploratory data analysis 
as appropriate, to formulate and execute analyses involving uncertainty, including analyses of 
military operations. The graduate will be proficient in the principles of probability and statistics 
and the use of one or more statistical graphics programs, and be able to apply interactively a 
variety of methods to actual data. The graduate will be able to analyze a variety of DOD data sets 
to answer specific operational questions utilizing modeling, virtual environment and simulation 
systems. The graduate will be able to formulate and solve problems involving processes with 
uncertainty over time, including the ability to apply the theory to warfare, and tactical decision 
analyses. 
9. VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS & COMPUTER-HUMAN INTERACTION 
The graduate will be knowledgeable with the development of networked virtual environment and 
simulation systems, and will be able to implement such systems or manage a team capable of 
developing such systems. Topics included in study: computer-human interfaces, and networking; 
real-time, 3D computer graphics and human-computer interaction, virtual worlds, distributed 
interactive simulation, virtual environment network and software architectures; intelligent 
displays, and computer-mediated autonomous systems; use of video, audio, haptic, and other 
sensory 110 to coordinate human-machine activities via remote access; and physically based 
modeling. 
10. PROBLEM SOLVING AND REAL WORLD APPLICABILITY 
The officer shall possess skills that permit a realistic perspective on problem solving and provide 
an appreciation of the difficulty and power of applying theory to the real world in a Navy 
organization. This includes: completing a significant project applying academic skills outside of 
the classroom; exercising skills in problem formulation, criteria specification, analysis, and 
evaluation and presentation of results; and clearly communicating the project in writing and 
verbally. 
1 1. STRATEGY AND POLICY' 
Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discern the relationship 
between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military power may be used to 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
(Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 




























3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
- 
TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITIITION 
- 5. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES 
6. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
7. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2. Uniq~ a sses 
Example 
Analysis of Air-oaeO Tim Saia 
I 




- - - - ---- - 
( 10) O('3W Fundamentals o l  Mapping. Charting and Ceodesy 
(I I) OC4213 N a s h o c r m d W m b  
(12)04'4207 Ocean Acoustic F'rediaiu~ 
( 17) W427OlOC427 1 TKii~~iOamq&ly 
Lab evolved to m e t  W D  requi~ments 
Lab evolved to meet W D  r e q u i m t s  
Lab evolved to meet W D  requirenvnts ad Military pmvidzd analysis sottware 
classified topics in labs 
Lab evolved to meet W D  requirements Navy acotatics sensors used 
Lab evolved to meet W D  requirements 
l ab  evolved to meet DOD qui-ts 
DOD sponsored topics which may be classified 
DOD sponsored topics ~ h i c h  m y  beclassified 
W D  spansored topics which may be ckssified 
M ~ l i m y  data and applicaticns used 
l a b  evolved to meet W D  requiremts Navy standard surfmdel  u& 
Miliary acoustic models and SOSLJS may uscd 
l a b  evolved to meet W D  requiretmts (classified Mi l imy  so!twur/hard~art: secred clamace 
topics in labs for OC4270) required 
Lab evolved to meet DOD q u i r e m t s  Navy sta~~danl surf n d e l  used 
Question 4 reads: Are there specific courses(curricula) or research programs that should 
- - 
nit  be considered for privatization or consolidation? If so, please explain what they are 
and why. 
The Oceanography Department has developed an educational program focused on 
physical oceanography to meet the present and anticipated needs of the Navy. Two of the 
programs, the Undersea Warfare (USW) program (curricula 525 and 526) and the 
combined unique joint degree Meteorology & Physical Oceanography (METOC) 
program (curriculum 373), the department offers, are interdisciplinary and specifically 
crafted for the naval warrior. To our knowledge these two programs are the only 
programs certified for training P-codes 525,526 & 373. These programs utilize unique 
collaborations between oceanography and other departments (meteorology, operations 
research, physics, electrical and computer engineering, and mechanical and astronautical 
engineering). The Oceanography Department brings to these programs specialized 
courses such as Tactical Oceanography, not available elsewhere. Additionally the 
Oceanography curriculum 440 and the Operational Oceanography curriculum 374 have 
been developed to meet specific Navy requirements, such as the emphasis on USW 
littoral warfare and environmental acoustics, not readily available at civilian institutions. 
The Oceanography Department also has on staff 2 military instructors to ensure naval 
relevance, also not readily available at civilian institutions. 
One of the unique physical capabilities that the Navy would lose if NPS were privatized 
or consolidated elsewhere is our undersea cabled array off Pt Sur used in class work and 
thesis research. Other local physical capabilities that would be lost include the Rapid 
Environmental Assessment Laboratory (REAL) located 1 km offshore from NPS, and 
other long term Navy-funded field research (millions of dollars a year) taking place in 
Monterey Bay. These local and on site research facilities allow naval students easy access 
to oceanographic field measurements and Navy tactical applications. Unique partnerships 
also exist because of the proximity to local oceanographic institutions around Monterey 
Bay and would be lost if NPS moved. This is exemplified in the Monterey Bay Crescent 
Ocean Research Consortium of 26 institutions including NPS, NRL and FNMOC. These 
partnerships foster and maintain a very high standard of oceanographic research that 
keeps NPS oceanography on the cutting edge of research and education, which is a direct 
benefit to the students at NPS, and an indirect one of keeping the Navy at the forefront of 
littoral oceanographic research. Locally based Navy institutions such as NRL and 
FNMOC benefit by having NPS nearby with numerous collaborative thesis and research 
opportunities. All of these collaborations have helped to make us a world leader in 
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1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University I HARUWmlSOFTWIIRE 
Example 
I I I 
1. pH240 1 Introduction to the Sonar equations 
2 UW3303. USW Modeling & Simulation 
3.0C4270 Tactical Oceanography 
4.0A3602 Search & Detection Theory 
5. pH3002 
6. UW3301 
Non-acoustic Sensors and Systems 




11 1 1. NW3285 I National Security Decision Making 
I 1 1 
Tactical Decision Making 
Sonar Systems Engineering 
9. pH3479 
10. NW3230 
Physics of UnderwaterWeapons 
Strategy & Policy 
12. NW3275 
13 NW3276 
Joint Maritime Operations (part 1) 
Joint Maritime Operations (part 2) 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
UNDERSEA WARFARE 
CURRICULUM (5251 
Subspecialty Code 6301 P 
1. PHYSICS: The officer will understand physical principles applicable to acoustic, non-acoustic 
USW systems and underwater weapons systems. 
2. ACOUSTICS: The officer will understand acoustical phenomena affecting the design, 
performance, and operation of acoustic USW systems. 
3. OCEANOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY: The officer will understand atmospheric and 
oceanographic processes influencing the performance and tactical use of USW systems. 
4. SIGNAL PROCESSING: The officer will understand principles of signal processing as they 
apply to USW systems. 
5. OPERATIONS RESEARCH: The officer will understand the principles of USW search, 
detection, and localization; and be able to perform computer modeling and simulation. The 
officer will understand principles of tactical decision aids and data analysis in the evaluation of 
USW systems. 
6. UNMANNED SYSTEMS: Understand the fundamental technologies and capabilities of 
unmanned underwater systems and tactical robotics. 
The officer will understand tactical decision aids for USW systems. 
6. JOINT PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION: Graduates will develop an ability to 
think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply historical lessons to future joint and 
combined operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's political interests 
and goals and the ways military power may be used to achieve them. Graduates will also 
develop understanding of warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national .- 
military capabilities and command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and 
execution, and joint and multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of 
war. (Fulfilled by completing the Naval War College three-part series leading to Service 
Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
Required for USN and USMC students.) 
8. PROBLEM SOLVING AND PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY 
The officer will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent analysis in Undersea Warfare 
and proficiency in presenting the results in writing and orally. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Director, Submarine Warfare Division (N-77) 






















1. YES - UNIQUE-NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 1 0192 
OTHER 
CLASSESff 
1 3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. PH2114, MA2121,OR4605 1 4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
- 1 7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
1 8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
OCZCMN '0 1 
Response for Undersea Warfare 
Are there specific courses or research programs that should not be considered 
for privatization or consolidation? If so, please explain what they are and why. 
Military Value: 
The Navy has begun to realize that it must make a more substantial effort in the 
area of Undersea Warfare as it considers possible threats to U.S. Maritime dominance - 
particularly in the west Pacific. In addition to standing up a fleet ASW command in San 
Diego, there has been a renewed interest in filling undersea warfare billets with officers 
trained in this particular military specialty. NPS provides a unique opportunity to provide 
the necessary education to selected naval officers. This is the 525 curriculum which is not 
found and has not been replicated elsewhere. Graduate education in Undersea Warfare has 
a direct impact on operational readiness by placing the best educated , and therefore best 
qualified, naval officers into ASW or MIW command billets. 
Cost of Operations and Manpower Implications: 
The Undersea Warfare program should not be considered for privatization. 
Paramount of the many possible reasons is an inability to create and run a curriculum that 
spans several traditional academic departments with particular expertise in each 
department related to the subject of undersea warfare. Creating or reconstituting such a 
program elsewhere would be a timely and costly undertaking that would have little chance 
of success. At present, the UW program leverages the expertise and the courses offered 
from several disciplines in order to educate naval officers in this warfare specialty. To 
create such a private program would require enlisting over 20  subject matter experts in 
diverse fields including 
Summary: 
- 
Underwater acoustics, weapons, and sensors (NPS departmental expertise 
resides in the Physics, Oceanography, and Electrical Engineering 
Departments), 
Tactical decision analysis and methodologies (NPS departmental expertise 
resides in the Operations Research Department), 
Battlespace environments for theater ASW and MiW (NPS departmental 
expertise resides in the Oceanography and Meteorology Departments), and 
Unmanned systems research as an enabling technology for surveillance, 
communications, and special operations (NPS departmental expertise resides 
in the Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering Departments). 
Since 1973, the Navy has understood the value of education in these 
interdisciplinary fields to enable its officers to successfully conduct Undersea Warfare. 
Presently, this unique educational experience does not reside in civilian universities and it 
is doubtful if it could be created in a reasonable time frame. Yet, the Navy will need 



























1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD lOI92 
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THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
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Electronic Warfare (International)-curriculum 596 
Over the period of AY2002-2004, the curriculum has graduated 46 masters students. It is 
a requirement that all theses be military-related and deal with EWIIW issues. 
1. Radar Absorbing Material Design, Kemal Yuzcelik (Turkey), Sept. 2003 
2. Broadband Counterwound Helix Antenna for Land Mine Detection, Dilipkumar 
Shivandas (Singapore), March 2004 
3. Development of Code for a Physical Optics Radar Cross Section Prediction and 
Analysis Application, Filippos Chatzigeorgiadis (Greece) 
4. Propagation Modeling of Wireless Systems in Shipboard Compartments, Adnen 
Chaabane (Tunisia), March 2005 
5. Performance Analysis of a Digital Image Synthesizer as a Counter-measure Against 
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar, Fernando LeDantec (Brazil), Sept. 2002 
6. Theoretical and Experimental Study of Micro Air Vehicle Powered by a RF Signal at 
10 GHz, George Tsolis (Greece), Dec. 2003. 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
COMBAT SYSTEMS SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY 
CURRICULUM (533) 
Subspecialty Code 570XP 
1. MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, AND ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: A solid 
foundation in mathematics, physics, and engineering underpinning combat-systems technology 
to support the theoretical and experimental aspects of the technical courses in the curriculum. 
2. ACOUSTIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM: A graduate level understanding of 
acoustic and electromagnetic propagation; physics of solid state, and electro-optic devices; 
including the principles of radar and sonar systems; and signal analysis and decision theory. 
3. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS: A graduate level understanding of various communication 
systems including fiber optics, automatic control systems, and open architecture designs and 
their implications on integration of computing resources and in advanced combat systems. 
4. WEAPONS SYSTEMS AND APPLIED FLUID MECHANICS: A graduate level 
understanding of the fluid dynamics of subsonic and supersonic weapons, warheads and their - 
effects, counter measures and deception techniques. 
5. COMBAT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SIMULATION AND TESTING: Sufficient foundation in 
Systems Analysis and Simulation to understand the limits of each, and their effect on required 
combat systems testing. 
6. COMBAT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: An understanding of the principles of design, . 
development, upgrades and maintenance; and the importance of performance and economic .. 
trade-offs in combat systems. 
7. MATERIALS SCIENCE: A familiarity of the concepts of materials science sufficient for an- 
understanding of the mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties of materials important in . 
present and iiture combat systems. 
8. JOINT AND MARITIME STRATEGIC PLANNING: American and world military history 
and joint and maritime planning including the origins and evolution of national and allied 
military strategies which address the entire spectrum of conflict; the U.S. maritime component of 
national military strategy; the organizational structure of the U.S. defense establishment; the role 
of the commanders of unified and specified commands in strategic planning, the process of 
strategic planning; joint and service doctrine, and the roles and missions of each in meeting 
national strategy. 
9. TECHNICAL SPECIALIZATION: Each officer will also acquire technical competence in 
one or more of the following areas as it pertains to Combat Systems: ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SYSTEMS, WEAPONS & EFFECTS, UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS. MISSILE 
SYSTEMS OR A SPECIFIC ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE. The knowledge required for an w approved concentration is 
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEMS 
1) Propagation and scattering of optical, IR, and microwave radiation in the turbulent atmosphere 
as they influence target detection. 
ll(r 2) Advanced sensor and detection techniques for military applications. 3) Advanced concepts of target surveillance, acquisition, and engagement. 
B. WEAPONS & EFFECTS 
1) Nuclear weapons and their effects. 
2) Effects of radiation & EMP on electronic systems. 
3) Principles of directed energy weapons systems and their effects. 
4) Survivability & lethality considerations. 
C. UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS 
1 ) Wave propagation in the ocean; scattering, fluctuations and boundary interactions as they 
effect detection, localization, and prosecution of underwater targets; underwater transducer 
design and array theory. 
2) Active and passive acoustic signal processing for detection of submarines, mines, and other 
underwater weapons; adaptive techniques. 
3) Acoustic influences of oceanographic phenomena, which effect target detection including 
boundary characteristics, ambient noise, sound speed profiles, fronts, and eddies. 
D. MISSILE SYSTEMS 
1 ) Missile aerodynamics 
2) Missile Propulsion 
3) Guidance and control systems for missiles. 
4) Missile and warhead lethality. 
5) Missile design. 
E. ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE: A series of at least five graduate-level courses in an area 
related to combat systems in the disciplines of Engineering (Mechanical, Electrical, 
Aeronautical, or Space Systems), Computer Science, or Software Engineering. This series must 
be approved by the Curricular Officer. 
10. THESIS: The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research in 
combat systems sciences and technology and proficiency in presenting the results in writing and 
orally by means of a thesis and command-oriented briefing. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command 
May 2000 
The NPS Combat Systems Science & Technology (CSS&T) curriculum offers three 
tracks - Weapons, Sensors, and Acoustics - each leading to a Masters degree in Applied 
Physics. Each track is periodically reviewed by NAVSEA, our Navy sponsor, to ensure 
that our programs remain focused on present and future naval capabilities. A key aspect 
of the curriculum is that we are able to take officers whose knowledge of basic physics is 
often not at a level that would allow them admission into a reputable civilian graduate 
institution, and within 2 years provide them with a Masters level education. Moreover, in 
conjunction with the faculty, who conduct leading-edge research on Navy- and DoD- 
relevant topics, the students are exposed to state-of-the-art military technologies through 
their thesis work. NPS stands out in that it requires a Masters thesis for graduation; at 
". - most institutions the Masters degree is granted upon completion of a comprehensive 
examination, without a thesis requirement. The thesis research at NPS ensures that, by 
having hands-on experience with forefront technologies, the knowledge the students gain 
is not just theoretical. 
In our three tracks (Weapons, Sensors, Acoustics) we offer courses that are quite 
- military-specific in content; such courses simply could not be found at civilian 
- 
. institutions. Even in our core education courses, which prepare students for the advanced - 
courses, basic principles of physics are illustrated with examples of military applications: 
Such tailoring of basic physics courses to illustrate military systems would not happen at 
civilian institutions. 
Our programs have evolved over the years in response to the needs of the Navy. 
-w' Outsourcing our program would not be cost-effective to the Navy, in that it would lose the control over cumculum content that it now possesses. There is simply no other 
- - institution that can provide the "one-stop shopping" for education in CSST that we have 
developed at NPS. 
- - 
To provide just one example (among many) of a militarily unique and relevant program 
at NPS, is the Free Electron Laser (FEL) research program. This work is under the 
- -  - direction of Distinguished Professor William Colson, a physicist internationally known in - 
- the field of FELs. There is no other institution in the country that has the required . 
combination of talent, military experience, and education to continue the research and .. 
--- - 
* development of this future naval capability. In the 17 years since joining the NPS . 
- Physics Department, Colson has directed more than 50 Masters theses and four PkDs in 
that area with the object of (1) educating military officers in science relevant to defense, 
and (2) actively engaging himself, his students, and his colleagues in the research . - 
necessary to build a shipboard FEL to be used for defense against incoming missiles. +- . , 
Professor Colson and his students at NPS have designed and are using detailed and 
realistic numerical simulations of FELs in order to collaborate with the scientists who 
actually build the hardware, for example at the Jefferson National Laboratory, at Stanford 
University, at the University of Maryland, and at the University of Texas. The 
simulations produced by Colson's students determine ways to increase the energy and 
efficiency of FELs to disable incoming threats at the speed of light. He and his 
collaborators have also devised ways, through theory and numerical simulation, to 
mV decrease the size of a laser weapon so that it will fit on a ship. This unique effort has 
made enormous progress due to the interaction between physics faculty and students at 
NPS. To end this collaboration would seriously impair (perhaps cripple) the ability of the 
nation to move ahead with this very promising defensive weapon. There is simply no 
other pool of expertise available at civilian universities or industry to continue this work 
so effectively. When the FEL students leave NPS, they have not only had a substantial 
scientific education, but they have made an important contribution to the nation's 
defense. Past graduates now head PMS405 at NAVSEA, represent the Navy in the Joint 
Technology Office's High Energy Laser Program, and work in the Office of Naval 
Research. This program, and others, is an example of where the Navy looks to find the 
officers it needs to continue the development of future naval capabilities. 





















1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 1 0192 
3. AwCLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. PH2114, MA2121,0R4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT. MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE 
PREPARATORY 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
NAVALIMECHANICAL ENGINEEFUNG 
CURRICULUM (570) 
Subspecialty Code 5600P 
Officers entering into the NavaVMechanical Engineering cumculum will be offered the 
necessary preparatory level courses to enable them to satisfy the equivalent of a baccalaureate 
degree in Mechanical Engineering. They shall meet, as a minimum, the requirements set forth by 
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET). 
At the graduate level, the officer will acquire the competence to participate in technical aspects 
of naval systems research, design, development, maintenance and acquisition. The background to 
deal with fbture advances is gained through the emphasis on design and a combination of the 
core program requirements, specialization and thesis research. 
In pursuit of the above, the goal is for each officer to acquire a seniorlupper division level 
physical and analytical understanding of the following topics. It is recognized that all students 
may not meet all ESR's depending on individual circumstances determined by the cumcular 
officer and the academic associate. However, each student will be exposed to fundamentals in all 
ESR areas. 
1. THERMODYNAMICS AND HEAT TRANSFER: Fundamentals of thermodynamics and heat 
transfer with applications to all marine engineering power cycles as well as propulsion and 
auxiliary system cycle analysis and design. V 
2. FLUID MECHANICS: Compressible and incompressible flow, both viscous and inviscid, 
with emphasis on propellers, cavitation, and design of shipboard fluid systems (e.g., fluid 
machinery, pumps, turbomachinery). 
3. DYNAMICS AND CONTROL: Kinematic and dynamic analysis of particle, rigid-body and 
multi-body mechanical systems. Modeling of engineering systems, including examples from 
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic applications. Feedback control concepts, both.classica1 and 
modem and their application to the design of ship stabilization systems, weapon direction 
systems and power plant control. Instrumentation for propulsion system monitoring and control. 
4. STRUCTURAL MECHANICS AND VIBRATION: Statically determinant and indeterminant 
structural analysis, stresslstrain analysis, buckling and fatigue. Shock and vibration response of 
marine structures, including surface ships and submarines. 
5. MATERIALS AND FABRICATION: Metallurgical processes and transformations; analytical 
approach to failure of materials in Naval Engineering use and a basic understanding of the 
materials technology associated with welding and marine corrosion; an introduction to the 
developing fields of composites and superconducting materials. 
6. COMPUTERS: A basic understanding of computer system architecture, operating systems 
(such as UNIX), networking and introduction to engineering software design. Practical w experience of structured programming languages (such as FORTRAN, C), and the use of 
integrated design tools for computational and symbolic manipulation (such as MATLAB and 
Maple). Use and application of mainframe, workstation and personal computers for the solution 
of Naval engineering design and analysis tasks. Exposure to finite element and finite difference 
tools and techniques, with application to the thermo-fluid and structural mechanics/dynarnics 
- areas, including experience of representative software packages. 
7. MATHEMATICS: Sufficient mathematics, including integral transforms and numerical 
analysis, to achieve the desired graduate education. 
8. DESIGN/SYNTHESIS: Design synthesis and introduction to optimization techniques, with 
emphasis on the design of mechanical subsystems and their integration into the ship system. 
9. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: Electromagnetic and circuit theories, dc circuits, steady-state 
ac circuits, methods of circuit analysis, including Laplace transforms. Exposure to the 
construction and operating characteristics of rotating machinery, static converters, and power 
distribution systems and multiphased circuits. 
10. NAVAL ARCHITECTURE: Fundamentals of naval architecture including the geometry, 
hydrostatics and hydrodynamics of monohull floating and submerged structures. Wave and skin 
fnction analysis, power requirements of particular designs. Longitudinal and transverse stability 
of floating and submerged bodies, hull girder strength requirements. Introduction to seakeeping 
and survivability principles. 
1 1. SPECIALIZATION: Each officer will also acquire technical competence in one or more of 
the following areas: THERMAL/FLUID SCIENCES, SOLID AND STRUCTURAL 
MECHANICS, DYNAMICS AND CONTROLS, MATERIAL SCIENCE, OR TOTAL SHIP 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING through additional graduate level courses and their associated 
prerequisites. 
12. JOINT AND MARITIME STRATEGIC PLANNING: American and world military history 
and joint and maritime planning including the origins and evolution of national and allied 
strategy; current American and allied military strategies which address the entire spectrum of 
conflict; the U.S. maritime component of national military strategy; the organizational structure 
of the U.S. defense establishment; the role of the commanders of unified and specified - 
commands in strategic planning, the process of strategic planning; joint and service doctrine, and 
the roles and missions of each in meeting national strategy. 
13. THESIS: The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent analysis, in the 
area of Naval/Mechanical Engineering and proficiency in presenting the results in writing and 
orally by means of a thesis and command-oriented briefing appropriate to this cumculum. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 






Five Reasons Whv MAE Should NOT Be Privatized 
1. Student Background is Diverse 
Example: a BS in Criminal Justice, or Political Science coming for a P Code, ED0 with MSME in 27 months. 
. Michigan State Study('95) showed 20% of 570 students would be accepted; 20% conditionally accepted; 60% not 
accepted per admission requirements for ME at Michigan State University. 
Not Possible at Civilian Schools 
2. NPS Tailors Courses and Operations for 48 Week Calendar 
Fast Intense Throughput, vs 30 week year at most Universities. 
Throughput not Achieved at Civilian Schools 
3. Navy Requirements Exceed Degree Requirements 
50% Degree, 30% other ESRs, 20% Preparation, would take 4 years at civilian schools. 
NPS Throunhput cannot be matched 
4. Other Schools do not Teach Classified Classes and do not do Classfied Research(SCIF) 
Several Astronautical engineering courses including spacecraft design are classified. 
8 Majority of the research in Astronautical engineering is classified and is sponsored by NRO 
5. MAE Laboratories form Unique Collection in Monterey 
AUV Laboratory requires access to military air space and Ocean, 
rn TPL and other Labs are unique and would be prohibitively expensive to move. 
Others could have equipment moved but the expert faculty necessary reside here and are not likely to move. 
Labs Require Local Faculty to Develo~ and Run them 









































1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 08105 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 




Z. U n i a  asses 
Course Number I Course Title DOD Unique T o ~ i c s  if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC Civilian University 1 HARDWARVSOFTWARE 
Example 
ECHO0 ( I )  
-- - 
Sonar System Englneenng 
Navigation and Missile Guidance (classified~uwlassilied) 
Math developnwnt & discussion ofpnnciples 
dealing with design and operation ofpassive and 
active sonar system critical to naval operations. 
spread-spectrum military use to provide Jam- 
resistant corns and Low Probability of [ktect~on 
c o m m  including spread spectrum military radios 
for protected commnications (SWCGARS and 
MILSTAR). 
Military satellite communications system 
lnboduced 
Examples of military communications system 
Missile guidance 
strong emphasis on Target Tracking 
lnves~igates wherdwhy serniconductm fail in 
FA-1 8 ktaPacks and analysis soltware, KGHPRF. 
iqi sonware 
-- ~- 
NPS Radar Laboratmy has several Navy deployed 
radars with full operatimal capability. radars used 
for instructianal labs, research projects related to 
homeland security and oper. tactics for the fleet. 
US only solham (limited distributiodexporl 
controlled) Xpatch. RTS. FERM, CARLOS-3D. 
and PATCH 
EC4450 (1 1 ) 
( L  I ) O L R f  .)3 
taught In the SClF Presently there are three active courses (WICOM, PA 
wth a fourth (SENSNET) scheduled to come on lme In tY06 Smce 
gone to at least one of these courses Most have dme at least two 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
CURRICULUM (590) 
Subspecialty Code 5300P 
1. MATHEMATICS: The officer will have a thorough knowledge of mathematical tools which 
are intrinsic to electrical and computer engineering, including, but not limited to differential 
equations, vector analysis, linear algebra, probability, numerical analysis, and Fourier and 
Laplace methods. 
2. ENGINEERING SCIENCE AND DESIGN: To acquire the requisite background needed to 
meet the other military education requirements, the officer will acquire proficiency in modem 
physics, electromagnetics, electronic devices and circuits, system theory, modem electronic 
system design, and integrated electrical power systems and their controls. In addition, 
proficiency will be gained in other appropriate fields such as underwater acoustics, dynamics, 
fluid mechanics and thermo-dynamics that provide the requisite breadth to a military engineering 
education. 
3. COMPUTERS: The officer will have a sound understanding of computer hardware,software, 
and their integration into military systems including programming in higher order languages, 
digital logic circuits, and microprocessor applications. - 
4. ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: In order to provide officers skilled in 
the application of electronic systems to military needs, the officer will have competence in the 
broad area of electrical engineering including circuits, electronics, fiber optics, computer 
communications networks, systems analysis signal processing, and optimal control theory. The 
officer will select elective courses to obtain breadth in hisher understanding of military 
electronic systems. In addition to achieving depth of understanding, the officer shall specialize in 
one of the following areas: (a) communication systems including electronic counter-counter 
measures, low probability of intercept systems, low probability of detection systems, and other 
military issues; (b) guidance, navigation, and control systems; (c) radar, electro-optic, and 
electronic warfare systems; (d) high performance computer systems including advanced 
integrated circuits, networking and data communications, parallel and distributed systems, and 
reliable real time military platforms; (e) signal processing systems as applied to surveillance, 
underwater acoustic data acquisition and processing, imaging and target location, and other 
military issues; (f) total ship systems power engineering; (g) joint services electronic warfare 
techniques and systems; (h) signals intelligence systems. 
5. SYSTEM DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS: The officer will have a sound understanding of 
engineering principles utilized in engineering system design, particularly as they relate to 
military systems, including establishment of system related operational requirements and criteria. 
6. CONDUCTING AND REPORTING INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION: The officer will 
demonstrate the ability to conduct independent investigation of a Navy andlor DOD relevant 
electronic systems problem. to resolve the problem, and to present the results of the analysis in 
both written and oral form. 
7. JOINT AND MARITIME STRATEGIC PLANNING: The officer will dcmonstrate 
knowledge of American and world military history and joint and maritime planning including the 
origins and evolution of national and allied strategy; current American and allied military 
strategies which address the entire spectrum of conflict; the U.S. maritime component of national 
military strategy; the organizational structure of the U.S. defense establishment; the role of the 
commanders of unified and specified commands in strategic planning; the process of strategic 
planning; joint and service doctrine, and the roles and missions of each in meeting national 
strategy. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Commander, Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
July 1998 
4. Are there specific courses or research programs that should not be considered for 
privatization or consolidation? If so, please explain what they are and why. 
Response from Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering: 
1. Curricula 
Curriculum 590, Electronic Systems Engineering (ESE), should not be considered for 
privatization. This curriculum could be considered for consolidation. 
Alignment with Sea Power 21 
The ESE MSEE Degree Program is aligned with the Navy's vision, Sea Power 21. The 
curriculum has a network centric warfare focus with depth in one of the following 
enabling technology areas: 




5. Controls & Robotics 
6. Signal Processing 
7. Microelectronics and Electric Power 
Defense Oriented Courses 
w Unique courses in the MSEE Degree Program are listed elsewhere in response to 
question 2. To summarize, 
1. Courses have a military orientation and include examples of military applications, 
2. Some courses include SECRET and SCI level material. 
Uniaue Labs & Facilities 
Unique Laboratories and facilities support instruction and research. Examples include 
1. Radar Lab (Operational radars; Pulse, MTI, Pulse Doppler, Pulse Compression, 
Electronically scanned array) 
2. EW Lab (Deception and denial jammers, IFM and sweeping superhet intercept 
receivers) 
3. Secure Computing Lab (SECRET level) 
4. SCIF 
Defense Oriented Research 
Research is an integral part of graduate education and the NPS ECE Department has a 
unique, defense oriented research program that supports the #590 Electronic Systems 
Engineering Curriculum. Research work is conducted at all levels up to TSISCI. Project 
examples include: 
1. Ship electric power and electric drive project 
2.  Imaging radar countermeasures project 
3.  Signals Intelligence project 
4. Computer network defense and attack project 
Transition Education 
Transition education is provided for those students who do not have undergraduate BSEE 
degrees and refresher education is provided for others who need it. Students without 
BSEE degrees would not be accepted to a MSEE programs at other universities. 
Curriculum 590 should not be considered for privatization. A private or public university 
could not deliver a program as efficiently or with a network centric warfare focus. 
Courses for Other Uniaue NPS Curricula 
There is an additional problem. If the 590 ESE Program were privatized, the NPS ECE 
Department would fold. The ECE Department offers more service courses for other 
curricula than any other science or engineering department. Courses are offered for 
1 .  Curriculum 591 Space Systems Engineering 
2. Curriculum 595 Information Warfare 
3. Curriculum 596 Electronic Warfare (International) 
4. Curriculum 365 C41 
5. Curriculum 525 Undersea Warfare 
6 .  Curriculum 526 Undersea Warfare (International) 
7 .  Curriculum 535 Underwater Acoustics 
8. Curriculum 370 Information Technology Management 
ECE Department courses are woven into the fabric of these curricula and the educational 
objectives of the curricula could not be met without the courses that depend on ECE 
Department faculty expertise. These curricula would suffer collateral damage if the 
MSEE Degree Program was privatized and the ECE Department faculty expertise was 
lost. 
Consolidation of the AFIT MSEE Degree Program with the NPS MSEE Degree Program 
in Monterey is feasible. The NPS ECE Department could absorb the additional students 
although new faculty would need to be hired and more space would be required. It is 
unlikely that consolidation in Dayton would work as few NPS ECE faculty would move 
to Dayton. The move of the NPS Aero Program to Dayton is proof that NPS faculty 
expertise would be lost. Only two NPS Aero faculty members went to Dayton and both 
left within a year. 
2. Research 
The ECE Department research program includes a number of projects that require access 
to classified material and produce classified results. Defense research, especially 
classified research is a poor candidate for privatization at a civilian university as Vietnam 
era experience previously proved. 
w 
Response prepared by 
Jeffrey B. Knorr, Professor and Chair 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
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Unique features of the 59 1 Curriculum: 
I. Over 20 years of experience dealing with classified military applications 
2. Extensive classified facilities (SCIF, labs, classrooms, networks, etc) 


















1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 











I1 ( l )  ss35m 
Course Title 
Orbital Mechiuucs & Launch Systems 
(2) SS352 51PH3052 
11 (4) EO3525 I Communications Engineering 
Air-Ocean Remote Sensing~Physics of Space & Airborne Sensor 
Systems 11 (3) AE38 1 1 
1;11*81818 1 Spacecraft Altitude Dynamics & Control 
DOD Unique Tovics if taught at 
Civilian University 
Space Systems Laboratory 
11 (6) EC3230 I Space Power & Radiation Effects 
MILITARY SPECIFIC 
HARD WAREYSOFTW ARE 
I Military Applications of Space 
I (1 (8) SS305 1 I Space ControVSuperiority 
Astrodynamic Optimization 
Spacecraft Design I & 11 
Reliability Issues for Military Electronics 
Microprocessors for Space Applicat~ons 
Military payload delivery, Future DoD launch 
systems I 
Unique interdisciplinary course reviewing wide 
array of space based sensor system 
Reviews mil-spec requirements for space vehicles 
through hands* lab experiments and tests 
Examples of military comm. systems 
Emphasis on attitude control requirements for 
military spacecraH 
Survivability of military spacecratt 
Dedicated course-TOP SECRETtSCI clearance 1 I 
Need TOP SECRETtSCI clearance 
Emphasis on military applications such as rapid 
spacecralt re-orientation. targeting, launchan- 
d m d ,  etc 
2 course capstone sequence dedicated to military 
spacaratt design 
Etfats in space & nuclear environments and the 
need for radlahUI hardening 
-- . 
Covers radiation e t k t s  and high reliability 
embcdded computing unique to the military space 
environment 
EDUCATIONAI, SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
CURRICULUM (591) 
Subspecialty Code 5 5 0 P  - Space Systems Engineering 
All officers with graduate education in Space Systems Engineering must be competent in the 
below core subjects. Theses competencies will enable graduates to serve in positions that design, 
acquire, operate, or secure military space systems and/or deny potential adversaries the effective 
use of their own. The skills and competencies are detailed below. 
JOINT STRATEGY AND POLICY: 
a. Oficers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, critically analyze past military 
campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to 
discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals and the ways military power may 
be used to achieve them. This is fulfilled by completion of the first of the Naval War College 
course series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and 
Phase I Joint PME credit. 
b. Understand current Navy and USMC doctrine (e.g., Sea Power 21, Expeditionary Maneuver 
Warfare). 
w ORBITAL MECHANICS, SPACE ENVIRONMENT AND REMOTE SENSING: 
a. Understand the basic physics of orbital motion, the parameters used in the description of orbits 
and their ground tracks. Understand the design of orbits, how they are achieved, maintained, and 
controlled including the design of constellations and how spacecraft are maneuvered and 
repositioned. Understand spacecraft tracking and command/control from a ground station. % 
Understand the various orbital perturbations, including those due to nonspherical earth and due - 
to atmospheric drag. Understand the relationships of orbits to mission requirements, including 
the advantages and disadvantages of various orbits. 
b. Understand the natural and induced environment of space including solar activity, 
geomagnetic and magnetospheric phenomena, physics of the ionosphere and upper atmosphere 
and their response to natural and artificial disturbances. Understand the impacts to spacecraft 
parts and materials due to this space environment. 
c. Understand the principles of active and passive sensors used in current and future spacecraft 
for sensing through the atmosphere. Understand the effects of the space environment and 
countermeasures on sensor performance. Understand the tradeoffs among various sensor 
techniques, including area of coverage, resolution, processing, and power requirements. 
MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS: 
Understand the two major components of military space systems: (These systems include 
MILSATCOM, Commercial systems. GPS, Meteorological systems, space surveillance, National 
systems, space-based warning, and other nations' systems) 
a. Military Space Operations: Understand the operational requirements and limitations of 
current and future space systems used by the DOD for Space Control and Force Application. 
Understand the roles of the Services in the development, operation, and use of these systems. 
Understand the roles, responsibilities and relationships of national and Joint DOD organizations 
in establishing policies, priorities, and requirements for these space systems; and in their design, 
acquisition and operation. Understand the nature of space warfare (theory, history, doctrine, and 
policy) including space control, assured access, global engagement, and full force integration. 
Be familiar with Joint Doctrine (e.g. JP 3-14). 
b. Warfighter Support Obtained from Space: Understand the capabilities and use of space 
systems to enable and support Joint air, land, and sea military operations (i.e. Force 
Enhancement). Understand the intelligence collection and analysis process for space systems 
and how warfighters access information from these sources. Understand doctrine and 
operational concepts (e.g. USSTRATCOM's "Long Range Plan") and be able to contribute to 
the development of space tactics that enhance or support military operations. 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEM ACQUISITION: A 
a. Understand project management and DOD system acquisition methods and procedures to 
include contract management, financial management and control, and the Planning, 
Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS). Receive an introduction to the Defense 
Acquisition University and the acquisition courses and qualifications available. 
II 
b. Understand the system acquisition organizational responsibilities and relationships (e.g. 
Congress, DOD, Services; Resource Sponsor, Systems Commands, Operating Forces) as they 
pertain to the acquisition of systems for DOD, Naval, and civilian agency users. 
SPACECRAR COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING: a 
a. Understand the basic principles of communications systems engineering including the space 
and ground segments. Understand digital and analog communications architecture design, 
including frequency reuse, multiple access, link design, repeater architecture, source encoding, 
waveforms, and propagation media. Understand current and future communications systems used 
or planned by Naval operating and Joint forces afloat and ashore. Understand how space 
systems are used to meet Joint warfighters' communications requirements. 
b. Understand link budget calculations/analysis, waveforms, and modem SATCOM hardware 
design. Understand signal processing techniques, both digital and analog, as applied to 
spacccraft communications, surveillance, signals intelligence, and electronic warfare. Understand 
spacecraft vulnerabilities in an electronic warfare context. 
COMPUTERS: HARDWARE AND SORWARE: 
a. Understand the fundamentals of digital logic and digital system design. Design simple digital (II computer subsystems. 
b. Gain knowledge of current computer architecture, such as one of the common 16-bit or 32-bit 
micro-processor systems. Understand the ways in which computers are used in complex systems 
such as guidance, signal processing, communications and control systems. 
c. Understand the fundamentals of electronic component design, fabrication, reliability, and 
testing (to include radiation hardening), with emphasis on parts, materials and processes. 
SPACECRAFT DYNAMICS, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL: 
A hndamental understanding of the field of spacecraft guidance and control which includes, 
linear control, rotational kinematics, rigid body dynamics, single-spin stabilization, stability of 
dual-spin stabilized spacecraft, active nutation control, gravity-gradient stabilization, disturbance 
torques: solar, magnetic, gravity gradient, and aerodynamic, attitude sensors, actuators, attitude 
determination, quaternion feedback control, three-axis-stabilized spacecraft attitude control 
design, biased momentum, thrusters, magnetic, three reaction wheel system, and control 
moment gyro system, rapid spacecraft reorientation maneuvers and tracking, and military 
spacecraft guidance and control. 
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS: 
a. Understand the engineering of space structures including simplified sizing calculations and 
analytical modeling of advanced materials, which can be incorporated in system design and 
integration. Understand the advanced dynamics and control of these structures. 
b. Apply reliability and maintainability to testing, evaluation, and manufacturing, which can be 
used to predict the hc t iona l  dependability of spacecraft structures 
PROPULSION SYSTEMS: 
Understand the operating principles of current and proposed propulsion devices for space 
applications; including launch, orbit changing and maneuvering engines. Understand the 
interaction between mission requirements and propulsion requirements. 
SPACECRAFT THERMAL CONTROL AND POWER: 
a. Understand the principles of heat transfer on spacecraft, including radiation and conduction. 
Understand the variations in the radiative properties of surfaces with respect to wavelength and 
temperature. Understand the design and applications of current active and passive thermal 
control devices (including heat pipes, louvers, and materials). 
b. Understand the sources of heat in space (solar, terrestrial, reflected solar, internal vehicle 
generation) and their variation as a hnction of vehicle orbit. 
c. Gain knowledge of the major power generating systems for spacecraft and their operating 
characteristics, including the performance of photovoltaic sources in the natural and artificial 
radiation environment. Understand the role of energy storage devices in power systems design. 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN AND INTEGRATION: 
a. Understand the principles of space systems design, integration, and systems engineering, and 
their application to an overall spacecrafVmission. Consideration will be given to life cycle costs, 
performance, maintainability, reliability, configuration control and systems integration. 
r b. Gain an appreciation of system design criteria from stated performance requirements, of 
trade-offs between payload and other spacecraft subsystems, and of test and evaluation 
procedures. 
c. Gain proficiency in CAD, MATLAB, Satellite Tool Kit (STK), or similar programming 
simulators and analysis tools. 
CONDUCT AND REPORT INDEPENDENT RESEARCH: 
Conduct independent research on a space systems problem, including resolution of the problem 
and presentation of the results and analysis in both written and oral form. 
ESRs approved by 
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OS3403 I Human Factors in IW I Examples are EW/IW systems I I 
- - - -- 
OS3003 Operations Analysis for IW Examples are EW/IW systems 
CS3600 Computer Security DoD IA requirements covered 
- - 
E025 12 Communications and Countermeasures I Examples are EW/IW systems 
E03602 I Electromagnetic Radiation, Scattering, and Propagation I Examples are EW/IW systems I I 
E046 1 2 I Microwave Devices and RADAR I Examples are EW/IW systems I 
But, it exemplifies the type of thesis work that is possible at NPS. 
LtCol Cook (NPS JC4I Grad) G6 of Third Marine Division (Okinawa) requested a study 
of the tactical data communications systems of the division. and a model that could be 
uses to optimize utilization of the division's scarce assets. 
Prof Kemple coordinated the project by email, and while in Okinawa for another project 
spent several hours at Third Marine Division to discuss and advance the project. 
CAPT Cox undertook the project, and among other things traveled to Iraq to collect data 
to parameterize the model. 
He also worked with the model's sponsor (JCS 56, the JC41 Cunic sponsor) and 
developer. 
Information Warfare (curriculum 595) 
The IW(595) Cumculum produced 30 Theses in the period 02(11), 03(8) and 04(11). All 
these theses were military relevant. 
EW 
LCDR Cox - "Utilization of the EA-6B for Aircraft Carrier Antiship Missile Defense." - 
Protects Aircraft Carriers from Anti-Ship cruise missile attack. 
LCDR O'Brien- "An Assessment of the SA- 10 Missile Downlink to EA-6B Jamming." - 
1(I1 Protection of Navy Aircraft fiom SAM attack. 
LCDR Rodgers- "Designing a High Power Microwave Receiver using a Systems 
Engineering Approach" - High Power Microwave Test Facility at NASC-WD China Lake 
to determine characteristics of Foreign HPM systems. 
Homeland Security 
Lt Culpepper- "Effectiveness of Using Military Red-Teams to Identify Maritime Security 
Vulnerabilities to Terrorist Attack." - Assessment of major West Coast Ports to Terrorist 
attack. 
Lt Carter- " Terrorist Attack using Radio Frequency Weapons." - Design of HPM 
Weapon using readily available COTS components. 
OPSEC 
Lt Samagaysay- "Vulnerability of Wireless Local Area Networks to Interception." - 
Examines the propagation of signals from Wireless LANS and their security. 
Lt Bosomed- "Advanced Denial of Service Techniques in IEEE 802.1 1 B Wireless Local 
Area Networks." - Identifies vulnerabilities in Wireless LAN systems to Denial-of- 
Service attacks. 
- 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
INFORMATION WARFARE 
CURRICULUM (595) 
Subspecialty Code 6205P 
1. INFORMATION WARFARE: The officer will have an in-depth understanding of IWlC2W 
and the disciplines needed to support them. 
2. COMMUNICATIONS/COMPUTER/INFORMATION ETWORKS: The officer will have 
an in-depth understanding of the capabilities, limitations, design and operation of 
communications, computers and information networks. 
3. INFORMATION SYSTEMS: The officer will have a systems level understanding of 
information systems and their vulnerabilities as well as capabilities. 
4. ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES AND STRUCTURE: The officer will understand the 
organizational decision process, as well as the structure and other processes of organizations with 
- 
- emphasis on their vulnerabilities and capabilities. b- 
5. INTELLIGENCE: The officer will understand the concepts, principles, methods and 
capabilities of joint operational intelligence, with emphasis on the operational requirements. 
levied upon the intelligence community to support IWlC2W. 
6. IW INTEGRATION : The officer will understand the integration of IW as a weapon and its 
role in modem warfare; understand the integral roles of EW, psychological operations, military 
deception, OPSEC, and physical destruction; understand INFOSEC and nodal attack in this 
warfare area; employ real time intelligence, tactics and EW systems; understand the physical 
principles of generation, transmission, propagation, reception, processing and suppression of - 
detection and surveillance information. 
7. PROBLEM SOLVING AND PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY: The officer will demonstrate 
the ability to conduct independent analysis in IWlC2W and proficiency in presenting the results 
in writing and orally by means of a thesis and command oriented briefings. 
8. STRATEGY AND POLICY: Officers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, 
critically analyze past military campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and 
combined operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals 
and the ways military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of 
the Naval War College course series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military 
Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Commander, Naval Security Group 
October 1995 w -- --- - 
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IS Department response to BRAC Commission questions 2 and 4: 
w 
Question 2: 
Separate files list the course breakdowns for the following cumcula: Information 
Systems and Technology (370), Joint C41 Systems (365), Information Warfare (595), 
Information Systems and Operations (3 56), and Electronic Warfare International (596). 
Additionally, a separate file provides information on thesis titles that were written over 
the past several years. 
It should be obvious from the cumculum titles, the overwhelming proportion of unique 
courses, and theses written for the latter four cumcula (365, 595, 356, and 596), that 
these programs are completely unavailable in the private university system. Additionally, 
the 370 cumculum has over 70% unique courses, and over 80% of theses written by 
graduates of this cumculum are militarily related. This cumculum, as currently 
constituted at the request of the cumculum sponsor, is not available from the private 
university system. Except for the 596 program, students are exposed to classified 
material, and many write classified theses. 
It should be noted that NPS fulfills four cumcular objectives for our cumculum sponsors: 
refresher, transition, degree program, and ending with subspecialty education. The 
private university system is currently set up to do only one of the four (the degree 
'(I program), which means that in order to replicate NPS cumcula the NavyIDoD must be 
willing to pay the private university system extra to get the other three--and note that they 
will avoid doing the classified courses included in subspecialty education unless they 
have an Applied Physics Lab-type entity onhear campus already funded by DoD where 
these classified courses could be offered. 
Ouestion 4: 
Using the BRAC criteria: 
1) Operational readiness: We are continually told that our graduates do not require th 
month ramp-up time that officers from other masters programs need when they first 
report to a job requiring subspecialty education. Multiplying that one year per billet adds 
up to a sizeable number of military personnel that are not required as additional end 
strength in such billets due to NPS graduate education. Instead these additional personnel 
can be applied to support operational units. 
2) Availability of facilities: Over the past several years, many of the students from IS 
Department cumcula have participated in the TNT experiments at Camp Roberts. This 
area is unique because it  permits UAV flights, which are important parts of those 
w experiments. Movement of NPS to another state will no longer permit that important part 
of students' education. Additionally, ready access to classified facilities is a required part 
w of the curricula in the IS Department. 
3) Surge requirements: NPS can accommodate more students if necessary in its current 
location. Additionally, reserve units currently use NPS for drilling purposes. 
4) Cost of operations: As mentioned above in the answer to Question 2, replication of the 
current cumcula at NPS would require many more resources than just tuition costs of a 
masters degree. And as noted in the answer to criterion 1 above, there are significant 
manpower savings due to the NPS curricula as opposed to standard masters graduates. 
Additionally, a large portion of the IS Department faculty would choose to not follow a 
move of NPS to another location, which would drive up the cost of replicating NPS 
curricula, especially concerning the existing research relationships that support the 
cumcula. 
5) Timing of potential costs and savings: Research relationships, a significant part of the 
curricula, will take a very long time to replace, if they are ever replaced. 
6) Economic impact: If only the IS Department were moved, there would be only a small 
impact, but as can be seen from the course listings for the IS Department curricula, these 
curricula require courses from many different departments at NPS. If all of NPS were 
moved, there would be a significant impact. 
w 7) Receiving infrastructure: If the private university system were chosen for NPS 
curricula, both classified facilities and the close research relationships with NavyIDoD 
activities would be missing. Providing these would entail significant costs and time. 
8) Environmental impact: None that we are aware of. 
IS Department Theses 
Curriculum: Information Systems and Technology (370) 
Curriculum Length: 8 Quarters 
Current on Board: 113 
Military Relevancy of Thesis Work: 
Year Military Specific Relevancy Total Theses Percent 
Significant Thesis Work Completed in FY 2004: 
Multi-agent architecture for integrating remote databases and expert sources with 
situational awareness tools : humanitarian operations scenario 
Abstract: Complex Humanitarian Emergencies are usually military 
conducted activities where participants must be able to react to a very 
dynamic and unfriendly environment. This thesis gathers and combines the 
information from different sources and suggests a model for integrating 
remote databases and expert sources with situational awareness tools. 
Author: LtCol Cantemir M. Ahciarliu, Romanian Air Force 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Glenn Cook 
Transforming fleet network operations with collaborative decision support and 
augmented reality technologies 
Abstract: FORCENET is a heterogeneous concept that combines various C41 
networks, sensors, weapon systems, and platforms, a new model must be 
developed for network operations. Combining a collaborative tool, Decision 
Support System (DSS), and Augmented Reality (AR) imagery transforms 
Naval information network management from a "minimum threshold" to an 
"operations fusion" perspective. 
Author: LT John J. Fay, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Gurminder Singh 
Monitoring the progress of the Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) : 
implementation, performance and impact 
Abstract: The NMCI contract is the procurement of IT services based on a 
commercial model of Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The research 
explores the current implementation effort of NMCI and analyzes the way 
this common network capability is tested and monitored. This thesis will 
provide a single source of information for managers seeking to quickly 
understand the impact of NMCI as an enterprise level asset. 
Author: LCDR Dimitrios Dalaklis, Hellenic Navy 
Advisors: Glenn Cook; Dorothy Denning 
Network centric warfare : a command and control perspective 
Abstract: This paper seeks to analyze the command and control issues 
arising from the advent of Network Centric Warfare. It aims to contribute to 
a practical understanding of the concept and an implementation approach 
for NCW by attempting to provide an analytical framework, the various 
options/models, and considerations across the spectrum of NCW issues. 
Author: LtCol Soon-Chia Lim, Singapore Air Force 
Advisors: Dan Boger; William Kemple 
Deployed virtual consulting : the hsion of wearable computing, collaborative 
technology, augmented reality and intelligent agents to support fleet aviation 
maintenance 
Abstract: This thesis addresses the need of Naval Aviation Maintenance to 
streamline and more effectively manage the process of technical consultation 
aboard deployed aircraft carriers. This thesis describes how the fusion of 
wearable computing, augmented reality, intelligent agents coupled with 
CoABS, and a modern collaborative software application can revolutionize 
Naval aviation maintenance as we know it. 
Author: LT James M. Nasman, MSC, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Gurminder Singh 
Network vulnerability assessments : a proactive approach to protecting Naval 
medicine information assets 
Abstract: The purpose of this study was to determine whether Naval 
Medicine's current Information Assurance Policy and resultant efforts 
properly address federal requirements or current threats confronting Naval 
Medicine information technology professionals. These findings have 
important implications for command personnel charged with the 
responsibility and accountability of Naval Medicine's networks and data 
systems, as well as other communities throughout the Navy. 
Author: LT Steven Reinkemeyer, MSC, USN 
Advisors: Dan Boger; Scott Cote 
An analysis of the feasibility and applicability of IEEE 802.X wireless mesh 
networks within the Global Information Grid 
Abstract: This thesis analyzes the feasibility, functionality, efficacy and 
usability of IEEE 802.x wireless mesh networks in multiple DoD contexts. 
This thesis also lays the groundwork for further research into lower OSI- 
layer routing protocols for DoD mesh networks, development of mesh-aware 
applications, as well as a GIGwide mesh network architecture. 
Authors: LCDR Eric J. Bach, SC, USN , LCDR Mark G. Fickel, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Brian Steckler 
Wireless local network architecture for Naval medical treatment facilities 
Abstract: In today's Navy Medicine, an approach towards wireless networks 
is coming into view. The idea of developing and deploying workable Wireless 
Local Area Networks (WLAN) throughout Naval hospitals is but just a few 
years down the road. This thesis will take a look at the architecture of an 
802.1 1x WLAN within a Naval MTF from a "macro" view. It will observe 
the requirements and needs assessment, along with the pros and cons of 
wireless that drive Navy Medicine towards the development and deployment 
of wireless 802.1 lx  technologies 
Author: LT Russell C. Deason 111, MSC, USN 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Glenn Cook 
IEEE 802.16 Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technologies as a compliment to 
Ship To Objective Maneuver (STOM) communications 
Abstract: This research explores how 802.16 technology might address the 
shortcomings of existing military radio and data systems; specifically, with 
respect to the issues surrounding the Ship to Objective Maneuver (STOM) 
communications. The intent of this research is to provide recommendations 
on the necessary 'adapt from COTS' changes for this technology to address 
STOM networking requirements. 
Authors: Captain Robert J. Guice, USMC, Captain Ramon J. Munoz, 
USMC 
Advisors: Dan Boger; Rex Buddenberg 
A prototype web-enabled information management and decision support system 
for Army aviation logistics management 
Abstract: The purpose of this thesis is to develop a prototype web-enabled 
database to improve the process flow of data collection and manipulation in 
support of Army aviation operations. The web interface has the potential to 
reduce the logistical burden on unit's data collection procedures and 
provides tailorable, near real time information about aircraft maintenance 
status, individual training, and unit training to decision makers at all levels 
as a decision support tool. 
Author: CPT Joseph A. Hoecherl, USA 
Advisors: Magdi Kamel; Glenn Cook 
Airborne ubiquitous surveillance and monitoring network 
Abstract: The thesis research examines the emergence of wireless technology 
as a pragmatic baseline supporting the goals of the Department of Defense 
developing towards Network Centric Forces. Although the commercial off 
the shelf network solution itself is broadly deployed, little is known so far 
how to operate and manage an airborne surveillance network node. 
Author: LT Axel Schumann, German Navy 
Advisors: Alex Bordetsky; Dave Netzer 
DoD relevant theses from the Information Systems and Operations (ISO) 
Curriculum (356) 
1. There have been 50 graduates of the IS0 curriculum between 2002-2005 
2. Of the thesis submitted by these students approximately 27 have direct 
applicability to DoD mission areas. 
3. The remainder of these theses, although applicable to DoD mission areas, focuses 
on systems or concepts that can be equally applied outside of the DoD or are 
classified. 
4. There have been one TS thesis and six secret level thesis completed during this 
period. 
5. Although the 27 DoD applicable theses (and the seven classified theses) all 
address issues with direct impact on DoD missions, the following highlights five 
that were of most immediate interest at the time of their publication: 
JOINT INFORMATION OPERATIONS TARGETING AND PLANNING 
by 
Michael A. Smith-Lieutenant, United States Navy 
March 2003 
and 
David T. Snee-Lieutenant, United States Navy 
March 2003 
Advisors: LCDR Steve Iatrou 
Dr. Dan Boger 
The purpose of this thesis is to conduct the research necessary to develop a hndamental 
and optimal organizational structure geared to the planning and targeting of Information 
Operations concepts and missions at the theater level. 
JOINT TASK FORCE OLYMPICS: MONITORING POTENTIAL 
TERRORISTS' BEHAVIOR VIA DECEPTIVE COMPUTER MEANS 
by 
Christopher Cheung, Ensign, United States Naval Reserve 
and 
*'ICYIY Daniel J. Zodda, Ensign, United States Naval Reserve June 2002 
Advisor: Steven J. Iatrou 
Second Reader: Hy Rothstein 
The purpose of this thesis is to deploy tactical deception via a public website. The 
perception is to have the website be a supportive tool for the Joint Task Force Olympics. 
There exists a relationship between the Internet and terrorism, and this thesis intends to 
exploit it with deception. 
EVALUATION OF THE LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP (LCS) AND SPARTAN 
SCOUT AS INFORMATION OPERATIONS (10) ASSETS 
by 
Joseph M. Bromley-Lieutenant, United States Navy 
March 2005 
Advisor: Michael T. McMaster 
Second Reader: Steven J. Iatrou 
This work explored options for configuring the Navy's Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) to 
assist Joint Forces in conducting psychological operations (PSYOP). 
w HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING 
HOMEFRONT MORALE FOR THE WAR ON TERRORISM 
by 
Christopher B. Snavely, Ensign, United States Naval Reserve 
June 2002 
Thesis Advisor: Steven Iatrou 
Co-Advisor: Dr. Anthony Pratkanis 
This thesis explores the significance and necessity of cultivating and sustaining 
homefiont morale in the War on Terrorism. 
TERRORIST DECISION MAKING: 
A GAME THEORY APPROACH TO HOW TERRORlST GROUPS MANAGE 
RISK 
by 
Kimberly M. Seid, Ensign, United States Army 
June 2002 
Advisor: Gordon H. McCormick 
Second Reader: Frank R. Giordano 
The purpose of this research is to develop a basic framework to classify and analyze 
w terrorist decision making. In particular, this study examines how terrorists manage risk. 
Curriculum 365, Joint C41 Systems 
CONDUCT AND ASSESSMENT OF A X 2  EXPERIMENT 9 AND IDEAS TO 
CONSIDER FOR FUTURE EXPLORATION 
by Nelson D. Heintz and David K. Ng 
June 2004 
Thesis Advisor: William G. Kemple 
Second Reader: Susan G. Hutchins 
One-sentence summary: This thesis demonstrated that an organization's ability to adapt 
its structure to dynamic requirements provides increased effectiveness and efficiency; 
results suggest further improvements to future Command and Control experiments. 
THE USE OF MASSIVE MULTIPLAYER ONLINE GAMES TO EVALUATE C41 
SYSTEMS 
by Kambra Juve 
March 2004 
Thesis Advisor: William Kemple 
Second Reader: Mike Zyda 
w One-sentence summary: This thesis laid groundwork for further modeling of future C41 
systems using, in part, multiplayer online games to better evaluate warfighter 
effectiveness, emergent behavior, collective decision-making, human systems integration 
and effective information flow. 
TRANSFORMATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE FOR THE UNIT 
OPERATIONS CENTER (UOC); COMMON AVIATION COMMAND AND 
CONTROL SYSTEM (CAC2S); AND COMMAND AND CONTROL ON-THE-MOVE 
NETWORK, DIGITAL OVER-THEHORIZON RELAY (CONDOR) 
by Gilbert 0 .  Garcia and David C. Joseforsky 
June 2004 
Thesis Co-Advisor: Bill Kemple 
Thesis Co-Advisor: Brian Steckler 
One-sentence summary: This research introduces a Transformational Communications 
Architecture for the Unit Operations Center (UOC); Common Aviation Command and 
Control System (CAC2S); and Command and Control On-the- Move Network, Digital 
Over-the-Horizon Relay (CONDOR). 
MODEL OF THE US CENTCOM JOINT TARGETING ARCHITECTURE: DEVELOP 
II TARGETS by David Germakian and Derek Jaskowiak 
June 2004 
Y Thesis Advisor: John Osmundson 
Second Reader: William Kemple 
One-sentence summary: This thesis was the first step in research to develop a working 
Extend model which accurately describes the CENTCOM targeting process, in order to 
assist the Joint Intelligence Interoperability Board (JIIB) in their JIIB Systems Baseline 
Assessment (JSBA) for fiscal year 2004, as well as for all subsequent JSBAs. 
MISSION TASKING OF UNMANNED VEHICLES 
by Jada E. Johnson 
June 2004 
Thesis Advisor: Onn Marvel 
Second Reader: Russell Gottfried 
One-sentence summary: This study demonstrated that the current doctrinal fiamework of 
the composite warfare commander's concept can support tasking unmanned vehicles, but 
requires revision to effectively address UV allocation issues. 
INFORMATION EXCHANGE ARCHITECTURE FOR INTEGRATING UNMANNED 
VEHICLES INTO MARITIME MISSIONS by Aaron L. Woolsey 
June 2004 
Thesis Advisor: Orin Marvel 
w Second Reader: Russell Gottfried 
One-sentence summary: This research developed tasks and roles for successfully 
accomplishing information exchange fiom UV payload sensors to tactical decision 
makers, concluding with suggested measures of effectiveness and performance to 
determine the strength and validity of the architecture. 
Corsano, Scott E., "Joint Fires Network ISR Interoperability Requirements within a Joint 
Force Architecture", Masters of Science in Systems Technology, June, 2004. 
Scott Corsano analyzed the Joint Fires Network architecture in the context of its 
interoperability with the DoD ISR architecture of the future. Scott's conclusion was that 
JFN will be fully interoperable with the DoD ISR architecture of the future provided the 
development proceeds as presently planned. Scott's work is an important sanity check on 
the Navy's approach to reducing the sensor-to-shooter timelines. 
Captain Criston W Cox Jr (June 05) 
OPTIMIZING BANDWIDTH OF TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
- I'm not sure that this will directly have a high impact since the limitations of NETWARS and other factors led to re-scoping of the original proposal. 
But, it exemplifies the type of thesis work that is possible at NPS. 
LtCol Cook (NPS JC4I Grad) G6 of Third Marine Division (Okinawa) requested a study 
of the tactical data communications systems of the division, and a model that could be 
uses to optimize utilization of the division's scarce assets. 
Prof Kemple coordinated the project by email, and while in Okinawa for another project 
spent several hours at Third Marine Division to discuss and advance the project. 
CAPT Cox undertook the project, and among other things traveled to Iraq to collect data 
to parameterize the model. 
He also worked with the model's sponsor (JCS 56, the JC4I Cunic sponsor) and 
developer. 
Information Warfare (curriculum 595) 
The IW(595) Cuniculum produced 30 Theses in the period 02(1 l), 03(8) and 04(11). All 
these theses were military relevant. 
EW 
LCDR Cox - "Utilization of the EA-6B for Aircraft Canier Antiship Missile Defense." - 
Protects Aircraft Camers from Anti-Ship cruise missile attack. 
LCDR O'Brien- "An Assessment of the SA-10 Missile Downlink to EA-6B Jamming." - 
'(I Protection of Navy Aircraft from SAM attack. 
LCDR Rodgers- "Designing a High Power Microwave Receiver using a Systems 
Engineering Approach" - High Power Microwave Test Facility at NASC-WD China Lake 
to determine characteristics of Foreign HPM systems. 
Homeland Security 
Lt Culpepper- "Effectiveness of Using Military Red-Teams to Identify Maritime Security 
Vulnerabilities to Terrorist Attack." - Assessment of major West Coast Ports to Terrorist 
attack. 
Lt Carter- " Terrorist Attack using Radio Frequency Weapons." - Design of HPM 
Weapon using readily available COTS components. 
OPSEC 
Lt Samagaysay- "Vulnerability of Wireless Local Area Networks to Interception." - 
Examines the propagation of signals from Wireless LANS and their security. 
Lt Bosomed- "Advanced Denial of Service Techniques in IEEE 802.1 1 B Wireless Local 
Area Networks." - Identifies vulnerabilities in Wireless LAN systems to Denial-of- 
Service attacks. 
V Electronic Warfare (International+curriculum 596 
Over the period of AY2002-2004, the curriculum has graduated 46 masters students. It is 
a requirement that all theses be military-related and deal with EWIIW issues. 
1. Radar Absorbing Material Design, Kemal Yuzcelik (Turkey), Sept. 2003 
2. Broadband Counterwound Helix Antenna for Land Mine Detection, Dilipkumar 
Shivandas (Singapore), March 2004 
3. Development of Code for a Physical Optics Radar Cross Section Prediction and 
Analysis Application, Filippos Chatzigeorgiadis (Greece) 
4. Propagation Modeling of Wireless Systems in Shipboard Compartments, Adnen 
Chaabane (Tunisia), March 2005 
5. Performance Analysis of a Digital Image Synthesizer as a Counter-measure Against 
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar, Fernando LeDantec (Brazil), Sept. 2002 
6. Theoretical and Experimental Study of Micro Air Vehicle Powered by a RF Signal at 
10 GHz, George Tsolis (Greece), Dec. 2003. 
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6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT. MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAITER CLASSES ARE [ OFFERED. 1 1 7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
JPME 18 
18. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
REGIONAL SECURITY STUDIES 
CURRICULA (681,682,683. and 684) 
Subspecialty Codes 2101 P, 2102P, 2103P, 2104P 
The goal of these curricula is to educate military officers and civilian officials of the United 
States and other nations in regional studies and the unique challenges involved in effective 
security cooperation with states in other world regions. The curricula include a core of military 
and diplomatic history, comparative politics and international relations, policy analysis, and the 
U.S. decision-making process. Each curriculum includes a specific series of courses focused on 
region specific history and culture, politics and government, security structures and processes, 
security issues, and relationships with the United States and other countries and international 
organizations. These cumcula draw upon other NPS curricula including Regional Intelligence, 
Strategic Studies, and Civil-Military Relations. 
Students conduct research (including classified research) on questions of interest to the program 
sponsors, the U.S. Armed Services, the unified commands, and other federal agencies. Special 
emphasis is placed on the writing of a thesis, which gives the student the opportunity to develop 
the skills required for critical thought and coherent expression while producing a study of value . 
to the Department of Defense. Graduates will understand regional challenges to U.S. national 
security and the role of U.S. national security policy in addressing such challenges. They will 
thoroughly understand the security situation of the particular region in which they specialize, as 
well as U.S. foreign and defense policies applicable to that region. 
(CI The Regional Security Studies curricula also incorporates NPS and Naval War College courses 
to earn Professional Joint Education (JPME) Phase I credit. 
Navy Officers completing these cumcula, in addition to receiving the applicable sub-specialty 
code for their region of study, will also receive the Additional Qualification Designator (AQD) 
designating them as Navy Foreign Area Officers (FAO) in accordance with applicable : 
instructions. 
1. Analytical Skills. Graduates will be able to logically combine data and theory to analyze and 
explain international political, economic, and military events. They will develop their skills to. 
formulate innovative solutions to strategic problems. Students will demonstrate writing, briefing, 
and computer skills in preparing and presenting their findings. 
2. International and Comparative Politics. Graduates will understand the conditions, events, 
and ideas that shape the interactions of nation-states and other actors in the intemational system. 
Students will study the history and major theories explaining international relations (including 
realism, cognitive, and cultural paradigms) and will be able to use their knowledge to analyze 
and explain international and domestic issues. 
3. The International Economy. Graduates will gain a basic understanding of the economic 
factors that shape the international security environment, including the economic dimensions of 
national security policy and the ways in which economic policies and interests affect military w strategy and force structure,. 
4. Regional Security Issues. Graduates will be aware of the economic, political, social, and 
military characteristics of regions of strategic concern to the United States. 
5. Overseas Presence. Graduates will understand the overseas presence and engagement 
missions of U.S. military forces as defined in the National Military Strategy of the United States. 
Students will examine the role of overseas presence as a means for cultivating and sustaining 
political relationships with foreign governments; as a basis for activities that maintain technical 
and doctrinal interoperability with allies and coalition partners; as an instrument for maintaining 
and protecting air and sea lines of communication; and as a source of support for operations 
other than war. 
6. Naval Power and Policy. Graduates will understand the role and influence of maritime power 
in the international system. Students will learn about regional differences in naval capabilities, 
roles and missions; concepts of seapower including land-based sea and area denial forces; and 
systemic trends including weapons technology, ocean law regimes, and international and 
regional political developments. 
7. Strategy and Policy: Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past 
operations, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to 
discern the relationship between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military 
power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College 
courses leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I 
Joint PME credit. (Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
8. Joint Professional Military Education (JPME): Graduates will develop understanding of 
warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national military capabilities and w command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and execution, and joint and 
multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of war. Fulfilled by 
completing the Naval War College three-course series leading to Service Intermediate-level 
Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. (Only required for USN 
students.) 
9. Regional Politics, History and Culture. Graduates will understand major political systems, 
historical background, political culture, and prevalent political ideologies and their impact on 
regional security, as well as the influence of ethnic, cultural, and religious values on security 
situations. 
10. Military Forces and Strategic Posture. Graduates will gain an understanding of the main 
factors determining the strategic postures of countries in their specific region, including strategic 
culture and goals, threat perceptions, and military force structures. 
1 1 .  U.S. Regional Security Policy. Graduates will understand the U.S. foreign policy objectives 
and political, economic, and military strategy, including US .  engagement policy, for their 
selected region. They will study the formulation of U.S. policy regarding the region including the 
role of Congress and the interagency process. Students will become knowledgeable on security 
assistance programs and their relevance to a region. 
12. Emerging Security Challenges. Graduates will understand the major global and regional w security issues, including political and military relationships between states, especially the 
potential for military conflict, insurgencies and terrorism, social and economic problems, and 
other issues affecting the security of nations and regions. Graduates will know regional sources 
of political and social instability and violence, including ethnic conflict, and their influence on 
regional security planning and U.S. national security policy. 
11 13. Regional Conflict: Graduates will understand the characteristic patterns of violent conflict in 
their specialty region, the likely sources and character of regional wars in the present and future, 
and the historical and prospective impact of such wars on the international system as a whole. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
(Plans, Policy and Operations) (N3M5) 
March 1999 
Question One: Course data 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique curricula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, A h c a  and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular region 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. F'nvate universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
The Masters program in Security Studies offers cumcula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, postconflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate cunicula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts fiom the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative fiom sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
V NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA curricula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFIT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3 .  The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination wlth the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 7% of our faculty are recruited from the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFIT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
5 .  Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. 
w Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- residence students. 
Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at 
pnvate universities. 
Pnvate universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate education offerings. 
Private universities do not offer cunicula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
post-conflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
Private universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
Pnvate universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
Pnvate universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Pnvate universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers from other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
Pnvate universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
Pnvate universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
Pnvate universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
Pnvate university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
Pnvate universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation fiom faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend pnvate university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
Naval Postgraduate School 
National Security Affairs Department 
Input for BRAC Data Call 
1 August 2005 
Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique curricula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers from all U.S. services and Allied 
and firendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the slulls necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the h v i n g  factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
Table of Contents 
PART I 
NSA Department answers to BRAC questionnaire 
A Comparison of the Department of National Security Affairs with Leading Universities 
PART 111 
Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Security Studies Programs are the Best in the World 
PART 11: A Comparison of Security Studies at Naval Postgraduate School and Civilian 
Institutions. 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
NonproliferatiodCounter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the US.  Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the US .  Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by traclung 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
d 
Table 2 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
- - 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
~~~ 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
One Stov Shopping at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Cunicula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the hture needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
I 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
w 
1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N3/5 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regonal Studies Cumculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
US. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, which 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPS/DLI/NWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studles, emersion language training 
Irv at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions--emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Pakistan; Afnca; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferatio~onPrdiferation; Terrorism/Counter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicskivil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Camer Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future 
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EDUCATIONAL SKlLL REQUIREMENTS 
REGIONAL SECURITY STUDIES 
CURRICULA (681,682,683, and 684) 
Subspecialty Codes 2101P, 2102P, 2103P, 2104P 
The goal of these curricula is to educate military officers and civilian officials of the United 
States and other nations in regional studies and the unique challenges involved in effective 
security cooperation with states in other world regions. The curricula include a core of military 
and diplomatic history, comparative politics and international relations, policy analysis, and the 
U.S. decision-making process. Each curriculum includes a specific series of courses focused on 
region specific history and culture, politics and government, security structures and processes, 
security issues, and relationships with the United States and other countries and international 
organizations. These curricula draw upon other NPS curricula including Regional Intelligence, 
Strategic Studies, and Civil-Military Relations. 
Students conduct research (including classified research) on questions of interest to the program 
sponsors, the U.S. Armed Services, the unified commands, and other federal agencies. Special 
emphasis is placed on the writing of a thesis, which gives the student the opportunity to develop 
the skills required for critical thought and coherent expression while producing a study of value 
to the Department of Defense. Graduates will understand regional challenges to U.S. national 
security and the role of U.S. national security policy in addressing such challenges. They will 
thoroughly understand the security situation of the particular region in which they specialize, as 
well as U.S. foreign and defense policies applicable to that region. 
il(l The Regional Security Studies curricula also incorporates NPS and Naval War College courses 
to earn Professional Joint Education (JPME) Phase I credit. 
Navy Officers completing these curricula, in addition to receiving the applicable sub-specialty 
code for their region of study, will also receive the Additional Qualification Designator (AQD) 
designating them as Navy Foreign Area Officers (FAO) in accordance with applicable . 
instructions. 
1. Analytical Skills. Graduates will be able to logically combine data and theory to analyze and 
explain international political, economic, and military events. They will develop their skills to. 
formulate innovative solutions to strategic problems. Students will demonstrate writing, briefing, 
and computer skills in preparing and presenting their findings. 
2. International and Comparative Politics. Graduates will understand the conditions, events, 
and ideas that shape the interactions of nation-states and other actors in the international system. 
Students will study the history and major theories explaining international relations (including 
realism, cognitive, and cultural paradigms) and will be able to use their knowledge to analyze 
and explain international and domestic issues. 
3. The International Economy. Graduates will gain a basic understanding of the economic 
factors that shape the international security environment, including the economic dimensions of )II national security policy and the ways in which economic policies and interests affect military 
strategy and force structure. 
4. Regional Security Issues. Graduates will be aware of the economic, political, social, and 
military characteristics of regions of strategic concern to the United States. 
5. Overseas Presence. Graduates will understand the overseas presence and engagement 
missions of U.S. military forces as defined in the National Military Strategy of the United States. 
Students will examine the role of overseas presence as a mems for cultivating and sustaining 
political relationships with foreign governments; as a basis for activities that maintain technical 
and doctrinal interoperability with allies and coalition partners; as an instrument for maintaining 
and protecting air and sea lines of communication; and as a source of support for operations 
other than war. 
6. Naval Power and Policy. Graduates will understand the role and influence of maritime power 
in the international system. Students will learn about regional differences in naval capabilities, 
roles and missions; concepts of seapower including land-based sea and area denial forces; and 
systemic trends including weapons technology, ocean law regimes, and international and 
regional political developments. 
7. Strategy and Policy: Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past 
operations, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to 
discern the relationship between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military 
power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College 
courses leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I 
Joint PME credit. (Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
8. Joint Professional Military Education (JPME): Graduates will develop understanding of - 
warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national military capabilities and 
command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and execution, and joint and 
multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of war. Fulfilled by 
completing the Naval War College three-course series leading to Service Intermediate-level 
Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. (Only required for USN 
students.) 
9. Regional Politics, History and Culture. Graduates will understand major political systems, - 
, historical background, political culture, and prevalent political ideologies and their impact on 
regional security, as well as the influence of ethnic, cultural, and religious values on security 
situations. 
10. Military Forces and Strategic Posture. Graduates will gain an understanding of the main 
factors determining the strategic postures of countries in their specific region, including strategic 
culture and goals, threat perceptions, and military force structures. 
11. U.S. Regional Security Policy. Graduates will understand the U.S. foreign policy objectives 
and political, economic, and military strategy, including U.S. engagemznt policy, for their 
selected region. They will study the formulation of U.S. policy regarding the region including the 
role of Congress and the interagency process. Students will become knowledgeable on security 
assistance programs and their relevance to a region. 
12. Emerging Security Challenges. Graduates will understand the major global and regional 
security issues, including political and military relationships between states, especially the 
potential for military conflict, insurgencies and terrorism, social and economic problems, and 
other issues affecting the security of nations and regions. Graduates will know regional sources 
of political and social instability and violence, including ethnic conflict, and their influence on 
regional security planning and U.S. national security policy. 
w 13. Regional Conflict: Graduates will understand the characteristic patterns of violent conflict in 
their specialty region, the likely sources and character of regional wars in the present and future, 
and the historical and prospective impact of such wars on the international system as a whole. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
(Plans, Policy and Operations) (N3/N5) 
March 1 999 
Question One: Course data 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique curricula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, Afnca and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
1. The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular region 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Private universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
2. The Masters program in Security Studies offers curricula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, post-conflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate cumcula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
3. NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts from the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
4. The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
5. The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
6. NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative from sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. ' 
7. NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private 
universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA cumcula for the following reasons: 
All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFlT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination with the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited from the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFlT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. 
Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
w Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at private universities. 
1. Private universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate education offerings. 
2. Pnvate universities do not offer cunicula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
postconflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
3. Private universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
4. Private universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
5. Private universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Pnvate universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
6. Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers fiom other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
7. Private universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
8. h v a t e  universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
fiom their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
9. Pnvate universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
10. Private university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
1 1. Pnvate universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation from faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
12. Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend pnvate university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
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The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique cumcula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers fiom all U.S. services and Allied 
and hendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the skills necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the dnving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
NonproliferationICounter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by traclung 
~ Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
u 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per I 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
One Stop Sho~ving at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Curricula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Ahca,  Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the future needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
I I 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
w 1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N315 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regonal Studies Curriculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers fiom all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, whch 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPS/DLI/NWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language training 
at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions--emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Palustan; Afnca; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
' courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferation/NonRoliferation; TerrorismICounter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicdcivil military relations; Security BuildingE'ost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Carrier Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
REGIONAL SECURITY STUDIES 
CURRICULA (681,682,683, and 684) 
Subspecialty Codes 21 01 P, 2102P, 21 O3P, 2104P 
The goal of these cumcula is to educate military officers and civilian officials of the United 
States and other nations in regional studies and the unique challenges involved in effective 
security cooperation with states in other world regions. The curricula include a core of military 
and diplomatic history, comparative politics and international relations, policy analysis, and the 
U.S. decision-making process. Each curriculum includes a specific series of courses focused on 
region specific history and culture, politics and government, security structures and processes, 
security issues, and relationships with the United States and other countries and international 
organizations. These curricula draw upon other NPS cumcula including Regional Intelligence, 
Strategic Studies, and Civil-Military Relations. 
Students conduct research (including classified research) on questions of interest to the program 
sponsors, the U.S. Armed Services, the unified commands, and other federal agencies. Special 
emphasis is placed on the writing of a thesis, which gives the student the opportunity to develop 
the skills required for critical thought and coherent expression while producing a study of value 
to the Department of Defense. Graduates will understand regional challenges to U.S. national 
security and the role of U.S. national security policy in addressing such challenges. They will 
thoroughly understand the security situation of the particular region in which they specialize, as 
well as U.S. foreign and defense policies applicable to that region. 
The Regional Security Studies curricula also incorporates NPS and Naval War College courses 
to earn Professional Joint Education (JPME) Phase I credit. 
Navy Officers completing these curricula, in addition to receiving the applicable sub-specialty 
code for their region of study, will also receive the Additional Qualification Designator (AQD) 
designating them as Navy Foreign Area Officers (FAO) in accordance with applicable . 
instructions. 
1. Analytical Skills. Graduates will be able to logically combine data and theory to analyze and 
explain international political, economic, and military events. They will develop their skills to. 
formulate innovative solutions to strategic problems. Students will demonstrate writing, briefing, 
and computer skills in preparing and presenting their findings. 
2. International and Comparative Politics. Graduates will understand the conditions, events, 
and ideas that shape the interactions of nation-states and other actors in the international system. 
Students will study the history and major theories explaining international relations (including 
realism, cognitive, and cultural paradigms) and will be able to use their knowledge to analyze 
and explain international and domestic issues. 
3. The International Economy. Graduates will gain a basic understanding of the economic 
factors that shape the international security environment, including the economic dimensions of 
national security policy and the ways in which economic policies and interests affect military 
strategy and force structure. 
4. Regional Security Issues. Graduates will be aware of the economic, political, social, and 
military characteristics of regions of strategic concern to the United States. 
5. Overseas Presence. Graduates will understand the overseas presence and engagement 
missions of U.S. military forces as defined in the National Military Strategy of the United States. 
Students will examine the role of overseas presence as a mems for cultivating and sustaining 
political relationships with foreign governments; as a basis for activities that maintain technical 
and doctrinal interoperability with allies and coalition partners; as an instrument for maintaining 
and protecting air and sea lines of communication; and as a source of support for operations 
other than war. 
6. Naval Power and Policy. Graduates will understand the role and influence of maritime power 
in the international system. Students will learn about regional differences in naval capabilities, 
roles and missions; concepts of seapower including land-based sea and area denial forces; and 
systemic trends including weapons technology, ocean law regimes, and international and 
regional political developments. 
7. Strategy and Policy: Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past 
operations, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to 
discern the relationship between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military 
power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College 
courses leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I 
Joint PME credit. (Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
8. Joint Professional Military Education (JPME): Graduates will develop understanding of - 
warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national military capabilities and 
command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and execution, and joint and 
multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of war. Fulfilled by 
completing the Naval War College three-course series leading to Service Intermediate-level 
Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. (Only required for USN 
students.) 
9. Regional Politics, History and Culture. Graduates will understand major political systems, * 
, historical background, political culture, and prevalent political ideologies and their impact on 
regional security, as well as the influence of ethnic, cultural, and religious values on security 
situations. 
10. Military Forces and Strategic Posture. Graduates will gain an understanding of the main 
factors determining the strategic postures of countries in their specific region, including strategic 
culture and goals, threat perceptions, and military force structures. 
1 1 .  U.S. Regional Security Policy. Graduates will understand the U.S. foreign policy objectives 
and political, economic, and military strategy, including U.S. engagement policy, for their 
selected region. They will study the formulation of U.S. policy regarding the region including the 
role of Congress and the interagency process. Students will become knowledgeable on security 
assistance programs and their relevance to a region. 
12. Emerging Security Challenges. Graduates will understand the major global and regional 
security issues, including political and military relationships between statcs, especial1 y the 
potential for military cunflict, insurgencies and terrorism, social and economic problems, and 
other issues affecting the security of nations and regions. Graduates will know regional sources 
of political and social instability and violence, including ethnic conflict, and their influence on 
regional security planning and U.S. national security policy. 
13. Regional Conflict: Graduates will understand the characteristic patterns of violent conflict in 
their specialty region, the likely sources and character of regional wars in the present and future, 
and the historical and prospective impact of such wars on the international system as a whole. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
(Plans, Policy and Operations) (N3/N5) 
March 1999 
Question One: Course data 
- 
1 Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique curricula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, Ahca  and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
1. The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular regon 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Private universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
2. The Masters program in Security Studies offers curricula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, post-conflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate curricula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
3. NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts from the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
4. The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
5. The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
6 .  NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative from sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
7. NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private 
universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA curricula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFlT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
'V graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3. The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination with the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited fiom the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFlT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
'(I 5. Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
w Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at 
private universities. 
1. Private universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate educat~on offerings. 
2. Private universities do not offer curricula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
postconflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
3. Pnvate universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
4. Private universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
5. Private universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Private universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
6. Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers from other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
7. Pnvate universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
8. Pnvate universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
ww military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
9. Private universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
10. Private university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
1 1. Pnvate universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation from faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
12. Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend pnvate university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
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Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique curricula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers from all U.S. services and Allied 
and frrendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the slulls necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the driving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
NonproliferatiodCounter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by tracking 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
uw' 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
1 One Stop Shovping at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Curricula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the future needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N315 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regional Studies Curriculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, whlch 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPSIDLVNWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as I8 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language training 
'II at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions--emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Pakistan; Afhca; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
' courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and G m a n .  The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferation/NonProliferation; TerrorisdCounter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicslcivil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Carrier Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regonal engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future w interest to the Navy. This research makes the course content more applicable to student interests and 
requirements. 
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EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
REGIONAL SECURITY STUDIES 
CURRICULA (681,682,683, and 6841 
Subspecialty Codes 21 01 P, 2102P, 2103P, 2104P 
The goal of these cumcula is to educate military officers and civilian officials of the United 
States and other nations in regional studies and the unique challenges involved in effective 
security cooperation with states in other world regions. The cumcula include a core of military 
and diplomatic history, comparative politics and international relations, policy analysis, and the 
U.S. decision-making process. Each curriculum includes a specific series of courses focused on 
region specific history and culture, politics and government, security structures and processes, 
security issues, and relationships with the United States and other countries and international 
organizations. These curricula draw upon other NPS curricula including Regional Intelligence, 
Strategic Studies, and Civil-Military Relations. 
Students conduct research (including classified research) on questions of interest to the program 
sponsors, the U.S. Armed Services, the unified commands, and other federal agencies. Special 
emphasis is placed on the writing of a thesis, which gives the student the opportunity to develop 
the skills required for critical thought and coherent expression while producing a study of value 
to the Department of Defense. Graduates will understand regional challenges to U.S. national 
security and the role of U.S. national security policy in addressing such challenges. They will 
thoroughly understand the security situation of the particular region in which they specialize, as 
well as U.S. foreign and defense policies applicable to that region. 
The Regional Security Studies curricula also incorporates NPS and Naval War College courses 
to earn Professional Joint Education (JPME) Phase I credit. 
Navy Officers completing these cumcula, in addition to receiving the applicable sub-specialty 
code for their region of study, will also receive the Additional Qualification Designator (AQD) 
designating them as Navy Foreign Area Officers (FAO) in accordance with applicable : 
instructions. 
1. Analytical Skills. Graduates will be able to logically combine data and theory to analyze and 
explain international political, economic, and military events. They will develop their skills to. 
formulate innovative solutions to strategic problems. Students will demonstrate writing, briefing, 
and computer skills in preparing and presenting their findings. 
2. International and Comparative Politics. Graduates will understand the conditions, events, 
and ideas that shape the interactions of nation-states and other actors in the international system. 
Students will study the history and major theories explaining international relations (including 
realism, cognitive, and cultural paradigms) and will be able to use their knowledge to analyze 
and explain international and domestic issues. 
3. The International Economy. Graduates will gain a basic understanding of the economic 
factors that shape the international security environment, including the economic dimensions of 
national security policy and the ways in which economic policies and interests affect military 
strategy and force structure. 
4. Regional Security Issues. Graduates will be aware of [he economic, political, social, and 
military characteristics of regions of strategic concern to the United States. 
5. Overseas Presence. Graduates will understand the overseas presence and engagement 
missions of U.S. military forces as defined in the National Military Strategy of the United States. 
Students will examine the role of overseas presence as a means for cultivating and sustaining 
political relationships with foreign governments; as a basis for activities that maintain technical 
and doctrinal interoperability with allies and coalition partners; as an instrument for maintaining 
and protecting air and sea lines of communication; and as a source of support for operations 
other than war. 
6. Naval Power and Policy. Graduates will understand the role and influence of maritime power 
in the international system. Students will learn about regional differences in naval capabilities, 
roles and missions; concepts of seapower including land-based sea and area denial forces; and 
systemic trends including weapons technology, ocean law regimes, and international and 
regional political developments. 
7. Strategy and Policy: Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past 
operations, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to 
discern the relationship between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military 
power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College 
courses leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I 
Joint PME credit. (Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
8. Joint Professional Military Education (JPME): Graduates will develop understanding of - 
warfighting within the context of operational art, to include: national military capabilities and 
command structure, joint and service doctrine, joint planning and execution, and joint and 
multinational forces and systems integration at the operational level of war. Fulfilled by 
completing the Naval War College three-course series leading to Service Intermediate-level 
Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. (Only required for USN 
students.) 
9. Regional Politics, History and Culture. Graduates will understand major political systems, 
historical background, political culture, and prevalent political ideologies and their impact on 
regional security, as well as the influence of ethnic, cultural, and religious values on security 
situations. 
10. Military Forces and Strategic Posture. Graduates will gain an understanding of the main 
factors determining the strategic postures of countries in their specific region, including strategic 
culture and goals, threat perceptions, and military force structures. 
11.  U.S. Regional Security Policy. Graduates will understand the U.S. foreign policy objectives 
and political, economic, and military strategy, including U.S. engagement policy, for their 
selected region. They kvill study the formulation of U.S. policy regarding the region including the 
role of Congress and the interagency process. Students will become knowledgeable on security 
assistance programs and their relevance to a region. 
12. Emerging Security Challenges. Graduates will understand the major global and regional 
security issues, including political and military relationships between states, especially the 
potential for military conflict, insurgencies and terrorism, social and economic problems, and 
other issues affecting thc security of nations and regions. Graduates will know regional sources 
of political and social instability and violence, including ethnic conflict, and their influence on 
regional security planning and U.S. national security policy. 
.1 13. Regional Conflict: Graduates will understand the characteristic patterns of violent conflict in 
their specialty region, the likely sources and character of regional wars in the present and future, 
and the historical and prospective impact of such wars on the international system as a whole. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations 
(Plans, Policy and Operations) (N3/N5) 
March 1999 
Question One: Course data 
r 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique cunicula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, Africa and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
1. The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular region 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Pnvate universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
2. The Masters program in Security Studies offers curricula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, post-conflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate cunicula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
3. NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts from the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
4. The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
5. The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
6 .  NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative from sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
7. NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private 
universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA curricula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFIT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3. The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination with the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited from the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFIT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
5. Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. 
Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at 
private universities. 
Pnvate universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate education offerings. 
Private universities do not offer curricula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
postconflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
Pnvate universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
Pnvate universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
Private universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Private universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers fiom other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
Private universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
Pnvate universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
Pnvate universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
Pnvate university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
Private universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation fiom faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend pnvate university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
Naval Postgraduate School 
National Security Affairs Department 
Input for BRAC Data Call 
1 August 2005 
Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique curricula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers from all U.S. services and Allied 
and hendly  countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the skills necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the dnving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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w 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
Nonproliferation/Counter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by tracking 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
.I 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 
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1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Cumcula 
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a. Operations Research 
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a. Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
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b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the future needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
1 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N315 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regional Studies Curriculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, which 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPSIDLL'NWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language training 
at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions--emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Palustan; Africa; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferation/NonProliferation; TerrorisdCounter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicslcivil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Carrier Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future 
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Question One: Course data 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique curricula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, Africa and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
1. The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular regon 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Pnvate universities 
typically do not offer security focused regonal studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
2. The Masters program in Security Studies offers curricula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, post-conflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate curricula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
3. NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts from the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
4. The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
5 .  The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
6. NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative from sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
7. NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private 
universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA curricula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education cunicula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFIT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3. The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination with the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited from the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFIT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
5. Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. 
Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at 
private universities. 
Private universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate education offerings. 
h v a t e  universities do not offer curricula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
post-conflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
h v a t e  universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
Pnvate universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
Private universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Private universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers from other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
Private universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
Private universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
Private universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
Pnvate university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
Pnvate universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation from faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend pnvate university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
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Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique cunicula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers fiom all U.S. services and Allied 
and fnendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the skills necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the driving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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w 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
Nonproliferation/Counter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U S .  students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respbnd to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by traclung 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 1 5 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
(3 
Table 2 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
One Stop Shopuin~ at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Cumcula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the hture needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
1.  NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N3/5 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regonal Studies Cumculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, which 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPSDLVNWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language training 
r at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions--emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Pakistan; Ahca;  
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
' courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferation/NonProliferation; TerrorisdCounter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicdcivil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Canier Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future 

















1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 612005 
1 3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. PH2114, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHTAT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
I OFFERED. I 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2. u n i t  asses 
- 
Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 
Research Methdology 1 Foundational course for other DoWUnique courses I I 
In cumculum I 
I I 
War and PostConllict Reconstnrction Unique I 
I I 
Comparat~ve Politics I Foundational course for other DoLWnique courses 1 I 
in cuniculum 
International Relalions Foundational course Ibr other DoDlllnique courses 
in cuniculum 
Economic Development for Stabilization and Reconstruction Unique 
Introduction to Civil-Military Relations Unique 
Introduction w PostConllict Stabilization and Reconstruction I Unique 
Civil-Military Relations and Democratization Unique 
PSO and MOOTWA Unique 
Organizing and Planning in Complex Networks Unique 
Strategies Ibr Building Consensus Unique 
Regional elective May be unique 
Regional elective May be untque 
Reg~onal elective May be unique 
Etbnicity nd WnicConftid 
AmriclnNPiuvlScarity Policy 
L48.I ad M i l b y  Rcspmscs to Witial Vidoacc Unique 

Ouestion One: Course data 
r - 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique curricula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, Ahca  and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
tion of uniqueness: 
The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultwal studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular regon 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Pnvate universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
The Masters program in Security Studies offers curricula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, postconflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate curricula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts fiom the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative fiom sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
r NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that IS very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary d*sruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA curricula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFIT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
Intemational Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3. The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination with the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of Intemational Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited From the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFIT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
fw 5 .  Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
w Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot k replicated at 
pnvate universities. 
1. Private universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate education offerings. 
2. Private universities do not offer curricula on regional security studies, civil-military relations. 
post-conflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
3. Pnvate universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
4. Pnvate universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
5. Pnvate universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Private universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
6. Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers fiom other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
7. Pnvate universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
8. Private universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
)r military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
9. Private universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
10. Private university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
1 1. Private universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation from faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
12. Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend private university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
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Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique cumcula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers from all U.S. services and Allied 
and fnendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the skills necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the driving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
Nonproliferation/Counter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by tracking 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
1s placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
One Stop Shooping at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Curricula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Afiica, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the future needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
I 1 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
w 
1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N315 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regional Studies Curriculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, whlch 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLIfNWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPS/DLL/NWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language tralning 
(r at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions--emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Pakistan; Africa; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferation/NonProliferation; Terrorisrn/Counter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicslcivil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Carrier Battle Groups and Expeditionary Smke Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future 
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1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 612005 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
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V Question One: Course data - 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique cumcula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, A h c a  and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
1. The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular region 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Private universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
2. The Masters program in Security Studies offers cumcula that are not found at civilian private 
QV 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, post-conflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate curricula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
3. NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts from the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both US.  officers and United States security interests. 
4. The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
5. The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
6. NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative from sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
7. NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
V career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
'w NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFlT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA curricula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transferring 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFlT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
'Ilr Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3. The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination wtth the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Haward, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited from the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFIT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
'(I 5. Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at 
private universities. 
1. Private universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs from their graduate education offerings. 
2. Pnvate universities do not offer curricula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
postconflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
3. Pnvate universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
4. Pnvate universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
5. Pnvate universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Private universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
6. Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers from other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
7. Private universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
8. Pnvate universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional 
military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
9. Private universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
10. Pnvate university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
11. Private universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation from faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
12. Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend private university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
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Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique curricula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers from all U.S. services and Allied 
and fnendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the slulls necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the dnving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U S .  government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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PART 11: A Comparison of Security Studies at Naval Postgraduate School and Civilian 
Institutions. 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
Nonproliferation/Counter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by tracking 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
One Stop Shopving at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Cumcula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the future needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
V 
1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N315 Sponsors the regional Studies Rograms at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regional Studies Cumculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, whch 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. NPS/DLI/NWC are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language training 
(C at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions-emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Pakistan; Africa; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
' courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
Counterproliferation/NonProliferation; TerrorisdCounter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethicdcivil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Camer Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
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A Comparison of Security Studies at Naval Postgraduate School 
and Civilian Institutions. 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School 
(NPS) ranks among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only 
program deliberately designed to provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and 
regional academic studies to war fighters. While other graduate programs barely retain a 
security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study Terrorism, Intelligence, 
Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, Military 
Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
NonproliferatiodCounter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting 
where U.S. students study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace 
[PfP] institution). NPS only has one mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. 
The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern for the faculty and students at 
NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies 
Program in the world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's Strategic Planning 
Cumculum. One way programs are compared in terms of quality is by tracking 
- -- - 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the 
Department of ~ i t i o n a l  Security ~ f f a i r s  are on a par with other leading research 
universities and actually stand above many other institutions that have offer professional 
(MA) degree programs. What is even more impressive about NSA faculty is the number 
who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). NSA has the greatest 
concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of 
time in the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive 
more contact time with world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
1 Class contact hours per ! I 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount 
of education in the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year 
round, no 
small matter 
given the fact 





w the cost of students' 
One Stop Shovvin~ at NPS 
1.  JPME Phase I Integrated in All Curricula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Ahca,  Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
salaries (See Table 4). When one considers that NSA offers one stop shopping when it 
comes to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive 
security studies program. The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset 
that is prepared to meet the future needs of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Ten 
- 
Table 4 
For more information about our programs, please visit us at www.ccc.nvs.nav~.mil 
Or contact Professor James J. Wirtz 
(83 1 )  656-3483 
j wirtz@nps.edu 
Question One: Course data 
Data submitted to George Conner on Friday, 29 July 2005. 
Question Two: Uniqueness of curricula 
NSA department offers two sets of unique curricula: 
Master of Arts in National Security Affairs (Middle East, Afnca and South Asia Security Studies; Asia 
and Pacific Security Studies; Western Hemisphere Security Studies; Europe and Eurasia Security Studies) 
Master of Arts in Security Studies (Civil-Military Relations; Post-Conflict Stabilization and 
Reconstruction; Defense Decision-making and Planning; Homeland Defense) 
Explanation of uniqueness: 
The Masters programs in National Security Affairs offer a unique combination of security, 
defense, political and cultural studies to participating U.S. and international students. The 
focus is on producing officers with a deep and integrated understanding of a particular region 
of the world and the security challenges that the United States faces there. Private universities 
typically do not offer security focused regional studies degrees. Many leading universities 
have reduced their offerings of regional studies programs in favor of focus on disciplinary 
focused degrees (political science, sociology, anthropology). 
The Masters program in Security Studies offers curricula that are not found at civilian private 
universities. Even individual coursework on civil-military relations, post-conflict stabilization 
and reconstruction, and defense planning is very rare at private universities. The NSA 
department offers one of the first graduate curricula on homeland defense in the United 
States. These programs are tailored to meet the educational requirements of DoD sponsors. 
NSA department regional programs offer U.S. officers an unparalleled opportunity to interact 
with and develop networks among military officers and civilian defense experts from the 
countries and regions that they are studying. The international officers who attend NPS go on 
to become leaders in their own military institutions. U.S. and international students take 
courses together, do research together, and live in the same housing areas, building lifelong 
bonds that benefit both U.S. officers and United States security interests. 
The NSA department offers a true joint learning environment where officers from all services 
study and live together. This includes the opportunity to receive Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase I simultaneously with their graduate degrees. This environment builds 
interservice professional networks that will support a joint approach to warfighting later in 
their careers 
The NSA department offers classified courses on subjects and regions of critical interest to 
U.S. defense. 
NSA courses are constantly updated by faculty participation in academic and DoD related 
research. Program supported by an exceptional $1 million research budget raised through 
faculty initiative from sponsors such as Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Air Force staff, 
and Navy international programs. 
NSA department programs achieve greater efficiency and shorter time to completion than 
civilian programs through more hours of instruction and full Summer term course offerings. 
This allows more military officers to fit graduate education into their already demanding 
career paths. Individual student programs can be modified to allow participation in relevant 
service related research and educational opportunities (e.g., participation in the Navy's 
Strategic Studies Group, study at Foreign Universities). 
8. Student enrollment procedures are streamlined and tailored to meet military requirements. 
NSA department accepts students into its programs 4 times per year, which very few private 
universities offer. Moreover, students are not required to complete lengthy applications for 
acceptance, something that is very burdensome for officers currently on operational tours. 
9. NPS is co-located with the Defense Language Institute, streamlining the education of foreign 
area officers who combine regional and language expertise. The unique NPS-DL1 
combination saves DoD money on personnel relocation and reduces stress on military 
families by avoiding unnecessary disruption due to relocation. 
10. The Department offers language maintenance programs in Arabic, Japanese, French, Spanish, 
Russian and German and opportunities to receive advanced language training. Additional 
languages (e.g., Mandarin) can be offered to meet student and sponsor demands. 
Question 3: Impact of graduate education consolidation at AFIT 
Consolidation of graduate education programs to AFIT would have a very substantial impact on ability to 
successfully deliver NSA cumcula for the following reasons: 
1. All political military graduate education curricula for Navy, Marines, and Air Force are 
currently delivered at NPS in Monterey, CA. Consolidation of political military curricula 
would require transfemng 100% of faculty, staff and students for these programs to AFIT in 
Ohio. Moving the entire program would produce serious disruption to the entire program 
without an existing alternative that could compensate. 
2. The NSA department at NPS is strongly linked to leading research universities in the Bay 
Area, such as Stanford, UC Santa Cruz, and UC Berkeley. This provides us access to leading 
graduate education institutions for faculty exchange and recruitment. These are especially 
important to filling surge teaching requirements caused by changing world dynamics, such as 
the war in Iraq. Consolidation in Dayton, Ohio would sever these links since the area does not 
support the same density of leading research institutions. One example of this is the joint 
programs and faculty exchanges on homeland security and defense jointly with the Center for 
International Security and Cooperation at Stanford that would no longer be possible 
following consolidation to AFIT. 
3. The NSA department provides target graduate education on regional security for foreign area 
officers in coordination with the Defense Language Institute. It also participates in a cross- 
registration program with the Monterey Institute of International Studies. The density of 
language instruction and regional expertise in the Monterey area is not available in Dayton, 
Ohio, which would impair instruction and require additional an student move to attend 
language instruction. This would increase costs to DoD for personnel transfers and place 
additional stress of officer families. 
4. The NSA department has recruited heavily from leading graduate programs such as Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT and UC Berkeley. Over 75% of our faculty are recruited fiom the top ten 
universities in their academic field. These faculty chose to work for the Naval Postgraduate 
School because it has strong links to these leading research universities and because of 
quality of life in the Bay Area. Consolidation to AFIT would likely produce retirement of 
senior faculty and junior faculty would successfully seek new positions in universities with 
better access to leading research universities. Replicating the quality of the NSA faculty 
would require a multi-year recruiting effort during which the ability to deliver programs 
would be seriously impaired. 
mlv 5. Moving the NSA department would have a serious impact on space requirements at AFIT. Office spaces and classrooms would be needed in Dayton for 50 faculty and staff and 250 in- 
residence students. 
Question 4: Impact of Privatization: NSA regional security studies programs cannot be replicated at 
private universities. 
1. Private universities do not offer combined political, security and cultural programs. Many private 
universities have eliminated security studies programs fiom their graduate education offerings. 
2. Private universities do not offer cunicula on regional security studies, civil-military relations, 
postconflict stability and reconstruction, defense planning or homeland defense. 
3. Pnvate universities do not tailor graduate programs to meet the educational requirements of the 
Department of Defense. 
4. Pnvate universities do not have the surge capacity to rapidly develop security studies programs to 
meet DoD educational requirements. 
5. Private universities subsidize their graduate education with their endowments and through the use 
of students as graduate assistants. Private universities are unlikely to subsidize the education of 
large numbers of military officers in a similar fashion at the cost of their traditional civilian 
student population. This means that privatization is likely to lead to higher tuition costs for DODO 
students at private universities 
6. Private universities do not offer officers the opportunity to study with military officers from other 
parts of the world, gaining their unique insights into regional security problems and building 
lifelong professional relationships. 
7. Private universities are less efficient in the delivery of graduate education, with many requiring 2 
years to complete a degree. NSA department offers the opportunity to complete both an MA 
degree and joint military education in 15 to 18 months. 
WP' 8. Pnvate universities do not offer military students the opportunity to complete joint professional military education. Military students at private universities would have to take additional time 
from their careers to complete these requirements after graduate study. 
9. Private universities do not offer students the opportunity for classified coursework and research. 
10. Private university faculty in regional studies are not funded to focus on security and defense 
related research, and therefore do not offer courses on these subjects. 
1 1. Pnvate universities typically offer admission once or twice per year, and they have burdensome 
application processes. Military officers in the field in Iraq and Afghanistan or at sea on lengthy 
deployments do not have the opportunity to take GRE examinations, request letters of 
recommendation fiom faculty at their undergraduate institutions, or complete application essays 
in a timely fashion. 
12. Relocation associated with moving military officers and their families to attend pnvate university, 
followed by language instruction at DLI, followed by attendance at a joint professional military 
institution would increase DoD associated personnel costs and impose additional burdens on 
families. 
Naval Postgraduate School 
National Security Affairs Department 
Input for BRAC Data Call 
1 August 2005 
Executive Summary 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School offers unique cumcula 
designed by Service and U.S. government sponsors that provide officers from all U.S. services and Allied 
and fnendly countries with an opportunity to obtain a world class education that enhances current military 
readiness by equipping them with the slulls necessary to meet tomorrow's security challenges. Because 
the dnving factor behind the cost of graduate military education is the cost of officer salaries, housing, 
and moving expenses while attending graduate programs, the Department is optimized to deliver this high 
quality education in the shortest possible time. Students can complete the requirements for a Masters 
Degree, Joint Professional Military Education, and language training at the Defense Language Institute in 
as little as 18 months. A unique student body, highly qualified faculty, interaction with a variety of U.S. 
government research sponsors provides students with an education tailored to requirements set by Service 
and U.S. government sponsors that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. 
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PART 11: A Comparison of Security Studies at Naval Postgraduate School and Civilian 
Institutions. 
The Department of National Security Affairs at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) ranks 
among the best security studies departments in the world. It is the only program deliberately designed to 
provide tailored, directly applicable strategic and regional academic studies to war fighters. While other 
graduate programs barely retain a security studies focus, NPS offers students the ability to study 
Terrorism, Intelligence, Strategic Planning, Area Studies, Homeland Security, Civil-Military Relations, 
Military Ethics, Operations Research, Nuclear Strategy, Non-Nuclear Strategy, and 
NonproliferatiodCounter-proliferation. NPS provides this education in a joint setting where U.S. students 
study along with international allies (NPS is a Partnership for Peace [PfP] institution). NPS only has one 
mission: to respond to the needs of its sponsors. The demands of the U.S. Navy are not a tertiary concern 
for the faculty and students at NPS; supporting the Navy is the primary purpose behind the entire 
enterprise. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is probably the best Security Studies Program in the 
world, the ideal place to house the U.S. Navy's regional security studies programs. One way programs 
are compared in terms of quality is by traclung 
Percentage of Faculty from a Top 15 Political Science PhC 
Program 
Table One 
where their faculty receive their degrees. As Table One demonstrates, faculty in the Department of 
National Security Affairs are on a par with other leading research universities and actually stand above 
many other institutions that have offer professional (MA) degree programs. What is even more 
impressive about NSA faculty is the number who actually specialize in Security Studies (See Table 2). 
NSA has the greatest concentration in the entire world of faculty who actually specialize in security 
studies. 
Number of Full-Time Faculty with Security Specializ 
Table 2 
Unlike many other civilian institutions, NSA faculty spend almost double the amount of time in 
the classroom compared to the research universities: students at NPS receive more contact time with 
world class faculty than at civilian institutions (where the priority 
Class contact hours per 1 
Table 3 
is placed solely on publication output). Moreover, NPS faculty deliver the most amount of education in 
the least amount of time by maintaining their teaching program year round, no small matter given the fact 













when it comes 
One Stov Shovvine; at NPS 
1. JPME Phase I Integrated in All Cumcula 
2. Certificate Programs in Technical Specialties 
a. Operations Research 
b. Homeland Security 
c. Systems Engineering 
3. Area Studies Minor For Strategic Planners 
a. Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Europe, South Asia 
4. Basic/Refresher/Advanced Language Training Available 
a. Defense Language Institute 
b. Monterey Institute of For International Studies 
to graduate education, NPS becomes not only the best, but most comprehensive security studies program. 
The Department of National Security Affairs is a national asset that is prepared to meet the future needs 
of the Navy. 
Number of Security Courses Offered over Summer Terr 
Table 4 
PART 111: Top Ten Reasons Why NPS Regional Studies are the Best in the World 
1. NPS already is the Navy's Regional Studies Center. N3/5 Sponsors the regional Studies Programs at 
NPS. The raison d'etre for the Regonal Studies Curriculum is to be responsive to the Navy's 
requirements. Meeting the Navy's objective is not a tertiary mission for NPS. Civilian programs are not 
optimized to meet military needs and requirements. 
2. NPS offers one of the best Area Studies Program in the World. The Department of National 
Security Affairs is a unique and an outstanding Academic Department. No where on earth do hundreds of 
U.S. and international officers from all services and over sixty scholars work together to produce regional 
studies with an emphasis on security, international affairs, transitions to democracy and security building. 
The NPS program is taught by world-renowned subject matter experts, unlike civilian institutions, which 
typically use graduate assistants and adjuncts. 
3. NPS is optimized to provide the maximum amount of education in the least amount of time. NPS 
is in session on a continuous basis. There is no long summer recess that leaves students scramble to find 
relevant courses. Unlike civilian institutions, which take only a small number of military students, NPS 
can accommodate large numbers of students on a continuous basis. 
4. Students can enter the program four times a year (July, October, January, and April). 
5. The NPS/DLI/NWC team in Monterey Offers One Stop Shopping. N P S I D L W C  are cost 
efficient. In a little as 18 months students, can complete a MA in area studies, emersion language training 
at the Defense Language Institute, and obtain the Naval War College's JPME Phase I certificate. 
6. NPS program covers all regions-emphasizing regions of importance to the US Navy. Middle East 
(Gulf, Iran); Asia (with special emphasis on China and Southeast Asia; India and Pakistan; Africa; 
Caucuses; Europe; and Western Hemisphere) 
7. Monterey is a Center of Language Training in the United States. Advanced language training is 
available at the Monterey Institute of International Studies. Basic Language training is offered at the 
Defense Language Institute. The Department of National Security Affairs offers language maintenance 
courses in Arabic, Chinese (Beijing dialect), Russian, French, Spanish and German. The Department of 
National Security Affairs offers graduate classes taught in Spanish and Russian. 
8. Area Studies Students Can Minor in Relevant Topics: Strategic Planning; Security Studies; 
CounterproliferationMonProli feration; TerrorismiCounter Drug Operations; Operations Research; 
Homeland Security; Military ethics/civil military relations; Security BuildingPost-Conflict 
reconstruction; Counterinsurgency 
9. NPS Faculty Directly Support the Operational Navy. The Regional Security Education program 
delivers. Regional and Issue Content aboard Carrier Battle Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups. The 
Center for Civil Military Relations provides direct regional engagement in the GWOT, allowing students 
direct field experience. 
10. NPS Engages in Research Relevant to Navy Future Needs. Faculty draw interact with 
reimbursable research sponsors from across DoD and the IC to explore issues of current and future 
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1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 I 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT. MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE 
JPME 18 
( OFFERED. 1 
Ir I~E& AT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL. STANDARD IN CONTENT. B U ~  MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
1 8. JOINT P ~ F E S S I O N A L  EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLU& 
2. u n i t  asses 
Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taunht at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University HARD WAREISOFTWARE 
1. SO 3101 1 Conflict in the Information Age", (WOT) 
2. SO 3103 1 Conflict and Cyberspace 
3. SO 4106 Trust, Influence and Networks 
I Terrorist Financing (WOT) 
I International Terrorism (WOT) 
I Anthropology of Conflict (CIST) 
7. SO 3802 Seminar in Guerrilla Warfare (WOTICIST) 
8. SO 4107 Public Diplomacy, the Media & PSYOPS (CIST) 
9. SO 4600) Tracking and Disrupting Dark Networks (WOT 
10. SO 4850 Terrorism and Political Violence in Latin America 
(CIST) 
Terrorism and Political Violence in the Far East (CIST) 
Terrorism and Political Violence in Europe and the 
Transcaucasus (CIST) 
I 
13. SO 4830, ( Terrorism and Political Violence in the Middle East 
14. SO 41 10 Jihadist Information Operations (CIST) 
15. SO 41 11 Islamic Insurgencies (WOT) 
Material relating to the war on 
terror (WOT) 
Material relating to the use of 
cyberspace to counter terrorists 
and their ideology (CIST) 
Material relating to 
countering terrorist networks and 
ideology (CIST) 
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SUBJECT: Department for Defense Analysis (DA) activities that cannot be 
V replicated in a civilian university setting and a nonclassified environment. 
1. The Department of Defense Analysis (DA) is an operationally focused Department, 
supported by the Navy, Army, the Special Operations Command, and Strategic 
Command. DA is responsible for the following teaching and research activities. 
EDUCATION: 
Unique Masters Degree Courses in Defense Analysis. 
Courses pertaining directly to the War Terror (WOT) or DoD's expressed interest 
in "Countering Ideological Support for Terrorists" (CIST), is indicated in parentheses. 
SO 3 101, "Conflict in the Information Age", (WOT & CIST) 
SO 3 103," Conflict and Cyberspace", includes material relating to the use of 
cyberspace to counter terrorists and their ideology (CIST) 
SO 41 06, "Trust, Influence and Networks", 'includes material relating to 
countering terrorist networks and ideology (CIST) 
w SO 3803, "Terrorist Financing" (WOT) 
SO 3801, "International Terrorism" (WOT) 
SO 3750, "Anthropology of Conflict" (CIST) 
SO 3802, "Seminar in Guerrilla Warfare" (WOTICIST) 
SO 4107, "Public Diplomacy, the Media & PSYOPS" (CIST) 
SO 4600, "Tracking and Disrupting Dark Networks" (WOT) 
SO 4850, "Terrorism and Political Violence in Latin America" (CIST) 
SO 4860, "Terrorism and Political Violence in the Far East" (CIST) 
SO 4840, "Terrorism and Political Violence in Europe and the Transcaucasus 
(CIST) 
SO 4830, "Terrorism and Political Violence in the Middle East" (CIST) 
SO 41 10, "Jihadist Information Operations" (CIST) 
SO 41 1 1, "Islamic Insurgencies" (WOT) 
w 
Other DA Department Courses supporting the Special Operations Curriculum, the 
Joint Information Operations Curriculum, and the Army War Fighting Curriculum.** 
SO 2410, "Modeling for Military Decision Making I" 
SO 341 0, "Modeling for Military Decision Making 11" 
SO 4-41 0, "Models of Conflict" 
SO 3201, "Strategic Decision Making for Irregular Warfare" 
SO 3210, "Asymmetric Conflict for Homeland Security" (WOT) 
SO 3250, "Anatomy of Intelligence" 
SO 3760, "The Soul of the Sword: The History of Weapons" 
SO 3800, "Theory and Practice of Social Revolution" 
SO 3880, "History of Special Operations" 
SO 3882, "Deterrence, Coercion, and Crisis Management" 
SO 3883, "The Rise and Fall of the Nation State" 
SO 4101, "Concepts in Information Operations" 
SO 4104, "Militaries and Technological Change" 
SO 41 05, "Special Topics in Information Operations" 
SO 41 08, "Deception, Denial, Surprise, and Counter Deception" 
SO 4301, "American Approaches to Small Wars" 
SO 4760, "The Military Advisor" 
SO 4770, "Ethnic Conflict" 
SO 4780, "Political Anthropology: Methods of Social Control" 
** The Department of Defense Analysis also draws on other courses from the 
Departments of Computer Science, Operations Research, National Security Affairs, 
Electrical Engineering, Information Sciences, and the Business School to support its 
three resident Cumcula [Special Operations, Joint Information Operations, and the 
new Army "Operational Career Field" (or War Fighting) Curriculum]. 
Other Educational Activities: 
Counterterrorism Fellowship Program. Established by direction of the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense for officers from "front line" states in the War on Terror. 
The expressed purpose of this program was allow these officers and their 
American counterparts in the Special Operations community to build close, 
lasting relationships that will promote future cooperation in the GWOT. 
RECENT FACULTY RESEARCH: 
The sponsor(s) of this research follow the project title in parentheses. Research is 
conducted under the DA affiliated Center on Terrorism and Irregular Warfare. 
"Psychological Operations & Deception v. Terror" (DEPSECDEF) 
"Terrorist Use of Information Technology" (DOD) 
"Terrorism to 2015" (USSOCOM) 
"Improving HUMINT for the War on Terrorism" (Net Assessment) 
"Long-term Strategy for the G WOT' (Net Assessment) 
"MOE for the G WOT' (DOD) 
"Innovation in SOF' (Smith-Richardson) 
"Cyberterrorism" (DIA) 
"The Challenge of Unconventional Warfare," ASDISOLIC 
"Manhunting Methodologies" (JOINT STAFF) 
" Terrorist Decision Making" (US SOCOM) 
"Terrorism, Signaling, and Suicide Attack" (USSOCOM) 
"Maritime Terrorism and Political Violence" (USSOCOM) 
"A 'Pocket Model ' of Counterinsurgency" (USSOCOM, CIA) 
RECENT TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT: 
DA played an important supporting role in developing the Surveillance & Target 
Acquisition Network (STAN) project. This system was supported by a range of 
different sponsors, including SOCOM, USAF, CIA, and NSA. 
The "Manhunting Search Program", currently in development and sponsored by 
JCS and NPS. An automated tool to rapidly correlate search data on High Value 
w Targets and vector U.S. and coalition forces to probable hiding locations. 
DIRECT OPERATIONAL SUPPORT: 
"The Pocket Model of Counterinsurgency". This model, developed by a DA 
faculty member, was adopted by SOCPAC and served as the basis for the 
campaign against the Abu Sayaf terrorist organization in the Philippines. 
"Maritime Interdiction of Terrorists, N. Arabian Sea," for Stennis Battle Group. 
"Mapping and Disrupting Insurgent Networks in Iraq, " for 1 ""'Marine 
Expeditionary Force. 
"Regional Security Education Program " (RSEP). The DA faculty help provide 
cultural and operational seminars related to the global war on terrorism during 
deployments of the Navy Carrier Strike Groups. 
Ofzcial travel to Afghanistan and Iraq in support of Operational Commanders, in 
2002,2003,2004,2005. 
DA faculty support to CINCCENT as advisors to General Abizaid, CENTCOM J- 
5 (DA faculty have and continue to support Generals Casey and Abizaid in Iraq). 
Research support to the CIA'S 'Red Cell' on Insurgency in Afghanistan. 
Developed an operational model for CIA on "Assessing Global Special 
Operations Capabilities. " 
"Manhunting Conference." March 7-1 0,2005. A classified conference designed, 
managed, and hosted by the Department of Defense Analysis and NPS's Center on 
Terrorism and Irregular Warfare for USSOCOM and the interagency community. 
This conference resulted in SOCOM defining manhunting as a "core" mission. 
2. Points of Contact for this letter are Dr. Gordon McCormick, 83 1-656-2933 
(gmccormick@nps.edu) or Pete Gustaitis, 83 1-656-3799 (pjgustai@nps.edu). 
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1.  YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
?.A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
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T ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BU MILITARY EX/wPLES. 
3SIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLU 
2. Uniq ;ses 
Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
I Civilian University I HARDWAREISOFTWARE 
Conflict in the Information Age", (WOT) Material relating to the war on 
terror (WOT) 
Conflict and Cyberspace Material relating to the use of 
cyberspace to counter terrorists 
and their ideology (CIST) 
Trust, Influence and Networks Material relating to 
countering terrorist networks and 
ideology (CIST) 
Terrorist Financing (WOT) 
International Terrorism (WOT) 
Anthropology of Conflict (CIST) 
Seminar in Guerrilla Warfare (WOTICIST) 
Public Diplomacy, the Media & PSYOPS (CIST) 
Tracking and Disrupting Dark Networks (WOT 
Terrorism and Political Violence in Latin America I I 
(CIST) 
Terrorism and Political Violence in the Far East (CIST) 
Terrorism and Political Violence in Europe and the 
Transcaucasus (CIST) 
Terrorism and Political Violence in the Middle East 
(CIST) 
Jihadist Information Operations (CIST) 
I I 
Islamic Insurgencies (WOT) I I 
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1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
- 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS. E.G. PH2114. MA2121.OR4605 I 
- 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 




Conflict in the Information Age", (WOT) Material relating to the war on 
terror (WOT) 
Conflict and Cyberspace Material relating to the use of 
cyberspace to counter terrorists 
and their ideology (CIST) 
Trust, Influence and Networks Material relating to 
countering terrorist networks and 
ideology (CIST) 
- 
Terrorist Financing (WOT) 
International Terrorism (WOT) 
Anthropology of Conflict (CIST) 
Seminar in Guerrilla Warfare (WOTICIST) 
Public Diplomacy, the Media & PSYOPS (CIST) 
Tracking and Disrupting Dark Networks (WOT 
Terrorism and Political Violence in Latin America 
(CIST) 
Terrorism and Political Violence in the Far East (CIST) 
Violence in Europe and the 
sm and Political Violence in the Middle East 
Modeling for Military Decision Making I 
17. SO 3410 
18. SO 4410 
19. SO 3201 
20. SO 32 10 
Modeling for Military ~ecision Making I1 
Models of Conflict 
Strategic Decision Making for Irregular Warfare 
Asymmetric Conflict for Homeland Security" (WOT 
21. SO 3250 
22. SO 3760 
23. SO 3800 
24. SO 3880 
25. SO 3882 
26. SO 3883 
27. SO 4101 
28. SO 4104 
Anatomy of Intelligence 
The Soul of the Sword: The History of Weapons 
29. SO 4 105 
30. SO 4108 
31. SO4301 
32. SO 4760 
33. SO 4770 
34. SO 4780 
35. MN 31 1 1  
- 
Theory and Practice of Social Revolution 
History of Special Operations 
Deterrence, Coercion, and Crisis Management 
The Rise and Fall of the Nation State 
Concepts in Information Operations 
Militaries and Technological Change 
36. NS 3001 
37. SO4710 
-- 
Special Topics in Information Operations 
Deception, Denial, Surprise, and Counter Deception 
American Approaches to Small Wars 
The Military Advisor 
Ethnic Conflict 
Political Anthropology: Methods of Social Control 
Organizational Design for Special Operations 
38. SO 2010 
- 
War and its Impact on Post Conflict Reconstruction 
Critical Thinking and Ethical Decision Making 
Technical Writing and English Composition 
- 
EDUCATIONAL SKIIAL REQUIREMENTS 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (SO) 
CURRICULUM (699) 
Subspecialty Code 2500P 
w 
1. STRATEGY AND POLICY 
Graduates will develop an ability to think strategically, analyze past operations, and apply 
historical lessons to future joint and combined operations, in order to discern the relationship 
between a nation's political interests and goals and the ways military power may be used to 
achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of three Naval War College courses leading to 
Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
(Required only for USN and USMC students.) 
2. THE DYNAMICS OF INTER-STATE AND INTRA-STATE CONFLICT : An understanding 
of the political, ethnic, and cultural dynamics that explain the outbreak of war between and 
within modem states. Particular attention should be given to the issues of intra-state conflict, 
unconventional forms of inter-state military rivalry, the integrated role of force and diplomacy in 
crisis management operations short of war, problems of escalation in a crisis environment, 
military alliance behavior, the dynamic differences between zero sum and nonzero sum conflicts, 
the special problems associated with suppressing and resolving zero sum engagements, military 
and nonmilitary approaches to conflict resolution. Students must have a close understanding of 
the prevailing analytical literature on these and related subjects and be able to apply this 
literature to a broad range of contemporary and historical cases. 
11 3. TERRORISM, SOCIAL REVOLUTION, AND UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE: A 
detailed understanding of the problems of domestic and international terrorism, social revolution, 
and other forms of irregular conflict. Close attention must be given to problems of both threat 
and response. The student must have a close knowledge of the prominent contending theoretical 
perspectives on the problems of terrorism and social revolution, a detailed knowledge of the 
operational and organizational dynamics underlying each of these forms of conflict, and a strong 
working understanding of the ways in which these and similar forms of irregular conflict have 
been countered historically. Where appropriate, the courses designed to satisfy this requirement 
should survey the U.S. experience in irregular warfare as well as that of other states that have 
been prominently engaged in such actions in the past, such as Great Britain, France, Israel, and 
the former Soviet Union. 
4. HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON SPECIAL OPERATIONS: A 
close understanding of the historical use of special operations forces, to include how these and 
similar forces have been organized, trained, equipped, directed, and employed. Attention should 
be given not only to the U.S. experience but to other national experiences as well, such as those 
of Great Britain, Gennany, Italy, and the former Soviet Union. Similarly, this examination 
should not be restricted to contemporary history alone, but should extend back into the historical 
record to examine the ways in which special operations and related forces have been employed 
creatively to support state objectives in the more distant past. Throughout this inquiry attention 
should be given to the contemporary lessons that can be drawn from historic experience. 
5. SPECIAL OPERATIONS DOCTRINE, CONCEPTS, AND INSTITUTIONS: A detailed and 
conception understanding of the development of doctrine for special operations. Work in this 
area should focus, first, on the defining events and experiences that have stimulated doctrinal and 
institutional innovations in SO and, second, on the forms these innovations have taken. This 
examination should cover the period from the end of World War I1 through the post-Cold War 
era. These and related issues should be explored creatively in an effort to uncover the appropriate 
roles and missions and strengths and limitations of military power in the emerging multipolar 
environment. 
6. CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND THE CONTINGENT USE OF MILITARY POWER: An 
understanding of the political role played by military power in operations short of war, the 
problem of military crisis management. and the contingent use of force in support of local U.S. 
policy objectives. Attention should be given to the "signaling" role that can be played by military 
force, the special problems of deterrence and coercion in a crisis environment, and the military 
consequences of deterrence failure. The student should have a close knowledge of the historical 
record of "armed diplomacy" throughout the post-war period. This should include a knowledge 
of the individual cases of U.S. military intervention in the Third World, from Lebanon (1 958) to 
Somalia (1 993). Attention should be given to both the theoretical and empirical literature on 
these subjects to provide the student with an understanding of the special political and 
operational issues associated with operating in a crisis environment. 
7. COMPARATIVE CASES OF AND RESPONSES TO REGIONAL CONFLICT: A close 
knowledge of historical and contemporary "small wars" and other forms of low intensity conflict 
in Latin America, Asia, and the Middle East. The courses that satisfy this requirement should 
examine the pertinent theoretical literature on political violence in the region in question, review 
the recent history of regionally-based terrorism, insurgency, and communal conflict, the regional 
and international implications of these conflicts, and any functional issues that are of particular 
interest or concern in the particular area under investigation, such as, the religious or communal 
sources of political violence or the relationship between narcotics and insurgency. 
8. SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND THE REVOLUTION IN MILITARY AFFAIRS : An 
understanding of the ways in which the proliferation of new and emerging technologies is 
changing the shape of modern warfare. An important aspect of this requirement is to examine the 
likely impact o f  these developments on the dynamics and characteristics o f  2 1st century warfare 
within both the inter-state and intra-state arena. The student must have a working knowledge of 
the major technological developments and trends in this area (both lethal and non lethal) and 
their conflict implications. 
9. SPEClAL OPERATIONS AND INFORMATION WARFARE: An understanding of the 
likely and potential implications of information warfare on future special operations. An 
important aspect of this requirement is to examine the principles of information warfare and 
examine the ways in which SOF can contribute to U.S. information dominance on the 21 st 
century battlefield. This examination should address the problem of information dominance at 
the inter-state and intra-state level of war. 
10. WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION (WMD) PROLIFERATION AND 
COUNTERPROLIFERATION: Students will have an understanding of the developing problem 
of WMD proliferation and counterproliferation. Students may have a technical or operational 
perspective on WMD. The student must have an understanding of the political dynamics of 
WMD proliferation and an understanding of recent and possible hture trends in this areas. Close 
attention should also be given to the problem of counterproliferation and the ways in which SOF 
might approach this task. Students having a technical focus should have a working knowledge of 
nuclear and non-nuclear WMD Technologies.. 
w 1 1. ANALYTICAL METHODS AND APPLICATIONS: Each student will receive a grounding 
in analytical methods and their application to military modeling, simulations, and gaming. Close 
attention will be given to the ways in which such analytical techniques can be used as heuristic 
and decision making tools for strategic and operational planning. Attention will be given to both 
historical and contemporary military applications with particular focus on the ways in which 
such techniques can be used to address issues of interest to the special operations community. 
12. STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY: Special Operations (SO) is a style of 
warfare. No traditional single academic discipline can adequately address the educational 
requirements of the special operations community, so an interdisciplinary approach is required. 
Each student will develop a course of study that permits them to pursue a disciplinary orientation 
that best suits their particular academic background and interests within the substantive limits of 
the other ESRs. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Commander in Chief, U.S. Special Operations Command 
- May 1995 
SUBJECT: Department for Defense Analysis (DA) activities that cannot be 
w replicated in a civilian university setting and a nonclassified environment. 
1. The Department of Defense Analysis (DA) is an operationally focused Department, 
supported by the Navy, Army, the Special Operations Command, and Strategic 
Command. DA is responsible for the following teaching and research activities. 
EDUCATION: 
Unique Masters Degree Courses in Defense Analysis. 
Courses pertaining directly to the War Terror (WOT) or DoD's expressed interest 
in "Countering Ideological Support for Terrorists" (CIST), is indicated in parentheses. 
SO 3 101, "Conflict in the Information Age", (WOT & CIST) 
SO 3 103," Conflict and Cyberspace", includes material relating to the use of 
cyberspace to counter terrorists and their ideology (CIST) 
SO 4106, "Trust, Influence and Networks",'includes material relating to 
countering terrorist networks and ideology (CIST) 
SO 3803, "Terrorist Financing" (WOT) 
SO 3801, "International Terrorism" (WOT) 
SO 3750, "Anthropology of Conflict" (CIST) 
SO 3802, "Seminar in Guemlla Warfare" (WOTKIST) 
SO 4107, "Public Diplomacy, the Media & PSYOPS" (CIST) 
SO 4600, "Tracking and Disrupting Dark Networks" (WOT) 
SO 4850, "Terrorism and Political Violence in Latin America" (CIST) 
0 SO 4860, "Terrorism and Political Violence in the Far East" (CIST) 
SO 4840, "Terrorism and Political Violence in Europe and the Transcaucasus 
(CIST) 
SO 4830, "Terrorism and Political Violence in the Middle East" (CIST) 
SO 41 10, "Jihadist Information Operations" (CIST) 
SO 41 1 1, "Islamic Insurgencies" (WOT) 
w 
Other DA Department Courses supporting the Special Operations Curriculum, the 
Joint Information Operations Curriculum, and the Army War Fighting Curriculum.** 
SO 241 0, "Modeling for Military Decision Making I" 
SO 341 0, "Modeling for Military Decision Making 11" 
0 SO 44 10, "Models of Conflict" 
SO 3201, "Strategic Decision Making for Irregular Warfare" 
SO 32 10, "Asymmetric Conflict for Homeland Security" (WOT) 
0 SO 3250, "Anatomy of Intelligence" 
0 SO 3760, "The Soul of the Sword: The History of Weapons" 
SO 3800, "Theory and Practice of Social Revolution" 
V 0 SO 3880, "History of Special Operations" 
0 SO 3882, "Deterrence, Coercion, and Crisis Management" 
SO 3883, "The Rise and Fall of the Nation State" 
SO 41 01, "Concepts in Information Operations" 
SO 41 04, "Militaries and Technological Change" 
SO 4105, "Special Topics in Information Operations" 
SO 4108, "Deception, Denial, Surprise, and Counter Deception" 
0 SO 4301, "American Approaches to Small Wars" 
0 SO 4760, "The Military Advisor" 
0 SO 4770, "Ethnic Conflict" 
0 SO 4780, "Political Anthropology: Methods of Social Control" 
** The Department of Defense Analysis also draws on other courses from the 
1 Departments of Computer Science, Operations Research, National Security Affairs, Electrical Engineering, Information Sciences, and the Business School to support its 
three resident Cumcula [Special Operations, Joint Information Operations, and the 
new Army "Operational Career Field" (or War Fighting) Cumculum]. 
Other Educational Activities: 
Counterterrorism Fellowship Program. Established by direction of the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense for oficers from "front line" states in the War on Terror. 
The expressed purpose of this program was allow these officers and their 
American counterparts in the Special Operations community to build close, 
lasting relationships that will promote future cooperation in the GWOT. 
RECENT FACULTY RESEARCH: 
The sponsor(s) of this research follow the project title in parentheses. Research is 
conducted under the DA affiliated Center on Terrorism and Irregular Warfare. 
"Psychological Operations & Deception v. Terror" (DEPSECDEF) 
"Terrorist Use of Information Technology" (DOD) 
"Terrorism to 201 5" (USSOCOM) 
bbImproving HUMINT for the War on Terrorism" (Net Assessment) 
"Long-term Strategy for the G WOT' (Net Assessment) 
"MOE for the G WOT' (DOD) 
"Innovation in SOF' (Smith-Richardson) 
"Cyberterrorism" (DIA) 
"The Challenge of Unconventional Warjiare," ASD/SOLIC 
"Manhunting Methodologies" (JOINT STAFF) 
"Terrorist Decision Making" (USSOCOM) 
"Terrorism, Signaling, and Suicide Attack" (USSOCOM) 
"Maritime Terrorism and Political Violence" (USSOCOM) 
"A Pocket Model' of Counterinsurgency" (USSOCOM, CIA) 
RECENT TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT: 
DA played an important supporting role in developing the Surveillance & Target 
Acquisition Network (STAN) project. This system was supported by a range of 
different sponsors, including SOCOM, USAF, CIA, and NSA. 
The "Manhunting Search Program", currently in development and sponsored by 
w JCS and NPS. An automated tool to rapidly correlate search data on High Value Targets and vector U.S. and coalition forces to probable hiding locations. 
DIRECT OPERATIONAL SUPPORT: 
"The Pocket Model of Counterinsurgency". This model, developed by a DA 
faculty member, was adopted by SOCPAC and served as the basis for the 
campaign against the Abu Sayaf terrorist organization in the Philippines. 
"Maritime Interdiction of Terrorists, N. Arabian Sea," for Stemis Battle Group. 
"Mapping and Disrupting Insurgent Networks in Iraq," for 1 " ~ a r i n e  
Expeditionary Force. 
"Regional Security Education Program " (RSEP). The DA faculty help provide 
cultural and operational seminars related to the global war on terrorism during 
deployments of the Navy Carrier Strike Groups. 
Official travel to Afghanistan and Iraq in support of Operational Commanders, in 
2002,2003,2004,2005. 
DA faculty support to CINCCENT as advisors to General Abizaid, CENTCOM J- 
5 (DA faculty have and continue to support Generals Casey and Abizaid in Iraq). 
Research support to the CIA'S 'Red Cell' on Insurgency in Afghanistan. 
Developed an operational model for CIA on "Assessing Global Special 
Operations Capabilities. " 
"Manhunting Conference." March 7-10,2005. A classified conference designed, 
managed, and hosted by the Department of Defense Analysis and NPS's Center on 
Terrorism and Irregular Warfare for USSOCOM and the interagency community. 
This conference resulted in SOCOM defining manhunting as a "core" mission. 
2. Points of Contact for this letter are Dr. Gordon McCormick, 83 1-656-2933 


























1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YES/DOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 - - - - 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE 
OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 




1 SI2114 Information Systems, Operations, and Warfare 
I I I SI3001 ( Topics in Strategic Analysis 
I I I 
Course Title 
1 S13112 I Combat Technology I: Sensors Military Sesors 
I I I 11 SI3113 1 Combat Technology n: weapons Military Weapons 




1 S13122 Naval Weapons Systems 1 Military Sensors 
I I I 
SI3121 
I Combat Systems Engineering II 
I I 
I 
Combat Technology III: C41 Systems 
SI3 123 
S14112 
1 093380 I Combat Systems Simulation I JCATS, NSS 
I I 
Military C ~ I  systems 
OS3680 I Naval Tactical Analysis 
I I 
Naval Weapons Systems n 
Combat Systems Engineering I 
11 OS4580 I Logistics Systems Analysis 
Military Weaota 
OS4680 Naval Systems Analysis 
0114702 Joint Campaign Analysis 
Systems Engineering and Analysis JCIDS 
SI4007 Systems Engineering JCIDS 


























1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
- 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2. Uni. lasses for 805 Curricutum 
11 Course Number I Course Title I DOD Unique Topics if taurht at I MILITARY SPECIFIC 
I Civilian University 
(1) GE3510 Defense Financial Management Practices 
(2) GE322 1 Systems Acquisition and Project Management I DoD Major Systems Acquisition 
(3) GE3222 Systems Acquisition and Project Management I1 DoD Major Systems Acquisition 
(4) GE4053 Defense Budget and Financial Management Policy DoD Budgeting and Resource 
Allocation 
(5) GE43 10 Strategic Acquisition Management DoD Acquisition Policy 
(6) GE3306 Strategic Purchasing DoD Purchasing Policy 
--
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w 0 2 :  Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
cumculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cumcula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 1 7, 8 19, 827, 
837, 847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management cumcula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
Cumcula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Comvonent of Seapower 2 1 
Logistics Sea Basing 
Financial Management 






One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a schooI 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP7s student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actuaIIy, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority o f  faculty would seek 
w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of  receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 

EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
Master of Business Administration in Logistics 
Curriculum 813,814,819,827 
Subspecialty Codes 1302,1304,3 122 combined into 3 121 
1. Management Fundamentals - Quantitative Analysis: The graduate will have the skills to 
apply mathematical, statistical, accounting, economic and other state-of-the-art quantitative 
techniques and concepts to the solving of day-to-day military management problems as well as 
the capability to use these skills as a participant in the long range strategic planning efforts of the 
Navy and DOD. 
2. Management Fundamentals - Organization and Management: The graduate will have a 
thorough knowledge of basic management theory and practices, embracing leadership, 
communication, organizational design, staffing, directing, planning and controlling of military 
organizations. 
' > 
3. Integrated Logistics Support Management: The graduate will have a detailed 
understanding of the processes associated with designing an integrated logistics support system 
for a new weapon system. The graduate will also have detailed knowledge about the DOD - 
processes for contracting for and acquiring a new weapon system. The graduate will be able to 
serve as an assistant program manager for logistics (APML) for a major weapon system. 
4. Budgeting and Financial Controls: The graduate will have an understanding of the financial 
management practices of DOD, will be able to conduct costlbenefit analyses, and participate in 
the budgetary planning by a hardware systems command for the support of both old and new W weapon systems. 
5. Production/Operations Management: The graduate will be able to apply the techniques of 
productionloperations management at Naval Aviation Intermediate Activities and Depots, Navy 
Fleet Industrial and Support Activities, and other DOD maintenance and maintenance support 
activities. 
6. Materials and Physical Distribution Management: The graduate will be able to apply the 
techniques of materials management and physical distribution management in designing and 
operating of fleet and troop support systems both during peacetime and during rapidly 
developing wartime contingencies. This will include acquiring materiel and transportation assets 
to insure that the distribution of materiel is both cost-effective and efficient. 
7. Strategy &Policy: The graduate will have knowledge of the development and execution of 
military strategy and the effects of technical effects on warfare, an understanding of the means of 
formulation of US policy, the roles of military forces and joint planning, and current issues in the 
defense organization. 
8. Thesis or Project: The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research 
and analysis, and proficiency in presenting the results in writing by means of a thesis or project 
appropriate to this cumculum. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: 
Transportation Logistics Mgmt (813): NAVSUP 
Transportation Management (814): COMMSC 
Systems Inventory Mgmt (819): NAVSUP 
'I Material Logistics Support (827): NAVAIR 
847 - Manpower Systems Analysis 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: N-13 
Point of Contact: RADM Talbot/CAPTMullarky 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
.I Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cumcula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837,847,870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 21 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836,856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Cumcula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 Is' century has been outlined in Seapower 2 1. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP curricula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Management Field 
Logistics 
Component of Seaoower 2 1 
Sea Basing 
Financial Management 






One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: N/A 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become filly capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
w directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. NIA 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 

EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
ACQUISITION AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
CURFUCULUM (815 (MBA)) 
1. MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS: The graduate will understand the theory of and have 
an ability to apply accounting, economic, mathematical, statistical, and managerial and other 
state-of-the-art management techniques and concepts to problem solving and decision-making 
responsibilities as military managers. 
2. ADVANCED MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS: The graduate will have the ability to apply 
advanced management and operations research techniques to defense problems. This includes 
policy formulation and execution, strategic planning, Defense resource allocation, cost benefit 
and cost effectiveness analysis, Federal fiscal policy, computer-based information and decision 
support systems, and complex managerial situations requiring comprehensive integrated 
decision-making. 
3. ACQUISITION AND CONTRACTING PRINCIPLES: The graduate will have an . 
understanding of and will be able to apply the principles and hndarnentals of acquisition and 
contracting within the Federal government including knowledge of the acquisition laws and 
regulations, particularly the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the DOD FAR 
Supplement (DFARS); the unique legal principles applied in Government contract law and the 
Uniform Commercial Code; and the application of sound business principles and practices to 
Defense contracting problems. Further, the graduate will be able to apply innovative and 
creative approaches not only to resolve difficult acquisition and contracting issues but to 
significantly influence the legal and regulatory structure within which acquisition decision- 
making occurs. Finally, the graduate will have the ability to conceptualize, develop and execute 
strategic business alliances and relationships necessary to the successful acquisition of goods and 
services. 
4. ACQUISITION AND CONTRACTING POLICY: The graduate will have an ability to 
formulate and execute acquisition policies, strategies, plans and procedures; a knowledge of the 
legislative process and an ability to research and analyze acquisition legislation; and a , 
knowledge of the Government organization for acquisition, including Congress, the General 
Accounting Office, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, the Federal and military 
contracting offices, the Boards of Contract Appeals, and the court system. 
5. CONTRACTING PROCESS: The graduate will understand the theory of and have the ability 
to manage the field contracting, system acquisition and contact administration processes. This 
involves a knowledge of the defense system life cycle processes, including requirements 
determination, funding, contracting, ownership, and disposal; an ability to evaluate military 
requirements, specifications, and bids and proposals; an ability to utilize the sealed bid, 
competitive proposal and simplified acquisition methodologies; a comprehensive knowledge of 
all contract types and their application in Defense acquisition; an ability to conduct cost and 
price analyses; and an ability to negotiate various contracting actions including new 
procurement, contract changes and modifications claims, equitable adjustment settlements, and 
noncompliance issues. 
6. BUSINESS THEORY AND PtWCTISES: The graduate will have an understanding of the 
business philosophy, concepts, practices and methodologies of the global commercial industrial 
base and the ability to apply these to the Federal Government acquisition environment. 
7. FEDERAL AND DEFENSE BUDGETING: The graduate will have an ability to apply 
economic and accounting principles, including n~onetary and fiscal theories, to defense 
acquisition and contracting issues. 
8. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: The graduate will have an understanding of the basic 
principles and fbndamentals of Program Management, with particular emphasis on the Procuring 
Contractor Officer's and Administrative Contracting Officer's roles and relationships with the 
Program Manager. 
9. ACQUISITION WORKFORCE: The graduate will satisfy all requirements of the Defense 
Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) and mandatory contracting courses required 
by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) at Levels I, I1 and 111. 
10. ETHICS AND STANDARDS OF CONDUCT: The graduate will have an ability to manage 
and provide leadership in the ethical considerations of military acquisition, including the 
provisions of procurement integrity, and to appropriately apply Defense acquisition standards of 
v conduct. 
1 1. STRATEGY AND POLICY: Officers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, 
critically analyze past military campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and 
combined operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals 
and the ways military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of 
the Naval War College series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military 
Education (PME) and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
12. ANALYSIS, PROBLEM SOLVING AND CRITICAL THINKING: The graduate will 
demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research and analysis, and proficiency in & a  
presenting the results in writing and orally by means of a thesis and a command-oriented briefing 
appropriate to this curriculum. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Director, Acquisition Career Management (ASN (RD&A)) 
October 04 
837 - Financial Management 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: N8/N82 
Point of Contact: RADM Bruce Engelhardt 
Phone: (703) 697-71 05 

2. Uni .lasses for 815 Curriculum 
11 Course Number I Course Title 
(1 ) GB4053 
(2) MN2302 
Defense Budget and Financial Management 
Policy 
Contract Management Seminar 
(3) MN3304 Contract Pricing & Negotiations 
(4) MN33 18 
(5) MN3331 
Contingency Contracting 
Systems Acquisition and Program Management 
- -- - - 
(6) MN4304 
(7) MN437 1 
DODIDON contracting practice and 
policy 
DOD Unique Topics if taught at Civilian 
University 
DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
- 
Defense Systems Contracting 
Acquisition & Contracting Policy 
- 




DOD contingency operations 
Defense systems acquisition policy and 
process 
Contracting for major weapon systems 
DOD policy issues and environment 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
.1 02: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
cumculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837,847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management cumcula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 21 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
44:  Privatization Consequences 
' Cumcula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP curricula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: N/A 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become filly capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 






















i. YES - UNIQUE:NO OTHERSCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121.OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
JPME 18 
1 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2. Uni- a lasses for 816 Curricula 
Course Title 
Defense Budget and Financial Management 
Policy 
Program Management Seminar 
Contract Pricing & Negotiations 
Systems Acquisition and Program Management 
Test & Evaluation Management 
Financial Management for Acquisition Managers 
Acquisition of Embedded Weapon System 
Software 
Logistics Strategy 
- - - - - - 
Program Management Policy & Control 
DOD Uniaue Topics if taught at Civilian 
University 
DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
DOD acquisition practice and policy 
FederaVDOD pricing and negotiation 
policies 
Defense acquisition process 
DOD testing policies and practices 
DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
systems 
Weapons software acquisition 
Acquisition Logistics for major weapon 
systems 
DOD policy issues and environment 
MILITARY SPECIFIC 
HARD WAREJSOFT W ARE 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
cumculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
( 1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cumcula (8 14, 81 5, 81 6, 81 7, 81 9, 827, 
837,847,870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management cumcula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 21 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835,836, 856) represent GSBPP7s distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP7s DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
I GSBPP Defense Business Management Field 
~ o ~ i s t i c s  
Com~onent of Seapower 2 1 
Sea Basing 
Financial Management 
- w Acquisition 
Manpower 
Information Systems 





cess is that a privatizati effort w 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: N/A 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with (I (actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time h e  for savings toexceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
(I directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 

Naval Postgraduate School 
Educational Skill Requirements for XX31 P 
Financial Management Curriculum 817 and 837 
7/00 revisions 
1. Management Fundamentals: The graduate will have the ability to apply quantitative, 
accounting, economics, information technology, and other state-of-the-art management 
techniques and concepts to military management problems. Also, the graduate will know basic 
management theory and practices, embracing leadership, communication, organization design, 
staffing, quality, and planning within large public and private sector organizations, as well as 
military sub-units and activities. Additionally, the graduate will have the ability to understand 
and use computer systems and information technology in problem solving, and will have a basic 
understanding of management information systems, including database management, financial 
systems and e-business systems. 
2. Federal and Defense Budgeting: The graduate will understand the roles of the executive and . 
legislative branches in setting federal fiscal policy, allocating resources to national defense, 
budget formulation, negotiation, and execution strategies. In addition, the graduate will have 
knowledge of all aspects of the federal, Defense, and Navy budget cycles including the Planning, - 
Programming, and Budgeting System with emphasis on budget formulation and execution. 
3. Funds Management. In support of approved programs, the graduate will be able to manage 
appropriated, revolving, and non-appropriated funds in compliance with regulations of the 
Comptroller of the Navy and the federal government. Also, the graduate will be able to develop 
and review financial reports, analyze budget execution against operating and financial plans, )I develop alternate plans based on analyses of an activity's financial performance, and prepare 
recommendations or make decisions regarding the reallocation or reprogramming of funds. The 
guidelines of the Defense Finance and Accounting System and the Federal Accounting Standards 
Advisory Board are relevant. 
4. Internal Control and Auditing: In accordance with the auditing standards of the U.S. 
General Accounting Office, the Defense and Navy audit organizations, and the professional 
, standards of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the graduate will learn to 
apply audit procedures and techniques that enforce sound internal accounting and administrative 
controls, safeguard defense assets, and assure the completeness and integrity of financial reports. 
5. Acquisition Management: The graduate will understand the purpose and concepts of the 
Defense systems acquisition process and the application of project management methods within 
this process. 
6. Economy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness: The graduate will have the skills for solving 
complex and unstructured management problems in which alternatives must be identified, 
evaluated, and selected in accordance with economical procurement of resources, efficient 
utilization of resources, and effective accomplishment of overall Defense and Navy goals and 
objectives. This includes costhenefit analysis, systems analysis, cost estimation, and application 
of relevant Defense regulations. 
'V 
7. Cost Management and Analysis: The graduate will be able to design. implement, and 
evaluate different costing systems encountered within Defense and Navy organizations and 
activities as well as those found in private sector organizations conducting business with thc 
federal government. In addition to private sector cost management policies and practices, the 
graduate will understand the application of Defense unit costing guidelines to hnctional business 
areas, and the Office of Management and Budget's Cost Accounting Standards for major 
suppliers of goods and services to the federal government. 
8. Strategic Planning and Control: The graduate will have knowledge of strategic planning 
and management control concepts for setting goals and objectives; designing programs to 
achieve objectives; assigning individual responsibility for resource management, actions, and 
decision making; measuring performance; reporting results; and evaluating and rewarding 
performance. The graduate will be able to assess existing management systems and determine 
appropriate policies, procedures, organization structure, and information systems to ensure 
optimal use of available human, physical, and financial resources to satisfy the mission. 
9. Strategy and Policy: Officers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, critically 
analyze past military campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined 
operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals and the 
ways military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of the Naval 
War College series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) 
and Phase 1 Joint PME credit. 
10. Innovation and Creativity: The graduate will demonstrate initiative and creativity in 
performing independent research. This includes specifying research questions, formulating a 
research program, performing the research, and presenting the results in writing and orally by 
means of a thesis and a command oriented briefing appropriate to the financial management 
cuniculum. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Autbority: 
Financial Management (837): N8/N82 Defense Systems Analysis (817): USMC: MC HQ 
814 - Transportation Management 1' 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: Military Sealift Command 
Point of Contact: Mr. Steve Lucido 
Phone: (202) 685-51 14 
JPME: Partially Embedded 
Q 









DOD SUBJECT PREPARATORY 
MATTER16 CLASSESl5.6 ! OTHER CLASSESn 
1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121.OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2 .  Uni 
€ 
lasses for 817 Curriculum 
Course Number Course Title DOD Uniaue Topics if tau& at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University HARD WAREISOFTWARE 
Example 
Defense Budget and Financial Management Policy DOD budgeting and resource 
allocation 
Defense Financial Management Practice Armed services comptroller 
accounting and regulations from 
practice perspective 
Systems Acquisition and Program Management Defense acquisition process 
Internal Control and Auditing Federal, DON, DOD & GAO 
auditing and internal control 
standards & practices 
Defense Financial Management Seminar DON budgeting and resource 
allocation systems 
Cost Estimation Cost analysis and estimation policy 
and practices within DOD. 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
42: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cunicula (8 14,s  15, 8 16, 8 17,s  19, 827, 
837,847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 21 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four curricula (805, 835,836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cunicula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 1 century has been outlined in Seapower 2 1. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP curricula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: N/A 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become filly capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek (CI employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 

GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
Ir Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (8 14,815, 81 6, 81 7, 8 19,827, 
837, 847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management cumcula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four curricula (805, 835, 836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
( 1 )  Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 1'' century has been outlined in Seapower 2 1. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Comvonent of Seapower 2 1 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become hlly capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
m?' directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. NIA 
(8) Environmental impact. NIA. 

EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
Master of Business Administration in Logistics 
Curriculum 813,814,819,827 
'11 Subspecialty Codes 1302,1304,3122 combined into 31 21 
1. Management F~ndarnentals - Quantitative Analysis: The graduate will have the skills to 
apply mathematical, statistical, accounting, economic and other state-of-the-art quantitative 
techniques and concepts to the solving of day-to-day military management problems as well as 
the capability to use these skills as a participant in the long range strategic planning efforts of the 
Navy and DOD. 
2. Management Fundamentals - Organization and Management: The graduate will have a 
thorough knowledge of basic management theory and practices, embracing leadership, 
communication, organizational design, staffing, directing, planning and controlling of military 
organizations. 
3. Integrated Logistics Support Management: The graduate will have a detailed 
understanding of the processes associated with designing an integrated logistics support system 
for a new weapon system. The graduate will also have detailed knowledge about the DOD . 
processes for contracting for and acquiring a new weapon system. The graduate will be able to 
serve as an assistant program manager for logistics (APML) for a major weapon system. . 
4. Budgeting and Financial Controls: The graduate will have an understanding of the financial 
management practices of DOD, will be able to conduct costhenefit analyses, and participate in 
the budgetary planning by a hardware systems command for the support of both old and new 
weapon systems. 
5. Production/Operations Management: The graduate will be able to apply the techniques of 
production/operations management at Naval Aviation Intermediate Activities and Depots, Navy 
Fleet Industrial and Support Activities, and other DOD maintenance and maintenance support 
activities. 
, 6. Materials and Physical Distribution Management: The graduate will be able to apply the 
techniques of materials management and physical distribution management in designing and 
operating of fleet and troop support systems both during peacetime and during rapidly 
developing wartime contingencies. This will include acquiring materiel and transportation assets 
to insure that the distribution of materiel is both cost-effective and efficient. 
7. Strategy &Policy: The graduate will have knowledge of the development and execution of 
military strategy and the effects oftechnical effects on warfare, an understanding of the means of 
formulation of US policy, the roles of military forces and joint planning, and current issues in the 
defense organization. 
8. Thesis or Project: The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research 
and analysis, and proficiency in presenting the results in writing by means of a thesis or project 
appropriate to this cumculum. 
'Crr 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: 
Transportation Logistics Mgmt (813): NAVSUP 
Transportation Management (811): COMMSC 
Systems Inventory Mgmt (819): NAVSUP 
Material Logistics Support (827): NAVAIR 
847 -  manpower Systems Analysis 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: N-13 





















1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
1 3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
1 4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. I 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
R .JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASF ONF Cl ASSFS ARF INCl l lnFD 
2. U Zlasses for 819 Curricula: 
Course Number Course Title DOD Uniaue To~ics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University HARDWARWSOFTWARE 
-- I Defense Logstics Seminar 
- 
( 1 ) GB405 3 
(2) G W 1  0 
(3) G W 3 0  
(4) G W 5 0  
(5) MN333 1 
[ Current Defense logistics issues 
Defense Budget and Financial Management Policy 
Log~stics Enpeering 
Defense Transportation Systems 
Logstics Strategy 
Systems Acquisition and Program Management 
DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
V 
Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
cumculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cumcula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837,847,870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management cumcula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 21 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Cumcula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1)  Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 2 1. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Component of Seapower 2 1 
Logistics Sea Basing 







One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
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I. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 1 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2. Uni lasses for 827 Curricula 
Course Number Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at MILITARY SPECIFIC 
Civilian University HARD W ARWSOFT WARE 
- 
(1) GB4053 Defense Budget and Financial Management Policy DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
(2) GI34410 I Logistics Engineering 
I 
(3) GI34430 Defense Transportation Systems I 
I 1 (4) GI34450 I Logstics Strategy ! 
1 
(5) MN333 1 Systems Acquisition and Program Management 
I I 
(6) MN3370 Defense Logstics Seminar Current Defense logstics issues 
I 1 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
Master of Business Administration in Logistics 
Curriculum 813,814,819,827 
Subspecialty Codes 1302,1304,3122 combined into 3121 
1. Management Fundamentals - Quantitative Analysis: The graduate will have the skills to 
apply mathematical, statistical, accounting, economic and other state-of-the-art quantitative 
techniques and concepts to the solving of day-to-day military management problems as well as 
the capability to use these skills as a participant in the long range strategic planning efforts of the 
Navy and DOD. 
2. Management Fundamentals - Organization and Management: The graduate will have a 
thorough knowledge of basic management theory and practices, embracing leadership, 
communication, organizational design, staffing, directing, planning and controlling of military 
organizations. 
3. Integrated Logistics Support Management: The graduate will have a detailed 
understanding of the processes associated with designing an integrated logistics support system 
for a new weapon system. The graduate will also have detailed knowledge about the DOD - 
processes for contracting for and acquiring a new weapon system. The graduate will be able to 
serve as an assistant program manager for logistics (APML) for a major weapon system. -. 
4. Budgeting and Financial Controls: The graduate will have an understanding of the financial 
management practices of DOD, will be able to conduct costlbenefit analyses, and participate in 
the budgetary planning by a hardware systems command for the support of both old and new 
weapon systems. 
5. Production/Operations Management: The graduate will be able to apply the techniques of 
production/operations management at Naval Aviation lntermediate Activities and Depots, Navy 
Fleet Industrial and Support Activities, and other DOD maintenance and maintenance support 
activities. 
, 6. Materials and Physical Distribution Management: The graduate will be able to apply the 
techniques of materials management and physical distribution management in designing and 
operating of fleet and troop support systems both during peacetime and during rapidly 
developing wartime contingencies. This will include acquiring materiel and transportation assets 
to insure that the distribution of materiel is both cost-effective and efficient. 
7. Strategy &Policy: The graduate will have knowledge of the development and execution of 
military strategy and the effects of technical effects on warfare, an understanding of the means of 
formulation of US policy, the roles of military forces and joint planning, and current issues in the 
defense organization. 
8. Thesis or Project: The graduate will demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research 
and analysis, and proficiency in presenting the results in writing by means of a thesis or project 
appropriate to this cuniculum. 
w 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: 
Transportation Logistics Mgmt (813): NAVSUP 
Transportation Management (81 1): COMMSC 
Systems Inventory Mgmt (819): NAVSUP 
Material Logistics Support (827): NAVAIR 
847 - Manpower Systems Analysis 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: N-13 
Point of Contact: RADM Talbot/CAPTMuIlarky 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w' 
Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1)  Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (8 14, 8 15, 81 6, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837,847,870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four curricula (805, 835, 836,856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
, (4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
44:  Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below. in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1)  Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP curricula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP curricula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
.(y GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Logistics Component of Seavower 2 1 Sea Basing 







One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
1 directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. NIA 






















[ I. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 1 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 








Course Title DOD Unique Topics if taught at Civilian University 
Contract Law 
Financial Management for Acquisition 
Managers 
Advanced Contract h c i p l e s  
Legal structure wtuch Federal Government contracts with private 
industry. Unique aspects of Government contract law, to include (but 
not limited to); agency authority, contract interpretation, duties and 
remedies, Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), socioeconomic 
laws, labor law, property, patents, and data rights, conflicts of interest, 
protests, and ethics. 
Financial management practices and issues associated with the Federal 
Government to include (but not limited to): resource management 
process flow, Congressional processes, and cost estimating analysis 
and evaluation related to Federal acquisitions. 
Complex preaward contracting issues in the Federal acquisition 
environment to include (but not limited to): contract methodologes, 
contract types, negotiations, source selection, contingency contracting. 
environmental contracting, performance-based service contracting, 
R&D contracting, and international procurement. Federal acquisition 
reform initiative analysis. 
Advanced Contract Management Complex post-award contracting issues in the Federal acquisition 
environment to include (but not limited to): disputes and appeals, 
claims, intellectual property, technical data rights management, post- 
award pricing negotiations, contract modifications, traffic and 
transportation, value engineering, environmental contracting, 
contractor system reviews, audihng, quality assurance, contract 
financial management. 
Principles of Acquisition Production 
and Quality Management 
Principles and concepts of production and quality management in the 
DoD acquisition environment. Topics include 
production~manufacturing techniques, tools, and technology; cost 
estimating methods; process oriented contract admistration; 
production planning and control; progress payments; producibility 
issues; quality assurance and control; and support of contract 







(10) MN437 1 
(1  I) MN3l72 I t -  
Defense Systems Contracting 
I 
DoD's major systems contracting policies, processes, procedures, and 
practices. A review of major systems acquisition and program 
management is provided but the primary focus is on the contracting 
process used to acquire Defense systems for the various Services. The 
topics covered include: acquisition environment, acquisition strategy, 
source selection, incentive contracting, risk management, competition, 
post-award systems contract adrmnistration, configuration 
management, warranties, indusbial base, and ethics. 
Resourcing National Security: Policy 
and Process 
Field Contract Management 
-
Federal policy-m1[I, with emphasis on resource decision making for 
national defense. The roles of principal budget participants are 
examined in detail. Executive (especially DoD) and congressional 
budget processes are assessed to indicate how national security policy 
is implemented through resource allocation. Spending for national 
security policy is tracked fi-om budget submission through resolution, 
authorization and appropriation. The politics of budgeting for national 
defense is evaluated to indicate the dynamics of executive-legislative 
competition over scarce Federal resources. 
Strategic Acquisition and Contract 
Management 
Acquisition and Contracting Policy 
Examines procurement at the installation and center level. Emphasis is 
on (1) simplified acquisition procedures, (2) contracts for other than 
major systems, (3) services contracting, and (4) contracting for 
information technology resources. 
The course examines the unique contracting issuedproblems 
encountered in a variety of organizational situations. Analysis, 
discussion and potential resolution of actual worling problems are 
undertaken. A comprehensive written case study is the capstone effort 
in the course for each student. Students will be grouped into teams 
simulating integrated product team (LFT) organization to address 
various issues germane to the students' organizations. 
This course uses case studies and current acquisition issues to analyze 
Government and business acquisitionkontracting policies. Emphasis is 
on acquisition decision-making and policy formulation/execution. 
Defense Budgeting I DOD budgeting and resource allocation I 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
CURRICULUM (835) Distributed Learning 
1. ADVANCED MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS: The graduate will have the ability to apply 
advanced management theory and techniques to problems in both the public and private sectors. 
This includes policy formulation and execution, strategic planning, resource allocation, Federal 
fiscal policy, computer-based information and decision support systems, and complex 
managerial situations requiring comprehensive integrated approaches. The graduate will have the 
ability to apply state-of-the-art management concepts and practices to problem solving and 
decision-making responsibilities as middle and senior managers. 
2. ACQUISITION AND CONTRACTING PRINCIPLES: The graduate will have an 
understanding of and will be able to apply the principles and fundamentals of acquisition and 
- contracting within the Federal Government including knowledge of the acquisition laws and 
regulations, particularly the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the Defense FAR 
Supplement (DFARS); the unique legal principles applied in Government contract law and the 
Uniform Commercial Code; and the application of sound business principles and practices to 
Defense contracting problems. Further, the graduate will be able to apply innovative and creative 
approaches not only to resolve diff~cult acquisition and contracting issues but to significantly 
influence the legal and regulatory structure within which acquisition decision-making occurs. 
Finally, the graduate will have the ability to conceptualize, develop and execute strategic 
w business alliances and relationships necessary to the successful acquisition of goods and services. 
3. CONTRACTING PROCESS: The graduate will understand the theory of and have the ability 
to manage the field contracting, system acquisition and contract administration processes. This 
involves a knowledge of the defense system life cycle processes, including requirements 
determination, funding, contracting, ownership, and disposal; an ability to evaluate military 
requirements, specifications, and bids and proposals; an ability to utilize the sealed bid, 
competitive proposals and simplified acquisition methodologies; a comprehensive knowledge of . 
all contract types and their application in Defense acquisition; an ability to conduct cost and 
price analyses; and an ability to negotiate various contracting actions including new 
procurement, contract changes and modifications, claims, equitable adjustment settlements, and 
noncompliance issues. 
4. ACQUISITION AND CONTRACTING POLICY: The graduate will have an ability to 
formulate and execute acquisition policies, strategies, plans and procedures; a knowledge of the 
legislative process and an ability to research and analyze acquisition legislation; and a 
knowledge of the Government organization for acquisition, including Congress, the General 
Accounting Office, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, the Federal and military 
contracting offices, the Boards of Contract Appeals, and the court system. 
5. BUSINESS THEORY AND PRACTICES: The graduate will have an understanding of the 
business philosophy, concepts, practices and methodologics of the commercial industrial base 
(both domestic and global) A d  the ability to apply thcse to the Federal Government acquisition W environment. 
6. DEFENSE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND BUDGETING: The graduate will have an 
ability to apply sound financial management theories, principles and practices to defense 
acquisition and contracting issues, including fiscal and monetary policy. 
7. PRODUCTION AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT: The graduate will have an understanding 
of the basic principles and fundamentals of Production and Quality Management, with particular 
emphasis on the Procuring Contracting Officer's and Administrative Contracting Officer's roles 
and relationships with industry and the Government Program Manager. 
8. ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION: The graduate will demonstrate an ability to apply 
acquisition, contracting and management principles in dealing with the significant issues 
encountered in managing the contracting process in one of the following areas: (1) major weapon 
systems acquisition, (2) research and development, (3) field procurement, and (4) facilities 
contracting. 
9. ETHICS AND STANDARDS OF CONDUCT: The graduate will have an ability to manage 
and provide leadership in the ethical considerations of military acquisition, including the 
provisions of procurement integrity, and to appropriately apply Defense acquisition standards of 
conduct. 
1 
10. ACQUISITION WORKFORCE: The graduate will satisfy all requirements of the Defense 
Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) and mandatory contracting courses required 
by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) at Level 111. 
1 1. ANALYSIS, PROBLEM SOLVING AND CRITICAL THINKING: The graduate will 
demonstrate the ability to conduct independent research and analysis, and proficiency in 
'Cy presenting the results in writing and orally by means of a thesis and a command-oriented briefing 
appropriate to this cumculum. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
Director, Acquisition Career Management (ASN (RD&A)) 
October 2004 
837 - Financial Management 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: N8/N82 
Point of Contact: RADM Bruce Engelhardt 
Phone: (703) 697-71 05 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
- Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 17,8 19, 827, 
837,847,870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four curricula (805, 835, 836,856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct fiom programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below. in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP curricula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 1 century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cunicula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Manaeement Field Comvonent of Seapower 2 1 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
w (actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
( 6 )  Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
w directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 
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1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
1. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
5 .  NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
3. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
I 2. Unf .3asses for 836 Curriculum 
Course Number Course Title DOD Uniaue Topics if taught at I MILITARY SPECIFIC Civilian University HARDW WSOFTWARE 
Advanced Program Management 
Contracts Management and Administration 
Principles of Acquisition Production & Quality 
Management 
Systems Engineering for Acquisition Managers 
Acquisition of Embedded Weapon Systems Software 
Public Policy and Budgeting 
Test and Evaluation Management 
- - - - - - - - 
Strategic Planning & Policy for the Logistics Manager I 
Financial Management for Acquisition Managers I 
Program Management Policy and Control 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1 ) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cumcula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837,847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836,856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
44: Privatization Consequences 
' Cumcula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Com~onent of Sea~ower  21 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3)  Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside fiom other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 

























1 1 2. ON-BOARD lOI92 
JPME 18 
4 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MATTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
- 
2. Un _'lasses for 837 Curriculum 
-- 
Course Number Course Title 
Defense Budget and Financial Management Policy 
Defense Financial Management Practice 
Systems Acquisition and Program Management 
Defense Financial Management 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - 
Defense Financial Management Seminar 
DOD Uniaue To~ics if taught at 
Civilian University 
DOD budgeting and resource 
allocation 
Armed services comptroller 
accounting and regulations h m  
practice perspective 
Defense acquisition process 
Professional competencies of 
Certified Defense Financial 
Managers 





Internal Control and Auditing 
Cost analysis and estimation 
policy and practices within DOD. 
Federal, DON, DOD & GAO 
auditing and internal control 
standards & practices 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Educational Skill Requirements for XX31P 
Financial Management Curriculum 817 and 837 
7/00 revisions 
I. Management Fundamentals: The graduate will have the ability to apply quantitative, 
accounting, economics, information technology, and other state-of-the-art management 
techniques and concepts to military management problems. Also, the graduate will know basic 
management theory and practices, embracing leadership, communication, organization design, 
staffing, quality, and planning within large public and private sector organizations, as well as 
military sub-units and activities. Additionally, the graduate will have the ability to understand 
and use computer systems and information technology in problem solving, and will have a basic 
understanding of management information systems, including database management, financial 
systems and e-business systems. 
2. Federal and Defense Budgeting: The graduate will understand the roles of the executive and 
legislative branches in setting federal fiscal policy, allocating resources to national defense, 
budget formulation, negotiation, and execution strategies. In addition, the graduate will have 
knowledge of all aspects of the federal, Defense, and Navy budget cycles including the Planning, - 
Programming, and Budgeting System with emphasis on budget formulation and execution. 
3. Funds Management. In support of approved programs, the graduate will be able to manage 
appropriated, revolving, and non-appropriated finds in compliance with regulations of the 
Comptroller of the Navy and the federal government. Also, the graduate will be able to develop 
and review financial reports, analyze budget execution against operating and financial plans, 
1(1 develop alternate plans based on analyses of an activity's financial performance, and prepare 
recommendations or make decisions regarding the reallocation or reprogramming of h d s .  The 
guidelines of the Defense Finance and Accounting System and the Federal Accounting Standards 
Advisory Board are relevant. 
4. Internal Control and Auditing: In accordance with the auditing standards of the U.S.. 
General Accounting Office, the Defense and Navy audit organizations, and the professional 
standards of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the graduate will learn to 
apply audit procedures and techniques that enforce sound internal accounting and administrative 
controls, safeguard defense assets, and assure the completeness and integnty of financial reports. 
5. Acquisition Management: The graduate will understand the purpose and concepts of the 
Defense systems acquisition process and the application of project management methods within 
this process. 
6. Economy, Efficiency, and Effectiveness: The graduate will have the skills for solving 
complex and unstructured management problems in which alternatives must be identified, 
evaluated, and selected in accordance with economical procurement of resources, efficient 
utilization of resources, and effective accomplishment of overall Defense and Navy goals and 
objectives. This includes costhenefit analysis, systems analysis, cost estimation, and application 
of relevant Defense regulations. 
7. Cost Management and Analysis: The graduate will be able to design, implement, and 
evaluate different costing systems encountered within Defense and Navy organizations and 
activities as well as those found in private sector organizations conducting business with the 
federal government. In addition to private sector cost management policies and practices, the 
graduate will understand the application of Defense unit costing guidelines to functional business W areas, and the Office of Management and Budget's Cost Accounting Standards for major 
suppliers of goods and services to the federal government. 
8. Strategic Planning and Control: The graduate will have knowledge of strategic planning 
and management control concepts for setting goals and objectives; designing programs to 
achieve objectives; assigning individual responsibility for resource management, actions, and 
decision making; measuring performance; reporting results; and evaluating and rewarding 
performance. The graduate will be able to assess existing management systems and determine 
appropriate policies, procedures, organization structure, and information systems to ensure 
optimal use of available human, physical, and financial resources to satisfy the mission. 
9. Strategy and Policy: Officers develop a graduate-level ability to think strategically, critically 
analyze past military campaigns, and apply historical lessons to future joint and combined 
operations, in order to discern the relationship between a nation's policies and goals and the 
ways military power may be used to achieve them. Fulfilled by completing the first of the Naval 
War College series leading to Service Intermediate-level Professional Military Education (PME) 
and Phase I Joint PME credit. 
10. Innovation and Creativity: The graduate will demonstrate initiative and creativity in 
performing independent research. This includes specifying research questions, formulating a 
research program, performing the research, and presenting the results in writing and orally by 
means of a thesis and a command oriented briefing appropriate to the financial management 
curriculum. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: 
Financial Management (837): N8/N82 Defense Systems Analysis (817): USMC: MC HQ 
814 - Transportation Management o,'  
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: Military Sealift Command 
Point of Contact: Mr. Steve Lucido 
Phone: (202) 685-51 14 
JPME: Partially Embedded 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w 
Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
cumculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837,847,870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four curricula (805,835, 836,856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
'(I should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
44: Privatization Consequences 
' Cumcula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP curricula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate. directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 1'' century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP curricula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: N/A 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
1 directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. NIA. 




















I .  YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 10192 
- 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
JPME 
18 
2 . U 4   lasses far 847 Curriculum 
- 
( I )  GB4053 
Course Number 
Defense Budget and Financial Management 
Policy 
Course Title 
I HR Issues 1 
Military Manpower & Personnel Policy Analysis 
I 
(3) MN2 1 12 HR Issues I1 
(5) MN4 1 14 Sociology & Psychological Perspectives on 
Military Service 
(6) MN4 1 1 8 
(7) MN4 1 1 9 
Modeling for Decision Support in Manpower 
Systems 
Navy Manpower Requirements 
(8) MN4 1 30 
DOD Unique Topics if taught at Civilian I MILITARY SPECIFIC University HARDWAREYSOFTW ARE 
Marine Corps Manpower Management 
(9) MN476 1 
DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
Applied Manpower Analysis 
USN and USMC manpower processes and 
issues. 
Continuation of USN and USMC manpower 
processes and issues 
Study and analysis of military 1 
manpowerlpersonnel policy alternatives 1 
Exploration of the concepts, theories and 
methods of military sociology and military 
psychology 
Practical application of models, tools, and 
methods for manpower decision support. I 
In depth understanding of fleet and shore 
Manpower and personnel documents fiom a 
policy analysis view 
In depth understanding of USMC Manpower 
Management and implementation of 
management policy techniques 
Economics of Military Manpower 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
MANPOWER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
Subspecialty Code 3 l3OP 
Curriculum 847 
'w September 2002 
1. Management Fundamentals Organization and Management - The graduate will have the 
ability to apply contemporary management principles, organizational theory, and social science 
methodology to the development, implementation, and management of effective MPT polices 
and programs throughout DoN/DOD. The graduate will have the ability to use and understand 
computer systems in problem solving and will have a basic understanding of management 
information systems and E-Business. 
2. Budgeting and Financial Controls - The graduate will have an understanding of basic financial 
management practices of DoNIDOD and will be able to conduct cost benefit analyses and 
participate in the budgetary planning of commands and/or DON programs. The graduate will 
have an understanding of the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) and the 
ability to analyze the impact of budgetary changes on DoN/DOD manpower and personnel 
programs and polices. 
3. Automated Data Analysis - The graduate will possess the skills in data manipulation, statistics, 
and exploratory data analysis to be able to formulate and execute analyses of a wide variety of 
manpower, personnel and training issues. The graduate will have proficiency in computing with 
mainframe and microcomputer systems to interactively apply a variety of methods to large-scale 
DON and DOD databases. The graduate will have a thorough understanding of the manpower 
information systems. 
4. Management Fundamentals - Analytical Techniques. The graduate will be able to apply 
mathematical, statistical, accounting, economic and other analytical techniques and concepts to 
day-to-day military management issues. The graduate will be able to gather and analyze 
qualitative data. The graduate will also be able to use these techniques and concepts as a 
participant in the long-range strategic planning efforts of the Navy and DOD. 
5 .  Advanced Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis - The graduate will have the ability to apply a 
wide range of advanced organizational, economics, statistical, and mathematical techniques and 
concepts to manpower and personnel polices and issues. These include the use of econometric 
techniques in the quantitative analysis of large-scale DoN/DOD manpower and personnel 
databases, of qualitative techniques in the analysis of survey and personnel data, of manpower 
decision support systems, and of Markov models in the analysis of force structure and manpower 
planning, forecasting and flow models. 
6 .  Manpower Systems Analysis Fundamental Concepts. The graduate will have an understanding 
of the fundamental concepts and basic hnctional areas of manpower, personnel and training 
(MPT) within DoN/DOD as listed below as well as an understanding of the MPT systems and 
their interrelationships. 
Manpower: Requirements determination; billet authorizations; billet costs; end strength 
W planning; and total force planning and programming. 
Personnel: Recruiting; accession plans and policies; officer and enlisted community 
management; attrition; retention; compensation; and readiness. 
Training: Applications of theories of learning; instructional technologies; the systems approach 
to training; evaluation of training effectiveness and cost; and the relationship between training 
and fleet readiness. . 
7. Manpower Systems Analysis Policy Analysis - The graduate will have the ability to analyze 
critically the strengths and weaknesses of proposed manpower, personnel, and training polices 
and to suggest alternatives that recognize the potential impact on DoNiDOD program planning, 
resources and objectives. 
8. Joint Military Strategic Planning - The graduate will have an understanding of the 
development and execution of military strategy, the effects of technical developments on 
warfare, and the processes for formulating U.S. policy, the roles of military forces, joint 
planning, and current issues in the defense organization. This understanding will include 
expertise on the combined use of active and reserve forces in joint warfare. 
9. Evaluation, Innovation and Creativity - The graduate will demonstrate individual initiative and 
creativity in the application of the skills and knowledge gained from the Manpower Systems 
Analysis program. The graduate will select a manpower, personnel, or training policy or 
management issue of importance to DoNDOD, develop a plan to investigate the issue, analyze 
all of its aspects, suggest a solution as appropriate, and report the significant findings and 
recommendations in writing by means of a thesis. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority: Chief of Naval Personnel (N13) 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w 
Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (8 14, 81 5, 8 16, 8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837, 847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each curriculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four curricula (805, 835, 836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
I(rJP should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below. in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP curricula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 1" century has been outlined in Seapower 2 1. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP curricula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Component of Seapower 2 1 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: N/A 
(3)  Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
(actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become hlly capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time fiame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek rw employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. NIA 





























1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TEACHES, YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 1 0192 i 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,OR4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT, MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
8. JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
.r 2. U n i s  lasses for 856 Curriculum 
Course Number Course Title 
Military Leadership 
- - 
Military Soc. And Psychology 
Leadership in the Mil. Culture 
Adult Development 
- - - - 
Manpower Analysis 
social and ~sychological issues particular to DoD and I 
DOD Uniclue Topics if taught at Civilian University 
Styles and Behaviors of military leaders past and present 
militaries of dther countries I 
MILITARY SPECIFIC 
HARDWAREJSOFTWARE 
Influence of the military culture on leadership and 
organizations in DoD 
Development of 18-22 year olds at USNA as opposed to 
civilian universities 
Manpower Issues and analytic models used in DON and 
DoD 
EDUCATIONAL SKILL REQUIREMENTS 
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
CURRICULUM (856) 
V Subspecialty Code 4500P 
I .  MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS - LEADERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND 
ORGANIZATION: Officers will have the ability to apply basic management and leadership 
practices to organizational operations. 
Officers will understand the hndamental principles of leadership and management in military 
organizations. They will be able to implement appropriate structures for organizations and jobs; 
they will understand state-of-the-art information technologies and planning and budgeting tools; 
they will become skilled in spoken and written communications; and they will understand the 
higher-level leadership skills and the systems perspective of organizations in which day-to-day 
organizational operations and strategy formulation occur. 
2. EVALUATING AND IMPROVING GROUP PERFORMANCE: Officers will become skilled 
at analyzing and improving group morale, cohesion, and performance. 
Graduates of the program will have the ability to analyze and improve group effectiveness 
through leadership practices that also develop the leadership abilities of subordinates. This 
ability will be based on knowledge of managing people from diverse backgrounds, teambuilding, 
conflict management, group dynamics and management of change. Officers will be exposed to 
'(II varied approaches for building strong shared values within the military. 
3. MOTIVATING SUBORDINATES: Officers will effectively motivate subordinates to achieve 
high standards in all military endeavors. 
Program graduates will have the ability to motivate subordinates in order to provide focus and 
encouragement as they face the rigorous requirements and goals of the military. This ability 
requires an understanding of how effective leaders use goal setting, equitable discipline, reward 
systems, analysis of individual needs, empowerment, coaching, and high expectations to achieve 
peak performance from individuals. 
4. EVALUATING AND IMPROVING INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE: Officers will become 
skilled in analyzing and improving the performance of individuals. 
The officers will have the ability to evaluate the performance of subordinates and provide 
appropriate feedback and counseling. This includes activities that range from formal 
performance appraisal to informal assessment on an ongoing basis. These skills require 
knowledge of basic performance measurement and giving feedback, as well as knowledge of 
how to deal with performance outside of the norms that may lead to violations of military rules 
and regulations. 
5. BEING A ROLE MODEL FOR SUBORDINATES: Officers will model and otherwise 
communicate the information about the military that subordinates will need to know to 
successfidly transition to Naval and Marine Corps Leaders. 
Officers will utilize the operational experience they bring to the job, in addition to a broader base 
of knowledge created through the program, to visibly embody the high standards and values of 
Naval and Marine Corps officers. The Officer will communicate knowledge of the military 
culture, current policy and operations, and future plans for the Navy and joint operations in the 
Department of Defense. These abilities are based on a knowledge of the military in a democratic 
society, managing organizational cultures, DOD policy, and the behaviors of good role models 
and mentors. 
6. MANAGING EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES: Officers will have a foundation of knowledge 
about educational processes that will enable them to effectively teach and develop their 
subordinates. 
The program graduate will have the ability to formulate and answer research questions about 
educational experiences within the Navy and Marine Corps. Through the thesis process, the 
officer will explore important issues while concurrently broadening hisher knowledge of 
1 training and education in the military. 
Curriculum Sponsor and ESR Approval Authority 
United States Naval Academy 
August 1997 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w Q2: Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 cumcula within GSBPP, categorizing 
cumculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
( I )  Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP cumcula (8 14, 8 15, 8 16,8 17, 8 19, 827, 
837, 847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 1 6 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management cumcula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 21 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836, 856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 01 should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct from programs 
available at civilian universities. 
Q4: Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP cumcula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 21" century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP curricula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
w GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Com~onent of Seapower 21 









One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
J (actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
rr directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
yly employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. NIA 
(8) Environmental impact. N/A. 

















( 1. YES - UNIQUE: NO OTHER SCHOOL TWCHES. YESIDOD: UNIQUE DOD MATERIAL IS TAUGHT. 
2. ON-BOARD 1 Ol92 
3. A "CLASS" MEETS FOR 12 WEEKS, E.G. pH21 14, MA2121,0R4605 
4. UNIQUE CLASS THAT IS NOT TYPICALLY TAUGHT AT A CIVILIAN INSTITUTION. 
5. CLASS NEEDED TO BEGIN MASTER'S-LEVEL EDUCATION 
6. NUMBERS OF CLASSES ARE FOR A TYPICAL STUDENT. MANY OTHER UNIQUE AND DOD SUBJECT MAlTER CLASSES ARE OFFERED. 
7. CLASSES THAT ARE GRADUATE-LEVEL, STANDARD IN CONTENT, BUT USE MILITARY EXAMPLES. 
,a .  JOINT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PHASE ONE CLASSES ARE INCLUDED 
2. Un a :lasses for 870 Curriculum 
! I University I HARDWARWSOFTWARE I 1 
I 
Course Number 
(2) IS4300 I Software EngineeringiRoject Management DoD AcquisitionDoD PM Issues 
t I I I 
Course Title I DOD Unique Topics if taut& at Civilian I MILITARY SPECIFIC 
( 1  ) GB4053 
(3) IS3301 I Decision Support Systems I DoD Decision Rocess/C41 
I I 
(4) CS3600 I Lnformation Assurance for DoD I DoD Systems Security 
I 1 I 
I I 
Defense Budget and Financial Management Policy 
(5) IS403 1 I Information Systems Economics I DoD Acquisition/Practices I 
DOD budgeting and resource allocation 
GSBPP response to BRAC questions 2 & 4 
w 42:  Unique Programs and Courses 
Separate detailed tables have been provided for each of 13 curricula within GSBPP, categorizing 
curriculum courses as Unique, DOD-Content, Preparatory, JPME or Other. The three categories, 
Unique, DOD-Content and Other represent a decreasing scale of DOD-uniqueness. 
(1) Though presented in separate tables, nine GSBPP curricula (814, 815, 816, 81 7, 819, 827, 
837, 847, 870) are part of the resident Defense Business Management program and share a 
common set of 16 integrated core courses. Each cumculum then also includes specific 
concentration courses. Together, the set of Defense Business Management curricula contain a 
total of 72 courses (non-JPME) routinely taught. Of those, 38 courses are considered Unique and 
another 2 1 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(2) Collectively, 59 courses (82%) of the resident Defense Business Management program would 
not be readily available should outsourcing be considered. 
(3) Four cumcula (805, 835, 836,856) represent GSBPP's distributed learning programs 
delivered at or to off-campus locations. Of the 69 courses in these programs, 32 are considered 
Unique and another 20 courses contain significant DOD-Content. 
(4) Collectively, 52 courses (75%) of GSBPP's DL programs would not be readily available 
i(r should outsourcing be considered. 
Conclusion: This categorization and quantification of courses in terms of DOD orientation and 
uniqueness supports the general conclusion that GSBPP programs are distinct fiom programs 
available at civilian universities. 
44:  Privatization Consequences 
' Curricula within GSBPP should not be considered for privatization. They reasons are organized 
below, in terms of selected BRAC criteria 
Military Value: 
(1) Mission Capabilities: Collectively, all GSBPP curricula focus on five major fields within 
Defense Business Management: Logistics, Acquisition, Manpower, Financial Management, and 
Information Systems Management. As noted above, about 80% of the courses taught are unique 
and DOD-specific, and relate directly to DOD operations in these management areas. The 
DON'S strategy for facing the challenges of the 2 IS[ century has been outlined in Seapower 21. 
Each of the Defense Business Management fields (and GSBPP cumcula) is aligned with 
components of the Navy's grand strategy: 
w GSBPP Defense Business Management Field Logistics Component of Seavower 2 1 Sea Basing 







One of the misunderstanding present in the BRAC process is that a privatization effort would 
find ready substitutes for the programs existing at NPS. With respect to the programs provided 
by GSBPP, substitutes are not available and privatization would require reconstructing in some 
form the capability (courses, programs and faculty) that presently exists. GSBPP is not a school 
of management, or business, or public administration, as understood in the civilian sector. 
GSBPP is a school devoted to Defense Business Management, with programs designed to 
directly support the mission of the services and DOD. 
(2) Land and Facilities: NIA 
(3) Contingency and Surge capabilities: GSBPP is capable of accommodating more students. 
In recent years, GSBPP's student population has doubled, with increased representation of non- 
Navy students. In recent years, GSBPP has developed and delivered numerous new, tailored 
programs for specific entities within the defense community. GSBPP has a track record of 
responding rapidly and effectively to new educational requirements as they arise. 
(4) Cost: Objective cost analyses have established that, when assessed on a comparable basis 
(e.g., cost per student credit hour), the cost of graduate education at GSBPP is competitive with 
'w (actually, cheaper than) the cost of education at civilian universities of comparable quality. 
In addition, if GSBPP were physically moved to another location, there would be significant 
faculty attrition (estimated at least 80% -- about 45 faculty). New faculty, with the background 
and institutional knowledge that would prepared them to teach and do research in the field of 
Defense Business Management, are difficult to find and hire. GSBPP's history is that faculty 
have to be hired and then grown internally in order to become fully capable within the defense- 
unique instruction and research programs at the School. It would take many years to rebuild the 
' faculty to the current size and capability. The unique education and research relationships would 
also take many years to rebuild. 
Other Considerations: 
(5) Time frame for savings to exceed costs. Assuming the objective is to maintain or create a 
graduate school with the same quality and, most importantly, unique capabilities of GSBPP. 
Then neither privatization, nor relocation, would be expected to result in savings that would 
exceed costs. Building a comparable capability would involve many years to achieve, and 
involve the cost of reconstructing the unique educational and research programs, and faculty 
capabilities, that would be lost. 
(6) Economic impact in community. Aside from other NPS personnel, and students, GSBPP 
r(r directly employs about 70 faculty and 25 staff in the Monterey area. As comparable faculty 
positions are not readily available in the Monterey area, the heavy majority of faculty would seek 
w employment in another local. 
(7) Ability of receiving infrastructure to support mission. N/A 
(8) Environmental impact. NIA. 

The NPS Research Program 
A National Asset 
NPS's unique combination of operationally experienced students and defense-oriented 
faculty provide a superb setting to conduct interdisciplinary research on complex defense related 
issues. This is particularly true of research and development topics which directly support the 
warfighter. These projects can only be conducted at an institution that has the infrastructure 
needed to do sensitive and classified work, faculty with experience and interest in defense and 
national security related research, and graduate students with the talents and the operational 
backgrounds to understand the issues involved. This combination is simply not available at 
civilian graduate schools. 
The project sponsors choose NPS based on their analysis of where they can get the 
research done in a timely way, at minimum cost, and with the confidence that those doing the 
work had a clear understanding of the nuances involved in providing deep but operationally 
implementable solutions. 
The Technical Joint Cross Service Group (TJCSG) computed Military Value Scores for 
technical facilities evaluated more than 200 facilities. Of these NPS was one of only five facilities 
that received a military value score for each of the 13 research technical areas. The other four 
were: Wright-Patterson AFB, NAS Patuxent River, Naval Research Laboratory, and White Sands 
Missile Range. This points out the breadth of the research undertaken at NPS and the clear focus 
on areas of primary importance to DOD and the warfighter. The TJCSG also identified 17 
technological areas as having "significant importance to future warfighting capabilities." NPS 
faculty and students are involved in various research projects that support all 17 technologes. 
It is worth noting that the TJCSG evaluated technical facilities across 13 different 
technical areas and in three functional areas: Research, Development and Acquisition, and Test 
and Evaluation. N P S  received the highest military value rating of all facilities in "Battlespace 
Environments, D&A. 
NPS conducts on the order of seven hundred R&D projects annually. Nearly all of these 
projects are awarded funds on a competitive basis. Sponsors could have supported these projects 
at DoD laboratories, other universities, defense companies or DOE national laboratories but 
selected NPS because of a variety of factors. Some of these factors are listed below: 
the faculty expertise is highly regarded 
operationally experienced students are required on the project 
NPS costs, compared to civilian universities or government laboratories, are 
exceptionally low 
NPS turn-around time is very short 
jointness and coalition support is important 
the project is important to the education of military officers 
the expertise is not available at civilian universities 
the work is sensitive or classified 
international students at NPS have State Department approval, unlike their counterparts at 
civilian universities 
NPS research staff is experienced and qualified to conduct DoD and national security 
research 
If we consider the high value given to NPS research by the Navy and DoD in support of the 
education of military officers and the fact that the projects are supported through highly 
competitive sponsorships, it would not be appropriate to privatize or consolidate most of these 
projects at some other location. A small number of sample research projects are listed and briefly 
discussed in Appendix I. Appendix II contains a complete listing of NPS research projects for 
2005-2006. 
Appendix I 
Project List (Sponsor): 
'YlllrCI 1. Maritime Domain Protection & Awareness (OSD-HD) 
2. Dynamic Mapping of IED Incidents over Space and Time (OSD-NII) 
3. Helicopter Brownout (DIA) 
4. Man Hunting in Support of US Special Operation Forces (SOCOM) 
5. Tactical Network Topology (SOCOM) 
6. Armoring Vehicles against Improvised Explosive Devices IEDs (DepSecDef) 
7. Voice Authentication "Iraqi Enrollment" Project (DepSecDef) 
8. Southeast Asia Tsunami Relief: Hastily Formed Networks-Phuket & Khao Lok, 
Thailand (PACOM) 
9. Advanced Battle Manager for the Ballistic Missile defense System (MDA) 
10. The Delta3D Open Source Game-Simulation Engine (DHS) 
1 1. Center for Inter-Disciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies [CIRPAS] (Multiple) 
12. Classified Network Cluster (Multiple) 
Descriptions 
1. Maritime Domain Protection & Awareness 
Faculty and students formed an integrated research team that drafted a proposed National 
Maritime Domain Protection Architecture with Concept of Operations and Command Structure. 
The team tested the proposal in an interagencyljoint war game, developed a MDP Library Base 
for classified interagency reference, and extended current data mining and fusion techniques and 
systems based on requirements generation. Another team is now examining port infrastructures in 
'w support of force protection. A second campus-wide research team of faculty, US and 
international students studied a number of problems concerned with maritime counter-terrorism 
in Southeast Asian waters. This campus-wide integrated study focused on defeating maritime 
terrorism and pirate-supported terror. Faculty from a number of departments cooperated in 
conducting this research. The study was helped by the presence of experienced students from 
Singapore who were able to use their hands-on knowledge of the operational issues involved to 
guide the research efforts. 
2. Dynamic Mapping of IED Incidents over Space and Time. 
Innovative thesis work used software from a faculty research project to display, animate, and 
statistically analyzes the SIGACT data from Operation Iraqi Freedom (OF). Identifying change 
points in insurgency behavior is critical to effective counterinsurgency. Due to the continuous 
nature of the conflict and the volume of apparently random incidents, statistical process control 
techniques were and can be used to signal changes in insurgent tactics. This research continues at 
NPS by faculty and students, to further improve the programming components of the project. 
The NPS E D  mapping program is also currently being used in-theater in Afghanistan. 
3. Helicopter Brownout. 
Helicopter Brownout is a $1 00 M per year DoD problem, leading to significant hardware loss, 
injuries, and fatalities. Our objective is to find ways to define landing zones that will have 
w reduced probability of producing brownout. The challenge is to remotely sense soil and surface characteristics in denied temtory. Both civilian remote sensing systems and national technical 
means have been and are still being studied. Faculty and students have identified a system that 

airspace available for military use at Camp Roberts. Field tests are run quarterly with 100-150 
participants including military personnel fiom joint forces and service commands. 
Surveillance and Target Acquisition 
Network (STAN) 
STAN Concept Development of a self- 
forming, self-healing 
wireless network with 
push-pull of voice, 
data, and video for a 
common operational 
picture, situational 
awareness and enemy 
identification. 
Field experiments, supported by modeling and simulation, 
in which the latest technologies are integrated into a 
wireless network. 
7. Armoring Vehicles against Improvised Explosive Devices IEDs 
w Supporting a request from the Office of the Deputy Secretary of Defense, NPS faculty and students are working on a project exploring protection schemes that have the potential of decreasing the vulnerability 
of lightly armored vehicles, such as Bradley APCs. Initial concepts will be assessed for increasing 
absolute protection and weight efficiency of armor, using lightweight assembly of discrete elements, 
arrayed in a manner that increases the number of angled contact surfaces that a projectile will have to 
encounter. This serves to deflect the flow of bomb fragment streams out of harm's way. The initial work 
on this project simulates an E D  class bomb, and assesses the baseline effectiveness of steel armor against 
the threat. The project uses technical surveys and supporting data from SPAWAR and LLNL, with NPS 
faculty/student expertise in explosive ordnance and testing, shaped charge development, effectiveness 
analyses, hydrodynamic code development and simulation. 
8. Southeast Asia Tsunami Relief: Hastily Formed Networks-Phuket & Khao Lok, 
Thailand 
Taking advantage of a pre-arranged visit to Thailand by NPS faculty, N P S  was able to support 
tsunami relief operations "on the fly", providing broadband internet to victims, families, NGOs, 
local government, media, and volunteers. NPS organized a team of participants from COASTS 
(an NPS integrated research project), and in-country agencies and companies to set up a hastily 
formed network IS0 tsunami relief. Many lessons were learned and reported. NPS faculty 
returned in rnid-February to enhance the network and build in redundant, remote 
monitorindimaging capability. NPS is supporting a pilot research project on hastily formed 
networks for humanitarian and military applications. 
7 Affected Areas in Thailand 
9. Advanced Battle Manager for the Ballistic Missile defense System 
This research program on ballistic missile defense is funded by the Missile Defense Agency, and 
benefits both STRATCOM and NORTHCOM. The research group at NPS is helping to specify 
the Advanced Battle Manager (ABM) for the Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS). The 
ABM will be physically and logically replicated for use by all of the COCOMS. In addition, NPS 
is developing and transferring technology for use in developing the ABM and its components 
(weapons, sensor, C2, Intel, etc.) for use as a system-of-systems to support joint and coalition 
warfighters. 
10. Anti-Terrorism Force Protection (CNO) 
This is a CNO sponsored project to develop analysis and visualization tools for planning and 
evaluating naval anti-terrorism/force protection concepts, systems, and tactics. Successful 
completion of this project is highly dependent upon the faculty and student team's current 
operational knowledge of Naval operations. The CNO specifies a number of critical problem 
areas in support of SEA Power 21 every year for students and faculty. 
11. The Delta3D Open Source Game-Simulation Engine 
This project's goal is to construct a fully open source engine for use in a wide variety of game- 
based simulations for use in the CNO's strategy for the revolution in training. The project is 
supported by the Naval Education and Training command. NPS has recently developed three 
successful games which are use in defense and homeland security training and education. 
America's Army is utilized by the USA in the recruitment of military personnel and has been 
extended to training applications. San Luis Rev is an interactive game utilized by NPS in its DHS 
sponsored Homeland Security Masters Program and Cybersiene, which teaches students how to 
set-up and defend computer networks was developed in the NPS Center for Information Security 
Research (CISR) under NSA sponsorhip and is available at no charge to DoD agencies. 
AMERICA'S ARMY 
The arne is being I nurnger of trainina 
We have become the 
lead DoD organization 
on the utilization of 
ame technolog for 




training sys tgs  
DoDlDoN training 
systems. 
12. Center for Inter-Disciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) 
The Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) is a research center 
at the Naval Postgraduate School. CIRPAS provides measurements fi-om an array of airborne and 
grounds based meteorological, aerosol and cloud particle sensors, radiation and remote sensors to 
the scientific community. The data are reduced at the facility and provided to the user groups as 
coherent data sets. The measurements are supported by a ground based calibration facility. 
CIRPAS conducts payload integration, reviews flight safety and provides logistical planning and 
support as a part of its research and test projects around the world. The center operates a variety 
of manned aircraft and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. CIRPAS is also a National Research Facility 
of UNOLS. 
12. Classified Network Cluster (Multiple) 
Over the past ten years, NPS has obtained access to six different classified networks: 
GWAN (NRO's government only network); 
CWAN (NRO's network for contractors), 
NSAnet (NSA's intranet), 
JWICS (The joint Intel Community TSISCI network), 
SIPRNET (The working Intranet of DoD) 
Joint Intelligence Virtual University (JIVU) Network 
This diversity of access is not available at any other single physical location, not even at the 
individual agencies themselves. This is in addition to NPS STU-I11 and NSTS voice lines. Other 
university facilities including AFIT, PSU ARL, JHU APL, UT, nor NMSU have anything close 
to this level of classified access. Most only have access to one network. 
While there is some limited ability to communicate between these networks, there are exabytes of 
information that exclusively reside only on each system and is not accessible from the other 
networks. These are the working networks of each of their respective agency-organizations. 
Uniqueness: 
AFIT does not have this variety of classified communications. 
No commercial organization has this variety of classified communications. 
GWAN by policy is restricted to government only access. That is why CWAN was set up 
- to limit wide-open access to GWAN. NPS is not aware of any commercial organization 
with on-site access to NSAnet. 
The ability to move quickly between networks and cull information from each of the 
sources is critical to many intel research projects at NPS. 
It would take several years to cultivate and develop the level of classified 
communications access that NPS currently has at another location. 
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W O W  WID! CONSORTIUM FOR THE GRID 
INFORMATIWl ASWRANCE THROUGH SCHMRSHIP AND SERVICE 
NPS ClSR XHOCARSHIP FOR SERVICE: SCHOIARSHIP TRACK 
USW CURRICULUM SUPPORT 
LmORAL KEANOCRAPHY FOR MlNE WARFARE 
SATELLKE AlTIMETRY DATA ANALYSIS FOR NAVAL WARFARE 
NPS CHAIR OF MlNE WARFARE PROGRAM 
CHAIR OF INNOVATION 
CHAIR OF UNDERSEA WARFARE 
USMC GRWND CUMATE ASSESSMENT SURVEY S Y m M  (GCASS) 
JOINT INTELLIGENCE INTEROPERABIW BOARD (3118) SYSTEMS BASEUNE ASSESSMENT (ISBA W) 
UNCONVENTIONAL WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION (UWMD): DETAILED INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL NVCLEAR PHYSICS AND KTS 1MPUCATIONS 
HISTORY OF SOVIET PETROLEUM SCIENCE AND RESWRCE DEVELOPMENT 
APERTURE RESEARCH FOR THE BMD SHlP - PHASE 0 
INVESlTWlTlON OF QUANnZATION OF WlDEBAND SIGNALS BY NON-UNIFORM SAMPUNG W l r H  MULTIPLE SUB-NYQUIST RATE N D  CONVERTERS-PHASE 2 
M M E R O F  XlENCE I N  SYSTEMS ENGINEWNGXEYPORT DISTANCE EDUCATION DffiREE PROGRAM 
SEM-PD21 
N A W  SHlP DESIGN 
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS AREA Am-SUBMARINE WARFARE MFENSE PROBLEM 
SINGAPORE DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY SHORT COURSE-2004 
HUMAN INTELUGENCE I N  THE WAR ON TERRORISM: DEFlNlNGME PROBLEM 
DEFENSE 




N A W  
NAW 
NAVSEA 
NAVOCEANO 97 cnu 
97 cnu 
97 DEWY 




N A W  
NUWC-NEWPORT DIVISION 
HQ USMC, S A F m  DIVISION 














EXPONENT, INC. 97 PlLNlCK 





FED CEE EOYANG 
CEE EOYANG IP  EXECUTIVE EDUCATION COURSE NAW NETWARCOM 
N A W  
AIR 
FORCE 




CEE EOYANG DEFENY 
NAW 
TRICARE MGMT A C n V m  
MILnARY SEAUFT 
COMMAND 
CREATING A "WIN/WIN" FORTHE NEW WEST RHjlON 
M E n m Y E  EDUCATION AND ORGAMZATION STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR M l U A R Y  S W F T  COMMAND CEE KUNE 
CL twmD SPAWAR-DISTRIWED LEARNING N A W  
OTHER 
SPAWARCHAMSTON 
VARIOUS F l W  QUARTER FUNDS FOR OCL 
STANDARD API FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION LOSSMODELS 
CL HAZARD 
CS BEWlNS 
CS BEWlNS ARMY 
N A W  
RDECOM 
SPAWAR 
S O F l W M  ENGINEERING PH.0. RESEARCH PROfiRAM 
A MEMOD T O  INTEGRATE NON-REAL-TIME HETEROGENEOUS SYSEMS W X H  REAL-TIME SYSTEMS I N  AN ENTERPRISE ENVIRONMENT CS BEWINS 
CS BEWlNS ArnOMATlC GENERATION OF SCHWARE WRAPPERS ARMY 
OTHER 
TARDK 
SOFlWARE ENGINEERING PHD EDUCATION PROGRAM 
M C X  
NAVAL NEMWLK WARFARE 
A PROFOSED MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL FOR A TACTICAL LOCAL AREA NETWORK OVER THE SINGLE CAHNNEL GROUNDAIR RADION SYSTEM 
NAW CERTIFIER PROGRAM -PHASE I11 
CS BRAND 
CS BURKE 
N A W  
NAW 
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CMD 
TRAWC ANALYSIS 








ONR AGENT-WED MODEUNG OF COMMON DISL4SE SPREAD ON NAVAL VESSELS 
DEPT OF HOMELAND 
SECURITY VA S O W A R E  DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
NRL WIRELESS PROTOCOL SUPFORT 
















SOFTWARE ENGINEERING S O W A R E  IMPROVEMENT CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
USING W I D  TO ENHANCE EFFICIENCY AND Y C U W  I N  A PRMXlCTION F A C I W  











WORKSHOP-SECURITY CHALLENGES AT THE FOUNDATION: SECURE COMPLTING ENABLED BY HARDWARE, FILMWAR AND LOW LEVEL SOFTWfflE 
MODEUNG FEDERAl AVIATION ADMINISIRATION INFORMATION ASSURANCE USING CYBERClEGE 










ANALYSIS OF SEPARATION KERNAL-BASED SECURITY ARCHIECWRES 
SEPARATION KERNAL PROTECTION PROFILE 
GLOBAL INFORMATION GRID SECURITY SUPPORT 





SECURECORE FORTRUSrWORTHY COMMODIlY COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATIONS 
.%?ENDED CYBERCIEGE - NCASSR PHASE III 




TRUSED COMPUTING EXEMPLAR PHAY 111: aXlPONENT DESIGN 
MULTI-LEVEL PRINT SERVER, PHASE I: REWIREMEEm NAW 
OTHER- 







SlMULATlON BAYD EVALUATION FOR NDCT GENERATION INELUGENT SYSTEMS 
ESABUSHIMAINTAIN S O W A R E  ENGINEERING TEST LAB (Yn) 






u w o  
MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY 
WCUMENTATION DRIVEN S O W A R E  DEVELOPMENT 
DESIGN AND VAUDATION OF REAL-TIME BAmE-MANAGEMENT KERNELS FOR BALUmC MISSILE DEFENSE 







MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY 
NSA 
FORMALIZATION OF THE DEPENDABIW PROPERTIES OF THE W m C  M1551LE MFENSE SYSTEM (BMDS) 
TESTING TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSMENT OF SOWARE-SYSTEM WLNERABIUES 





EDUCATION SUPPORT FOR TEmNG OF LARGE-XALE S O W f f l E  INTENSWE W E M S  (YEAR 3) 
SHARED TM INPUT 





N K  FOUNDATION, INC 
MARINE CORPS M m M S  
CMD 




NSA EVALUATING THE EFFECD'ENESS OF 3COM INELUGENT NIC FOR PRDTECTION AGAINST DOOD A l T A W  





DEPT OF HOMELAND 
IMPROVING FIRSI ROUND ACCURACY OF LMlG W E  NAVAL GUNFIRE USING NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDlCflON 




































































N A W  
OTHER 



















H Q W & F T  
LEAVENWORTH 
NETSAFA 
US ARMY SPKIAL OPS CMD 
AFOSR 
JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
MNF-I 
U S CEWRAL COMMAND 
DEFENSE POLICY ANALYSIS 
US ARMY SPEClAL OPS CMD 



















DEPT OF HOMELAND 
SECURITY 
M C X  
M C X  
M C X  
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BGP ANOMALY DETECnON AND STRESS TErnNG 
A NETWORlSffi PROTOCOL FOR UNDERWATER ACOUSllC N € W O W  
ASSESSING THE COMRmR N M R K  OPERATIONS (CNO) THREAT OF FOREIGN COUNTRY (ROLLOVER) 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS mum WEEK CONFERENCE 
ILE s u p m m  
CT FELLOWWP PROGRAM DEMLOPMENT SUPPORT TERRORIST FINANCING TRACK 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS ACADEMIC CURRICULUM: FA39 
GAME T H M m C  APPROACHES TO TERRORIST AND INSUREGNT N€WORKS 
INELUGENCE PREPARATION OF THE BAlTLEflELD FOR SELECTED SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
PRE-NATIONAL IRAQI COUNTERINSURGENCY STRATEGY FORMULATION 
PRE-NATIIXAL IRAQI ELECnON COUNTERINSURGENCY STRATEGY FORMULATION 
UNDERSTANDING TERRORIST N E W O W  AND ORGANIZATIONS 
MAN HUNTING WORKSHOP IN  SUPPORT OF US S P E W  OPERATION FORCES 
STRATEGIC PLANNING AND BUDGETING FOR HOMELAND S K U W  
INTERFERENCE AND NOISE MEASUREMENTS I N  PORTIONS OF THE RADIO SPECTRUM 
U O  RADIO W l Y  PRCGRAM W P K X T  
DDX PROPULSION MOTOR AND DRNE INTEGPATED TEAM SUPPORT 
COMFOUER DEVELOPMENT FOR A 6 2 5 M  MULTI-MODULE FUEL CELL POWER COMlERTER 
THE APPUCATION OF SILICON CARBIDE SEMICONDUCTOR POWER SWCHES 
DESIGN EVALUATION OF A POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM FOR A 36.5MW HOMOFOUR MOTOR 
CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT FOR A 625kW MULTI-MODULE FUEL CELL POWER CONVERTER 
MARINE MPEDITIONARY FORCE T A C n W  AD HOC DATA NETWORK ENGINEEING AND DESIGN 
LIBRARY IXMLOPMENT AND MPERIMENTS USING PROTOTYPE RECONFIGURABLE COFIFWING MACHINES 
DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF WlRELESS LOCAL AREA N€WORK SIGNALS 
DIGITAL ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY FOR RADAR AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
TECHNOLCGY AND CONCEPIS FOR POSITION DmRMINATION OF DISTRIBUTED SENSOR AND ARRAY ELEMEME 
WEATHER RADAR PROCESS FOR RAPID XANNING TACnCAL RADARS 
COCHANNEL MITIGATION STUDY 
SINGP90RE DEFENY TECHNOLOGY SHORT COURSE-2OW 
CONCEALED WEAWNS D ~ O N  mu HOMLAND SECURITY, PHAY II 
DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY OF ULTRAWIMBPND, OMNIDI~ONAL, VEHICLE-MOUNIED ANTENNAS mu THE HINT TAC~CAL RADIO SYSTEM ( m s )  
ADVANCED FERRm ANTENNA TKHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT - PHASE I 
WAVEPORT MULnFUNCnONAL ULTRA-WIDEBAND SMRRT ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE USE 
SPECTRUMSHIELD COUNTER-IED SYSTEM 
RPIPID PROTOTYPlNG OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL PRINTED NANCOMPOSITES 
EhCAPSULATED WAVEPEARL ULTRAWlDE8AND ANTENNA SUBSYmM FOR SHIPBOARD USE 
COMMUhICATIONS EMmER SENSING AND ATACKING SYSTEM (CESAS) ANENNA SUITE 






































N A W  
N A W  
N A W  
NAW 
N A W  
NAW 
N A W  
ARMY 
N A W  
NAW 












N A W  







N A W  
NAW 
N A W  
NAW 
N A W  
N A W  
NAW 
N A W  







N A W  
AIR 
NSGC 


















US. SPECIAL OPS COMMAND 

















OMNIDIREITIONAL ULTRAWIDEBAND W N N A  
WAVEDRIVER APmNNA ARRAY FOR SHIPBOARD DIRKTlON-FINDING (DF) APRlCATIONS 
DIRECT-MCITATION HIGH-POWER SUBMPSUNE WAVEDRIVER 
WIRELESS CONMUNICATIONS SHORT COURK UPDATE AND m r n w  OFFWING 
TWO-PORT DIRECT-EXCITATION WAVEDRIVER FOR SUBSURFACE APPUCATIONS 
APPUED ANENNAS (APPUAKT) NSG SHORT COURSE 
ULTRAWIDEBAND DIRECT-MUTATION FOR SUBMARINE APPUCATIONS 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL L O W W D  NTIENNA SUBSYSTEM FOR GROUND VEHICLE VWC4TIONS 
RT-64 FULL-SPECTRUM gARC RECEMR (FSSR) 
ULTRAWIDEBAND ANIENNA AND COMMUNIO\TIONS TECHNOUXY BRIEFING 
DIREITION-FINDING (DF) FOR COMMUNICATIONS WARFARE: SHORT UXIRSE 
SKMRACC BROADBAND SWTTCHEDBEAM UAV-TO-LAND VEHICLE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
TRIPLE-MOWLAR-REDUNDANT ARCHITECNRES FOR REUABLE SPACE-BASEDCOMFWING 
G U W  ORIOLE, COMPUER ARCHITKWRES AND ALGORITHMS FOR SPACE APPUCATIONS 
CONFIGURRBLE FAULT-TOLEW ARCHITECNRES FOR RELIABLE SPACE-BASED COMPWING 
NRSGC RESEARCH SUPPORT 
CCPSSIFIED ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY UPDATES (CATV) 
CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS SUPWRT 
N W O R K  COKmOL AND MANAGEMENT 
NElWORKCENRlC ANALYSIS OF CRYmOCffilC CAPA8lmES 
50F SIGlNT MARITIME ENVIRONMENT SUPPORT TO IOINTTHREAT WARNING SYSTEM (JWS) R D T E  
NEW OFFICER CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE FOR NSG 
PACKEl SWITCHED N W O R K S  WRY FOR NAVSECGRU 
DESIGN OF PULSE MODE OPTfCAL SENSOR 
HlGH POWER MICROWAVE ANENNA DESIGN 
HlGH POWER MICROWAVE DEVELOPMENT AND MOMUNG 
LOW FREWENCY EM FIELD PENETW\TION 
PROPAGATlON OF LOW FREQUENCY EM FIELDS FROM SHIPS I N  SEAWATER 
WIRELESS SMART SHIPBOAR0 SENSOR NEMlORK 
N433 THREAT MISSILE SIMULATOR VAUDATION WORKING GROUP 
TEST AND EVALUATION OF A DlGlTAL IMAGE SYNniESIZER (DIS-512) ASIC 
AWONOMOUS CUSSIFICATION OF LPI RADAR EMiTERS 
INFORMATION WARFARE WORKSHOP 
NFGC RESEARCH SUPPORT 
N R W  ARDA SUPPORT 
LOW COST, MAN PORTABLE FREE SPACE OPlK(FSO) COMMUNlCATlONS SYSTEM FOR IMPLEMENTATION ON USMC FIELD ARnUERY POSmONS AND FIELD COMBAT OPERATIONS n 
PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SIGNALS I1  
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FORCE 
OTHER- 
FED ROBERTSON NRO P W F O W I U 3 N I R O L  OF DYNAMIC TCS UNKS 









NSA NWATD CRYPTOLffilC RESEARCH LAB AND THESIS RESEARCH SUPPORT 
flLTERING TECHNIQUES FOR FREQUENCY-MJPPEO SIGNALS 











ST. GERMAIN, LT 





SPAWAR-SAN DIEGO DEMONSTRATION AND SIMULATION OF AD HOC HIGH BANDWIDTH NETWORK AND COMMUNICPITIONS S Y m M  UTUZIffi A UAV FOR IMPLEMENTATION I N  A US. UWUER STRIKE 
INEGRATlNG SENSING AND PROCESSING THERRlEN 
THEWEN 
TINGLE, MA] 
SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR STRATFGIC SYSEMS 
MOBILE AD H K  SENSOR NETWORKS FOR YlRVEILLANCE APPLICATIONS 
MODEUNG AND SIMULPITION OF ICA 
NAW SPAWAR-SAN DIEGO 
NAVAL AVLATION DEPOT 
SPAWAR-SAN DIEGO 
TUMMALA 






"CROSS<ONNECT PROBLEM I N  ADNS 
AFRL YlPPORT FOR SPACE VEHICLES DIRECTORATE 
GaN TRANSISTORS ON D W N D  SUBSTRATES OTHER 
OTHER 
CRADA 
SP3 DIAMOND TECH INC 
VARIOUS LINACIFLASH X-RAY RADIATION TEmNG OPERATIONS 
NAT UNlV OF SIWPORE AWOMATIC TARGET DETECnON 






W I F M B M B - m y  
NSWCCORCNA DIYISSON 
MSLMO 
w 1 w  
YUN 




REDUCED CREW SIZE METROLOGY USING WIRELESS LAN5 AND WEARABLE PCs 
EXECUTIVE LEARNING OFFICEWNAW FLAG UNIVERSITY 
EXECnM LEARNING OFFICEWFLAC UNIVERSm 
HUMAN CAPITAL STRATEGIC PLANNING 




FORCE US. SPECIAL O K  COMMAND MEWI IVE LEARNING OFFICEWNAW FLAG UNIVERSITY 
MECUTIM LEARNING OFFICEWFLAC UNNERTIY 












GENERAL SUPPORT m R  THE CENTER mu DEFENSE MANAGEMENT REFORM 










o m  SYSTEMS ACQUISmON MANAGEMENT (CURRICULUM 816) SUPPORT 
ADVANCED ACQUISITION PRffiRAM 19-51 












ADM STANLEY ARTHUR CHAIR OF LOGISTICS 
EVALUATION OF BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION FOR RECRUIT SELECTION 


















LITTORALCOMEAT SHIP(LCS) AIR DETACHMENT MANNING 
EFFICIENCY OF ALTERNATIVE ASSIGNMENT AUCnON FORMATS 
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GSBPP GATESIPEMA 
GSBPP W E V A R  

















IS  BUDDENBERG 
1S CALIAHANIBWS 
IS COOPER,CAPT 
IS  m 
1s DOLK 
IS  DOLK 
IS  DOLK 
IS  DOLK 
IS  EHLERT 
IS  EHLrnT 
NAW 
NAW 
N A W  
N A W  
N A W  











































N€IWCRLD MCHANGE, INC 
NSWC-INDIAN HEAD 
VARIOUS 




NPS FOUNDATION, INC. 
ORINCON DEFENSE 
NEW IERSEY DHSS 
ONR 
SBC 
U.S. SPECIAL OPS COMMAND 
NRO 
THE BOElffi COMPANY 
SPAWAR-SAN DIEGO 
PURWE UNIVERSIIY 










EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SEPARATION PAY OPnONS 
LEAMRSHIP EWU\TlON AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (LEAD) 
ANALYSIS OF F U G M  HOUR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
WAGNER CHAIR 
ANALYSIS OF F U G M  HOUR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, BUDGET EYEcVnON. COST-AYOIDANCE AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT I N I r I A T M S  I N  COMNAVNRPAC 
SUPPORTTO MSA CURRlCULUM AND RESEARCH PROGRAM 
MASTER OF XlENCE I N  PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, SECTION 836-51 
CENER FOR EDGE POWER 
ACQUlSmON MANAGEMENT DISTANCE W I N G  PROGRAM - NUMEROUS COURSES 
ETHICS I N  ACnON: PREPARING NAW SUPPLY CORPS OFFICERS FOR EXERCISING MORAL COURAGE ASSESSMENT AND BEST PRACTICES SWDY PHASE I-I11 
CHAIR OF ACQUISmON MANAGEMENT AND AQUlSmON RESEARCH 
IrnGRATED BASE OPERATIONS CENlER 
STATE-OF-THE-ART COMMERCIAL lEmRNET ORDWNG AND BILLING SERVICE 
MSCM 83541  
MASTER OF SCIENCE I N  CONlRACT MANAGEMENT (MSPM) SECTION 83541  lSTQTR 
PHOTOTYPE MICRO-TERRAIN DATABASE GENERATION SYSTEM 
AIRBORNETACTIW DATA NETWORK GATEWAYS: INTEGRATING EPLRS Wr rH  WIRELESS MESHED NEWORKS FOR OVER THE HORIZON C2 WPFCfUlNG EXPEDITIONARY OPERATIONS 
INTELUGENCE VlSUAUZAllON AND A C n W  DATABASE %%WARE 
CYBER WARFARE lKlEGRATION NEWORK (CWIN) 
COMMUNlCAllON SYSTEMS ANALYSES OF ALTERNATIVES OF PRESENT SYSTEMS I N  THE X3INT MISSION BATTLESPACE PHASE I 
PROFESSORSHIP OF INFORMATION XlENCES 
INlELUGENCE VlUlPiLlZATION AND A C n W  DATABASE SOFTWARE 
COMMAND AND CONIROL INFFW3RUClURE FOR NEW IERSEY HEALTH EMERGWCY PREPAREDNESS AND RESWNSE NEWORK 
NPS TESTBEDS FOR CKM COLLABORATION PROWCTS 
FEEDBACK MECHANISMS F M I  AGENT-WED QoS ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT OF NEWORKING RESOURCES 
UGHT RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE AND T A C T I W  NErWMIKTOPOLOGY 
LEGACY 1NEGRATION OF TRANSFORMATIONAL COMMUNlCATlONAL SYSTEM RESEARCH 
ANALYSIS OF NAVY MUOS N€WORKING P.€QUIREMENTS, PROTOCClS A N D T E C H W Y  
TASK ONE: NAW EFFECIS-BASED CAPABILlllES ANALYSIS 
TACnCAL USE OF COMPLmR NETWORK AlTACK I N  THE W N E  CORPS 
NR: SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT FOR CONnNVOUS MPERIMENTAllON 
U.S. ARMY RECRUmNG STRATEGIC SIMUIATION 
US. ARMY ACCESSION END-TGEND PROCESS FLOW MODEL - PHASE 2 
US. ARMY ACCESSION COMMAND COMPLTATIONAL MPERIMENTATIN AND 5PATEGlC SIMUIAllON (ACCESS) 
DEVELOPING CKEI CORPS AGENTS H)R ACCESSION COMMAND CCMPWATIONAL 
COALmON OPERATING AREA SURVEILLANCE AND TARGEnNG SYSTEMS (COASIS) 
P R W  OF CONCEPT: DEMONSmAllON OF AUTOMATED SPEECH RECOGNmON (ASR) TECHNOLOGY ISO VISNATION OPERAllONS AT THE BAGHDAD CENTRAL CORRECTION FACILITY 
IS  EOVTTO, CAFT 
IS  GAUUPJKEMPLE 
IS  GALLUPIMAULE 
IS  GALLUPIPILNICK 
15 HAYES-ROTH 
IS  HOUSEL 
I S  HUTCHINS 
IS  KEMPLE 
IS  KEMPLEICOX 
IS  KEMPLEIKIMMEL 
IS KESSWGOODWIN 
IS  KIMMEL 
IS  KlMMEL 
IS LEWEUING, MAI 
IS  MARVEL 
IS  WTUSrAK 
IS  MAULYGAUUP 
IS MAULFJWLLUP 
IS  NISSEN 
IS  OROS 
IS OROS 
IS  OROSICACERES 
IS  PARRISH/TWAR 
IS  SCHLEHER 
IS  SCHLEHER 
IS STECKLER 
IS  STECKLER 























N A W  
OTHER 
NAW 










































U.S. SPECIAL Of5 COMMAND 
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INTEROPERABLE BY DESIGN: ENGlNEEIUNG FORCENET CHAT FOR lNlEGRATION Wr rH  E X l m f f i  M I N T  AND COALmON COUABORATlON ARCHITECNRES 
SUPPORT FCR FORCENET INNOVATION AND EXPERIMENTATION PROGRAM 
AGILE COALmON ENVIRONMEKT (M) MPWMENTATION SUPPORT 
SUPPORT K)R EXTENDED AWARENESS EXPERIMENTATION P R O G W  
COMMUNTY HOOELS, MODELBASED COMMUNICATION, AND VIRT 
FACILITATINGTHE PERFORMANCE CUTCOMES AND ACCELERATING THE EFFECTIVE U K  OF COLLABORATNE TECHNOLOGIES I N  NAVAL CORE PROCESSES 
COGNFIVE TA5K ANALYSIS OF INTELUGWCE ANALYSTS 
AonPTIM ARCHITECTURES FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL (A2U) 
MAXIMIZING COMMAND AND CONlROL COMMUNICATIONS EFFICIENCY I N  THE 3RD MARINE DlVISlON 
D I N T  INTEUlGENCE INTEROPERABIW BOARD (111B) SYSTEMS BASEUNE ASSESSMENTCM (JSBACM) 
COMPUTER NETWORK DEFENSE AND WIRELESS VULNERABIW 
COMTHIRDFLT SCIENCE ADVISOR TOUR 
SCIENCE &TECHNOLOGY ADVISOR FOR COMTHIRDFLT 
POSTURING US. INFORMATION OPERATIONS K)R GWOT AND EEYOND 
S1NGAR)RE DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY SHORT COURSE-2W 
IP CENTER OF EXCELLENCE UP COE) 
SUPPORT FOR FORCENET INNOVATION AND EXPERIMENTATION PROGRAM 
J O I W  RAPID ARCHmCrURE EXPERIMENTATION ( I N )  SUPPORT 
CEFmR FOR EDGE POWER 
NEMSlS MOBILE RESEARCH F A C I W  (MRF) 
WLAN VULNERABIW ASSESSMEMS AND RESEARCH 
AN ANALYSIS OF 802.11/16 TECHNOLOGIES AS PART OF THE TACTICAL 1NEP.NET 
TACTICAL WIRELESS NETWORKlNG 1N COALmON ENVIRONMENT% IMPLEMENTING AN lEEE 802.20 WIRELESS ENDUSER NENYORK W U Z I N G  F W H G D M  TO PROVIOE A SECURE 
HIGH POWER MICROWAVE RECEIVER FOR OCrrDOOR TESl RANGE 
TEST THE EFFECTIVENESS OF M E  EA6B USING ILLUMINATED BULK CHAFF AGAINST RADARS WITH SIDELOBE CANCELLERS 
NAVAL INFDRMATION WARFARE ACIIYIIY [NIWA) INFORMATION WARFAREIINFORMATION OPERATIONS ESEARCH AND CURRICULUM SUPPORT 
CONSORTIUM K)R THE GIUD 
XXNT IMELUGENCE VIRTUAL UNlVERSrPl INTEGRATION 
COMPLITATIONAL MATHEMATIC PRGRAM 
NON-UNEAR M U L T N A W L E  RUN-TOWN CONTROL OF PHOTCUTHOGRAPHY 
REFERENCEW8001( ON TECHNOLOGY OF COUNIERING LAND MINES, IED'S AND BOOBY TRAPS 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
RELAY MIRROR TESTBED 
INDEPENDEM R N l N V  TEAM 
ADAPTIVE OPTICS CONlRCi OF A LAKR BEAM 
































































































SIERRA ENGINEERING INC. 
AFRL 
ONR 








N S W C € M A L  SYS 
STATION 




US. SPECUV OPS COMMAND 
ONR 
ONR 
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ACQUISmON, TRAWNG AND POINTING OF BlHXAL RELAY MIRROR SPACE- 
MULTI-BODY FL I IBLE DYNANICS, SYSTEM IDENnFICATION AND W R O L  
A GLOBAUY CONVERGENT AlTlTUDE AND GYRO B W  EmMATOR FOR SPAEWFT A7TlTlJDE CONTROL 
SPACE SIIUATIONAL AWARENESS REYARCH CENTER 
DEVELOPMENTOF ALTERNATITIM FUEUAIR INllIATION TECHNIQUES 
PERCORP ENHANCEMENT FOR IMPROVED KM WODEUNG 
CHARACTERlZATlON OF AFERBURNING IGNmON MECHANISMS FOR FILMEOOLED UQUID ROCKET ENGINES 
CHARACTERIZATION OF PULSE DETONAllON ENGINE OPERATION AND PEWORNANCE 
FUNDAMENTAL SWDY OF COMPRESSIBLE DYNAMIC STALL AND ITS CONTROL OVER A VARIABLE DRCXJP LEADING EDGE AIRFOIL 
AlTEND JTCGIKIDA SYMPOSIUM I N  SEOUL ROK 
WEAFONEERING SHORT CCURSE 
MISCELLANEOUS J K G  TASKS 
MISCELLANEOUS AIR-TDSURFACE TASKS 
TARGET ACQUISmON W W N G  GRCUP 
COMMON METHOWUXY FOR GUNS AND ROCKETS 
DEVELOPING A COMMON METHODOLOGY FORME DEUMRY ACCUWCI OF LASER GUIDED WEAPONS 
DEUMRY ACCURACl FOR THE JDAP AND GWDAP PROGRAMS 
INTERFACUL CREEP I N  THIN FILM INTERCONNECT STRUCRJRES I N  MICRO-SYSIEMS 
GOW:  CREEP AND MICROSTRUOURAL COARSENING OF LEAD FREE SOCDERZ IN MICRO-ELECIRONIC PACKAGING APPUCATIONS 
MINIATURIZED IMPRESSION CREEPTEST FOR BGI\ AND FC SOLDERBINTS 
THERMC-MECWNICAL BEH4VIOR OF ADAPTIVE LEAD-FREE SODERZ FOR ELEClROMC PACKAGING APPUCATIONS 
CFD SIMULATION OF THE @ASIC5 OF UNDERWATER LAUNCH FLOW 
INVESTIGATION OF COMMERCIAL TECHNOLOGIES WITH APPLICATION TO LC5 MODULARIlY 
MODEUNG AND SIMULATION OF UNMANNED VEHICLE LAUNCH FROM THE LllTORAL COMBAT SHIP (LCS) 
DEVELOPMEFFT OF AUVTECHNOLIXIES 
SUPPORT FOR ALFTONOMY STUDY 
NPS ARIES W A F 3  UX)K SONAR INTEGRATION AND TEmNG 
TACTICAL D K l S l o N  M r n  
PARTICIPATION I N  TNT EXERCISES 2MS 
FORWARD LOOKlNG SGMROBSTACLE AVOIDANCE 
COMMAND AND CONTROL INITLATIYES WITH c o P m n f f i  UNMANNED MHICLES 
CROSS-FLOW FAN mu MOL AIRCRAF~ 
TRANWNIC FAN - STEAM INGESTION STUDY 
HCFISPIN TEST RESEARH 
DEVELOPMENT OF A LOWCDST TRAClQNG M N N A  SYSTEM FOR MEDIUM WVGE COMMUNICATIONS WITH REMOTE MANNED OR UNMANNED MR AND SURFACE MIIICLES 
4N EXPERIMENTAL AND COWWATlON4l INVESTIGATION OF OSCllUITlNG AJWOII LNSTEADY AERODYWICS AT LARGE MEbA INCIDENCE 
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AIR 





































SMALL UAVTARGET LOCK-W, DIRECTlON FINDING, NElWOfN COFClROL 







A METHOD TO PREDICT THE T H E W  PERFORMANCE OF SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT USING ARTIFIaAL NEURAL NEMK)RKS 
TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE NASA/SOFIA STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICAL RESONANCE 
NAW NAVAlR 
NAWC-AlRCRAFl DIVISION 
COMPETENCY EWCATION PACKAGE FOR AIR- S T R W R E S  
FRACTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF P ~ C  SPAR ws AND PROBABIU~C RISK ANALYSIS OF PK WON AIRCRPFT 
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE TOOLBOX FOR AEROEWXIC MOOEUNG AND DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS OF AIR VEHICLES 
NAW 




DEFENSE MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLWION AND CONTROL WRING FRICTlON m R  PROCESSING (FSP) OF CAST NAVAL BRONZE MATERIALS 
MICROSTRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS I N  FRlCTlON STIR PROCESSING OF NlAl PROPELLER BRONZE DEFENSE 
NAW P r r n w  IN S~AINLESS =EL WELDS 
THE MEOU\NICAL AND MICROSmUCrURAL CHARAClERIZATION OF COMMERCLAL AA 9 8 3  MATERIALS OTHER 
OTHER- 
FED 
W ,  A U m N  
DEPT OF HOMELAND 
SECURITY 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH 
CTR 
COURSE MATERLAL FOR COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY: T a W  FOR DECISION ANALYSIS 
OTHER- 
FED THE BEHAVlOR OF AIRCRAFT WAKES IN GROUND EFFECT 
DISTANCE W I N G  CWRSES FOR NPIVAL REACTORS I N  MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (571) NAW NAVSEA 
NSWCCARDEROM 
DIVISION NAW ADVANCED MARINE GAS TURBINE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS 
CRADA ADV TECH INSITnTTE 
MECHMATH, U C  
ADVANCEDTOTAL SHIP SYSTEM ENGINEERING ANDOPTIMIZPiTION 
MULTI-DIKIPLINARY COMPWATlONALTCOLS FOR NPIVAL SHlP DESIGN CRADA 
AIR 
AUTONOMWS DOCaNG AND SPACECRAFT SERVICING PROIECT [AUDASS](FYM) 
RAPID T W K T O R Y  GENERATION FOR ENlRY VEHICLES 






M R L  
AFRL 
OTHER- 
PSEUDOSPKTRAL M ~ O O S  FOR O ~ I M M  TRAJECTORIES BY IMPLICIT SIMULATION (OTIS) 
DEPLOYMEKT OF MULTIPLE SPACECRAFT: COORDINATION, CONROL AND OPTlMlZATION 















DCGBI SHIP SHOCKTRIAL SIMULATION 
SHlP SH03:TRlAL MODEUNG AND SIMULATION 
DTRA 
NAWC-AIRCRAFT DIVISION 
IMEA AND M M  COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
HCF SPIN TEST RESEARCH 




INTERANNUAL VARIATION OF MONSOON & ENSO 






TROPIC4LMIRTICES I N  NORTHWEST PACIFIC MONYMN NSF 
JOHNS HOPKINS 
UNlVERSrrY REFRACTlVrrY PROFILE E~MATIONlCOUECTlON DURING EVS FIELD TEST. IULY 2W4 
SINGAPORE DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY SHORT COURSE-2W4 NUS 
NEAR-TERM RESPONSE TO OPERATIONAL METW PORTABLE MEASUREMENT D M C E  (PMD) REQUIREMENTS 
SINGAPOREIMALACCA 9RAIT EVAPORATION WCT/lR CHARACTWZATION 
EVAPOATION WCTIEO TURBULENCE MODELS 

























































NELO VISIBILITY ASSESSMENT FROM SPACE 
METHODS FOR COMPREHENSIM SATELLITE ANALYSIS 
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS AND ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENT SATELUTEDERIVED MARINE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER AND EM/EO PROPERTIES 
METOC SENSOR ENGINEERING SATE--DERIVED W N E  ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER AND EM/EO PROPERTIES 
SUPPORT FOR USWRP HURRICANE LANDFALL XIENCE COORDINATOR 
MODEUNG TROPICAL CYCLONE VRUCWRE AND TRACK 
BUOY DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS FOR NAW PROPAGATION MEASUREMEWS 
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: THE MAUD RISE NONUNEAR EQUATION OF VATE VUDY (MAUDNESS) 
OBlECTIM AND AIJOMATED ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIONAL GLOBAL FORECAST MODEL PREDICTIONS OF TROPICAL CYCUINE FORMATION AND UFE CYCLE 
PREDICTION OF TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION WTrH NAW MODEL 
TROPICAL CYCLONE FORMATION/STRUCTURE/MOTION STUDIES 
DEVELOPMENl AND VALIDATION OF A PREDIClNE MODEL TO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF COASTAL OPERATIONS ON URBAN XALE AIR QUALITY 
DEVELOPING AND APPLYING METOC METRICS IN SEA STRIKE OPERATIONS 
FIRE WEATHER F O R E W N G  
DEVELOPMENT OF MESOSCALE TRPJNING MOWLES 
PREXRIBED BURN WEATHER AND SMOKE F O W X T I N G  
IMPROVING SURFACE FLUX PARAMETERIZATION I N  THE NAWS COAMPS 
UNDERSTANDING AND PARAMETERIZATION OF NEAR-SURFACE TURBULENT FLUXES I N  THE COASTAL ZONE 
METEOROLOGICAL SUPPORT AND VALIDATION 
METOC THESIS SUPPORT FOR OPERATIONAL H X U Y D  TOPICS 
BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECTS ON ATMOSPHERIC FROFFTS 
SUPPORT OF NAVAL INTEUlGENCE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 
LESSONS OF M E  MILITARY LEARNING MODEL FCR HOMELAND Y C U W  
HPAC DATA MODEUNG 
NATO NBC DATA INTEROPERABILITY (ATP4S X-5) SUPPORT 
SPAWAR AND CBRN IPM-IS: IEM DATA SUPPORT 
BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS AND HOMELAND S E C U W  
STRATEGIC STABILITY I N  SOWH AVA. US. POUCY OPTIONS 
COMPARATIVE VRATEGlC CULTURE 
U.S.CH1NA STRATEGIC DIALOGUE 
PAKISTAN'S N U W  PROGRAM: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUIURE 
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE FEUOWSHIP/VlSmNG FACULn SABBATlGU 
MET5 REGIONAUVATE SEMlNARS 
EXEClmM EWCATION ACCOUNT (03) 
WEB DEVELOPMENT, DEUMRY, STRATEGY 
IRAN: DOMESTIC CHANGE AND REGIONAL CHALLENGES 
































DEPT OF HOMELAND 
SECURlTY G W E N  
JOHNSON 
JOHNSON 













DEPT OF HOMELAND 
S E C U R ~  
DEPT OF HOMELAND 
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NS NASR NAW NELO 
DEFENSE DLA 
ISLAMISM AFlD DEMOCWTIC CHANGE AFTER IRAQ 
DEFlNlffiTHE W-SADDAM SECURITY ENVlRONMENT I N  THE MIDDLE EAST NS RUSSELL 
NS RUSSELL 
N5 RUSSELL 
DEFENSE DTRA WMD PROUFEWTION N m O R K S :  MlNIMlZlNG WPPLY AND DlSRUlTING TRANYER 
NAW NATIONAL I N T E L  COUNCIL CHANGING PATTERNS OF SEOJWrY I N  THE PERSIAN GULF, MIDDLE EAST AND CENTRAL ASIA 
NAW TECOM TACnCAL CULTURE FOR MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCES I N  OIF 3 
NAW NELO THE MIND OF THETERRORIST: AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE P S Y C H O W  OF TERRORISM 
OTHER- DEPT OF HOMELAND 
FED SECUWrY NATIONAL COUNTERTERRORISM CENTER NS STOCKTONILEWIS 
NS SWANLAND FORCE HQ USAFIDPLE HOMELAND DEFENSE I N  RESIDENCE MA5ERCS DEGREE CURRlCULUM DEVELOPMENI 
OTHER- DEPT OF HOMELAND 
FED SECUWrY TERRORISM FINAtiUNG AND US. GOVERNMENT WUCY RESWNSES NS TRINKUNAS 
US.-RUSSIAN COOPERATION I N  STRATEGIC CRISIS MANAGEMENT 
REMOTE YNSlffi TECHNOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES 
DEFENSE DTRA 
A1 R 
STRATEWIN THE CONTEMWWRY WORLD 
FORCE =FEUOW AFB D U  CERTIFICATE PLUS PRffiRAM 
STRATEGIC SYSTEMS 
NAW PRffiW\M ARMS COMROL C O M P U A .  FUTURE lSSSUES 
OTHER- DEPT OF HOMELAND 
FED SECURITY ANALYZING DETERRENCE AND DISSUASION 
DEFENSE OSD 
NAW ONR 
NATO DEFENSE COLLEGE SENIOR RESEARCH FEUOW 






m O R A L  WARFARE TEAM ADAPTIVE SAMPUNG INTEGRATION 
ONR 02% ACOUmCS PROIECT MANAGEMENT 
AUTONOMOUS WIDE APERTURE C L U m R  FCR SURVEILLANCE (AWNS) OC CHlU 
OC CHlUlREEDER NAW ONR ACOUmCPROPACATION SNDIES I N  THE WINDY ISLANDS SOLlTON EXPERIMENT (WISE) 
NAW NAVOCEPNO LITTORAL ZONE IXEANff iWPHY H)R MINE WARFARE 
NAW ONR UFGRADEOF M E  HYDRODYNAMIC COMWNEKT OF THE NAWS MINE IMPACT BURIN PREDICnON MODEL (IMPACRB) 
OC CHU 
OC CHU 
OC CHU NAW ONR 
NAW ONR 
MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR PREDICTING RIGID BODY MOVEMENT I N  AIR-WATER-SEDIMENT COLUMNS WrrH FAST WATER ENTRY (5rmKE35) 
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE NAW'S 3D MINE IMPACT BURIAL PREDlCnON MODEL (IMPACT35) OC CHU 
OC COLUNS 
OC COLUNS 
NAW CNO, N45G CHAW'XRIZPiTION AND CLASSlFlCATION OF MARINE MAMMN VOCAUZATIOH 
OTHER MBARI 
N Y  NSF 
OCMN CURRENT MEASUREMENTS AT THE ENTRANCE TO MONTERCl BAY 
... ENTRANCE TO THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA OC COLLINS 
OC COLUNS NSF NSF 
NSF NSF 
WSTDOCTWAL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP 
MOORED CURRENT MEASUREMENTS AT THE ENTRPINCE TO THE GULF OF CAUFCRNIA OC COLUNS 
OC COLLINS OTHER W - W  DIEGO SHIPBOARD SNDIES OF THE CAUFORNIA CURRENT SYSTEM OFF CENTRAL CAUFORNIA 
NAW CNO, N45 PASSNE PCOVSTIC MONrlORING I N  THE W H E W  CAUFCRNIA REGION 
NAW CNO, N45G CHARACTERIZPiTION AND CLASSLFICATION OF MARINE HAMMAL VOCAUUITIONS OC COUINSICHIU 
OC GUEST NAW ONR 
N Y  NSF 
UNRESOLVED THERMODYNAMICS OF HIGH-LATITUDE MIXED LAYER SYSTEM 






NEARWORE M Y O N  EXPERIMENT 











































ATENUATION OF OCEAN WAVES BY RIPPLES ON M E  SEAFLOOR 
COLLABORATW RESEARCH: CARBW C Y N N G  I N  THE CHUKCHI AND BEAUFORT SEAS - FIELD AND MODEUNG 
C O L W P A m  RESEARCH: ENYIRONMENTAL VARIABIUW, BOWHEAD WHALEDISTRIBVnONS, AND lNUPlAT SUBSISTENCE WHAUNG-UNKAGE &RESILIENCE OF AN ALASKAN... 
ARCIIC K E A N  MODEL INTERCOMPARISON PROIECT (AOMIP) 
APPUCATION OF PARALLEL OCEAN AND CUMATE MODELSTO DECJE/CENIURY PREDICIION 
MESOSCALE VARlABlUW AND PROCESSES I N  AN EDDY-RESOLYING GLOBAL PDP SIMULATION 
PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION OCEAN MODELS 
GLOBEC MAPPING THE EVOLLmON OF HEXKCALE IETS AND EDDIES I N  THE UPWELUNG ECOSYmM OFF CAPE BLANCO, OR USING LONG-RANGE HlGH FREQUENCY RADAR 
NPS SBlR PROGRAM 
EVALUATION O F M E  WAMOS I1  SHIPBOARD WAVE AND CURRENT RADAR 
CORE MOORING DATA SUPPORT 
DATA ACQUISITION, ASSIMILATION, DlSTRIBVnON AND VISUAUZATION EFFORTS I N  SUPPORT OFTHE CENTER FOR IKTEGPATED MARINETECHNOLOGIES 
MOORED CURRENT WSERVATION ALONG THE EUREKA TRANSECT 
THE WINDY ISLANDS SOLITON EXPERIMENT (WISE) 
AERIAL SURVEYS OFTHE CYXFLN AND ATMOSPHERE OFF CENTRALCWFORNIA 
ADVANCED ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OFTHE A S W  DATA 
O l I lMAL ASSET DISTRIBLmON FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMUCT AND FORECPSnNG BASED ON OSERVATION, ADAPTIVE SAMPUNG, AND NUMERICAL PREDlCnON 
THE WINDY ISLANDS SOLITON EXPERIMENT (WISE) 
SEDIMENTTRANSPORT 1N MONEREY CANYON 
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: MODEUNG THERMOBARlC EFFECTS I N  ANTARClIC DEEP OCEAN CONVECIION 
COLLABORATW RESEARCH: ISPOL-I TURBULENT FLUX PROJECT 
AUTONOMOUS OCEAN FLUX BUOYS FOR ARCIIC 5RJDIES 
C O L W R A T M  RESEARCH: THE MAUD RISE NONUNEAR EQUATION OF STATE 5RJDY (MAUDNESS) 
OBSERVATIONS OF VELOCrrY FIELDS UNDER MODEPATELY FORCED WlND WAVES 
BOUNDARY LAYER PROCESSES I N  THE SURF ZONE AND INNER SHELF I N  CROSSTEX AND MlSO 
BEACH WIZARD 
DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF A COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY MODEL FOR PHYSICAL PROCESSES I N  THE NEARSHORE OCEAN 
EVOLVnON OF RIP CURRENTS AND MORPHOLOGY: FIELD EXPERIMENTS AND NUMERICAL NUMERICAL MODELING 
NEARSHORE WAVE AND SEDlMUCT PROCESS 
A GEODESIC CUMATE MODEL W H  QUPSI-LAGRANGW VERTICAL UW3RDINPITES 
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENER-NEWPORT DMSION-D151RIBUTED W I N G  
CISO LEARNING NETWORK I N  SUPPORT OF PlMS P P  
FOURTH QUARTER FUNDING FOR OCL 
ON-UNE IDL 
EXTENSIBLE ANALYSTTOOLBOX FOR MILITARY PLANNING S Y m M  





















UC, W A  CRUZ 
NOAA 
ONR 






US. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 




































SPECIAL FORCES COMMAND 
ONR 
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IOIKT DEFENDER 
WPPORTIK DATA MINING I N  CASTFOREM AND COMBAXXI 
TPA& ANALYSIS 
COMMAND 
US. IOIKT FORCES 
COMMAND 
ARMY 
DESIGN AM) ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION FOR ADVANCED m I K T  C4ISR NODE 
LARGE-XAE NETWORK ALU)RlTHMS 



















CLF SIZE, COMPOSITION, AND EMPLOYMEKT 
MODUNG AND SIMULATION SUPPORT FOR T W I M C  ANALYSIS COMMAND 








THE QUPNlTrATlVE ANALYSIS I N  WPPORT OF PAnCl4D WAR tAMES 





SYSTEM SRIDY OF M E  m I N T  PERSONNEL RECOVERY AGENCY (IPPA) MISSION: SYSTEM MODELS AND S07WW.E FOR A DEClSION AID 








CNO, N8I I F  
T e m k  
OPEPATIONS ANALYSIS EKPERIENCE TOURS 
NAW WARFARE DMLOPMEKT COMMAND CHAIR FOR WARFARE INNOVATION AT NAVAL POSTGRAWATE XHOOL 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH CHAIR OF INNOVATION 








MODEUNG SENSOR DEECIION OF WIClDE 80MBERS 











USMC WARFIGHTING LAB 
NSWCCOASTAL SYS 
STATION 
EXPLORING COMMAND AND CONTROL ISSUES I N  NETWORKED FORCES 
HlGH SPEED VESSEL (HSV) MoTlON & FATIGUE ANALYSIS 
NSWC-PANAMA CITY HlGH SPEED VESSEL MOTION INWCED IMl€RRUPTIONS A PROBLEM FOR HlGH SPEED OPERATIONS? 
VEHICLE MOTION AND OTHER HUMAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATRATION (HIS) ISSUES I N  FLITLIRE COMBAT SYSTEMS ( F a )  GROUND VEHICLE DESIGN AND DMLOPMENl 
l N D l V l W R  COMBATANT M&S 
MCCAULM 






US. SPECIAL OPS COMMAND APPUED WARFIGHIER ERGONOMICS (AWE) RESEARCH CEPmR 
US MILITARY ACADEMY CADET SLEEP STUDY ARMY US MIWARY ACADEMY 
HQ DEPARTMENT OF M E  







ESTABLISHING AN INDEPENDENT COST EWIMATINF MODEL FOR ADVANCED CONCEPT TECHNOUXiY DEMONSTRATIONS (ACTDS) 






OPSN DEPARTMENT OF THE NAW COST AND ANALYSIS (DEIA) COMMUNITV STUDY 
DEPARlENT OF THE NAW COST EWIMAllNG AND ANALYSIS (CEIA) COMMUNNITV SILIDY OPSN 
OUSD IMPROYING AND INCORPOPATING COST ESTIMATING AND ANALYSIS INTO ADVANCED CONCEPT TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS (ACTDS) 
MIWARY APPUCATIONS OF OPTIMlZATION 
NUSSBAUM 




N A W  
X lEKTIFK SYS CO., INC. 
NSWC-DAHLGREN DNlSlON 
UNMANNED VEHICLE AmONOMWS RCWINC SYSTEMS 
OPTIMIZING TOMAHAWK LANP ATTACK PREDESIGNATION 
Appendix I1 - NPS List of Sponsored Programs FY05 
OTHER- 
FED 
DEPT OF HOMELAND 
S E C U r n  
TRAOOC ANALYSIS 
COMMAND 
OPTlM1ZIffi ELHSrmC GRID DESIGN UNDER ASYMMETRICTHREAT 
THE REVIEW OF OQIEOWE INDIVIDUALCOMBAT WEAPON OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS FINDINGS 
EXPEDmONAQY WARFARE LOGISTICS TE- 
ATT ENGATEMENT CONTROLLER 
FUSION DEVELOPMENT 
IFmCRATED MECHANICAL DIAGNGNOmCS HEALTH AND USAGE MANGEMEKT MSTEM (IMD HUMS) MECHANICAL DIAGNOSTICS 
NPS STATESTIIX SUPPORT FOR YUMA TEST CENER 

























DEVELOPMEKT OF A 2 DEGREEQF-FREEDOM MOBILE RAYLEIGH WAVE SOURCE ARRAY 
ISAR IMAGING OF TARGETS I N  OBKUWWT 








FLEYIBLE POLYMER DISPLAYS FOR FIRE-FIGHTING 
CONnNUED INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF DETONATlON MERGING ON UNDERWATER BLPST 









I N  SUPPORT OF THE UNDERSEA WARHEAD TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAM 
EFFECTS OF HYDRO-REACTIVE IET FLOW 









HEL X I N T  TECH OFFICE 
CONTINUED INVESTIGATION I N  SUPPORT OF THE UNDERSEA WARHEAD TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM: ENHANCED SHAPED CHARGE IEmffi BY DETONATION MERGING 
HIGH ENERGY LAYR WEAWNS: M O D N f f i  AND SIMULATION F'H 







POWER CONSIDERATIONS FOR NAVAL ELECTRIC SYSTEMS 





UNIVERSrrY OF MARYLAND 
NAT UNlV OF SINGAPORE 
UMDINPS FREE ELEClRON W E R  RESEARCH 
ANALYSIS AND TESTING OF A 3-SUM THERMAL IMAGER, DIFFERENTLAL COLOUR FILTER AND POLARIZATION FILTER EFFECTS 










HEL X I N T  TECHNOLEY 
OFC 
SINGAPORE DEFENSE TECHNOLO3 SHORT CWRSE-2004 






OTHER CALIFORNIA INST OF TECH DEECTOR TRANSIENT SIMULATIONS FOR THE MIPS INSTRUMENT ON SIRTF 
IMAGING TRANSPORT: FROM THE MOTION OF CHARGE TO THE D m C n O N  OF UGHT 







NASA AMES RESEARCH 
CEKTER 




FAR INFRARED GAAS BLC€KED IMPURITY BAND (BIB) ARRAYS 
SEMlCONWCrOR M A T E W  AND DEECTORS ... 
GIFT ACCWNT FOR TEACHING AND RESEARCH 
OTHER NPS FOUNDATION, INC 
NPS FOUNDATION, INC. OTHER 




N A W  
SPAWAR-Y\N DlEGO 
SPAWAR-SAN DlEGO 
THE EFFECT OF WlND NOISE UPON UNDERSEA N M R K  PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN 
ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS OF SEAWEB AFTER NDCT: ANALYZINGTHE INlRODvCnON OF SENAN LOCAL-AREA N E W O M  AS AN ADDmONAL TIER I N  THE SEAWEB INFRASTRUCIU 
Appendix I1 - NPS List 4 o Sponsored Programs FY05 
LUBER, CAP1 NAW SPAWAR-W D I E W  HIGH REUXUTION RADIATION DAMACZ DETECnON AND MAPPING I N  LUMINESCENT SEMICONDUCTOR MATEIUALS 
NAVAL SEA S Y m M S  COMMAND, THE= AND CURRICUWM SUPFCRT 
lNFORMATION MECHANICS 
RAILGUN TECHNOLOGY: PROPOW TO CONSlRUCT A WEAPONS-GRPSE RAlffiUN TEST FACILTY 
NPS WLGUN TECHNOLOGY 
MTI-SWIR W Z A T I O N  TEST SUPPORT 
MASINT CUTREACHILIAISON PROJECT 
CLASSIFIED SERVICES 
VIBRATION AND MOTION OBSERVATIONS FROM ORBIT 
SOIL AWYSIS STUDIES FOR HELICOFTER BROWNOUT 
SPECTRAL IMAGING APPUCATIONS I N  REMOTE SENSING 
UV SPECTRAL IMAGING FOR W I D  AND MATERIAL ID 
TECHMGU SUPPORT TO THE OSD 
SPECW W A B I m E S  SUPPORT TO M E  OSD 
MITIGATING PLASMA-INDUCED AmENUATION OF COMMUNICATIONS SIGNALS I N  THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
RACOM GATEWAY BUOY 
SEAWEBTKHNOLOGY FOR 5PECW WARFARE 
DISTANCE LEARNING W E R  OF XlENCE I N  ENGINEERING ACW5TICS PROGRAM 
PERTURBATION MODELING AND DATA ANALYSIS I N  A S W X  
NUMERIW STUDIES OF A C W m C  PARTICLE MLOCTTY, ACOU5TIC VARIABILTY W m l  A SSFIPE MOML, AND 3-D EFFECTS OF AN IMPROVED 2-D ACOSUTIC RAY ALGOIUTHM 
CARBON NbNOTUBE FURNACE FOR ADVANCED ELECmON E M K E R  RESEARCH 
THz ASSESSMENT 
ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL TURBULENCE MODELING 
DEVEOPMENT OF A TEXTBOOK FOR A CWRSE ON WEAPONS OF MAS5 DESlRUCTION 
ENGlNEERlNG ANALYSIS OF DD(X) SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS OPIIONS 
UGHT RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE (LRV) AND S P E W  OPERATIONS FORCE (SOF) SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND NEGRATION 
SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FOR FWUnME W M A l N  PROTECTION 
THINK-A-MOM 
MARmME W M A l N  AWARENESS EVALUATION 
CONFlGURABLE FAULT-TOLEPANT ARCHITEOURES FOR RELIABLE SPACE-BASED COMPWNG - SPONSOR 2 
THE DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TE5TING OF RADIATION TOLERAM ASIC & M S I  DMCES FOR SPACE-BASED SYSTEMS 
MODELING, DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF MULTI-IUNCnON SOIAR CELLS USING SILVACO VIRTUAL WAFER FABRICATION SOFTWARE 
NPSATI SPACE TEST PROGRAM SUPPORT 
SPACE MSTEMS OPERATIONS STUDENT RESEARCHIEXPERIENCE TOUR 
























W E N  
OLSEN 














P r n ,  CAPT 
RICE 
RICE 
N A W  
NAW 
NAW 









































FORCE W D  SPACE TEST PROGRAM PANHOUER 
PANHOUER NAW NAVNETSPAOPXOM 








LITHIUM-ION MlTERY TECHNOLOGY DEMLOPMENT FOR NAVAL POSTGRAWATE SCHOOL N m T I  
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FED 
NAVY ONR FERROELECTRlCrPl RESEARCH N E W S W E R  
AIR 
FORCE SAFIFMBMB-AFOY NAVN POSTGRADUATE YHOOL NPSATl SATELLITE INSTRUCIIONPL SUPIORT 
OTHER VARIOUS TECHNOGY REVIEW AND UPDATE W U )  
OTHER- 
FED NAYIJPL AEROASSISTED MANEUVERS AND MISSION MSIGN 
STRATEGIC SYSTEMS 


























e r r  
PL, 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Ashton, Robert Associate Professor 
PhD Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
12.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Power Electronics, Power Electronic Bldg Blk, Power Systems, DC Distribution, Zonal Architecture Active Power Line Con, 
Theses Advised 
A Three-Phase Hybrid Inverter System Utilizing Hysteresis Control 
Hardware In-the-Loop Control of a Cascaded Multi-Level Converter 
Butler, Jon Professor 
PhD Ohio State University 
17.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Logic Design, Multiple-Valued Logic, Fault Tolerant Computing 
Theses Advised 
Network Processors and Utilizing their Features in a Multicase Design 
Cristi, Roberto Associate Professor 
PhD University of Massachusetts 
19.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Digital signal processing, Control systems, Adaptive systems 
Theses Advised 
ditioners 
Analysis of the Effects of Phase Noise and Frequency Offset in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Systems 
Reed-Muller Codes in Error Correction in Wireless ADHOC Networks 
The Complex Frequency Response, Impulse Response and Transfer Function of an Ocean Waveguide 
Fargues, Monique Associate Professor 
PhD Virginia Tech 
16.2 years at' NPS 
Research 
Digital and statistical signal processing. Applications to communications systems, classification problems, wavelet-based decompositions, and 
neural network implementations 
Theses Advised 
Detection of Chemical and High Explosive Artillery Detonations 
Digital Enhancement of Night Vision and Thermal Lmages 
Speech Recognition Software: An Alternative to Reduce Ship Control Manning 
Fouts, Douglas Professor 
PhD University of California, Santa Barbara 
14.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Mixed-Signal System-on-a-Chip Design, Digital Signal Processing Architectures for Radar Signal Processing and Electronic Warfare, 
Reconfigurable Computer Architecture, FPGA Design, Fault Tolerant and High Reliability Computers and Digital Systems, Space and Nuclear 
Radiation Effects on Electronic Components and Systems. 
Theses Advised 
Benchmarking and Analysis of the SRC-6E Reconfigurable Computing System 
Suitability of the SRC-6E Reconfigurable Computing System for Generating False Radar Images 
Transient Response of Silicon-On-Insulator CMOS Structures to Single Event ionizing Effects 
Ha, Tri Professor 
PhD University of Maryland 
17.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Digital Communications, Cellular Systems, Error Correction, Array Processing, Multiple Input-Multiple Output Systems 
Theses Advised 
Performance Evaluation of Different Jamming Strategies over Uncoded Noncoherent FFHMFSK Communication Systems 
Performance of Coherent and Noncoherent Rake Receivers with Convolutional Coding Ricean Fading and Pulse-Noise Interference 
Prototype System for Detecting and Processing of IEEE 802.1 1A Signals 
Hutchins, Robert Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, San Diego 
1 1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Image Fusion Algorithms for Tracking Maneuvering Targets, Improved Tracking of an Agile Target 
Theses Advised 
Autonomous Landing System for a UAV 
Jenn, David Professor 
PhD University of Southern Cali fornia 
14.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Antennas, Radar Cross Section, Electronic Warfare 
Theses Advised 
Designing a High Power Microwave Receiver Using A Systems Engineering Approach 
Effects of METOC Factors on EW Systems Against Low Detectable Targets in a Tropical Littoral Environment 
Predicting the Effectiveness of Ship Launched Electronic Attack A st an Anti-Ship Cruise Missile using Captive-Carry Open-Loop DT-IIIB 
EXP jtal Results 
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Knorr, Jeffrey Professor 
PhD Cornell University 
34.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Microwave systems, radar, space, EW, EM modeling and simulation 
Theses Advised 
Broadband Counterwound Spiral Antenna for Subsurface Radar Applications 
Theoretical and Experimental Study of Micro Air Vehicle Powered by RF Signal AT 10 GHZ 
Kragh, Frank Assistant Professor 
PhD Naval Postgraduate School 
14.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Multiple input multiple output systems, Covert radio communications, Satellite communications, Communications networks, Wireless local area 
networks, Cellular communications 
Theses Advised 
An Investigation of a Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output Communication System with the Alamouti Space-Time Code 
Synchronization Analysis and Simulation of a Standard 802.1 1 g OFDM Signal 
Loomis, Herschel Professor 
PhD MIT 
18.7 years at NPS 
Research 
High Speed Computer Architectures, Ocean Surveillance, Military Space Applications, Digital System Design 
Theses Advised 
Evaluation and Testing of the Naval Postgraduate School Satellite (NPSATI) Solar Cell Measurement System 
Multi-Source Intelligence Fusion in Support of Maritime Domain Awareness 
Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) in a Configurable Fault-Tolerant Processor (CFTP) for Space Applications 
McEachen, John Associate Professor 
PhD Yale University 
8.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Steganographic communications, Complexity theory applied to network infrastructure, Video distribution and analysis over computer networks, 
Wireless computer networks, Computer network security 
Theses Advised 
An Approach for the Cryptographic Modernization of Nuclear Command and Control Emergency Action Message Codebooks (U) 
An Evaluation of Management Techniques for SONETISDH Telecommunication Networks 
Theminator: Configuring the Underlying Statistical Mechanics Model 
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Robertson, Ralph Professor 
PhD University of Texas 
15.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Spread spectrum communications, Wireless local area networks, Cellular communications 
Theses Advised 
Performance analysis of wireless LAN signals transmitted over a Ricean fading channel in a pulsed-noise interference environment 
Su, Weilan Assistant Professor 
PhD Georgia Tech 
.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Sensor networks, Ad hoc networks, Quality of service in Internet, Distributed networks, Satellite networks 
Therrien, Charles Professor 
PhD MIT 
20.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Digital Signal Processing, Image and Multidimensional Signal Processing, Underwater Applications 
Theses Advised 
Detection of Chemical and High Explosive Artillery Detonations 
Tummala, Murali Professor 
PhD Indian Institute of Technology 
17.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Signal processing, Digital signal compression and transmission, Wireless networks, Communications 
Theses Advised 
A Comparison of Timing Methods in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Systems 
Kill Vehicle Effectiveness for Boost Phase Interception of Ballistic Missiles 
Sensor Fusion for Boost Phase Interception of Ballistic Missiles 
Weatherford, Todd Associate Professor 
PhD North Carolina State University 
9.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Radiation-hardening advanced microelectronic Technologies 
Theses Advised 
Novel Optimization Techniques for Multijunction Solar Cell Design Using Silvaco ATLAS 
Simulating Radiation-Induced Defects on Semiconductor Devices 
Transient Response of Silicon-On-Insulator CMOS Structures to Single Event Ionizing Effects 
Y un, Xiaoping Professor 
PhD University of Washington 
10.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Robotics and Control Systems, Wireless Communications, Human Body Motion Tracking 
Theses Advised 
Implementation of  a Quaternion-based Kalman Filter for Human Body Motion Tracking Using MARG Sensors 
Npsat 1 Magnetic Attitude Control System Algorithm Verification, Validation, and Air-Bearing Tests 
Real-Time Data Acquisition and Processing of the Magnetic, Angular Rate and Gravity (MARG) Sensor 
Ziomek, Lawrence Professor 
PhD Pennsylvania State University 
22.9 years at NPS 
Research 
Underwater acoustics, Acoustic wave propagation and scattering in random media, Application of linear, time-variant, space-variant, system 
theory to the modeling of acoustic pulse propagation in an inhomogeneous ocean medium, Space-time signal processing 
Theses Advised 
The Complex Frequency Response, Impulse Response and Transfer Function of  an Ocean Waveguide 
Mathematics 
Borges, Carlos Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Davis 
1 3.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Computing Approximate Stationary Distributions for Discrete Markov Processes with Banded Infinitesimal Generators, A Combat Simulation 
Analysis of Autonomous Legged Underwater Vehicles. Military Operations Research, Total Least Squares Fitting of Bezier and B-Spline Curves 
to Ordered Data. 
Theses Advised 
Reducing Non-Monotonicities in Combat Models 
Canright, David Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
16 years at NPS 
Research 
Fluid Dynamics, Materials Processing, Cryptography, Orbital Mechanics, Acoustics, Fractal Geometry 
Theses Advised 
Analytic Expression of the Buckling Loads for Stiffened Plates with Bulb-Flat Flanges 
Danielson, Donald Professor 
PhD Harvard University 
19.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Use theory and software to model dynamics o f  fluids and structures. Improve analytical and numerical techniques for prediction of satellite 
orbits 
Theses Advised 
Halo Orbit Design and Optimization 
Fahroo, Fariba Associate Professor 
PhD Brown University 
12.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Numerical Trajectory Optimization, Control and Modeling of Distributed Parameter Systems: Structures, Acoustics, and Fluid-Structure 
Interactions, Numerical Analysis/Computational Mathematics 
Theses Advised 
Halo Orbit Design and Optimization 
Fredricksen, Harold Professor 
PhD University of Southern California 
24.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Application of combinatorial techniques and results to problems of digital communications, Cryptography and Computer Security, Coding and 
Information Theory, Combinatorial Mathematics, de Bruijn Graphs and Sequences, Combinatorial algorithms for their generation 
Theses Advised 
Constructing Higher-Order De Bruijn Graphs 
Frenzen, Christopher Associate Professor 
PhD University of Washington 
15.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Asymptotic analysis, Dynamical systems, Applied mathematics 
Theses Advised 
Space Charge Limited Emission Studies Using Coulomb's Law 
Gera, Ralucca Assistant Professor 
PhD Western Michigan University 
.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Use Stratification to Generalize Domination in Graphs, Domination Theory. 
Gragg, William Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
17.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Computational Complex Analysis, Numerical Linear Algebra 
Kang, Wei Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Davis 
10.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Nonlinear control theory with engineering applications, H-infinity control, formation control, and their applications in the control of aircraft, 
engine compressors, and autonomous vehicles 
Theses Advised 
Autonomous Optimal Rendezvous of Underwater Vehicles 
Neta, Beny Professor 
PhD Carnegie-Mellon University 
19.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Finite Elements, Orbit Prediction, Parallel Computing 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of Lateral Boundary Effects on Inner Domain of COAMPS 
Owen, Guillermo Professor 
PhD Princeton University 
21.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Game Theory, Terrorism and Low-Intensity Conflict, Voting, Economic Equilibrium 
Theses Advised 
Chance-Constrained Missile-Procurement and Deployment Models for Naval Surface Warfare 
Rasmussen, Craig Associate Professor 
PhD University of Colorado 
12.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Graph Theory, Network Design and Optimization, Heuristic Algorithms in Combinatorial Optimization 
Theses Advised 
Aggregate Models for Target Acquisition in Urban Terrain 
Improving Branch-and-Price Algorithms and Applying Them to Stochastic Programs Systems 
Risk Assessment of the Naval Postgraduate School Gigabit Network 
Scandrett, Clyde Professor 
PhD Northwestern University 
17.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Active materials, and the coupling between elastic, fluid, and piezoelectric media, Wave propagation phenomenon, Electromagnetic wave 
propagation, The Biot theory of wave propagation in porous media, as well as for Naval applications involving array element interactions of low- 
frequency transducer arrays 
Theses Advised 
Application of Higdon Non-Reflecting Boundary Conditions to Shallow Water Model 

Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering 
Agrawal, Brij Professor 
PhD Syracuse University 
15.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Acquisition, tracking and pointing of flexible spacecraft with optical payloads; active vibration control, isolation and suppression; satellite 
servicing; and space system design 
Theses Advised 
A Laser Metrology System for Precision Pointing 
Angular Rate Estimation by Multiplicative Kalman Filtering Techniques 
Development of a High-Precision Sensor for the Attitude Determination of the Bifocal Spacecraft Simulator 
Driels, Morris Professor 
PhD City University, London 
15.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Funded research for sponsors such as UK Ministry of Defense, National Science Foundation, NASA, US Army, US Navy, US Air Force, 
Current research is sponsored by Joint Technical Coordinating Group and the U.S. Army. Collaborative projects with Naval Weapons Center, 
China Lake, and AMSAA (US Army) Ft. Belvoir, MD, Research focused on conventional weapon effects, targeting and weaponeering 
Theses Advised 
Generalized Weapon Effectiveness Modeling 
Dutta, lndranath Professor 
PhD University of Texas, Austin 
16.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Topical Areas: Composite Materials, Materials in Microelectronics Thermo-Mechanical Behavior of Multi-Component Materials Systems, 
Interface and Near-Interface Effects on Mechanical Behavior of Materials, Materials Systems: Composites, Thin Films, Multi-Layers, Solders 
Theses Advised 
Processing of NIT1 Reinforced Adaptive Solder for Electronic Packaging 
Sample Fabrication and Experimental Design for Studying Interfacial Creep at Thin Filrn/Silicon Interfaces 
The Effects of Thermal Aging on the Thermo Mechanical Cycling Response of Sn-3.5AG Solder Joints 
Gopinath, Ashok Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
10.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Thermo-fluid mechanics of large amplitude oscillatory flows, Novel turbine blade cooling technologies using micro heat exchangers, Thermo- 
mechanical issues in electronic packaging, Rocket plume signature modeling, Radiative energy transport in Micro-Thermo-photovoltaic (MTPV) 
cells 
Theses Advised 
Cold X-Ray Radiation Absorption and Material Response: Numerical Model to Predict Blow-Off and Impulsive Loading in Re-Entry Vehicles 
(QPR waiver) 
Numerical Study of  the Effect of Fuel Film on the Heat Transfer of a Rocket Engine Conlbustion Chamber 
Quantitative Code Evaluation for Predicting Shaped Charge and Characteristics 
Gordis, Joshua Associate Professor 
PhD Rennsselaer Polytechnic Institute 
12.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Structural Dynamics, Vibration and Shock, Finite Element Analysis, Modal Testing, Structural System Identification and Damage Detection, 
Nonlinear Transient Dynamic Reanalysis, Isolation Design and Optimization 
Theses Advised 
Autonomous Optimal Rendezvous of Underwater Vehicles 
Dynamics and Control of the Roll-Oflol l -Off  Stem Ramp Support 
Stress Analysis of Full-Scale Model Light, Medium Ship Roll-ofloll-off (LMSR) Stem Ramp with Combined Under-Ramp Support System 
and Wave Motion Compensator 
Healey, Anthony Professor 
PhD Sheffield University 
18.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Consulting, Patents, etc.: 3 Patents, numerous consulting assignments in industry, government, and academe 
Theses Advised 
A Microstructural and Mechanical Property Correlation of Friction Stir Processed Nickel Aluminum Bronze 
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Obstacle Detection and Assessment Using Forward Looking Sonar 
Horizontal Steering Control in Docking the Aries AUV 
Hobson, Garth Professor 
PhD Penn State University 
1 5.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Propulsion and Energy Conversion, Aerospace Propulsion and Power, Propulsion Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Theses Advised 
A Computational Study of the Effect of Cross Wind on the Flow of Fire Fighting Agent 
Improvement of the Performance of a Turbo-ramjet Engine for UAV and Missile Applications 
Numerical Prediction of the Impact of Non-Uniform Leading Edge Coatings on the Aerodynamic Performance of Compressor Airfoils 
Kaminer, Isaac Associate Professor 
PhD University of Michigan 
1 2.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Unmanned Air Vehicles, Modeling and Simulation, Flight Controls, Conventional Weapons 
Theses Advised 
Autonomous Landing System for a UAV 
Autonomous Visual Tracking of Stationary Targets using Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
Kelleher, Matthew Professor 
PhD Notre Dame University 
37.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Using Artificial Neural Networks to Develop a Predictive Method from Complex Experimental Heat Transfer Data", 
Theses Advised 
A Con~putational Study of the Effect of Cross Wind on the Flow of Fire Fighting Agent 
Thermal Management of the All-Electric Ship 
Kwon, Young Professor 
PhD Rice University 
14.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Solid Mechanics, Vibration and Shock 
Theses Advised 
Autonomous Optimal Rendezvous of Underwater Vehicles 
Determination of Young's Modulus of Carbon Nanotubes Using MD Simulation 
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Fatigue Damage in Metals 
Kragelund, Sean Research Associate 
MS University of Washington 
.2 years at NPS 
Research 
UAV's through variable wind fields and uncertain environments 
Mcnelley, Terry Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
28.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Microstructure-mechanical property correlation in metallic materials, Thermo-mechanical processing and super-plasticity of metals, 
Deformation-induced microstructures, grain boundaries and re-crystallization, Applications of Orientation lrnaging Microscopy (OIM) to 
deformation processing, Deformation and fracture of metal matrix composites 
Theses Advised 
Grain Size Control in AA5083: Thermomechanical Processing and Particle Stimulated Nucleation 
Identification of Deformation Mechanisms during Bi-Axial Straining of Superplastic AA5083 Material 
Modeling of Thermal and Mechanical Effects During Friction Stir Processing of Nickel Aluminum Bronze 
Millsaps, Knox Associate Professor 
PhD MIT 
12.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Turbomachinery, Power and Propulsion, Rotordynamics, Fluid Structure Interactions, Condition Based Maintenance of Rotating and 
Reciprocating Machinery 
Numerical Prediction of the Impact of Non-Uniform Leading Edge Coatings on the Aerodynamic Performance of Compressor Airfoils 
Preliminary Design Study of an Enhanced Mixing Educator System for the LHA (R) Gas Turbine Exhaust 
Theses Advised 
Performance and Flow Regimes in Plane 2-D Diffusers with Exit Channels at Low Reynolds Numbers 
lmpulse Generation by Radiation Absorption in Graphite: Numerical Modeling and Comparison to Analytical Prediction 
Numerical and Experimental Analysis of the performance of Staggered Short Pin-Fin Heat Exchanges 
Papoulias, Fotis Associate Professor 
PhD University of Michigan 
1 5.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Nonlinear Dynamics and Control, Bifurcation Theory, Dynamics of Marine Vehicles, Design of Advanced Hull Forms 
Theses Advised 
Recursive Parameter Identification for Estimating and Displaying Manuevering Vessel Path 
Sensitivity Analysis of the Seakeeping Behavior of Trimaran Ships 
Stre dysis of Full-Scale Model Light, Medium Ship Roll-0 3ff (LMSR) Stem Ramp with Support ARM Assembly 
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Romano, Marcello Assistant Professor 
PhD Politecnio de Milano 
1.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Spacecraft Dynamics and Control, Space Systems Design & On-the-Ground Experimentation, Space Robotics 
Theses Advised 
Development of a High-Precision Sensor for the Attitude Determination of the Bifocal Spacecraft Simulator 
Flexible Multibody Dynamics and Control of the Bifocal Relay Mirror 
Ross, Isaac Michael Associate Professor 
PhD Pennsylvania State University 
15 years at NPS 
Research 
Computational optimal control, Astrodynamics, launch and entry, Nonlinear control theory, Near-Earth-Object interception, Spacecraft attitude 
dynamics and control, Inertial navigation 
Theses Advised 
Optimal trajectory reconfiguration and retargeting for the x-33 reusable launch vehicle 
Halo Orbit Design and Optimization 
Optimization of Low Thrust Trajectories with Terminal Aerocapture 
Shin, Young Professor 
PhD Case Western University 
22.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Fundamental and applied research in Shock and Vibration, underwater shock response analysis and testing 
Theses Advised 
Design Level Ship Shock Simulation of USS Winston S. Churchill (DDG 81) 
Elasto-Plastic Analysis for Severe Underwater Explosions Using Dynamic Finite Element Modeling 
Whipping Analysis of DDG-81 Full Ship Model 
Meteorology 
Chang, Chih-Pei Professor 
PhD University of Washington 
32.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Tropical Meteorology, Monsoon, Climate Dynamics, Dynamic Meteorology 
Thesis 
The Contribution of Symmetrization to the Intensification of Tropical Cyclones 
Davidson, Kenneth Professor 
PhD University of Michigan 
34.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer Properties, Air-Sea Interaction, Atmospheric Factors in EM/EO Propagation, Polar Meteorology 
Theses Advised 
Effects of METOC Factors on EW Systems Against Low Detectable Targets in a Tropical Littoral Environment 
Durkee, Philip Professor 
PhD Colorado State University 
20.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere and Ocean, Physical Meteorology, Radiation Physics, Cloud and Aerosol Physics, Climate Change Processes 
Theses Advised 
A Comparison of IN-SITU Measurements and Satellite Remote Sensing of Underwater Visibility 
Visibility Over Land from Contrast Analysis of Multi-Spectral Satellite Observations 
Elsberry, Russell Professor 
PhD Colorado State University 
36.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Tropical Meteorology, Mesoscale Meteorology, Extratropical Meteorology, Tropical Cyclone Track and Structure, Ocean Response to Tropical 
Cyclones 
Theses Advised 
Intra-seasonal, Large-Scale Circulations and Tropical Cyclone Activity over the Western North Pacific during the Northern Hemisphere Summer 
Prediction of Tropical Cyclone Formation in the Western North Pacific Using Operational Global Models 
Ham, Patrick Associate Professor 
MS Colorado State University 
1 5.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Tropical Meteorology, Tropical Cyclone Motion and Structure, Extratropical Meteorology, Statistical Methods in Meteorology 
Theses Advised 
Intraseasonal, Large-Scale Circulations and Tropical Cyclone Activity over the Western North Pacific during the Northern Hemisphere Summer 
Prediction of Tropical Cyclone Formation in the Western North Pacific Using Operational Global Models 
Nuss, Wendell Associate Professor 
PhD University of Washington 
16.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Extratropical Marine Cyclogenesis, Mesoscale Numerical Weather Prediction, Mesoscale Predictability, Coastal Meteorology and Forecasting 
Theses Advised 
Factors Influencing the Structure of the Monterey Bay Sea Breeze 
Wang, Qing Associate Professor 
PhD Pennsylvania State University 
9.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Boundary Layer Processes, Air-Sea Interaction, Boundary Layer Parameterizations 
Theses Advised 
A Comparison of Bulk Aerodynamic Methods for Calculating Air-Sea Flux 
Convective Activities within the Stratocumulus -Topped Boundary Layer 
The Role of Cloud-Top Entrainment in Coastal Stratocumulus Topped Boundary Layers 
Wash, Carlyle Professor 
PhD University of Wisconsin 
24.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Synoptic and Mesoscale Meteorology, Remote Sensing with Applications to Forecasting, Marine Meteorology 
Theses Advised 
Convective Boundary Layer Parameterizations in High-Resolution Mesocale Models 
Developing and Applying METOC Metrics to Sea Strike Operations: A Case Study of Operation Iraqi Freedom 
Using Rapid Environmental Assessment to improve the Hazard Prediction and Assessment Capability for Weapons of Mass Destruction 
Oceanography 
Batteen, Mary Associate Professor 
PhD Oregon State University 
1 8.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Eddy-Resolving Modeling Studies of the Leeuwin Current, Process-Oriented Modeling Studies of Eastern Boundary Currents 
Thesis Advised 
An Investigation of Surface Current Patterns Related to Upwelling in Monterey Bay Using High Frequency Radar 
Chiu, Ching-Sang Professor 
ScD MIT 
16.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Ocean monitoring and process studies using acoustic tomography, Physical oceanography, Applications of estimation and inverse theories for 
oceanographic data analysis, data assimilation, and array design, Sound propagation in spatially varying ocean media and scattering from rough 
boundaries, Shallow-water acoustics, Coastal acoustic tomography, Variability of long-range, low-frequency sound transmissions, Time-domain 
acoustic source localization 
Theses Advised 
Assessing the Performance of Omni-Directional Receivers For Passive Acoustic Detection of Vocalizing Odontocetes 
Chu, Peter Cheng Professor 
PhD University of Chicago 
13.1 years at NPS 
Research 
Physical Oceanography, Ocean Analysis and Prediction, Air-Ice-Ocean Interaction, Data Assimilation, Computational Fluid Dynamics 
High-Order Numerical Schemes, Coastal Atmosphere-Ocean Coupled System (CAOCS), Satellite Oceanography, P-vector Inverse Method 
Mine Impact Burial Prediction , Acoustic Mine Detection 
Theses Advised 
Effects of a Suspended Sediment Layer on Acoustic Imagery 
Prediction of Instantaneous Currents in San Diego Bay for Naval Applications 
Sensitivity of Satellite Altimetry Data Assimilation on a Naval Anti-Submarine Warfare Weapon System 
Collins, Curtis Professor 
PhD Oregon State University 
1 7.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Marine mammal sonar interaction, coastal currents, water mass properties, acoustic energy propagation, coastal waters 
the Performance of Omni-Directional Receivers for Pas coustic Detection of Vocalizing Odontocetes 
Colosi, John Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Santa Cruz 
.3  years at NPS 
Theses Advised 
Herbers, Thomas Professor 
PhD University of California, San Diego 
1 1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Wave propagation through random media, acoustical oceanography, tides and internal waves, nonlinear dynamics/chaos 
Theses Advised 
Fetch-Limited Wind Wave Generation on the Continental Shelf 
Paduan, Jeffrey Associate Professor 
PhD Oregon State university 
13.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Ocean surface currents and air-sea interactions using direct measurements fi-om shore-based high frequency (HF) radar systems and satellite- 
tracked drifting buoys 
Theses Advised 
An Investigation of Surface Current Patterns Related to Upwelling in Monterey Bay Using High Frequency Radar 
Calibration and Validation of High Frequency Radar for Ocean Surface Current Mapping 
Improving Wind-Based Upwelling Estimates off the West Coasts of North and South 
Radko, Timour Assistant Professor 
PhD Florida State University 
.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Physical oceanography, Fluid dynamics, Circulation, Mixing, Simulation, Battle-space environment 
Thornton, Edward Distinguished Professor 
PhD University of Florida 
35.9 years at NPS 
Research 
Hydrodynamics (waves and currents) of the Nearshore Sediment Transport, Sediment Transport and Morphology of the Nearshore 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of the Shoreline Changes in the Southern Monterey Bay 
Fetch-Limited Wind Wave Generation on the Continental Shelf 
Langmuir Circulations in a Coastal Environment during CBLAST 
Physics 
Arnlstead, Robert Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
40.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Free Electron Lasers 
Theses Advised 
High Power Optical Cavity Design and Concept of Operations for a Shipboard Free Electron Laser Weapon System 
The Electromagnetic Railgun and the Free Electron Laser 
The Shipboard Employment of a Free Electron Laser Weapon System 
Baker, Steven Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
17.9 years at NPS 
Research 
The use of seismo-acoustic waves for the detection of buried mines in the surf- and near-surf zones; Volumetric sonar array element interaction, 
incorporating the effects of multiple-scattering; the use of very high frequencies (>200 kHz) by dolphins for echo-location and target 
identification. 
Theses Advised 
Far Field Extrapolation Technique Using Chief Enclosing Sphere Deduced Pressures and Velocities 
Borden, Brett Associate Professor 
PhD University of Texas, Austin 
2.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Inverse Problems, Electromagnetic Scattering Theory, Image and Signal Processing, Regularization Methods 
Theses Advised 
Advanced Techniques to Improve the Performance of OFDM Wireless LAN 
Colson, William Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
1 5.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Theory and simulation of free-electron lasers, free electron lasers, synchrotron radiation physics, short pulse and wave propagation in nonlinear 
systems, nonlinear electromagnetic interactions, lasers in nature, coherence, noise, and long-range order in relativistic electron beams, laser 
particle accelerators, and quantum electrodynamics. 
Theses Advised 
Optical Cavity Design and Concept of Operations for Free Electron Laser Weapon System 
3eam Directors for Naval Free Electron Laser Weapons 
Cooper, Alfred Professor 
PhD Queens/Bel fast 
47.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Atmospheric Boundary Layer Optics, Propagation and Turbulence, Infrared Imaging System Performance Measures and Modeling, Optical 
Countermeasures, Infra-Red Search and Track Technology, Thermal Imaging and Signatures, Sensor Integration in Combat Systems, 
Polarization Effects in Target Discrimination, Field Performance Models and Tactical Decision Aids. 
Theses Advised 
Atmospheric Windows for High Energy Short Pulse Lasers 
Digital Enhancement of Night Vision and Thermal Images 
Testing and Performance Characterization of the Split-Field Polarimeter in the 3-5um Waveband 
Davis, David Scott Associate Professor 
PhD Purdue University 
15.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Design of a Bore Sight Camera for the Lineate Image Near Ultra Violet Spectrometer (LINUS) 
Applied atomic, molecular, optical (AMO) physics, infrared astrophysics 
Theses Advised 
Computer-Controlled Photodetector Characterization System (Design and Construction) 
Denardo, Bruce Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
13.0 years at NPS 
Research 
Acoustics, nonlinear waves, and fluid dynamics, experimental physics, analytical theory, computational physics, lecture demonstrations, and 
educational laboratory experiments 
Theses Advised 
Active Vibration Control for Free Electron Lasers 
Construction and Testing of Compact Low-Noise Hydrophones with Extended Frequency Response. 
Fundamental Dynamics of Bimodal Wave Systems 
Haegel, Nancy Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
1R Detectors, Senliconductor materials and device, Transport in high resistivity materials 
Theses Advised 
Charge Transport Study of INGAAS QWIPS 
Imaging Transport: Optical Measurements of Diffusion and Drift in Semiconductor Materials and Devices 
Karunasiri, Gamani Associate Professor 
PhD University of Pittsburgh 
4.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Quantum well infrared detectors, Un-cooled thermal imagers, Artificial vision systems, Infrared face recognition, MEMS based sensors 
Theses Advised 
Advanced Thermo-photovoltaic Cells Modeling, Optimized for Use in Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGS) for MARS and Deep 
Space Missions 
Cooperative Radar Network: Concept Exploration for Defending the Sea Base 
Wireless IR Image Transfer System for Autonomous Vehicle 
Larraza, Andres Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
1 5.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Wave turbulence, nonlinear acoustics and optics, acoustic analogs to electromagnetic zero-point field effects, acoustic con~munications, and 
acoustic room de-reverberation 
Theses Advised 
Construction and Testing of Low-Noise Hydrophones 
Fundamental Dynamics of Bimodal Wave Systems 
Wind Tunnel Measurements of Acoustic Einstein-Hopf Drag Using Aerogel Spheres 
Luscombe, James Professor 
PhD University of Chicago 
10.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Quantum nanostructures and their development into a nano-electronic device technology 
Theses Advised 
Determination of Young's Modulus of Carbon Nanotubes Using MD Simulation 
Imaging Transport: Optical Measurements of Diffusion and Drift in Semiconductor Materials and Devices 
Tunable Bandwidth Quantum Well Infrared Photo Detector (TB-QWIP) 
Maruyama, Xavier Professor 
PhD MIT 
1 7.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Conventional and Nuclear Weapons and their Effect 
Theses Advised 
Dirty Bombs: Technical Aspects of Radiological Dispersion Devices 
Olsen, Richard C Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, San Diego 
18.1 years at NPS 
Research 
Remote sensing, with an emphasis on the general problem of target detection 
Theses Advised 
lnvestigation of Outer Length Scale in Optical Turbulence Using an Acoustic Sounder 
Single-Pass Detection and Measurement of Cyclic Rotational Phenomena with High-Resolution Satellite Imagery 
Utilizing Synthetic Aperture Radar to Predict Helicopter "Brown-Out" (U) 
Smith, Kevin Associate Professor 
PhD University of Miami I 
10.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Underwater acoustic propagation, turbulence and environmental variability 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of the Influence of Turbulence and Environmental Variability on Broadband Acoustic Coherence 
Predicting the Effects of Sea Surface Scatter on Broad Band Pulse Propagation with an Ocean Acoustic Parabolic Equation Model 
Source/Receiver Motion-Induced Doppler Influence on the Bandwidth of Sinusoidal Signals 
Walters, Donald Professor 
PhD Kansas State University 
2 1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Atmospheric Optics, Laser Propagation, Adaptive Optics Atmospheric turbulence measurements and modeling 
Theses Advised 
Atmospheric Windows for High Energy Short Pulse Lasers 
Investigation of Outer Length Scale in Optical Turbulence 
lnvestigation of Outer Length Scale in Optical Turbulence Using an Acoustic Sounder 
Systems Engineering 
Harney, Robert Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Davis 
9.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Laser radar systems for target identification and chemical species monitoring, Electro-optical and infrared countermeasures & counter- 
countermeasures, Technology assessment methodology, Terrorism and weapons of mass destruction, Unconventional weapons of mass 
destruction, Prediction of future threat military force possibilities, Possibilities and limitations of non-lethal weapons technologies, Identification 
of fundamental unifying concepts in combat systems technology 
Theses Advised 
A Con~parison of Bulk Aerodynamic Methods for Calculating Air-Sea Flux 
Convective Boundary Layer Parameterizations in High-Resolution Mesocale Models 
How to Optimally Interdict a Belligerent Project To Develop a Nuclear Weapon 
Huynh, Thomas Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Uncertainty management in systems engineering, System scaling, Simulation-based acquisition, Project management 
Theses Advised 
Maritime Dominance In The Littorals 
Kays, Jim Professor 
PhD Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
2.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Systems Engineering applied to large-scale, Complex systems related to DOD 
Vaidyanathan, Ravi Assistant Professor 
PhD Case Western University 
.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Autonomous Systems, Biologically Inspired Robotics, Multi-Mode Mobility, Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs), Collective (Swarm) Intelligence, 
Human-Machine Interface, Complex Systems, Collision Avoidance Systems 
Space Systems 
Panholzer, Rudolf Professor 
PhD Tech Hochschule, Austria 
41.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Solid state analog and digital electronics, Solid state sensors and actuators, Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), Microprocessors and 
niicrocomputer systems for space applications, Analog and digital communication systems, Small satellite design studies 
Theses Advised 
NPSATl Missile System Pre-launch Safety Package (MSPSP) 
Graduate School of Business and Public Policy 
Abdel-Hamid, Tarek Professor 
PhD MIT 
17.5 years at NPS 
Research 
System Dynamics, Software Engineering, Project Management, Decision Analysis, Medical Informatics 
Theses Advised 
A Feedback Perspective of Healthcare Demand/Supply Relationship and Behavior 
Barrett, Frank Associate Professor 
PhD Case Western University 
14.6 years at NPS 
Theses Advised 
Adding a prescription drug benefit to Medicare: an analysis of the Medicare prescription drug, improvement, and modernization act of 2003 
Coughlan, Peter Associate Professor 
PhD California Institute of Technology 
.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Economics, Manpower, Mechanism design, Auctions, Procurement, Incentives, Technology, Competition, Strategy 
Dawe, Richard Lynn Assistant Professor 
PhD St. Louis University 
.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Defense and Government Financial Management and Budget, National Defense Policy and Management, Organizational Culture and Change 
Management, Defense Working Capital Funds (DWCF) 
Dew, Nicholas Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Virginia 
1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Electronic product code, idea of effectuation 
Theses Advised 
DOD Supply Chain Implications of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Use within Air Mobility Command (AMC) 
Identifying and Analyzing Federal Government Market Opportunities for OpalSoft 
The Value of Logistics Information to the Warfighter 
Doerr, Kenneth Associate Professor 
PhD University of  Washington 
3.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Work Design for Operations, Cost Benefit Analysis of Technology, Performance Based Logistics and Logistics Outsourcing 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of Chum and Excess Material at the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard 
Effect of Optempo on Ship Operational Costs 
Information Technology Portfolio Management and the Real Options Method: Managing the Risks of IT Investments in the Dept of the Navy. 
Doyle, Richard Associate Professor 
PhD University of  Washington 
15.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Federal budget policy, defense budgeting, national security policy, congressional budget process, budgeting for health care and other entitlement 
policy 
Theses Advised 
Comparative Analysis of the Use of Foreign Military Sales (FMS) and Direct Commercial Sales (DCS) in the Procurement of US Defense 
Articles by the Philippine Government for the Use of the Armed Forces of  the Philippines 
The National Security personnel System: Department of Defense Civilian Personnel Structures and the U.S. Legislative Process 
Eitelberg, Mark Professor 
PhD New York University 
16 years at NPS 
Research 
Population Participation ("Representation") in the Military, The All-Volunteer Force: History and Prospects, Military Force Management and 
Manpower Policy, Military Manpower Selection, Classification, and Utilization, Equal Opportunity and Diversity Management, Military 
Sociology, Military Psychology, Civil-Military Relations 
Theses Advised 
A Qualitative Analysis of Selection to Flag Rank in the United States Navy 
Non-citizens in the U.S. Military 
Updating the Navy's Recruit Quality Matrix: An Analysis of Educational Credentials and the Success of First-Term Sailors 
Euske, Kenneth Professor 
DBA Arizona State University 
26.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Theoretical and practical issues of resource acquisition, control, and use in service organizations in the public, non-profit, and profit sectors. 
Theses Advised 
Cost Avoidance Analysis, Safe Schools Environment Program, City of Salinas, California 
Implen~entation of Activity Based Cost Management Aboard Base Installations 
Metric Developnient During the Reorganization of the Supply Chain Management Center 
Ferrer, Geraldo Associate Professor 
PhD INSEAD, European Institute of Business Admin 
.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Management science, Renianufacturing, Closed-loop supply chain, Sustainable operations management, Integrated management systems 
Gates, William Associate Professor 
PhD Yale University 
16.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Game Theory, Incentives and Asymmetric Information, Public Goods, Cost Benefit Analysis, Industrial Organization 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of the Coniplexities of Calculating the Cost of War with Respect to OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM 
Current Status of the US Foreign Military Sales (FMS) Program 
Program Acquisition Process: A Comparative Analysis with US DOD System 
Gibbons, Deborah Assistant Professor 
PhD Carnegie-Mellon University 
.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Roles of social relations and networks in organizational learning and power dynamics, Strategic interorganizational networks, Diffusion of 
innovations, Concurrent effects of personality and social context on individual cognition and behavior, Assessment, benchmarking, and 
developnient af inter-organizational networks to support collaboration, diffusion, and community-building in the public sector 
Gue, Kevin Associate Professor 
PhD Georgia Tech 
9.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Logistics modeling and optimization, including problems in production, distribution, warehousing, material handling, routing and scheduling 
Theses Advised 
Assessment of Costs and Benefits of the Military Housing Privatization Initiative in Selected Areas 
Cost Benefit Analysis of the Department of the Navy's F-5 Tiger I1 Contract 
The Costs and Benefits of High Speed Vessels Relative to Traditional C-17 Military Airlift 
Hams, Reuben Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
13.5 years at NPS 
Theses Advised 
Applying the National Performance Review procurement reform initiatives at the Naval Postgraduate School 
Army program managers: a competency perspective 
Faculty Workload Database System (FWDS) for the Administrative Sciences Department: analysis, design, and implementation 
Henderson, David Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
1 8.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Health economics, energy economics 
Theses Advised 
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Security at the Naval Postgraduate School 
The Costs and Benefits of High Speed Vessels Relative to Traditional C-17 Military Airlift 
The Value of Logistics Information to the Warfighter 
Hensel, Nayantara Assistant Professor 
PhD Harvard University 
.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Measuring and managing cost efficiencies in network-based industries, antitrust, financial market organization/ price behavior 
Hocevar, Susan Associate Professor 
PhD University of Southern California 
14.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Inter-organizational Collaboration, Adaptive organizations, Officer of the Future, Reward Systems, Team effectiveness and team-based 
organization design, Organization culture 
Theses Advised 
Organizational Cynicism at the United States Naval Academy: An Exploratory Study 
The Value of the 1999 USMC Retention Survey in Explaining the Factors that Influence Marines' Subsequent StayJLeave Behavior 
What is the Academic Review Process and How is it Working at the Naval Hospital Corps School? 
Jones, Lawrence Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
16.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Public Management Reform and Change, Public Financial Management and Budgeting, National Defense Policy and Management, New Public 
Management, Business-Government Relations and Government Regulatory Policy 
Theses Advised 
NavyIMarine Corps TACAIR Integration: Impact on Operational and Supporting Activities 
Kang, Keebom Associate Professor 
PhD Purdue University 
1 1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Simulation methodologies and modeling, Military logistics, Supply chain management 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of Reliability Estimations and Spares Protection Levels on Life Cycle Costs of the Marine Corps H-1 Upgrades Program 
DOD Supply Chain Implications of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Use within Air Mobility Command (AMC) 
PACFLT Regional Inventory Stocking Model (PRISM) 
King, Cynthia Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Washington 
.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Pragmatic and rhetorical analysis of communication in organizations, The effects o f  language on social interaction, The relationship between 
communicative behaviors and perception, Ethnography of communication, Interpersonal communication, Communication theory 
Lewis, Ira Associate Professor 
PhD Arizona State University 
6.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Logistics, Transportation , Organizational impact of information technology, Defense acquisition, particularly industrial policy and international 
aspects 
Theses Advised 
DOD Supply Chain Implications of Radio Frequency Identification (WID) Use within Air Mobility Command (AMC) 
The Defined Benefit Pension Plan System: Financial Problems and Policy Responses 
Malina, Mary Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Colorado 
3.1 years at NPS 
Researcb 
Management control systems, Performance measurement, Corporate social responsibility, Diversity 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of Spending Patterns Associated with the Phalanx Close-Ln Weapon System (CIWS) Program 
Cost Avoidance Analysis, Safe Schools Environment Program, City of Salinas, California 
Social Responsibility as a Management Control System 
McCaffery, Jerry Professor 
PhD University of Wisconsin 
20.6 years at NPS 
Researcb 
Defense Budgeting (PPB) and Financial Management, Budget Execution, the Congressional Budget Process, California State Budgeting, 
Budgeting for Homeland Security 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of the Complexities of Calculating the Cost of War with Respect to OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM 
Building Line Officers into Financial Managers: An Analysis of the Process and Recommendations for Improvement 
NavyIMarine Corps TACAIR Integration: Impact on Operational and Supporting Activities 
Mehay, Stephen Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
19.8 years at NPS 
Researcb 
A performance analysis of the officer lateral transfer and redesignation process. An analysis of the effect of quantitative and qualitative 
admissions factors in determining student performance at the U.S. Naval Academy 
Theses Advised 
A Performance Analysis of the Officer Lateral Transfer and Redesignation Process 
g the Navy's Recruit Quality Matrix: An Analysis of Educat' nal Credentials and the Success of First-Term Sailors a 
Moses, Omn Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Los Angeles 
19.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Financial Accounting and Reporting, Financial Statement Analysis, Federal Financial Reporting, Business Education 
Theses Advised 
Marketing Plan for the Naval Postgraduate School Master of Business Administration to the Navy Unrestricted Line Community 
Nissen, Mark Associate Professor 
PhD University of Southern California 
8.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Knowledge Dynamics & Management, Innovation & Transformation, Computational Experimentation, Training & Simulation, Command & 
Control 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of DDD and VDT Simulation Techniques to Determine Feasibility of Using VDT Simulation to Validate DDD Models 
Pema, Elda Assistant Professor 
PhD Michigan State University 
1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
JROTC program participation, Labor Market Outcomes of Veteran Spouses, Civilian DOD Compensation 
Theses Advised 
The Deterrence Effect of the Implementation of the Dept of Defense's Drug Prevention Policy among Military Personnel 
Roberts, Nancy Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
19.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Wicked Problems, Multi-Party Collaborations, Strategic Management and Strategic Planning, Policy Formulation, Public Entrepreneurship, 
Power and Politics, Public Sector Innovation, Transformational Leadership and Charisma, Ego Development 
Theses Advised 
Exploring of Wireless Technology to Providing Information Sharing among Military United Nations and Civilian Organizations During 
Complex Humanitarian Emergencies and Peace Operations 
San Miguel, Joseph Professor 
PhD University of Texas, Austin 
22.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Enterprise Resource Planning Systems, Strategic Cost Management 
Theses Advised 
An Examination of the United States Air Force Proposed Lease of Refueling Tankers 
Return on Capital Employed at Naval Dental Center Gulf Coast 
Understanding Acquisition and Growth Strategies for Defense Suppliers: A Case Study 
Sekerka, Leslie Assistant Professor 
PhD Case Western University 
2.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Ethics in the workplace, Positive Organizational Scholarship, Transformation and Change, Appreciative Inquiry 
Theses Advised 
Comparison of Military and Business Culture and Their Impact in Cross-Cultural Teams 
Realignment and the Process of Change at the Naval Postgraduate School 
The Glass Ceiling and its Impact on Mid-Level Female Military Officer Career Progression 
Shen, Yu Chu Assistant Professor 
PhD Haward University 
.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Health Policy and Health Economics 
Snider, Keith Associate Professor 
PhD Virginia Tech 
1 1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Acquisition Policy, Acquisition Education 
Theses Advised 
Modernizing the Army's Utility Helicopter Fleet to Meet Objective Force Requirements 
Transitioning Advance Concept Technology Demonstrations to Acquisition Programs 
Suchan, James Professor 
PhD University of Illinois 
19.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Frameworks and Strategies for Changing Communication Norms in Military and Government Organizations, Qualitative and Empirical 
Assessments to Determine the Effectiveness of Current Military Communication Practices 
Tbeses Advised 
Past Performance Usage within the Department of the Army 
Thibodeau, Nicole Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Pittsburgh 
.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Organizational Architecture, Survey Methodology and Response Rates in Studying Management Accounting 
Thomas, George Professor 
PhD Purdue University 
21.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Managing Diversity/Inclusion; Manpower Issues and Modeling; Gender Issues; Process Modeling; Applied Statistical Analysis 
Tbeses Advised 
Analysis of Trust in Integrated Product Teams (IPT) in Marine Corp Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAAV) Program Office 
Cost Analysis for the Development and Operation of the NEMESIS Project 
Thomas, Gail Fann Associate Professor 
EdD Arizona State University 
1 5.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Communication related to organizational change and innovation, Diversity in the workplace, Role of language in organizations, Communication 
strategies for senior leaders 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of  Mentoring Traits and Themes Influential in the Potential Retention of Minority Students at the United States Naval Academy 
Building a Collaborative Partnership between Camp S.E.A.LAB and the Naval Postgraduate School 
Live from the Battlefield: An Examination of Embedded War Correspondents' Reporting During Operation Iraqi Freedom (21 Mar 2001 - 01 
May 2003) 
Troy, Carmelita Assistant Professor 
PhD Marymount University 




lslamic Public lnfrastructure Financing: An Analysis of Alternative Financing Instruments with Application in Developing Countries 
Zolin, Roxanne Assistant Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
2.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Development of trust and the effect of trust on team performance, The effects of trust on distributed knowledge and professional communities, 
Cross-functional workgroups, virtual teams, and e-commerce, Modeling and simulation of human behavior, networks, organizations and social 
systems, Military culture 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of Trust in Integrated Product Teams (IPT) in Marine Corp Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAAV) Program Office 
Comparison of Military and Business Culture and Their Impact in Cross-Cultural Teams 
Using Commercial Aviation Information Systems in Operational Support Airlift Decision Support Systems 

Defense Resource Management Institute 
Airola, James Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Houston 
2.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Labor Markets, Developing Economies, Effect of Migrant-worker Income Remitted to the Source Country. 
Amara, Jomana Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Houston 
.6 years at NPS 
Research 
International Economics, International Finance, Time Series Econometrics 
Angelis, Diana Associate Professor 
PhD University of Florida 
8.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Activity-based costing, Valuation of R and D projects, Project management 
Blandin, James Professor 
PhD University of Oregon 
30.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Organizational Design, Performance Management, Human Resources Management 
Frederiksen, Peter Professor 
PhD Washington State University 
30.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Effects of Defense Spending on Economic Growth, Infrastructure's Role in the Development Process 
Theses Advised 
Prospects for improving the resource allocation process for national security in Jamaica: a comparative study 
Privatization in the Czech Republic during the transition years: success or failure? 
The required restructuring process for the Romanian Armed Force : major step toward NATO members 
LaCivita, Charles Professor 
PhD University of California, Santa Barbara 
19.9 years at NPS 
Research 
General Economic Theory, Domestic and International Monetary Theory, Capital Theory and Financial Economics, Defense Economics 
Theses Advised 
Funding First Responders from a Threat and Prevention Approach 
McNab, Robert Assistant Professor 
PhD Georgia State University 
4.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Economics of the public sector, Economics of defense, Fiscal decentralization, Corruption and democratic governance, Program, Performance, 
and Capabilities Based Budgeting, Economics of security and sustainment operations 
Theses Advised 
Genocide in Rwanda: The Interplay of Human Capital, Scarce Resources and Social Cohesion 
Islam and Economic Growth in Malaysia 
Islamic Public Infrastructure Financing: An Analysis of Alternative Financing Instruments with Application in Developing Countries 
Melese, Francois Associate Professor 
PhD University of Louvain, Belgium 
17.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Defense Economics, Economic Modeling, General Economics and Management, Quality Management 
Theses Advised 
Senegal: the economic reforms and the influence of the informal sector on the economic reform process 
Transaction cost economics and A-76: a framework for defense managers 
Moms, James Professor 
PhD University of Oregon 
22.9 years at NPS 
Research 
Role processes, Commitment, Trust and betrayal 
Theses Advised 
An examination of Department of Defense risk management policy for non-developmental items acquisition programs 
Regnier, Eva Assistant Professor 
PhD Georgia Tech 
3.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Applications of decision science to investment decisions, aeterogological and climatological uncertainty, commodity price dynamics 
These Advised 
Optimal selection of Army military construction projects 
Richter, Anke Research Associate 
PhD Stanford University 
1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Disease Modeling, Bioterrorism, Health Economics 
Theses Advised 
Development of a Steady State Model for Forecasting US Navy Nurse Corps Personnel 
Wall, Kent Professor 
PhD University of Minnesota 
19.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Discounting Effectiveness, Military Operations Research, Resampling in State Space Models 
Theses Advised 
Analysis of an affordability index model for Marine Corps ground combat equipment 
Cost-effectiveness methodology for evaluating a tactical communications system in the Korean Army 
Webb, Natalie Associate Professor 
PhD Duke University 
12.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Nonprofit organizations, Government and for-profit organizations, Public finance, Taxation, Defense economics manpower and effects of 
defense spending on geographic regions, Industrial organization, Applied micreconomics, Quality and efficiency in production 
Theses Advised 
An evaluation of costs and benefits of the navy's drug prevention policies 
National Security Affairs 
Abenheim, Donald Associate Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
17.9 years at NPS 
Research 
History of War, European Security and Defense 
Theses Advised 
National Strategy for Combating Terrorism: Prospects and lmplications 
Re-Inventing German Foreign and Security Policy: A Struggle to be Understood 
Revolt Against the West: A Comparison of the Boxer Rebellion of 1900-1901 and the Current War Against Terror 
Baylouny, Ann Marie Assistant Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Comparative politics and political economy, The Middle East and North Africa, Social movements, protest, and terrorism, Political Islam 
Theses Advised 
Path Dependence and Foreign Policy: A Case Study of United States Policy Toward Lebanon 
Political Exclusion and Violence: The Islamist Movement in Egypt 
Clunan, Anne Assistant Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
2.5 years at NPS 
Research I International relations theory, International security and cooperation, Russian security policy, Information technology and international politics, 
Theories of institutional change 
Theses Advised 
Civil-Military Relations in Ukraine, During the Transition fiom the Soviet Union to the Independent Ukrainian Republic 
North Korea: The Reality of a Rogue State in the International Order 
Russia's Interests in the Global War on Terrorism: Lmplications for a Continuing US-Russian Strategic Partnership 
Croissant, Aurel Assistant Professor 
PhD Johannes Gutenbert University, Mainz 
.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Political change in Southeast and East Asia, Political violence and terrorism in Southeast Asia, Civil-military relations in Southeast and East 
Asia 
Theses Advised 
Access Issues Associated with U.S. Military Presence in Thailand and the Philippines 
The Effects of Globalization on State Control of Civil Society: The Catholic Church in Vietnam During Autarky and Interdependence 
Lessons Not Learned: The Rekindling of Thailand's Pattani Problem 
Eaton, Kent Associate Professor 
PhD Yale University 
.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Police Reform in Latin America, Secessionist Movements and Territorial Autonomy in Post-conflict Aettings, Colombian Armed Conflict I 
Guttieri, Karen Assistant Professor 
PhD University of British Columbia 
3.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Civil-military operations in war termination and homeland defense, Evaluation, institutional memory and military organizational learning, Civil- 
military issues in multilateral peacekeeping, PoIitics and technological innovations in warfare 
Theses Advised 
Military-Media Relationships: Analyzing U.S. Navy Officers' Attitudes Towards the News Media 
Perpetual War: The Philippine Insurgencies 
Rumors in Iraq: A Guide to Winning Hearts and Minds 
Looney, Robert Professor 
PhD University of California, Davis 
23.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Economic Intelligence and Government Expenditures, ~ c o n o m i c ~ a u s e s  and Consequences of Defense Expenditures 
Theses Advised 
Electronic Warfare: A Critical Military and Technological Asset for the Improvement of the Common European Security and Defense Policy 
(ESDP) 
Financing Terrorism from the Triple Frontier: The Hezbollah, HAMAS and Al-Qaeda in South America 
Genocide in Rwanda: The Interplay of Human Capital, Scarce Resources and Social Cohesion 
Malley, Michael Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Wisconsin - Madison 
.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Domestic Politics and Regional Security in Southeast Asia 
Miller, H Lyman Associate Professor 
PhD George Washington University 
5.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Chinese history, politics, and foreign policy, the international relations of Asia, and American policy toward Asia 
Theses Advised 
Chinese Military Modernization and the Future of Taiwan 
Homeland Security Lessons for the United States 
Revolt Against the West: A Comparison of the Boxer Rebellion of 1900-1901 and the Current War Against Terror 
Moran, Daniel Associate Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
10.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Modem International and Military History, Strategic Theory, History of Modem Europe 
Theses Advised 
Centralized Execution of USAF Air and Space Forces - The Unspoken Trend of the Master Tenet 
The Army Before Last: Military Transformation and the Impact of Nuclear Weapons on the US Army in the Early Cold War 
The Future of the U.S. Navy in the Persian Gulf 
Nasr, Vali Professor 
PhD MIT 
1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Comparative Politics of Middle east and South Asia, Shia Politics, Politics of Iran and Pakistan 
Theses Advised 
Is the Philippines Profiting from the War on Terrorism? 
Political Exclusion and Violence: The Islamist Movement in Egypt 
The Influence of Islam in the Military; Comparative Study of Malaysia, Indonesia and Pakistan 
Olsen, Edward Professor 
PhD The American University 
22.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Politics and Security, U.S. Foreign and Defense Policy 
Theses Advised 
Implications of Sino-American Strategic Competition on Southeast Asia's Post-Cold War Regional Order 
Japanese Defense Policy: Legacies of the Past, Challenges for the Future. 
Unification Strategy for Korea: The Most Prudent U.S. Policy Option to Solve the North Korean Nuclear Crisis. 
Piombo, Jessica Assistant Professor 
PhD MIT 
2.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Democracy in Africa, Political Parties, Electoral systems 
Theses Advised 
Evolution of Transdniestrain Conflict in the Republic of Moldova: Prospects for its Solution 
From Apartheid to Democracy: The Civil-Military Relations in the Republic of South Afica 
Porch, Ralph Professor 
PhD Cambridge University 
9 years at NPS 
Research 
Colombia, Counter-insurgency, strategy 
Theses Advised 
Albania's Counter-Terrorism Policy Options: Finding a Strategy of Common Sense 
Amphibious and Special Operations in the Aegean Sea 1943-1 945, Operational Effectiveness and Strategic Implications 
Japanese Defense Policy: Legacies of the Past, Challenges for the Future. 
Rasmussen, Maria Jose M Associate Professor 
PhD Yale University 
1 1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Terrorism, Counter-terrorism, Civil-Protection, Homeland Defense and Security 
Theses Advised 
From Apartheid to Democracy: The Civil-Military Relations in the Republic of South Afnca 
The Domestic and International Dimensions of Risk: Prospect Theory and Argentina 
The Federal Republic of Germany and Left Wing Terrorism 
Roberts, Nancy Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
19 years at NPS 
Research 
Wicked Problems, Multi-Party Collaborations, Strategic Management and Strategic Planning, Policy Formulation, Public Entrepreneurship, 
Power and Politics, Public Sector Innovation, Transformational Leadership and Charisma, Ego Development 
Theses Advised 
A Financial Analysis of Retirement Plan Investment Options for Military Personnel 
Implementing the Mission-Funded Naval Shipyard: A Case Study on Change Management 
The Marine Corps FIST: An Inter-organizational Analysis of the Fire Support Provision System and its Environment 
Trinkunas, Harold Assistant Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
5.9 years at NPS 
Research 
Ensuring Democratic and Civilian Control of the Armed forces in Asia, Observation of the 1998 Venezuelan Elections 
Theses Advised 
Plan Colombia: How U.S. Military Assistance Affects Regional Balances of Power 
The Domestic and International Dimensions of Risk: Prospect Theory and Argentina 
US Influence on Military Professionalism in the Philippines 
Tsypkin, Mikhail Associate Professor 
PhD Harvard University 
18 years at NPS 
Research 
Russian Security Policy 
Theses Advised 
Central Asian Drug Trafficking Dilemma 
Russia's Interests in the Global War on Terrorism: Implications for a Continuing US-Russian Strategic Partnership 
U.S. and Russian Cooperation Against Nuclear Proliferation 
Twomey, Christopher Assistant Professor 
PhD University of California, San Diego 
.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Foreign and security policies of China, the United States, and East Asia, International security and international relations theories 
Vu, Tuong Assistant Professor 
PhD Princeton University 
.4 years at NPS 
Researc b 
State formation, social movements, political Islam, research methodology, Southeast Asia, Indonesia, Vietnam. 
Yost, David Professor 
PhD University of Southern California 
23.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Political philosophy, International relations theory, and International security 
Theses Advised 
France, Italy, and the 200212003 Iraq crisis 
Demographic Trends in the European Union: Political and Strategic Implications 
Poland and the European Union's Security and Defense Policy 
Wirtz, James Professor 
PhD Columbia University 
14.8 years at NPS 
Researc b 
Nuclear Strategy, WMD Proliferation, Intelligence, Vietnam War, Missile Defense, Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA), Arms Control 
Intelligence, Denial and Deception 
Theses Advised 
Carrot, Stick, or Sledgehammer: Analysis of U.S. policy options for the current North Korean Nuclear Crisis. 
Developing Improved Nuclear Earth Penetrating Weapons: Operational and Political Considerations 
Expanding the U.S. Air Force Counter-Chemical Warfare Concept of Operations 

Computer Science 
Auguston, Mikhail Associate Professor 
PhD Glushkov Cyber Institute 
2.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Software Engineering, Compiler Construction, Testing and Debugging Automation, Visual Programming, Computer Security 
Theses Advised 
A formal application of safety and risk assessment in software systems 
Code maintenance and design for a visual programming language graphical user 
Evaluation of Multi-Agent System for Simulation and Analysis of Distributed Denial-of-Service Attacks 
Berzins, Valdis Professor 
PhD MIT 
18.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Software Engineering, Computer Aided Design, Software Architecture, Software Evolution and Merging, Specification Languages, Computer 
Languages, Program Synthesis and Verification, Knowledge Representation, Engineering Databases 
Theses Advised 
A Formal Application of Safety and Risk Assessment in Software Systems 
A Method for Finding Common Attributes in Heterogeneous DOD Databases 
A Metric Model for lntranet Portal Business Requirements 
Darken, Christian Associate Professor 
PhD Yale University 
3.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Artificial intelligence, Machine learning, Natural language processing, Virtual people 
Theses Advised 
Autonomous-Agent Based Simulation of Anti-Submarine Warfare Operations with the Goal of Protecting a High Value Unit 
Synthetic Vision: Visual Perception for Computer Generated Forces Using the Programmable Graphics Pipeline 
Validating Computational Human Behavior Models: Consistency and Accuracy Issues 
Darken, Rudolph Associate Professor 
PhD George Washington University 
8.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Virtual environments, Human-computer interaction, Human factors, Training systems, Wireless mobile computing 
Theses Advised 
Exploring the Feasibility of the Virtual Environment Helicopter System (VEHELO) for Use as an Instructional Tool for Military Helicopter 
Pilots 
First Responder Weapons of Mass Destruction Training Using Massively Multiplayer On-Line Gaming 
Metrics for Success: Using Metrics in Exercises to Assess the Preparedness of the Fire Service in Homeland Security 
Denning, Peter Professor 
PhD MIT 
2.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Technology and transformation, Networking in network centric operations, Foundational practices of innovation, Fundamental principles of 
computing 
Dinolt, George Associate Professor 
PhD University of Wisconsin 
3.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Formal Methods, Computer Security, Computer Network Operations 
Theses Advised 
A Decentralized "Ant algorithm" for the Command and Control (C2) of a Multi-Agent System (MAS) 
A Formal Analysis of the MLS LAN: TCB-TO-TCBE, Session Status, and TCBE-TO-SESSION Server Protocols 
Scripting Quality of Security Service (QOSS) Safeguard Measures for the Suggested INFOCON System 
Drusinsky, Doron Associate Professor 
PhD Weizmann Institute 
2.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Harel state charts, Verification, Formal Methods, Software Testing, Run time Verification, Temporal Pattern Matching, Automatic Test 
Generation, Real Time Model Checking, Real Time, Low Impact, On-line business rule and security checking, Temporal Logic, Metric 
Temporal Logic, Probabilistic Temporal Logic, Extended Regular Expressions, Visualization, Programming Applications of Formal Methods, 
Knowledge models, Temporal Intrusion Pattern Detection 
Theses Advised 
Design and Implementation of a Database for an Integrated System for Daily Management in an Industrial and Commercial Organization 
Requirements Analysis and Architectural Design of a Web-Based Integrated Weapons of Mass Destruction Toolset 
Irvine, Cynthia Professor 
PhD Vanderbilt University 
11 years at NPS 
Research 
Information and Software Assurance, Multilevel Security, High Assurance Security Engineering, Network Security, Security Models, 
Distributed Systems Security, Security Requirements Engineering, Information Assurance Pedagogy, System Security Architectures 
Theses Advised 
A CyberCIEGE Scenario Illustrating Multilevel Secrecy Issues in an Air Operations Center Environment 
An Approach to Vulnerability Assessment for Navy Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Systems 
Design and Development of a Web-Based DOD PKI Common Access Card (CAC) Intruction Tool 
Kolsch, Mathias Assistant Professor 
PhD University California, Santa Barbara 
. I  years at NPS 
Research 
Computer Vision, Virtual & Augmented Reality, Human-Computer Interaction, Gesture Recognition 
Lewis, Theodore Professor 
PhD Washington State University 
11.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Legacy system migration in enterprise systems; Agent-based simulation systems: the application of scale-free network theory to critical 
infrastructure protection; optimization of networks; network-centric warfare; spread of epidemics, Internet business modes and the theory of 
increasing returns: application of technology diffusion equations in business modeling; mathematical models of chaos (non-linear systems) to 
marketing. 
Theses Advised 
Benchmarking and Analysis of the SRC-6E Reconfigurable Computing System 
First Responder Weapons of Mass Destruction Training Using Massively Multiplayer On-Line Gaming 
Network Model for the Unclassified but Sensitive Internet Protocol Router Network 
Lu, Qi Professor 
PhD University of Minnesota 
1 8.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Software Engineering; System Automation; Documentation-Driven System Development; Risk Assessment for Software Projects; Software- 
intensive System Modeling; Computer-Aided Prototyping; Specification Languages; Engineering Automation for System Requirements; Design 
Methodology; Real-Time and Embedded Systems; Software Tools; Software Evolution; Software Architecture 
Theses Advised 
A Formal Application of Safety and Risk Assessment in Software Systems 
A Metric Model for Intranet Portal Business Requirements 
Lundy, Gilbert Associate Professor 
PhD Georgia Tech 
16.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Computer networks, Telecommunications networks, Internetworking, Network security, Formal specification, Analysis, Testing and simulation 
of computer network protocols, High speed networks, Application of networks 
Theses Advised 
Free Space Optic Communication for Navy Surface Ship Platforms 
Free Space Optics Communication for Mobile Military Platforms 
Study of Wireless Transmission Protocol Technology for Use in Flight Line Environment to Assist the Data Uploading and Downloading on 
Aircraft 
Martell, Craig Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Pennsylvania 
1.3 years at NPS 
Michael, James Associate Professor 
PhD George Mason University 
6.9 years at NPS 
Research 
Engineering dependable distributed systems for defense and intelligence applications 
Theses Advised 
Command Structure of the Ballistic Missile Defense System 
Evaluation of Multi-Agent System for Simulation and Analysis of Distributed Denial-of-Service Attacks 
Improving Present Web Enabled Sites Targeted Towards Our Adversaries Within an InformatiodInfluence Operations (10) Campaign 
Otani, Thomas Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, San Diego 
20.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Object-Oriented Modeling, Visual Query Languages, Software Development for Mobile Devices, Computer Science Education 
The distance training system (DTS) application using dream-weaver mx2004 and JSP application server technology 
Theses Advised 
Effective Use of JAVA Data Objects in Developing Database Applications. Advantages and Disadvantages 
The Distance Training System (DTS) Application Using Dreamweaver MX2004 and JSP Application Server Technology 
Rowe, Neil Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
2 1.6 years at NPS 
Researcb 
Applied Artificial Intelligence 
Theses Advised 
Integration of the Navy Tactical Environmental Database Services with the Joint Effects Model 
Suitability of the SRC-6E Reconfigurable Computing System for Generating False Radar Images 
Using Rapid Environmental Assessment to improve the Hazard Prediction and Assessment Capability for Weapons of Mass Destruction 
Shing, Man-Tak Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, San Diego 
16.6 years at NPS 
Researcb 
Software Engineering, Real-Time Systems Modeling and Scheduling, Software Architectures for embedded and distributed systems, Computer- 
Aided Prototyping, Software Re-engineering, Engineering Automation for Computer Based System 
Theses Advised 
Design and Implementation of a Database for an Integrated System for Daily Management in an Industrial and Commercial Organization 
Integrating XML and RDF Concepts to Achieve Automation within a Tactical Knowledge Management Environment 
Requirements Analysis and Architectural Design of a Web-Based Integrated Weapons of Mass Destruction Toolset 
Singh, Gurminder Professor 
PhD University of Alberta 
2.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Wireless Mobile Collaboration, Content Repurposing for Universal Access 
Theses Advised 
Deployed Virtual Consulting: The Fusion of Wearable Computing, Collaborative Technology, Augmented Reality and Intelligent Agents to 
Support Fleet Aviation Maintenance 
Information Security and Wireless: Alternate Approaches for Controlling Access to Critical Information 
Transforming Fleet Network Operations with Collaborative Decision Support and Augmented Reality Technologies 
Su, Wen Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Kentucky 
2.1 years at NPS 
Research 
Network protocol design and implementation, Multicast protocols, Active and programmable networks, Group communication, High-speed 
networks, Mobile computing, Distributed operating systems 
Theses Advised 
Develop, Build, and Test a Virtual Lab to Support Vulnerability Training System 
Evaluation of the 3COMR Embedded Firewall System and Its Role in Protection against Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) Attacks 
Free Space Optics Communication for Mobile Military Platforms 
Volpano, Dennis Associate Professor 
PhD Oregon Institute of Science and Technology 
1 3.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Programming Languages, Type Systems, Program Security 
Theses Advised 
Secure Remote Network Administration and Power Management 
Xie, Geoffrey Associate Professor 
PhD University of Texas, Austin 
8.6 years at NPS 
Research 
High speed and integrated services computer networks, Network security, Extreme networking, Multimedia systems 
Theses Advised 
Denial of Service Attacks on 802.1 X Security Protocol 
Full-Duplex Underwater Networking Using CDMA 
Session Hijacking Attacks in Wireless Local Area Networks. 
Operations Research 
Annis, David Assistant Professor 
PhD Purdue University 
.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Statistics in Engineering and the Physical Sciences, Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE), Paired Comparison Experiments, Ranking and Selection, 
Estimating Equations, Statistical Education 
Bradley, Gordon Professor 
PhD Northwestern University 
3 1.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Network and Graph Algorithms, Software Tools for Network and Graph Algorithms, Computational Methods in Operations Research 
Theses Advised 
Dynamic Incident Display and Change Point Detection in Counterinsurgency Operations 
Operation and Maintenance Support Information (OMSI) Creation, Management, And Repurposing With XML 
Brown, Gerald Professor 
PhD University Of California, Los Angeles 
28.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Optimization and its Applications, Large-Scale Mathematical Programming 
Theses Advised 
Cost-Constrained Project Scheduling with Task Durations and Costs that May Increase Over Time: Demonstrated with the U.S. Army 
Improving Branch-and-Price Algorithms and Applying Them to Stochastic Programs Systems 
Two-Period, Stochastic Supply-Chain Models with Recourse for Naval Surface Warfare 
Buttrey, Samuel Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
8.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Classification, Computer-Intensive Methods in Statistics, General Applied Statistics 
Theses Advised 
Consolidation of Administrative Functions within US Marine Forces, Pacific 
Estimating Inter-Deployment Training Cycle Performances 
Geo-Demographic Analysis in Support of the United States Army Reserve (USAR) Unit Positioning and Quality Assessment Model (UPQUAM) 
Carlyle, Matthew Associate Professor 
PhD Stanford university 
2.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Integer Programming and Combinatorial Optimization, Network Optimization 
Theses Advised 
A Multi-Year Ammunition Procurement Model for Non-Nuclear Ordnance 
Optimal Sensor Allocation for a Discrete Event Combat Simulation 
Optimizing Global Operations Plans for the Combat Logistics Force 
Dell, Robert Associate Professor 
PhD State University, NY, Buffalo 
14.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Optimization and its Applications 
Theses Advised 
Optimizing a Military Supply Chain in the Presence of Random, Non-Stationary Demands 
Scheduling Marine Corps Entry-Level MOS Schools 
Shift and Duty Scheduling of Surgical Technicians in Naval Hospitals 
Eagle, James Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
23.1 years at NPS 
Research 
Search and Detection, Applied Probability, Military Modeling 
Theses Advised 
Submarine Periscope Depth Course Selection Tactical Decision Aid 
Fricker, Ronald Associate Professor 
PhD Yale University 
.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Statistical methods to detect bioterrorism incidents, Quality control and statistical process control, Warfare modeling and analysis, Military 
manpower and personnel issues: recruiting, retention, effects of deployment, Survey design and analysis 
Gaver, Donald Professor 
PhD Princeton University 
33.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Stochastic Modeling, Decision Making Under Uncertainty, Statistics and Data Analysis 
Theses Advised 
The Effect of Sensor Performance on Safe Minefield Transit 
Jacobs, Patricia Professor 
PhD Northwestern University 
26.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Stochastic Modeling, Decision Making Under Uncertainty, Statistics and Data Analysis 
Theses Advised 
The Effect of Sensor Perfom~ance on Safe Minefield Transit 
Koyak, Robert Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
6.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Applied Statistics, Census Issues, Measurement Error Models, Tracking and Estimation for Air and Missile Defense, Test and Evaluation of 
Theater Air and Missile Defense Systems, Nonpararnetric Statistics 
Theses Advised 
A Model for Predicting the Repair Costs of U.S. Navy Inventory Items 
A Survey on Training and Education Requirements of Marine Corps Aviation Logistics Officers in Preparation for Sea Basing 
Cost-Constrained Project Scheduling with Task Durations and Costs that May Increase Over Time: Demonstrated with the U.S. Army 
Kress, Moshe Professor 
PhD University of Texas, Austin 
4.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Military Operations Research, Combat Modeling, Military Logistics Systems, Bio-Defense Modeling, Decision Analysis 
Theses Advised 
Defense of the Sea Base - An Analytical Model 
Optimizing a Military Supply Chain in the Presence of Random, Non-Stationary Demands 
Two-Period, Stochastic Supply-Chain Models with Recourse for Naval Surface Warfare 
Lin, Kyle Assistant Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Stochastic Modeling and Analysis, Revenue Management and Dynamic Pricing, Queueing Theory and Applications, Game Theory and 
Applications, Simulation Methodology 
Lucas, Thomas Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Riverside 
7 years at NPS 
Research 
Statistical Methodology, Combat Simulation, Command and Control, Numerical Methods 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of Degraded Communications in the Army's Future Force 
Using Hughes' Salvo Equations to Examine Ship Characteristics in Surface Warfare 
Wargaming and Simulation as Tools for CONOPS Development 
Rosenthal, Richard Professor 
PhD Georgia Tech 
20.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Optimization and its Applications, Military Airlift, Transportation and Logistics, Planning, Algebraic Modeling Languages 
Theses Advised 
Development and Evaluation of an Automated Decision Aid for Rapid Retasking of Air Strike Assets in Response to the Time Sensitive Targets 
Tomahawk Land Attack Missile Predesignation: Optimization Revisited 
Royset, Johannes Research Assistant Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Linear and Nonlinear Optimization, Stochastic Programming, Non-smooth Optimization, Network and System Interdiction, Network Flow 
Sanchez, Susan Professor 
PhD Cornell University 
4.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Applied and data intensive statistics, Design and analysis of simulation experiments, Quality and robust design, Active learning 
Theses Advised 
Agent-Based Simulation of Unmanned Surface Vehicles: A Force in the Fleet 
Analysis of the Vertical Takeoff and Landing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (VTUAV) in Small Unit Urban Operations 
Using Agent Based Modeling to Examine the Logistical Chain of the Seabase 
Schrad y, David Professor 
PhD Case Institute of Technology 




An Exploratory Analysis of Protection Using Agent-Based Simulation 
An optimization Model for Sea-Based Logistics Supply System for the Navy and Marine Corps 
Szechtman, Roberto Assistant Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
1.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Control Variates Techniques for Monte Carlo Simulation, Rare-Event Simulation for Infinite Server Queues 
Theses Advised 
Scheduling Marine Corps Entry-Level MOS schools 
Taylor, James Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
36.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Combat Models, Russian OR 
Theses Advised 
Campaign analysis of a NATO ground forces campaign in Kosovo 
Defense of Naval Task Forces from Anti-Ship Missile attack 
Washburn, Alan Professor 
PhD Carnegie-Mellon University 
34.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Antisubmarine Warfare, Applied Probability, Search and Detection, Optimization, Combat Models 
Theses Advised 
Defense of the Sea Base - An Analytical Model 
Shift and Duty Scheduling of Surgical Technicians in Naval Hospitals 
Submarine Periscope Depth Course Selection Tactical Decision Aid 
Whitaker, Lyn Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Davis 
16.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Reliability, Survival Analysis, Categorical Data Analysis 
Theses Advised 
An Adaptive Inspection Sampling Program for Determining Coating Failure of Nimitz Class Aircraft Carrier Tanks and Voids 
An Analysis of the Effectiveness of a New Watchstanding Schedule for U.S. Submariners 
Sleep Logistics as a Force Multiplier: An Analysis of Reported Fatigue Factors from Southwest Asia Warfighters 
Wood, Kevin Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
22.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Linear, integer and stochastic programming and their applications, Network and system interdiction 
Theses Advised 
An Enhanced Graphical User Interface for Analyzing the Vulnerability of Electrical Power Systems to Terrorist Attacks 
Improving Branch-and-Price Algorithms and Applying Them to Stochastic Programs Systems 
Two-Period, Stochastic Supply-Chain Models with Recourse for Naval Surface Warfare 
Information Sciences 
Bergman, Mark Assistant Professor 
PhD University of California, Irvine 
.6 years at NPS 
Research 
High Level Requirements Analysis 
Boger, Dan Professor 
PhD University o f  California, Berkeley 
25.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Network-centric operations and warfare, FORCEnet, Command and control, Maritime domain awareness, Command and control for missile 
defense, Joint experimentation, National technical means 
Theses Advised 
Command Structure of the Ballistic Missile Defense System 
Network Centric Warfare - A Command and Control Perspective 
Network Vulnerability Assessments: A Proactive Approach to Protecting Naval Medicine Information Assets 
Bordetsky, Alexander Associate Professor 
PhD Chelyabinsk St Tec University 
4.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Network Architecture, Global Information Grid, Wireless Networks, Network Modeling 
Theses Advised 
FORCEnet Engagement Packs "Operationalizing" FORCEnet to Deliver Tomorrow's Naval Network-Centric Warfare Capabilities ... Today 
Transforming Fleet Network Operations with Collaborative Decision Support and Augmented Reality Technologies 
Transition of Naval Expeditionary Force's Tactical Mission Planning Systems to a Global Collaborative Capability 
Brutzman, Donald Associate Professor 
PhD Naval Postgraduate School 
13 years at NPS 
Research 
Web-based 3D Graphics, Large-scale Virtual Environments, Physically Based Modeling and High-Performance Networking 
Theses Advised 
Building a Collaborative Partnership between Camp S.E.A.LAB and the Naval Postgraduate School 
Building a Virtual SSGN (VSSGN-2) at NPS for Network-Centric Experimentation 
Web Portal Design, Execution and Sustainability for Naval Websites and Web Services 
Buettner, Raymond Associate Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Information Operations, Organizational performance, the effects of technology on organizational performance, Modeling and simulation of 
human behavior, networks, organizations and social systems, Influence modeling 
Theses Advised 
A Terrorist Approach to Information Operations 
Analyzing the Design of Terrorist Organizations: Using the Organizational Consultant 
Cook, Glenn Lecturer 
MS Naval Postgraduate School 
4.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Outsourcing, Business Process Re-Engineering, Enterprise Architecture, Enterprise Resource Planning, Information Productivity, Information 
Valuation, Data Warehousing, Real Options, Market Comparables 
Theses Advised 
A Prototype Web-Enabled Information Management and Decision Support System for Army Aviation Logistics Management 
Design and Development of a Web-Based DOD PKI Common Access Card (CAC) Instruction Tool 
Transition of Naval Expeditionary Force's Tactical Mission Planning Systems to a Global Collaborative Capability 
Dolk, Daniel Professor 
PhD University of Arizona 
22.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Agent-based simulation, Data mining, Network Operations Centers and DSS 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of the Effect of Commissioning Sources on Retention and Promotion of U.S. Army Officers 
Operation and Maintenance Support Information (OMSI) Creation, Management, and Repurposing With XML 
PACFLT Regional Inventory Stocking Model (PRISM) 
Hayes-Roth, Frederick Professor 
PhD University of Michigan 
1.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Information sharing: architecture, ontologies, services, and trust, Valuable Information at the Right Time (VIRT) services, Model-based 
communication networks, Semantic web technologies 
Housel, Thomas Professor 
PhD University of Utah 
3.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Estimating the return on Information Technology in Profit and Non-Profit Organizations, Decision Making with New Financial Information 
Theses Advised 
Effective Use of Collaborative Information Technology to Enhance Group Performance 
High Speed Network Access to the Last Mile using Fixed Broadband Wireless 
Reducing the Time and Expenditure: From Prototype to Production in Information Technology Application Development 
Kamel, Magdi Associate Professor 
PhD The Wharton School 
16.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Database Systems, Knowledge and Decision Support Systems, Data Mining, Interoperability and Integration of Heterogeneous Systems, E- 
Business 
Theses Advised 
Automated psychological categorization via linguistic processing system 
A prototype web-enabled information management and decision support system for army aviation logistics management 
Kemple, William Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Riverside 
14.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Human-in-the-loop Command and Control Experimentation, Command and Control Concepts, Graphical Data Analysis, Applied Statistics 
Theses Advised 
Model of the US CENTCOM Joint Targeting Architecture: Develop Targets 
Network Centric Warfare - A Command and Control Perspective 
Transformational Wireless Communications Technologies for the Common Aviation C & C System, Unit Operations Center, C & C On-the- 
move Network Digital Over-the-horizon Relay, and Futuristic Communications Architecture in a FORCEnet Scenario 
Schleher, D. Curtis Professor 
PhD Polytechnic Institute of New York 
1 1.2 years at NPS 
Research 
Information Warfare, Electronic Warfare, Radar, Microwaves, Signal Processing 
Theses Advised 
Broadband Counter-Wound Helix Antenna for Land Mine Detection 
Naval Postgraduate School Anechoic Chamber Evaluation 
SideLobe Canceller Jamming Using Hot-Clutter 
Schneidewind, Norman Professor 
PhD University Of Southern California 
34 years at NPS 
Research 
Software Reliability, Metrics, and Maintenance, Computer Networks and Distributed Systems 
Theses Advised 
The Feasibility Study of Implementing a Fiber Optic Local Area Network in Software Metrics Laboratory in Ingersoll 158 
Sengupta, Kishore Associate Professor 
PhD Case Western Reserve University 
15.5 years at NPS 
Research 
Decision support and decision behavior in dynamic environments, Software project management, Electronic commerce, Multimedia in 
information systems 
Theses Advised 
Development of a prototype relational database system for managing Fleet Battle Experiment Data 
Information management system development for the characterization and analysis of human error in Naval Aviation maintenance related 
mishaps 
Defense Analysis 
Arquilla, John Associate Professor 
PhD Stanford University 
1 1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Revolution in Military Affairs, Information-Age Conflict, Irregular Warfare 
Theses Advised 
Defeating Non-State Actors: Unconventional Warfare in an Age of Terrorism 
Network Centric Warfare: A Realistic Defense Alternative for Smaller Nations? 
The Surveillance and Target Acquisition Network (STAN) 
Borer, Dough Associate Professor 
PhD Boston University 
.7 years at NPS 
Research 
War and Political Legitimacy, Economic Statecraft, Strategy and Systems 
Theses Advised 
An Analysis of United States-Albanian Security Relations in Light of the War on Terrorism 
Denning, Dorothy Professor 
PhD Purdue University 
2.4 years at NPS 
Research 
Influence and Information Operations, Terrorism, Cybercrime, Information security, Trust Networks 
Theses Advised 
A Terrorist Approach to Information Operations 
Confronting Cyberterrorism with Cyber Deception 
Effectiveness of Using Military Red-Teams to Identify Maritime Security Vulnerabilities to Terrorist Attack 
Giordano, Frank Professor 
PhD University of Arkansas 
2.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Mathematic Modeling for Military Decision Making in Insurgent and Counter-insurgent Dynamics, Terrorist Target Selection, and Targeting of 
Underground Organizations 
Theses Advised 
A Model of the Terrorist Decision Making System Using Control Systems Engineering 
Anatomy of a Hostage Rescue: What Makes Hostage Rescue Operations Successful? 
Understanding the Military's Role in Ending State-Sponsored Terrorism 
Kapur, Paul Assistant Professor 
PhD University of Chicago 
1.3 years at NPS 
Theses Advised 
United States military-to-military contact with the People's Liberation Army of China 
McCormick, Gordon Professor 
PhD Johns Hopkins University 
12.8 years at NPS 
Research 
Special Operations, Insurgency and Counterinsurgency Theory and Practice, Manhunting Methodoligies, Terrorist Decision Making, Terrorist 
Organization and Targeting, Technology and the Revolution in Military Affairs 
Theses Advised 
A Counter Insurgency Study: An Analysis of Local Defenses 
A Model of the Terrorist Decision Making System Using Control Systems Engineering 
Anatomy of a Hostage Rescue: What Makes Hostage Rescue Operations Successful? 
Robinson, Glenn Associate Professor 
PhD University of California, Berkeley 
13.7 years at NPS 
Research 
Relationships between regional peace and domestic disorder in the Middle East., Collective action in Muslim Societies, political economy of 
authoritarianism and democratic transitions 
Theses Advised 
Naval Coalition Building with the GCC States 
Balance of Power and the Prospects for Peace: The Case of the Levant 
U.S. Security Posture in the Middle East: Need for a Change? 
Sepp, Kalev Assistant Professor 
PhD Harvard University 
1.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Unconventional Warfare, Strategy, Intelligence 
Theses Advised 
Rebuilding Afghanistan: Counterinsurgency and Reconstruction in Operation Enduring Freedom 
The Tao of Special Forces: An Analysis of Counterinsurgency Doctrine 
Simons, Anna Associate Professor 
PhD Harvard University 
6.3 years at NPS 
Research 
Ethnic Conflict, Military Anthropology, Strategic Culture 
Theses Advised 
Convergence and Religious Terrorism in America 
Operational Concept for the Improvement of Counterintelligence Support to USSOCOM Special Operations Supporting the War on Terror 
The Art of Riverine: Warfare from an Asymmetrical Approach 
Tucker, David Associate Professor 
PhD Claremont Graduate School 
6.6 years at NPS 
Research 
Unconventional conflict, Terrorism, Government responses to unconventional conflict 
Theses Advised 
Personnel Recovery Operations for Special Operations Forces in Urban Environments: Modeling Successful Overt and Clandestine Methods of 
Recovery 
The Effectiveness of the U.S. Human Intelligence System in the War on Terrorism 
Understanding the Military's Role in Ending State-Sponsored Terrorism 

3. During its BRAC assessment process, the DoD Education and Training Joint Cross Service 
Group considered several scenarios pertaining to postgraduate education. What is NPS's position, 
and why, on each of the scenarios. These scenarios included: 
qm1) Privatizing all postgraduate education 
a. Its affect on instructional quality. NPS supports the concept articulated by the CNO and 
Secretary of Navy at the BRAC Commission hearings on 17 May 2005 that education is a core 
competence of the Navy. Accordingly, we do not believe that outsourcing all postgraduate education 
would be in the best interests of the navy and the other services. The Navy upholds the guidance 
provided in Secretary of the Navy instruction 1524.2A that NPS should not offer programs if those of 
"...similar cost, quality and focus" can be found at civilian universities. New programs are not 
developed at NPS without market research. Recent studies and analyses about NPS indicate that NPS 
only teaches programs that cannot be readily, or competitively, obtained at quality civilian universities. 
Instructional quality is a hnction of the quality and focus of faculty, faculty research, well defined 
learning objectives and student and faculty interaction. NPS has high-quality faculty, recruited from top 
university PhD programs who are focused on defense and navy relevant research. At NPS programs are 
designed to meet education requirements driven by the Navy, other Services, Combat Commands, and 
various U.S. government sponsors. These programs are tailored to meet individual student needs in 
terms of timing and courses required and deliver the maximum amount of content in the shortest 
possible time. NPS accommodates the unique demands created by serving the needs of a professional 
officer corps, while at many civilian universities the students must generally take the courses that are 
offered and available among the standard offerings created to prepare them for careers in business or 




( C )  
I \ 
r 
Fundamentals (Undergraduate Level) (B) 
I I 
w I Basic Pre-Preparatory Courses (A) 
The pre-preparatory courses (A) are not graduate level subject matter. Nevertheless, they form an 
essential part of the Navy's education strategy and a unique aspect of NPS: the Navy demands the 
flexibility to choose officers for particular sub-specialty assignments based not upon their undergraduate 
experiences , but on the Navy's need for officers in that sub-specialty. Implementation of this strategy 
drives the need for preparatory courses. Regardless of an officer's undergraduate performance or major, 
NPS can quickly provide them with the required "undergraduate" background to move on to graduate 
study fields determined by current operational needs. 
QlW 
The hndamentals (B) are similar to undergraduate courses in most civilian universities; however, they 
reflect a naval or defense orientation. Many civilian programs require that students have already 
undertaken both preparatory and fundamental courses prior to entering a graduate program, particularly 
in the technical and engineering fields. The courses (C) are graduate courses with an orientation to 
defense systems and procedures, but form the academic core of a graduate degree program. The thesis 
and its requisite research provide both a link between the certainty of course-work and the uncertainty of 
attacking hard problems and the opportunity for the studentlfaculty team to contribute to transforming 
today's military into the military of the future. Many universities have down played or eliminated the 
thesis from their M.A. programs because it is expensive and time intensive, but we retain it to guarantee 
that students possess fundamental analytical skills in their selected discipline, skills that will be put to 
immediate use when they move onto their next duty assignments. (see tab Thesis) Joint Professional 
Military Education (JPME) has been incorporated into the curricula that Unrestricted Line Officers 
enroll. JPME is required for promotion and resident JPME is desired for the Air Force. 
The specialized sponsor requirements (D) are totally oriented to the needs of the sponsors as related to 
national security systems and requirements. (see Tab ESR) The defense and operational context that 
NPS provides is a form of "situated learning" that has been shown to enhance the quality of learning. 
Situated learning maximizes the ability of the student to transfer what they are learning into real-world 
situations they will face in the hture. For example, the NPS business school can translate how lessons 
learned in a competitive, free market, profit-based economy can be applied to the PPBS.' 
V 
This curriculum organization is reflected in all NPS programs. The quality of the programs is attested to 
by their accreditation status and international recognition (e.g., Designation by the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization as a Partnership for Peace Training Center). 
I 
However NPS curricula are quite different from the masters' degree programs many at civilian 
universities that assume an incoming student has all the academic prerequisites completed before 
entering the programs, and comprise a core of about 46 graduate course credits without a thesis. 
General comparisons cannot be drawn between NPS programs and civilian programs under the same 
title. . 
Unique implies: 
(1)Subject matter of interest primarily to NavyIDepartment of Defense personnel, 
or 
(2)Analytical methods or way specially adapted study of acoustics as or treatment 
of subjects in to Navy problems; e.g ... the applied to submarine detection, 
(3)Appropriate combinations of facilities, personnel or schedule factors not 
available elsewhere. 
w (4) A student body that is devoted to the study of various defense related subjects. 
NPS provides extensive student-faculty interaction. Courses are taught by faculty 
members without teaching assistants that would normally be found in civilian 
' Olbinger, Diana G. and James L. Oblinger, Educating the Neet Generation, EDUCAUSE, 2005. 
universities. Nearly every student completes a thesis or major project ensuring one on 
one advising and access to one or more faculty members. Students and faculty rate the 
extensive interaction as one of NPS strengths. . 
*.yb. Its impact on the military's officer corp. 
NPS is more than an educational institution; it is a key national asset in the ongoing Global War Against 
Terrorism. NPS creates an opportunity for officers to live, work and learn together with their 
counterparts from the other U.S. services, as well as from many other nations. They learn about the 
different perspectives, challenges and culture, those of other services as well as other nations. This 
knowledge is critical to creating a truly joint and coalition-centered military of the future. It needs to be 
developed in junior officers and cultivated throughout their careers. . 
NPS also enhances the overall quality of the U.S. officer corps, thereby serving as an important engine 
of transformation in the U.S. military. DoD requirements for graduate educated officers exceed its base 
of suitably qualified officers for gradate education. Unfortunately, many professionally high performers 
have modest undergraduate records that preclude their admission at most civilian schools. Yet, 
experience has shown that these mature and dedicated officers acquit themselves well in the graduate 
area if given suitable preparatory technically-oriented study and benefit from the attention of a faculty 
who take teaching and service responsibilities seriously. . 
c. Its impact on DoD's education system. 
One of the greatest strengths of DoD's educational system is the ability to respond quickly to emergent 
requirements. This ability is largely due to NPS's singular focus on its customer. . 
-The DoD education system is comprised of a series of degree-granting institutions and war colleges, as 
well as civilian universities. The Secretary of the Navy has directed that NPS only provide those 
programs for which programs of the same cost, quality and focus are not available elsewhere. The Navy 
has conducted several studies of the NPS in recent years and existing curricula and research efforts have 
repeatedly met the test of quality and uniqueness. Privatization of the programs offered at NPS would 
force DoD to pay more or suffer losses in quality and focus. Universities face many competing demands 
and are unlikely to redirect resources to what inevitably be a tertiary military "market." For example, the 
Petroleum Management program at the University of Kansas was designed specifically by the 
university to meet the needs of the Navy. When Navy student enrollment dropped, the University was 
forced to change the focus of the program away from Navy needs. 
NPS programs are responsive to Sponsor demands in terms of curricula and student input. New 
curricula are developed at "marginal cost" to sponsors and curricula have been terminated when Sponsor 
requirements change. Class sections can increase or decrease rapidly in response to Sponsor demands 
again at marginal cost. Surge capability is maintained by employing a network of Adjunct Faculty, 
while tenured faculty willingly turn to reimbursable research to fill out their workload if teaching 
requirements diminish. NPS faculty literally reinvent themselves and their programs from year-to-year. 
d. Program costs. 
The costs of NPS are the costs of an institution that offers specialized curricula otherwise not available 
the Navy. These costs are driven largely by class sections in those curricula. NPS efficiency is 
dependent upon the assignment of students in economic units (class sections) to NPS. 
The major costs of fully funded graduate education are attached to the students (military pay and 
benefits), not the School, whether it is NPS or a civilian institution. Substitution of less relevant 
education can be wasteful because it takes the officer's time away for other duties and does not enhance 
their performance as a military professional. The point of fully-funded graduated education is to increase 
an officer's capacities in subsequent assignments, and hisher growth as an innovator and thinker. To 
substitute civilian studies at low tuition for the specialized cumcula at NPS in Undersea Warfare, 
w l n f o r m a t i o n  Warfare, Navy-oriented Oceanography, etc., therefore is not in the best interest of DoD that 
is dependent upon specific kinds of expertise among its personnel. 
NPS has over many years become extremely efficient in the production of graduate in the shortest time 
possible. Its 48 weeks of classes (vice 36 at civilian universities), heavier credit loading of 64 credit 
hours per year (vice 36 at a civilian university), and four graduations per year allow it to produce 
graduates in less time than civilian universities thereby saving additional salaries for the officers. 
NPS cunicula must meet educational requirements determined by the Services' "primary consultants" 
who sponsor these cumcula. These educational standards are not governed solely by academic degree 
requirements, but are justified based on the need for that area of knowledge in the Department of 
Defense. They can exceed the normal civilian Masters degree requirement. 
The average officer entering the Naval Postgraduate School has been removed from an academic 
environment for six years and may not have had a undergraduate major matching hisher field of 
graduate study. These two factors can add up to two quarters to the cumculum length beyond the 
normal civilian Masters' Degree program. Even with these additions, the NPS program lengths are 
comparable to a normal Masters' Degree program. 
e. The value added to DoD's overall mission. 
WS is an engine of Transformation. Intense interaction between young officers, sponsors from all 
services and the U.S. government, and world class faculty, produce programs that are tailored to 
improve current operational readiness and to meet future needs. NPS has anticipated future operational 
requirements by developing many cunicula and research programs long before they were the subject of 
contemporary headlines. Cumcula in Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict, Homeland 
Security and Defense, MOVES, Security Building and Information Security, for instance, were bottom- 
up initiatives that are of the critical value to DoD. Service, DoD, and other U.S. government sponsors 
greatly value NPS programs because they introduce students, i.e., future U.S. military leaders, to issues 
of pressing importance to their organizations, equipping them with the skills and knowledge base to 
assume leadership positions across the U.S. defense establishment. 
(2) consolidating all postgraduate education at the Naval Postgraduate School. NPS stands ready 
to meet the needs of all of the US services assuming that the faculty and support functions were suitably 
increased if it is deemed that it is in the best interests of the Navy and Defense. 
w 
a. Its affect on instructional quality. 
Instructional quality is a function of the quality and focus of faculty, faculty research, well-defined 
learning objectives and student and faculty interaction.. 
For the same reasons discussed above that make NPS a valuable experience for Naval students, AFIT is 
a value added experience for Air Force science and technology students. NPS provides a joint 
experience with an education focused on naval, defense and joint applications built upon an expert 
faculty with years of research in those areas. Either additional faculty with Air Force expertise would 
need to be hired, or NPS faculty would need time to conduct research in support of more Air Force 
applications, in order to replicate the education currently provided by AFIT. Faculty may or may not 
transfer from AFIT in support of the decision to move the programs at Dayton to Monterey and this 
would have a negative impact on NPS's ability to meet Air Force requirements in the immediate fkture. 
b. Its impact on tbe military's officer corps 
The impact on the overall officer corps would be positive. In a time when jointness and coalition 
building are paramount, bringing more Air Force officers together with their counterparts from the other 
services and the international community would be very productive. However the impact on the Air 
Force would be an officer corps that is not as well versed in their service's educational needs, at least 
( ( V n t i l  such time that that capability could be expanded at NPS. 
c. Its impact on DoD's education system. 
The combining of AFIT at NPS would result in the loss of a separate institution capable of providing an 
additional point of view on the challenges of national security and the world around us. 
d. Program costs. 
There may be some savings in overhead but little or no academic savings would be gained because both 
universities are near maximum section size. 
e. The value added to DoD's overall mission 
Unknown 
(3) consolidate all postgraduate education at AFIT. What is NPS's position, and why, on each of the 
scenarios with regard to: 
a. Its affect on instructional quality. 
W U  
Given the more narrow range of programs that AFIT offers compared to NPS, and the clear reluctance 
of NPS faculty to move to the Dayton area, the overall impact would be very negative. AFIT would have 
to hire faculty in almost every single area that NPS now covers. Attempting to recreate the knowledge 
and experiential base that now resides at NPS would be extremely costly, and take many years to 
achieve - even if it is possible to do so. 
There would be a very perceptible reduction in the quality and sophistication of instruction across the 
board. We would lose an entire generation of faculty with unique, Naval knowledge. 
NPS's location in Monterey offers both physical and intellectual advantages. An obvious example of a 
physical attribute is access to the ocean. NPS oceanographers understand the interplay between military 
requirements and ocean physics and ply their craft in the ocean, an ocean that is not available in the 
Dayton area. Other physical attributes that would be hard to replicate elsewhere include access to 
Military Operations Urban Terrain (MOUT) facility, uncontrolled air and ocean space, and 
maneuverable land space at Fort Hunter Liggett and Camp Robert. 
- 
Examples of the intellectual partnerships that would be severely hampered by a location other than 
Monterey include joint research, faculty sharing, equipment, and various agreements between the 
Monterey Bay Research Institute, Monterey Institute for International Studies, Defense Language 
Institute, Defense Manpower Data Center, Personnel Security Institute, University of California, Santa 
Cruz and University of California, Santa Barbra, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, NASA 
Ames, and CAL Tech, 
NPS is also close to, and within an easy air commute of one of the largest fleet concentration areas, San 
Diego. This is a valuable resource for student and faculty research and experimentation. 
b. Its impact on the military's officer corps 
The impact on the overall officer corps could be positive provided all the programs and students from all 
services are accommodated at AFIT. In a time when jointness and coalition building are paramount, 
bringing more officers from all services together with their counterparts from the international 
community would be very productive. However the impact on the Navy, Marine Corps and Army would 
be an officer corps that is not as well versed in their service's educational needs, at least until such time 
when, and if, that capability could be expanded at AFIT, as it exists at NPS today. 
c. Its impact on DoD's education system. 
The combining of AFIT at NPS would result in the loss of a separate institution capable of providing an 
additional point of view on the challenges of national security and the world around us. . 
d. Program costs. 
The same argument holds true for combining AFIT with NPS holds true. However, the requirement to 
increase AFIT to meet the full spectrum of programs and students that NPS currently provides, make 
this a less compelling option. 







1 Facility Investment (RM) I I 
Expense Category 
Facility Investment (ST) 
- FY04 
5,057 
I Transportation (TR) I 353 1 
Facility Management (FP) 
Facility Services (FX) 




I Force Protection (CT) I 1.195 1 
Non NPS Tenant Reimbursements 
Supply (SP, IM) 
Bachelor Housing (QO) 
Env Compliance (EC) 
Env Conservation (CN) 
Pollution Prevention (PP) 




Child Development (CD) 
Fire & Emergency (FI) 
Safety (SA) 
Command (CA) 
Resource Mgmt (RN) 
Info Tech Services (IT) 
MWR-APF (MW) 







Fleet & Family Support (FS) 
Total BOS 
202 
19,900 











